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Abstract
Graphene made us all learn how to draw hexagons.
A. H. Castro Neto
This thesis is devoted to the study of interactions in novel low-dimensional quantum systems from a
theoretical point of view. Quantum Physics in the verge of dimensionality is not a recent subject. One
might say that it already started when the Hydrogen atom was studied from a quantum mechanical
point of view, though its golden age belongs to the seventies and the eighties, when a great improve-
ment of experimental techniques for the synthesis and characterization of artificial nanostructures
was achieved. However, in the recent years we have witnessed a real revolution in the field due to
the experimental realization of genuinely low-dimensional systems like graphene, a carbon based
two-dimensional crystal, or the possibility of engineering highly isolated and tunable lattices where
cold atoms become trapped. The particles that propagate along these systems are not independent,
but they interact with each other, something that might lead to collective phenomena never observed
before in nature.
The unraveling of some of the effects that interactions could have in these systems is the leitmotiv
of this thesis. Interactions can be present within the system, but also the existence of an environment
may produce important perturbations that drive it far from its isolated expected behavior. Therefore,
both kinds of interactions will be studied here.
The first part of the thesis concerns interactions in arrays of ultracold atoms. This field has allowed
us to realize in the laboratory models of interacting particles that were before considered of purely
academical interest. This has stimulated a lot of new theoretical studies with the hope that the im-
provement of the experiments, still in their early phases despite the marvelous phenomena already
reported, will permit to find the physics predicted in the equations and numerical simulations. Hence,
this part of the thesis is more speculative than the next one, where experiments will play a pivotal
role. It has two chapters. In the first one, the influence of environments on a quantum particle living
in a one-dimensional finite lattice is studied, finding that due to this coupling the particle might be-
come localized in one of the lattice sites. The research described in the second chapter is motivated
by the controversial issue of thermalization in quantum isolated systems. Experiments are already
providing partial answers, but a consistent theoretical framework is still required in extremis. In or-
der to shed some light on this elusive question, the dynamics of the well-known sine-Gordon model
after a sudden quench of interactions will be studied, in its weak coupling regime. The long-time
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regime of this one-dimensional model should provide us with a new piece to complete the puzzle,
at the same time that it gives orientations to future experiments of one-dimensional fermions with
backward interactions.
The second part of the thesis concerns electron interactions in graphene monolayers, with an im-
portant emphasis on experimental results. The low-energy behavior of electrons in graphene turns
out to be described by a massless Dirac equation, something that –added to the exotic structural
properties that this novel material already presents, has given physicists the opportunity to explore
a variety of new unknown phenomena. Three contributions are included in this part. The first one is
about interactions between graphene monolayers and the experimental environment where current
experiments are performed. These interactions have their origin in the electrostatic coupling between
graphene and the different elements required to study its amazing properties. The second chapter is
mostly of theoretical interest, since it derives an exact identity that theories of interacting electrons
in graphene must fulfill, the f -sum rule. Such an identity also allows for the study of the relative im-
portance of many-body excitations, of relevance when experimental outputs are investigated. Finally,
the third chapter addresses the question of strong coupling phases in graphene from the point of
view of two-body instabilities. The problem of two interacting Dirac particles in a graphene sheet is
addressed, finding that it shows many interesting novel features never reported so far. From this one,
the many-body problem is confronted, first by studying the problem of a single exciton in graphene,
and then by proposing a variational ansatz to describe the ground state of a possible excitonic phase
that might change the metallic properties of graphene samples.
In order to give a self-contained presentation, three introductory chapters are included. A general
one, where the field of low-dimensional quantum systems is reviewed, including the novel realiza-
tions that will constitute the subject of this thesis. And another two, one at the beginning of each part
of the thesis, with a summary of results and techniques concerning interactions that will set the basis
of the research described afterwards.
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1 Low-dimensional quantum systems
Imagine a vast sheet of paper on which straight lines, triangles, squares, pentagons, hexagons,
and other figures, instead of remaining fixed in their places, move freely about, on or in the surface,
but without the power of rising above or sinking below it, very much like shadows - only hard and
with luminous edges - and you will then have a pretty correct notion of my country and
countrymen.
E. A. Abbott (Flatland)
1.1 Introduction
In an introductory chapter one usually seeks a compromise between giving a broad overview of the
field and introducing the relevant aspects required to understand the detailed chapters that come
afterwards. Low-dimensional quantum systems is already a well-established field, and therefore it
would deserve a complete text-book to account for the variety of systems, models and techniques that
have been developed in the last years for their synthesis, characterization and analysis. In this thesis
I have investigated new realizations of low-dimensional quantum systems that have been created
in the laboratory during the last decade. These systems share some properties with the previous
realizations, but also include new features that make them somehow unique. In order to keep a good
balance between old and new, I will try to find the desired optimum by splitting the chapter into
two parts: in the first one, I will give an overview of the already well understood features of the field
by pointing out some general facts that should contribute to set the landscape where we will move
around later. Then, in the second part I will describe in more detail the new realizations that will be
studied in the thesis, setting the subsequent language and the basic formalism.
1.2 General facts on low-dimensional quantum systems
Pushing dimensionality to the quantum limit
The first thing that must be kept in mind is the meaning of a reduced dimensionality. Lower dimen-
sions have drawn the interest of philosophers since the advent of culture. After all, it can be said that
roughly a low-dimensional system is present wherever a boundary of a higher dimensional body is
found. This way, for every three-dimensional object we can define a two-dimensional surface at the
boundaries. It does not require a big imagination to realize that already these lands on which we wan-
der all along our lives, or the very sea surface that so many poets has inspired, are good examples of
these kind of boundaries. But then, surfaces can be shaped forming edges, where the one-dimension
1
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naturally arises, as it does at the cutting edge of a sword. And finally, the zero-dimension awaits
us in these points where sometimes edges abruptly converge, raising corners. Therefore, being sur-
faces, edges and corners part of our everyday experience, it makes sense that a lot of thought has
traditionally been devoted to these systems. Then, what about low-dimensional quantum systems?
As usual, the quantum world introduces nuances and subtleties that leave obsolete our classical
intuitions. When Quantum Mechanics is regarded, the meaning of low-dimensionality gets a more
precise –but also demanding– definition. As happens with its classical counterpart, it has something
to do with the finiteness of systems. But yet another ingredient is required, since the question of size
only makes sense when there is something to compare with. Let me address this issue by invoking
an example. In order to see the emergence of systems of lower dimensionality in the quantum world,
it proves useful to study the problem of a single quantum particle, described by the Schrödinger
equation. If we introduce hard walls in the three dimensions, it will get confined to a finite box of
sizes Lx, Ly and Lz, respectively. The energy spectrum becomes quantized by virtue of these boundary
conditions [1]:
Enx,ny,nz =
h¯2π2
2m
(
n2x
L2x
+
n2y
L2y
+
n2z
L2z
) (1.1)
where ni=x,y,z = 0, 1, ...,∞ and m is the mass of the particle. For the purposes of our discussion, it
suffices to consider the energy separation between the ground state and the first excited level:
∆E
(0)
i =
h¯2π2
2mL2i
(1.2)
that only depends on the mass of the particle and the size of the i−dimension of the box. Now we are
ready to introduce a first definition of low dimensionality from a quantum mechanical point of view:
a system lowers one dimension when the ground state occupation dominates over the rest of the levels. On the
contrary, the effects of this dimension become notable when the energy levels are densely populated.
The crossover between both regimes is nobody’s land, where neither the system has lowered its
dimensionality, nor it is completely higher dimensional in a classical sense, since the effects of level
discretization are still notable. In order to access this lower dimensionality in real systems, typical
energy scales, like for instance the temperature T of the environment that embeds it, must be smaller
than the first excited state energy, kBT ≪ ∆E(0)i . Something that can immediately be translated into
a condition over the size of the system with respect to the temperature or any other typical energy
scale of relevance.
From this definition it is easy to achieve different dimensionalities if the sizes of the system differ
substantially –recovering, somehow, the intuitive picture of low dimensionality. We just need to study
the system at the appropriate energy scale:
• two-dimensional systems (2D): ∆E(0)i ,∆E
(0)
j ≪ kBT ≪ ∆E
(0)
k
• one-dimensional systems (1D): ∆E(0)i ≪ kBT ≪ ∆E
(0)
j ,∆E
(0)
k
• zero-dimensional systems (0D): kBT ≪ ∆E(0)x ,∆E(0)y ,∆E(0)z
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Confinement
This is of course just a simple picture, in which actual size is what makes energy levels discrete. In
reality, boundaries that give rise to quantization of energy levels may certainly be of a different nature,
not necessarily being related to the actual spatial limits of the system. As we will have the opportunity
to see, many systems owe their lower dimensionality to the confinement that may arise, for instance,
due to the existence of external electric or magnetic fields that constrain the motion of particles,
lowering effectively the dimensionality. Actually, we might claim that this is the common general
situation, leaving system-size just as a particular case of confinement. To sketch the connection, let
me write the following one-dimensional Schrödinger equation:
(
− h¯
2
2m
d2
dx2
+V(x)
)
ψ(x) = Eψ(x) (1.3)
The following two formulations of the problem are physically equivalent:
i) V(x) = 0 ψ(0) = ψ(L) = 0
ii) V(x) = 0, 0 < x < L V(x) = ∞, elsewhere
Moreover, in real systems there never is a perfect boundary, and V(x) < ∞ in the external region,
giving a vanishing but non-zero wave-function that yields experimentally measurable consequences.
But again, by working in the proper energy range, these effects are expected to be negligible and the
previous concept of low dimensionality will be recovered.
Genuinely low-dimensional
There is an obvious exception to this rule of thumb for low-dimensionality, reading: what if the system
is low-dimensional because its typical size is already at the atomic scale?. For zero-dimension, a single
atom already fits this definition. One-dimensional atom chains can be synthesized in the laboratory,
as exemplified by the striking experiments with gold atoms reported in [2]. As for two-dimensional
systems, graphene is the one to be mentioned, since it is the first genuinely two-dimensional crystal
ever observed in nature. In all these examples, dimensionality is not reduced due to energy scales,
but because of the actual composition of the system.
A call for awareness should be made at this point. Neither these systems nor the ones introduced
before will ever be truly low-dimensional, at least in a purely mathematical sense. Even on the ground
state of the quantized energy level structure, the wave-functions have some spreading on the restricted
dimension, due, for instance, to the delocalized electronic orbitals of the atoms that compose the sys-
tem. Moreover, electromagnetic fields always propagate in three dimensions, since they do not tend to
be confined by the same mechanisms that apply for real particles. This is, however, the best implemen-
tation of a real low-dimensional system in this, our world, of three spatial dimensions. Mathematically,
real low-dimensional systems can be envisaged, where even interactions are restricted to the lower
dimensions. So far, however, these belong to the realm of pure theoretical abstractions, and realistic
calculations must account for the existence of extra dimensions embedding the system under study.
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More about size
The field of low-dimensional quantum systems is quite interconnected with Mesoscopic Physics,
whose object of study are systems with sizes ranging between the macroscopic and the microscopic
–henceforth the name. Mesoscopic systems, put in the verge of lower dimensionality, can give rise to a
plethora of amazing phenomena that have been explored for the last thirty years. Remarkably, it hap-
pens that realizations of low-dimensional quantum systems tend to fall into the realm of Mesoscopic
Physics, due to their actual sizes.
In order to give a more rigorous demarcation of this field of mesoscopic systems, we need to resort
to Quantum Mechanics. Once again, it is just a matter of scales, and a full delimitation of this field
requires the introduction of a new length scale. If the system has a typical size L, and the particles are
in interaction, we can define the so-called phase-coherence length, Lφ, as the scale beyond which the
particle loses the coherence of its wave-function due to the influence of interactions [3]. A mesoscopic
system is one that is larger than a cluster of a few particles but whose size is still of the order of
its typical phase-coherence length. Therefore, its properties are ruled by quantum mechanical laws,
that may lead, for instance, to the existence of experimentally measurable interference phenomena.
It turns out that this phase-coherence length usually has a strong dependence on temperature, so in
order to fall into the mesoscopic category it is crucial to achieve low enough temperatures.
Realizations of mesoscopic systems can be found along different fields, from Nuclear Physics to
Condensed Matter Physics. However, the pursuit of low dimensionalities has been a quest typically
characteristic of the latter. Particularly in nanostructures, which are solid-state systems with typical
sizes ranging between 1-100 nm. Most of their amazing properties arise from the behavior of the
valence electrons of the atoms that conform them, which turn out to be easily manipulated at the
laboratory, entailing a high-degree of tunability that makes them ideal for applications. Recently,
however, the rising field of cold atoms trapped in optical lattices is setting a new paradigm in all what
concerns this intersection between the small and the highly confined. One of the things that really
makes these novel realizations so remarkable is their extremely high isolation from the experimental
environment, something that for nanostructures represents a real limitation difficult to beat, since it
tends to spoil the necessary quantum properties to exploit their full potential. I will discuss this issue
in more detail later.
Engineering low-dimensional quantum system
For every dimension one could recount a brief history of the challenges and breakthroughs that
experimentalists had to face in order to envisage low-dimensional quantum systems. In this quest, a
large variety of candidates has been explored, ranging from the early studies using polymers to the
infamous two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures. This is, actually,
an ongoing field of research, where new realizations are continuously proposed and tested in order
to find new exotic phenomena.
Experimentally, lower dimensionality is somehow connected with Surface Science, since many
of these systems are synthesized, manipulated and/or analyzed on surfaces. The design of low-
dimensional systems shares a lot of common features with that of devices, and actually most of
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Figure 1.1: How to build a two-dimensional box-man. a) Bottom-up approach: we assemble the different parts
that compose the box-man. b) Top-down: we manipulate a macroscopic sample in order to make it self-
assemble an army of 2D box-men. Then either we concentrate on a single one or make use of the whole
sample.
these systems are proposed, in the end, with the idea of developing technological applications. It
should not be surprising, hence, that this field is twinned to Nanotechnology. In the design process,
there are essentially two usual approaches. The first one is termed the bottom-up approach, and the
idea is to build a low-dimensional system or device by assembling its components in a controlled
manner. For instance, atom by atom on a surface, or drawing a pattern nanolithographically (see be-
low). Within this approach, the system can be engineered in a really detailed way, making it the
obvious procedure when the emphasis is put on fundamental aspects of the problem, that typically
require extremely high tuning. However, when large-scale applications are regarded, this approach
turns out to be quite difficult to scale up, and it must be resorted to alternative proposals in which de-
vices are made by implementing a top-down hierarchy. In this case, the strategy relies on envisaging a
technique whose output is a macroscopic sample that is composed of smaller subsystems of reduced
dimensionality. This approach has connections with the fascinating field of self-assembled structures,
and already may count among its achievements the synthesis of both arrays of zero-dimensional dots
and one-dimensional chains over surfaces.
In the next subsections, I will try to summarize shortly the most relevant experimental setups
traditionally employed to study low-dimensional systems. I will not refer to the newest realizations,
for which special sections will be devoted.
Two-dimensional systems
Two-dimensional electron systems are mainly realized with electrons in heterostructures [4], by trap-
ping them at the interface between two different media. Not being my purpose to give a historical
5
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Figure 1.2: Left: Sketch of a Hall bar geometry, with four terminals. The Hall resistance, the inverse of the
Hall conductance, is equal to RH = VH/I, while the longitudinal resistance is R = VL/I. Right: Hall
and longitudinal resistance measured in a FQHE experiment, where integer and fractional quantization is
shown (figure taken from [9])
review of the field, it is yet interesting to mention one of the first experimental realizations of two-
dimensional electron systems: the surface of liquid helium [5], whose first studies date from the sixties.
In the latter, electrons deposited from an external source become confined at the interface between
Helium and vacuum, i.e, the helium surface. The confinement arises from the fact that helium cannot
absorb these electrons due to its negative electronic affinity, repelling them, but at the same time they
get attracted by their image potential. Overall, the resulting potential has a minimum close to the
helium surface, where they become trapped. By driving the system to the low temperature regime,
very small densities can be achieved, and signatures of electron crystallization have been reported
experimentally [6].
However, there is no doubt that the most interesting devices for what concerns us in this thesis
are the GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure and the MOSFET (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field Effect
Transistor). In both systems it has been possible to engineer a 2DEG by confining electrons at the
interface between two different materials when applying external electric fields. Probably the most
striking phenomenon observed so far is the Quantum Hall Effect, first reported in a MOSFET by the
group of Klaus von Klitzing in 1980 [7]. Two years later, in 1982, experimentalists from Stony Brook
University in New York would report the observation of Fractional Quantum Hall Effect in extremely
pure AsGa samples[8]. The GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure also shows a remarkable high mobility of
electrons at low temperatures, making it specially suitable for fundamental studies.
The Quantum Hall Effect is expected on general grounds when quantum particles are subjected to
an external magnetic field, since the latter gives rise to energy quantization and a discrete spectrum of
so-called Landau Levels [1]. At the laboratory, the main signature of the QHE is the quantization of the
Hall conductance in units of the universal quantum of conductance e2/h. The term Hall conductance
stands for the transverse conductance that is measured when the 2DEG is arranged in a Hall-bar
6
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Figure 1.3: Left: Sketch of a MOSFET. Right: Scheme of the electronic bands in a MOSFET device.
geometry, as shown in Fig. 1.2. Remarkably, this behavior was not theoretically expected at the time
of its discovery, and a rigorous explanation of this phenomena turns out to be quite more subtle
than the simple Landau-levels picture sketched so far. In order to satisfactory explain it, propagating
modes along the edges of the sample, that cannot backscatter, must be regarded. These so-called edge
states of the QHE, due to their quantum nature, only exist in a discrete set of propagating channels,
that in turn explains the observed quantization of conductance. Both explanations are, of course,
related, since edge states are nothing but the realization of Landau levels at the boundaries of the
sample, while genuine Landau levels remain at the bulk of the 2DEG. They do not conduct charge,
preventing the scattering of edge states to the other side.
The Fractional Quantum Hall Effect (FQHE) occurs when, at very low temperatures and by using
extremely pure samples, quantization of the universal conductance also manifests itself at fractions
of the latter, n = 1/2, 1/3, .... While the integer QHE is essentially a single-particle effect, the FQHE is
currently understood as a consequence of electron-electron interactions, that would give rise to a com-
plicated quantum many-body state that still today fascinates scientists with its intriguing properties
[10].
MOSFET’s: The MOSFET system is composed of a SiO2 (insulating) layer deposited on a p-doped
Si substrate (semiconductor) [4]. On the top of the SiO2 layer, a conducting metallic layer is placed,
typically Al. The latter is usually referred to as the gate, while the semiconducting p-doped Si layer
is called the inversion layer. Being the latter doped by holes, the application of a positive bias on the
gate expels them from the interface, producing an accumulation of negative charge that bends down
the bands, as shown in Fig. 1.3. By using strong enough potentials, the bending of the bands can be
tuned to make the conduction band (EC) intersect with the Fermi level (EF), therefore populating with
electrons the first energy level of the effective well that arises in the direction perpendicular to the
interface. The electrons, however, remain free to move at the interface. In the general lines described
above, one dimension of the system has been effectively ruled out. In the case of electrons in the
MOSFET, their motion in the two-dimensional plane is well described by a Schrödinger equation
with an effective mass.
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures: This heterostructure is composed of a GaAs layer (semiconductor),
on top of which a layer of AlxGa1−xAs is grown (n-doped semiconductor, typically by using Si
impurities) [3]. Being both semiconductors, the effect of adding Al to the GaAs is to open up a wider
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Figure 1.4: Left: Sketch of a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. Right: Scheme of the electronic bands in a
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure.
gap, as shown in Fig. 1.4. Therefore if the latter is doped, conduction electrons will be introduced
to the system, and they will gain energy by migrating to the GaAs conduction band. This translates
into an excess of positive charge in the AlGaAs coming from the Si ions, producing an electrostatic
potential that, once equilibrium is reached, bends down the GaAs bands. The net effect is similar to
the one described in MOSFETs: electrons become confined at the interface, where a quantized level
structure results from the resulting triangular quantum well that arises. Now, by placing a metallic
gate on top of the heterostructure, the electronic density at the interface can be varied by applying a
(as opposite to the MOSFET) negative bias potential, which expels electrons away from the interface.
This way, the Fermi level EF can be moved to populate only the lowest energy level of the quantum
well, reducing the dimensionality of the electrons at the interface, that behave like a 2DEG. Again,
this system of electrons is well described by a Schrödinger equation with an effective mass. Typical
densities achieved in these systems range around n ∼ 1011 − 1012cm−2 [3]. As mentioned before,
one of the most remarkable features of this 2DEGs are the high mobilities that can be achieved for
their electron carriers: at low temperatures and by using clean samples, mobilities of the order of
30× 106cm2V−1s−1 have been reported .
In order to investigate the fundamental properties of 2DEGs in both MOSFETs and GaAs/AlGaAs
heterostructures, it is convenient to deplete the electron gas from some regions to produce special
geometrical configurations. This can be achieved with techniques of electron beam nanolithography
[11], that can be used to mould the gate on top of the heterostructure with the shape of interest. When
now the bias gate voltage is applied, the density of electrons will be lowered in those regions where
the gate is present, shaping the geometry of the 2DEG according to the pattern initially casted to the
gate, as shown in Fig. 1.5. This is the usual approach to create two-dimensional nanostructures and,
as we will see later, can be used to further explore lower dimensionalities.
As mentioned, one of the most remarkable manifestations of electrons confined in two dimensional
systems is the Quantum Hall Effect. But there are others also worth to be mentioned. For instance,
Shubnikov-De Haas oscillations, weak localization (see [12] and references therein), as well as electron
crystallization [13]. Moreover, by using particular geometries of the 2DEG, new amazing phenomena
can be accessed: when narrow channels are patterned, quantization of the conductance [14]; or with
ring-shaped geometries, the Aharonov-Bohm effect [15].
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Figure 1.5: Sketch of a patterned gate on top of a 2DEG. Due to the bias voltage applied to the gate, the electron
gas is depleted to the region where the gate was subtracted by electron beam nanolithography.
One-dimensional systems
There is a large variety of systems where the one-dimensional world can be studied. Again, most
of the research is carried out on the properties of valence electrons of atoms forming molecular and
solid-state systems. Theoretically, the field of one-dimensional systems has recurrently drawn the
attention of physicists and even mathematicians, due to the variety of exotic phenomena that they are
expected to manifest, mostly when electrons (or, in general, fermions) are regarded. Not to mention
the large amount of techniques that have become increasingly available to address its study, and
the possibility of finding exact solutions of many one-dimensional models [16]. However, from an
experimental point of view, the isolation of real one-dimensional systems comes along with various
difficulties [10]: sometimes it is due to their complicated chemical structure, which is detrimental
when band effects and electron interactions want to be disentangled; it might also be due to the always
disruptive influence of the environment, whose effect on nanostructures becomes more dominant as
the dimensionality is reduced, since the system gets more exposed; or it can happen that the reduced
dimensionality is not completely achieved, in the sense that even though the effects of energy level
quantization are pivotal, there are still several energy levels populated. In this case, we would talk
about quasi one-dimensional systems.
The necessity of overtaking such a broad range of issues in order to observe truly one-dimensional
physics might explain why for years so many candidates have been proposed in the literature. And
every new proposal would produce a lot of excitement in the community, carrying as it did the hope
of helping to give one step further into this elusive world.
Among the exotic effects that are expected to occur in one-dimensional systems of electrons, prob-
ably the most pursued one has been the observation of the so-called Luttinger liquid [16]. This novel
state of matter is predicted to arise in a one-dimensional system of electrons in interaction, whose
elementary excitations would follow Bose-Einstein statistics, and spin and charge degrees of freedom
would be decoupled into two kinds of bosonic excitations: holons and spinons. The expected signa-
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Figure 1.6: A quantum wire produced in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterestructure (taken from [20])
tures of this peculiar electron liquid when experiments are regarded include, for instance, a strong
suppression of the electronic density of states at the Fermi level. However, the Luttinger liquid is not
the only possible state of one-dimensional matter, since other remarkable effects may arise from the
interactions between electrons when other regimes are studied, like the metal-to-insulator transition
(or Mott transition) [17].
In the way to fulfill this goal, quasi one-dimensional systems (where, as mentioned, the single
occupation of the ground state is not achieved) also offer interesting features that already reflect
the emergence of the one-dimensional world. This is the case of the Peierls transition, where at low
temperatures a gap in the electronic spectrum opens up due to a dimerization of the atoms that
compose a one-dimensional crystal [18]. Or, of course, the onset of superconducting states [16].
Quasi one-dimensional organic conductors: They were the first systems where the one-dimensional
world was studied, in the seventies. Essentially, they are one-dimensional chains of molecules, with
a complicated band structure that, as mentioned, can make difficult the observation of fundamental
effects [10]. A metal-to-insulating transition occurs in the charge-transfer salt TTF− TCNQ, below a
certain critical temperature. Bechgaard salts, the family of compounds (TMTSF)2X and (TMTTF)2X
(with X standing for different ions), have a very rich electronic phase diagramwith a superconducting
(SC) phase, antiferromagnetic (AF) spin-density waves, and signatures of Luttinger Liquid behavior
(particularly, charge-spin separation [19]). Again, however, their complicated band structure prevents
a truly satisfactory isolation of Luttinger liquid physics.
Quantum wires: As the name suggests, these systems are very narrow wires where the effects of
the quantized energy levels are dominant in two spatial directions, restraining the motion of electrons
along the wire. They are produced from 2DEGs by using techniques of nanolithography, as explained
above. A picture of a typical experimental setup, taken with electronic microscopy, is shown in Fig.
1.6. Since the energy levels are quantized in the perpendicular direction, transport measurements in
these systems show quantization of conductance in units of the universal quantum of conductance,
2e2/h [14]. Moreover, in very pure samples, it is possible to track features of purely one-dimensional
systems, like Luttinger liquid physics [21]. Another still-to-understand phenomenon found in late
experiments with quantum wires is the 0.7-anomaly, where an anomalous plateau at a non-integer
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Figure 1.7: Wrapping up a nanotube from a graphene layer. Picture taken from
http://www.seas.upenn.edu/mse/research/nanotubes.html
value of the universal quantum is found in conductance measurements [22].
Carbon nanotubes: Carbon, one of the most versatile elements in nature, is known to form one-
dimensional wires when carbon sheets, single layers of graphite named graphenes, are rolled up
into a cylinder. As shown in Fig. 1.7, depending on the wrapping vector chosen, different kinds of
nanotubes are produced, whose properties may differ substantially, ranging from metallic behavior
to semimetallic (zero gap semiconductor) and insulating. Carbon nanotubes can be produced in the
form of single-walled nanotubes or multi-walled nanotubes, the latter consisting on a hierarchy of
nanotubes wrapped up one around the other. Single-walled nanotubes are the most interesting sam-
ples for fundamental purposes. They can be found in various diameters, as little as nanometers. The
latter, at room temperatures and lower, show strong effects of energy quantization in the radial direc-
tion, being only the lowest energy level effectively occupied. Hence, they are natural candidates for
the study of one-dimensional systems, mostly when their relatively simple structure, as compared to
organic salts, is regarded.
Single-walled nanotubes are isolated in the laboratory, where transport measurements can be con-
ducted in order to study their electronic properties. Luttinger liquid behavior has been invoked to
explain the power-law dependence found in several experimental magnitudes [23, 24]. However, even
though Luttinger liquids have been theoretically predicted to occur in carbon nanotubes [25], it is still
controversial if experimental results are really showing traces of this exotic state [16]. Finally, let me
point out that in carbon nanotubes, the coupling of electrons to phonons is very strong, and could
give rise to a superconducting phase [26].
Edge states of the quantum Hall effect: As it has been already pointed out, a detailed explanation
of the Quantum Hall Effect makes use of propagating electronic states at the edges of the 2DEG [3]. In
fact, they can only move in one direction of the edge, since backscattering is strongly suppressed. A
classical picture in terms of cyclotron orbits of electrons under a magnetic field is useful to understand
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Figure 1.8: Edge states of the Quantum Hall Effect, as depicted in a classical picture. A magnetic field perpendic-
ular to the sample gives rise to closed cyclotron trajectories, that do not conduct charge. This is in contrast
to the edges, where electrons can propagate, but only in one direction. The presence of disorder (impurities)
does not change the direction of the motion, preventing the existence of backscattering.
edge states, like the one shown in Fig.1.8. As electrons only propagate along the edges, they actually
can be seen as a particular case of one-dimensional system. A chiral one, since their movement is
limited to only one direction. This connects the observed quantization of conductance in the QHE and
the same phenomenon found in narrow electron wires: after all, both can be rooted to the existence
of a discrete set of conducting channels due to the lateral confinement 1. Edge states of the QHE
are a powerful tool to study a variety of electronic properties, thanks to the possibility of using
nanolithographic techniques to make circuits with edge states. Remember that the system is no more
than a GaAs/AlGaAs 2DEG with a perpendicular magnetic field, where the gate can be shaped in
order to mold the geometry of the electron gas. Backscattering can be introduced in a controlled
way by producing narrow point contacts, where the wave-functions of the edge states overlap, and
electrons can hop from one edge to the other. From this, a prolific experimental field has rapidly
grown, in which analogous experiments to those performed with photons in Quantum Optics are
carried out with fermions, measuring correlations between electrons or making them interfere in
Mach-Zender and Hanbury-Brown-Twiss geometries [27, 28].
Even more exciting is the possibility of using edge states of the Fractional Quantum Hall Effect in
this kind of experiments. The FQHE is explained as a complicated correlated many-body effect, and
theoretical studies suggest that edge states of the FQHE behave as a special kind-of Luttinger Liquid,
a chiral one [29]
Other realizations: the fauna of candidates to study one-dimensional systems is really large, and
unfortunately I have no space here to describe all of them. For completeness, let me name some of
the missing ones, like spin chains [16] or one-dimensional gold atom chains deposited on a substrate.
1The main difference being the degeneracy of the channels, that is reduced in the case of edge states, where the electronic
spin is fully polarized
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In the latter, features of Luttinger-Liquid behavior have been reported [30].
Zero-dimensional systems
In zero-dimensional systems, confinement effects are present in the three dimensions. Electrons
trapped in atoms are likely the best example, being ubiquitous in nature. However, those are dif-
ficult to isolate and manipulate in the laboratory, so research in zero-dimensional systems has been
mostly concentrated on creating their artificial counterparts, named quantum dots. As we discussed
above, there are two approaches to synthesize them, the bottom-up approach and the top-down one.
The first one is, with difference, the most successful in order to perform fundamental studies, since
the degree of control of the system is extremely high. The most successful realization, in this regard, is
the nanolithographically patterned GaAs/AlGaAs quantum dot, though there are other remarkable
studies involving systems like quantum dots in carbon nanotubes [31] or metallic nanoparticles [32].
The second approach essentially consists of making self-assembled quantum dots, which are more
promising for applications, where large scale production schemes are essential.
GaAs/AlGaAs quantum dots: As it has already been explained, they are produced by nanolitho-
graphically sculpting the gate on top of the GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure, in order to confine the
2DEG to a small region of space (an alternative procedure is that of using etching techniques). By
means of an external bias potential, the density inside this region can be tuned, and hence the num-
ber of electrons populating the energy levels [33]. Due to Pauli’s exclusion principle, in order to
restrict the occupations strictly to the ground state, the number of electrons inside the nanostructure
must be controlled with high accuracy, since only two of them can occupy the lowest level. Such a en-
deavor has been achieved experimentally, and effects of charge quantization are nowadays a current
subject of research (for instance, see [34]). As shown in Fig. 1.9, in order to test the properties of these
systems, the dot is not completely isolated from the 2DEG, since a couple of point contacts are added
in order to make current flow through the dot and measure the conductance. The geometry shown
in this figure corresponds to a horizontal quantum dot, where current flows within the plane. There
exist also vertical quantum dots, in which current flows perpendicular to the plane.
Quantum dots have been used to carry out a large number of experiments, in which it was possible
to observe a number of fundamental phenomena. Coulomb repulsion between electrons makes elec-
trostatically unfavorable the addition of new electrons to the dot, requiring an extra charging energy.
The quantum dot is then said to be in the Coulomb blockade regime [36]. Another striking effect that
has been possible to observe in quantum dots is the infamous Kondo effect [37]. First studied in the
context of quantum impurities in solids, it has attracted the attention of many researchers since the
sixties, mostly due to the many theoretical issues that brought into the field of Condensed Matter
Physics. The Kondo effect happens for impurities having an electron with spin degeneracy in inter-
action with an electron gas. The latter strongly screens the impurity spin below a certain crossover
temperature, by the formation of a singlet state between the spin of one of the electrons of the gas and
that of the impurity. The rest of the electron gas then decouples from the strongly correlated system.
This effect fails to be described by conventional perturbation theory, and in order to address it, new
sophisticated tools like the Renormalization Group were in turn necessary. Regarding quantum dots,
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Figure 1.9: Left: Sketch of a nanolithographically patterned quantum dot, created from a GaAs/AlGaAs nanos-
tructure by Folk et al [35]. Right: small point contacts are added to allow for some current to pass through
the dot. Pictures taken from [33].
a single electron in the valence energy level of a quantum dot can also give rise to this Kondo singlet
when coupled to the 2DEG from the leads. The signature of the Kondo effect is the appearance of a
resonance at the Fermi level, as it was shown in a remarkable experiment [38].
The variety of phenomena that quantum dots have opened up the possibility to explore is quite
more extensive, though. Up to today, waiting for the improvement of experiments regarding ultra
cold atoms, quantum dots represent the simplest and best tunable realization of a quantum system
coupled to an environment. Therefore, they have drawn the interest of researchers working in fun-
damental fields as Decoherence and the Quantum-to-Classical Transition [39], Quantum Dissipation
[40] and, in general, Open Quantum Systems [41]. All these fields are interrelated, since they share
the common interest for understanding how the presence of environments affects the properties of
quantum systems: energy transfer (relaxation and dissipation), lost of coherence of wave functions
(decoherence and dephasing), and emergence of classical behavior.
From the point of view of applications, quantum dots are also highly promising devices. On the one
hand, they can be used as single-electron transistors, a key-piece in the quest to miniaturize electronic
devices down to the nanoscale, the main subject of study of the novel field of Nanoelectronics [42]. On
the other hand, quantum dots have been for years one of the most solid candidates to produce quan-
tum bits (qubits), the basic component of a quantum computer [43]. However, while GaAs/AlGaAs
quantum dots have undoubtedly supposed a cornerstone in the development and understanding of
qubits, they are no longer considered for many people as viable candidates to do large scale quantum
computation. First, due to the strong coupling of the electron spin to the environment in these sys-
tems, that fastly spoils the required quantum properties. And second, due to the difficulties to scale
them up to produce devices with a macroscopic number of coupled qubits.
Self-assembled quantum dots: Nowadays, there is a bunch of techniques developed to produce
quantum dots in a self-assembled manner. Probably the most popular one is that based on epitaxial
growth by using Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE). The idea is to grow a layer of a certain material on
a different substrate with mismatched lattice structure, like for instance InAs over GaAs. Such a type
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Figure 1.10: Array of InAs self-assembled quantum dots growth by MBE techniques over a GaAs substrate.
Picture taken from http://www.nist.gov/public_affairs/update/quantumdots.htm.
of growth is known as Stranski-Krastanov [44], and the net effect is the appearance of a strain on
the deposited material, responsible for the formation of a periodic array of islands with typical sizes
ranging between 5− 20nm. Electrons inside these island are confined in the three dimensions, giving
rise to energy level quantization. After burning the possible remains of the InAs layer (the so-called
wetting layer, necessary for the island formation), an array of quantum dots over GaAs is attained (Fig.
1.10)
As mentioned, there are hopes that this sort of quantum dots may have applications in Quantum
Computation. In the meanwhile, however, they are being used extensively in experiments of quantum
optics: being somehow artificial atoms, they can be tuned to contain electron transitions not present
in real atoms, what allows for new kinds of lasers to be produced [45].
Lower dimensionality means a rising weirdness
After this overview of the traditional realizations of low-dimensional systems, there should be no
question about the variety and complexity of phenomena that is present in these systems. Apparently,
when dimensions are lowered, even the simplest system, like an electron gas, shows amazing features
not expected in its higher dimensional counterpart. But somehow, our intuition dictates that it should
be the other way round, with systems behaving in a more simplistic way as dimensions are lowered.
A good understanding of this issue is still an ongoing problem. However, some pivotal aspects of
it have been already dilucidated. The central idea would be that lower dimensionalities translate into
higher constraints of the particles that compose the system (fermions, bosons,..). Interesting physics
might be said to be a tale of competing effects, and the introduction of new constraints reduces
the playground where these effects are confronted. For instance, the paradigm in the physics of
the interacting electron gas, the Fermi Liquid Theory, breaks down in one-dimension because the
system is so constrained that particles lose effectiveness for the screening of the interactions between
them. Moreover, the Fractional Quantum Hall Effect is only possible when electrons are restricted to a
plane, something that can be rooted to the different properties that symmetry groups have in different
dimensions. This happens to be true even for non-interacting systems, since already at the level of
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the symmetrization principle, dimensionality plays an important part determining the correlations
between particles.
Here I will finish this general introduction to the nowadays well-established realizations of low-
dimensional quantum systems. But do not mistake me. There is yet a large number of people working
in these systems, and they cannot be considered fully understood, not to mention that most of their
applications are still to be engineered. However, in the last years two new exciting fields have attracted
the attention of a considerable part of the community. These systems, arrays of cold atoms and
graphene layers, are the central topics of this thesis, and I will devote the rest of the chapter to
introduce them.
1.3 Arrays of cold atoms, engineering the quantum world
During the decade of the nineties the advances in cooling and confinement of weakly interacting atom
gases led to the experimental observation of new phases of quantum matter: the Bose-Einstein con-
densate [46, 47] and the degenerate Fermi gas [48]. These discoveries were somehow the culmination
of a challenging quest to improve the cooling techniques necessary to access temperatures below µK
or even nK. New sophisticated methods, like laser trapping, evaporative cooling and Sisyphus cool-
ing were combined to reach, in several stages, the low temperatures required to produce the phase
transition to the Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC) in alkaline atoms like 87Rb or Na. These particular
atomic species were pivotal to bypass the condensation to a liquid phase that happens to almost
every gas in nature, since they are weakly interacting (neutral) atoms. But even so, highly diluted
concentrations were required to preserve the gaseous phase down to the BEC critical temperature. A
few years later, these techniques would be successfully applied to cool down fermionic gases, like
40K, paving the way for the observation of a truly degenerate Fermi gas.
The field, however, did not stay there, and the last years have witnessed new exciting developments
that have quite enlarged its potential to explore new physical phenomena (for an extensive review,
see [49]). First, the Feshbach resonance, that allows for the tuning of the interaction strength between
particles in a cold gas, conferring on experimentalists even a control of its sign. Interactions, hence,
can be changed from attractive to repulsive, and from weak to strong coupling. Second, optical po-
tentials, with which cold gases can be confined into optical lattices, whose dimensionality can be
manipulated at will by conveniently adjusting the different lattice spacings. The experimental possi-
bilities that these developments are bringing to the field are yet far from being dilucidated. One of
the most exciting applications so far has been the study of the BCS-BEC crossover, in which by tuning
the interactions with Feshbach resonances, a molecular gas in the BEC regime can be transformed
into a condensate of weakly bounded Cooper pairs [50, 51]. Another striking example of the sort of
things that can be achieved with these systems is the observation of a quantum phase transition from
a superfluid phase to a Mott-insulator [52]. This transition is very well described within the relatively
simple Bose-Hubbard model, whose fermionic counterpart had been already widely studied by the
condensed matter community. Therefore, this achievement did not leave that community indifferent,
who had spent a lot of time studying these interacting models. They found the rising field of cold
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gases in optical lattices a promising way to experimentally simulate many of those models that orig-
inally were envisaged as simplifications of more complex systems like solids. After all, most of their
exciting theoretical predictions turned out to be quite elusive in the world they were trying to depict.
A world where most of the parameters of the model were typically fixed, when the experimental
output was not blurred by the presence of disorder or other external agents. Cold atoms may thus
provide those athirst beauty seekers with the evasive substance their dreams are made of 2.
The field of low-dimensional quantum systems, the one we are mostly interested in here, has also
benefited from ultracold atoms experiments. As mentioned, optical lattices can be used to effectively
reduce the dimensionality, since the lattice spacing can be controlled individually for every direction
of space. Far from being a proposal, it has already been performed experimentally with the study
of the hard-core Bose gas in one dimension [53, 54], or the Kosterlitz-Thouless crossover in a two-
dimensional gas [55].
The possibility of engineering quantum systems with optical lattices has revived the interest in
topics that were traditionally considered of pure academical interest. This is the case, for instance,
for the field of out-of-equilibrium dynamics of isolated many-body quantum systems. Real quantum
systems are strongly influenced by the experimental environment where they live, and decoherence
and dissipation fastly muddle their intrinsic evolution. Therefore, long-time properties of isolated
quantum systems in interaction remained out of the experimental realm for many years. This situation
is changing thanks to the high degree of isolation that can be achieved in experiments with ultra
cold gases, as already shown in a remarkable study of the out-of-equilibrium dynamics of a one-
dimensional Tonks-Girardeau gas [56]. Theoretically, the way a quantum system reaches equilibrium
in the long run is still an open and not fully clarified issue. We will have the opportunity to discuss
this fascinating problem more extensively in another chapter, being one of the topics selected for this
thesis.
My aim in this section is to give a basic introduction to those aspects of the field necessary to
understand how a highly tunable interacting low-dimensional quantum system can be produced in
the laboratory. I will start describing the generation of optical lattices, to continue then with the
Feshbach resonance.
1.3.1 Optical lattices
In order to explain how to generate an optical lattice I will resort to a simple model of optical trapping
[57]. Let us consider a neutral atom with a valence electron that can hop between two available levels,
the ground state, |g〉, and the first excited state, |e〉. An external electric field E(r, t) is applied in order
to trap the atom. The interaction is of dipolar-kind, with the following Hamiltonian:
Hd = −d(r, t) · E(r, t) (1.4)
2I really recommend the introduction to the book of S. Weinberg on Quantum Field Theory, where I was first introduced to
the idea of beauty seekers and truth seekers populating the world of Physics.
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where d is the electric dipole moment operator of the electron. If the polarization is induced by the
field, the interaction potential that the atoms feels is given by [58]:
Udip = −12 〈d(r, t) · E(r, t)〉t (1.5)
where 〈...〉t denotes averaging over time. The force exerted on the atom is then:
Fdip(r) = −∇Udip(r) (1.6)
Let us define dE = d·EE , which is the projection of the dipole moment along the electric field direction.
By Fourier transforming the equation for the potential we get:
Udip = −
1
2 ∑ω
dE(r,ω)E(r,−ω) (1.7)
Now, in linear response, the dipole moment operator can be related to the electric field by introducing
the polarizability α(r,ω) in the way dE(r,ω) = α(r,ω)E(r,ω). If, for simplicity, we assume the form
E(r, t) = E0(r) cos(ω0t), the final expression reads:
Udip = −
1
2
ℜα(ω0)E20(r) (1.8)
The polarizability α(ω) can be calculated by using linear response theory:
α(t− t′) = iθ(t− t′)〈[dE(r, t), dE(r, t′)]〉0 (1.9)
If the spatial dependence of the electric field changes slowly, the atom will follow it adiabatically,
implying that spatial vector r becomes an external parameter of the equations of motion. In the
frequency domain, this translates into:
α(ω) = −1
h¯
|〈g|dE(r)|e〉|2
(
1
ω −ωeg + iη −
1
ω+ ωeg − iη
)
(1.10)
where ωeg ≡ 1h¯ (Ee − Eg), i.e., the frequency associated to the excitation energy. Notice that the real
part is related to the optical potential, but there is also an imaginary part to account for the broadening
of energy levels (i.e., the life-time of the states). Near the resonance, ω ∼ ωeg, and by introducing the
Rabi frequency ΩR = 1h¯ |〈g|dEE0|e〉|2 and the detuning parameter δ = ω0 − ωeg, the expression for
the interaction potential becomes:
Udip =
h¯Ω2Rδ
δ2 + η2
(1.11)
The interaction of the electric field with the neutral atom translates into a trapping potential whose
sign depends on the frequency of the field. For δ < 0 it is repulsive, while for δ > 0 it is attractive.
In terms of the field intensity I ≡ 2ǫ0cE20(r), this means that for attractive potentials the atoms tend
to localize at the minima of the intensity (i.e., those points of space where E20(r) is minimum). In the
case of repulsive potentials the behavior is reversed.
The effect described so far is the basic ingredient required to set up an optical lattice. By using laser
beams, the standard sources of monochromatic light in experiments, the frequency of the electric
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Figure 1.11: Left: Two-dimensional optical lattice made by imposing counter-propagating laser beams in two
spatial directions. Notice that for enough large potential depths, the system behaves like a collection of
one-dimensional quantum wires. Right: Three-dimensional optical lattice. Pictures taken from [49].
field is well-defined, with a value that can be conveniently selected to induce attractive or repulsive
potentials. Now, since neutral atoms tend to locate at the minima or maxima of the intensity profile, by
superimposing laser beams from different directions, spatial lattices are generated where the atoms
become trapped. In figure 1.11 two and three-dimensional optical lattices are shown. Notice that
dimensionality can be lowered by conveniently selecting the lattice depth. For instance, let us suppose
we have implemented the following optical potential for a two-dimensional optical lattice:
V(x, y, z) =
V0
2
(
cos(
2πx
dx
) + cos(
2πy
dy
)
)
(1.12)
where dx and dy are the spatial periods. By using large enough values of V0, the atoms will be con-
strained to move along the z-axis, giving rise to a collection of nearly independent one-dimensional
quantum wires [53, 54].
Ultra-cold atoms trapped in optical lattices behave somehow like electrons in crystals, with the ad-
vantage that the lattice spacing and the depth of the periodic potential can be tuned in the laboratory.
Therefore due to the periodicity of the system, and in absence of interactions, the atoms will tend to
delocalize forming energy bands. However, so far I have not discussed the role of interactions, which
actually turns out to be, under certain conditions, another tunable parameter. This will be discussed
in the next section.
1.3.2 Interactions between neutral atoms and the Feshbach resonance
Neutral atoms interact due to thermal or quantum fluctuations of charge around the neutrality point,
which yields an effective coupling, the van der Waals force. A simple model of van der Waals interac-
tions between neutral atoms is the following:
V(r) =
{
−C6/r6 i f r > rc
∞ i f r ≤ rc
(1.13)
where C6 depends on the polarizability of the atoms, and rc is of the order of the atomic dimension.
Being attractive, and with a large value of C6 for alkali metals, which are highly polarizable, it can
support many bound states. However, we will be interested here in the collision regime of a dilute
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gas at low energies, where the scattering states are the ones relevant for the discussion. From scat-
tering theory, it is well known that the scattering between two particles interacting through a central
potential can be described by the accumulation of phase shifts in the different angular-momentum
channels, which are good quantum numbers of the two-body problem. For every channel, the wave-
function of the relative problem (once the center-of-mass coordinate gets uncoupled) will have the
asymptotic form [1]:
Rl(k, r)→
1
kr
sin(kr− lπ
2
+ δl(k)) (1.14)
where k is the radial momentum, and δl(k) the phase shift. Now, at low energies the scattering is
known to be dominated by the lowest channel available. This is, in general, l = 0 (s-wave). However,
in the presence of an external strong magnetic field, something typical in many experiments, the
situation can differ due to the symmetrization principle: it would be l = 0 for bosons (s-wave) but
l = 1 for fermions (p-wave). Quantitatively, this regime is accessed when the condition kac ≪ 1
holds, being ac = (2MrC6/h¯
2)1/4 a characteristic length of the van der Waals potential, defined as the
distance at which the kinetic energy equals the potential energy (notice that Mr is the reduced mass
for the relative problem).
For the s-wave channel and small momenta, the phase shift goes like δ0(k) → −ka, where a is the
scattering-length, related in turn to the characteristic length of the van der Waals potential [49]. It is
important to notice here that, in the low-energy limit, the scattering between two particles (bosons in
this case) is specified only by the scattering-length, which somehow means that the problem can be
mapped to that of a contact pseudo-potential:
V(r) = gδ(r) (1.15)
where g = 4πh¯2a/2Mr in order to make the equivalence. In the case of polarized fermions, as men-
tioned, when kac ≪ 1 the scattering is dominated by the p-wave channel, whose cross-section van-
ishes at low-energies. This means that in the low-energy regime the system behaves essentially like a
non-interacting Fermi gas.
But this is not the end of the story. The scattering-length turns out to be sensitive to the presence of
an external magnetic field, thus providing experimentalists with a way of tuning externally its value,
increasing it or even changing its sign. This phenomenon opens up the possibility of controlling the
interactions between neutral atoms in experiments with ultra cold gases. Its origin is basically ex-
plained in terms of the so-called Feshbach resonance, a complicated effect whose detailed description
unfortunately exceeds the scope of this introductory chapter. The reader interested in more informa-
tion should check the specialized reviews that are already available in the literature, for instance see
[59, 60]. Here I will limit the discussion to a sketch of the underlying physics.
The Feshbach resonance arises due to the scattering of atoms with various internal states, like the
spin degree of freedom. For reasons that I will not discuss here, this mechanism works better for
fermionic atoms than for bosonic ones. Let me consider the simple case of two atoms with a single
valence electron of spin 1/2, which determines the spin of the atom as a whole. The two-particle
system, by virtue of the symmetrization principle, will have two channels of scattering: the singlet
channel, |S〉, and the triplet channel, |T〉. Being fermions, the scattering will be pervaded by the singlet
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Figure 1.12: Van der Waals central potentials for the scattering of two neutral atoms. The presence of an external
magnetic field gives rise to an open and a closed channel. The hyperfine interaction couples both channels.
The Feshbach resonance occurs due to coupling between a state prepared in the open channel with a bound
state of the closed channel close in energy. Picture taken from [49].
channel, since the triplet one gets less energetically favorable as the two particles approach each other.
So far, however, spin interactions have been kept aside from the discussion, but they actually may
change this simple picture. They are present as: 1) hyperfine interactions between the electron spin
S and the nuclear one I, in the usual form Vh =
ah
h¯2
I · S, and 2) Zeeman splittings HZ = −µzB due
to the coupling of the magnetic dipole ¯ with an external magnetic field (placed conveniently in the
z-direction). The complete Hamiltonian, when written in the singlet and triplet basis, reads:
H =
(
− h¯22Mr∇2 +Vop(r) Vh
Vh − h¯
2
2Mr∇2 +Vcl(r)
)
(1.16)
where Vop(r) = VT(r) is called the open channel potential and Vcl(r) = ∆µB +VS(r) the closed channel
potential. Notice that the latter includes the Zeeman energy splitting relative to the triplet channel,
by introducing ∆µ, the relative magnetic dipole. VT(r) and VS(r) are the effective van der Waals
potentials for the triplet and singlet channels, respectively. A plot of both open and closed channel
potentials is shown in Fig. 1.12. The closed channel is said to be closed because, for energies much
smaller than the Zeeman splitting, it is forbidden as an asymptotic scattering channel. This is opposed
to what happens for the other one, hence the denomination open. By definition, the closed channel
does not contain scattering states, but it does have bound states, as is depicted in the figure. Moreover,
due to the hyperfine interaction present in the non-diagonal matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, both
channels become coupled.
A Feshbach resonance occurs when a couple of particles initially prepared in the open channel,
couple to a bound state of the closed channel whose energy is close to that of the incoming state,
E(k) = h¯2k2/2Mr. By virtue of the Zeeman splitting, the magnetic field B can be used to modify the
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Figure 1.13: Dependence of the scattering-length on the external magnetic field in the Feshbach resonance sce-
nario. Representative parameters for the scattering-length dependences have been chosen for convenience.
Picture taken from [49].
position of the bound state. Scattering theory can now be applied to this resonant problem, providing
us with the analytical expressions for the phase shifts and the effective scattering-length, which has
the following form:
a(B) ∝ [1−∆B/(B− B0)] (1.17)
where B0 and ∆B are parameters that denote the width and the position of the resonance. A plot
of this function is shown in Fig. 1.13. By inserting this expression into the coupling constant of the
contact potential discussed above, Eq. (1.15), we immediately understand the mechanism by which
the Feshbach resonance leads to an externally tunable interaction between particles.
In the introduction to this section we learnt that the use of Feshbach resonances to manipulate
the scattering-length of ultra cold gases, in combination with the generation of optical lattices, has
opened up the possibility of engineering many-body systems in the laboratory. Several examples of
this exciting new physics have already been implemented, leading to the observation of a superfluid-
Mott transition [? ] or the realization of a one-dimensional Tonk-Girardeau gas [53], among other
exotic phenomena.
1.3.3 Atom chips
To conclude this introduction to the experimental possibilities of ultra cold gases, I will briefly discuss
another setup where promising experiments are currently being performed. They are called atom
chips, since the idea is to confine neutral atoms close to a insulating substrate where a metallic
pattern has been drawn by means of nanolithographic techniques [61, 62]. The atoms become trapped
in this case by means of the magnetic fields produced by currents flowing through the metallic
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Figure 1.14: Sketch of the geometry of an atom chip designed to produce a one-dimensional wire of cold atoms.
nanostructures. Thus the geometry of the chip will in turn be reflected in that of the trap, allowing for
the design of atom wires or even atom circuits where interferometry experiments may be conducted
[63]. Moreover, these devices have been proposed as strong candidates for the implementation of
quantum bits.
Their main disadvantage, however, comes precisely from the proximity of the atoms to the surface,
since they become exposed to a variety of interactions with the active elements present in the sub-
strate, producing decoherence and dissipation phenomena that can ruin the properties of the isolated
quantum system [64].
As mentioned, the confinement induced by atom chips is of magnetic nature, as opposed to the
electric confinement employed in optical lattices. The magnetic field couples to the magnetic moment
of the atom, giving rise to a Zeeman splitting. The Hamiltonian reads:
HZ = −¯ · B = −µ|B| (1.18)
where µ = ¯ ·B/|B| is the projection of the magnetic moment along the direction of the magnetic field
vector. If the magnetic field varies slowly in space, the adiabatic approximation holds. For positive µ,
the atom tends to move towards maxima of |B(r)|, hence being referred as high field seeker, while for
negative µ it moves towards minima, and is denoted as low field seeker. In these so-called magnetic
microtraps, in order to confine cold atoms, magnetic field configurations with a minimum in its
modulus are generated. Therefore neutral atoms must be prepared in a low field seeker state. For
instance, a one-dimensional trap can be made by superimposing the magnetic field created by a
metallic wire in the chip and a static magnetic field parallel to the surface (see Fig. 1.14). If the chip is
located at the plane z = 0, the analytic expression of the magnetic field necessary to realize this trap
reads:
B(z) =
µ0 I
2π
1
y2 + z2


0
−z
y

+


B(x)
B(y)
0

 (1.19)
where I is the current flowing through the wire, and B(i) are the static magnetic fields applied in
order to produce a line of minima at z0 = µ0 I/(2πB(y)).
However, it is important to remark that the presence of the surface is prone to induce decoherence in
the system. Understanding the origin and magnitude of the couplings to the elements of the substrate
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is thus of major relevance, in order to improve or at least demarcate the range of operation of the
magnetic trap. Essentially, there are two sources of decoherence. The first is related to the electric
polarizability of the neutral atoms. As happens with the interactions between neutral atoms, their
dipolar fluctuations may also couple to polarizable agents in the atom chip, giving rise to van der
Waals forces. Or, for large enough separations to the substrate, retarded Casimir-Polder forces [65].
The second source of decoherence is due to the magnetic noise, which a detailed analysis reveals to
be the most relevant. Magnetic noise fluctuations arise from those of the current flowing through the
wire, that translate in turn into fluctuations of the confining magnetic field. But there is also another
source of magnetic noise: spontaneous currents in the substrate induced by thermal fluctuations,
usually termed in the literature near field noise. The effectiveness of atom chips devices relies strongly
on the ability to bypass these sources of decoherence.
1.4 Graphene, the new king of the two-dimensional world
In 2004 the community of people working on low-dimensional quantum systems got perplexed by
the news about the isolation and characterization of a genuinely two-dimensional material: graphene
[66]. Graphene is the name for a single-layer of graphite, uncoupled from the bulk. Therefore it is a
carbon-based compound, and belongs to the family of the carbon allotropes, like diamond, graphite,
carbon nanotubes and fullerenes. Chemically, it is a two-dimensional crystal where carbon atoms are
arranged in a honey-comb lattice, as shown in Fig. 1.15. The bonding between carbon atoms occurs
by virtue of three sp2 orbitals, leaving one electron of the four in the valence layer free of bondings,
located in p orbitals that spread along the direction perpendicular to the plane of graphene. Due to
the overlapping of these orbitals, the electrons tend to delocalize forming bands (so-called π bands),
as happens in metals, that are in turn responsible for some of the exotic electronic properties of this
material. From the point of view of lattice structure, graphene can be described, as shown in Fig. 1.15,
as a two-dimensional Bravais lattice with two atoms per unit cell, that henceforth will be called A
and B. Actually, the honey-comb lattice is a superposition of two triangular lattices, one for the A and
other for the B atoms.
Since the advent of real graphene samples, the field has become a true scientific phenomenon, re-
flected on the large number of scientists, contributions and conferences that can be found on the topic
[67]. It would be difficult to elucidate the one reason that explains why attracted so much attention.
For some people, it is the realization of something apparently impossible [68]: a two-dimensional
crystal. How its structure is stable is still a subject of debate, though much has been clarified thanks
to the already well-established field of thin membranes [69]. Graphene, after all, is a one-atom thick
membrane, with quite interesting elastic properties [70]. But probably the most remarkable features
of this material come from its electronic properties, that at low-energies are described by an effec-
tive massless Dirac equation [71]. Suddenly, all the lore that was known for electrons ruled by the
Schrödinger equation had to be translated into the language of the Dirac equation. And most of the
theoretical tools were already implemented. For theorists it was simply a good deal: new exciting
phenomena to explore, accessible in the laboratory, that in most cases only required to work out a
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Figure 1.15: Atomic structure of a single layer of graphene: the carbon atoms are arranged in a honey-comb
lattice. In terms of lattice structure, it is a Bravais lattice with two atoms per unit cell, which is depicted at
the center of the figure. The bond length is approximately 0.14nm.
single-particle problem. In finance, this is called a good investment, that surely, as always seems to
happen with human nature, gave rise to a speculative bubble easy to track in terms of publications3.
From the experimental point of view, things were not so easy, which explains why the evolution of the
field in this direction was more moderate in the first years, with theorists avid of new experimental
results.
But there are even more reasons to explain the popularity of graphene. Experiments in graphene
early showed that some of the theoretical predictions were not reproduced out of the box [72], and a
lot of attention was paid to the actual environment that surrounds graphene [73]. Then, new ways to
produce cleaner and more isolated samples were envisaged [74, 75]. Of course, another major source
of interest on this novel material is the promise of applications in Nanoelectronics, encouraged by
the high electronic mobilities observed, and the possibility of producing mesoscopic samples like
graphene nanoribbons [76]. Theoretically, as the field quickly grew up, new aspects of the problem
started to attract attention. For instance, the way electronic properties get influenced by structural
properties [77, 78], a debate that became hot when experimental results suggested that real graphene
samples are not flat but rippled [70]. And last but not least, one may not forget that for some re-
searchers graphene represents an experimental laboratory for exotic phenomena that traditionally
belonged to the realm of high energy physics and cosmology [79, 80]4.
In this section I will try to summarize some of the relevant aspects of the field, trying to reflect the
excitement that, for five years now, has impregnated the graphene community. However, for a more
3The difference being, of course, that returns in science, this is, citations, involve longer time-scales than those of the financial
market, making almost impossible a bubble burst.
4A call for prudence must be done here: in practice, though there are effects that have reminiscences or are inspired from
High Energy Physics, the peculiarities of graphene are too strong to consider that the electrons of this system mimic their
counterparts in Particle Physics. This fact enriches graphene physics, but spoils its use to test some of the subtle predictions
expected to occur in the high energy regime of nature.
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detailed and extensive review, I will refer the reader to [81]. For a more non-technical introduction, I
suggest [82, 83].
1.4.1 Experimental fabrication and characterization of graphene layers
Graphene is a single layer of graphite. Since graphite is composed of a stack of graphene layers
electrostatically coupled through van der Waals interactions, but not chemically bounded, statistically
it is not unlikely to produce graphene from graphite. However, it seems to be more complicated
that simply drawing with a pencil, as sometimes is colloquially suggested. In the first report about
graphene, by the Manchester group [66], highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOP graphite) had to be
used in order to find monolayers of graphene. HOPG is a high quality sample of graphite, in which
the different graphene layers have an angular spread of 1, not the one found at the tip of your pencil.
Let me clarify this issue in a few lines. Although not being trivial, it is true that a very sophisticated
experimental procedure is not required in order to produce graphene samples. Difficulties come
rather from the side of their isolation. Graphene is easy to produce, but no too easy to find and
isolate. This can be considered the big achievement of the 2004 experiment. Moreover, in order to
claim that graphene has been isolated, the samples must show intrinsic properties expected from a
two-dimensional carbon crystal. For instance, the presence of massless Dirac fermions as electronic
carriers. This entails that the graphene sheet is enough isolated from its environment: single layers
of carbon were known to be produced by epitaxial growth many years before 2004, but they were
strongly coupled to the substrate, not showing the expected properties. Therefore, in any sensible
experiment, graphene not only must be synthesized, but found, isolated and characterized. In the
following I will discuss the most typical experimental procedures.
Mechanically exfoliated graphene on top of SiO2
The discovery of single-layers of graphene in 2004 can be considered, somehow, accidental. After
all, the purpose of the research was to study thin graphite films. The method to produce them is
called mechanical exfoliation, that popularly is referred to as the Scotch tapemethod, since essentially
consists on peeling 3D HOP graphite crystals. The thin graphite films created by exfoliation are then
transferred to a substrate made of a 300nm thick SiO2 layer on top of a heavily doped Si metallic gate.
The actual width of the insulating layer of SiO2 turns out to play a major role in the search of single-
layers [83]: by virtue of interference effects, they are visible in an optical microscope when placed on
top of this particular substrate. Small deviations from the 300nm width lead to a blurring of the effect.
The graphene crystals found by this technique have sizes up to 100µm. Once graphene is found, AFM
experiments can be carried out to confirm the one-atom thickness of the samples. Later, it has been
found that single layers of graphene can also be characterized by their Raman signal, though some
help from optical methods is still required [84].
However, having produced graphene layers does not imply that they are isolated from the environ-
ment. In order to prove that they are pure enough, the samples must be processed into multi-terminal
Hall bar devices, where conductivity measurements can be done. An important role in graphene ex-
periments is played by the Si gate below the SiO2, that allows for the generation of an homogeneous
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Figure 1.16: Details of the original experiment where graphene was found by mechanical exfoliation. a) Photo-
graph of a few-layer graphene sample. b) AFM characterization of the same sample. c) AFM image of a
single-layer graphene sheet. d) SEM Micrograph of a multi-terminal Hall bar built to study the conductivity
of graphene samples. e) Scheme of the device shown in d). Pictures taken from [66]
electric field on the sample by applying a gate potential Vg. I will explain shortly why this is im-
portant. In Fig. 1.16 details of the experiment are shown. The original characterization of graphene
samples was the subject of a couple of articles [66, 72]. In the first one, it was shown that graphene
layers have a high Field Effect, meaning that the density of electrons on the sample can be experimen-
tally adjusted by the gate voltage Vg. By using this effect, in later experiments it has been possible
to measure resistivity as a function of the density, showing that the electronic carriers have a linear
energy spectrum, and that there are two bands that touch at a single point, where conductivity has
a controversial minimum (first thought to be universal, now apparently dependent on the presence
of disorder in the environment). Fig. 1.17 shows the actual curves from the 2005 experiment. As we
will see in the next section, the results correspond well to those theoretically expected from the band
structure of the honey-comb lattice, where an effective Dirac equation rules the motion of the electron
at low-energies. The second plot in Fig. 1.17 belongs to the 2005 paper as well, and it shows that
graphene samples show an anomalous Quantum Hall Effect, with plateaus at half-integers of 4e2/h,
instead of integers, and a prominent plateau at zero magnetic field. This effect was shown later to
persist at room temperatures [85]. Together with the so-called Manchester group, whose results have
been discussed so far, people from Columbia university also reported the QHE in graphene samples
in 2005 [86], in a work in which high mobilities of the carriers were found, around µ ∼ 104cm2/Vs.
This result for the QHE is of major importance, since it serves to definitely state that electronic car-
riers in graphene are massless Dirac fermions: after all, such an anomalous QHE is one of the more
prominent theoretical predictions of a Dirac equation for massless carriers.
Experiments using mechanically exfoliated graphene on top of SiO2 are, by far, the leading ones
in fundamental research on graphene. They have been notoriously improved in the years following
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Figure 1.17: Characterization of a graphene sheet by measuring the conductivity in a Hall-bar geometry. a)
Conductivity at zero-magnetic field, as a function of density induced by the Field Effect, with a gate voltage
Vg. b) Quantum Hall Effect in graphene, with plateaux at half-integers of 4e2/h and a zero-magnetic field
plateau. Pictures taken from [72]
the discovery, achieving cleaner samples where the nature of electronic carriers is easier to deluci-
date. In this regard, notice that when graphene is deposited on surfaces, the contamination from
the environment, including the effect of the SiO2, charge impurities and water, typically produces
a lot of distortions in the experimental data. A considerable improvement has been made possible
by thermally annealing the samples [83], removing part of the charge scatterers in the environment,
and contributing to clarify the controversy about the minimum of conductivity. Another substantial
advance has been achieved by removing part of the SiO2 substrate, thereby producing suspended
graphene samples, with a much higher degree of isolation from the environment [74, 75]. Ultra-high
mobilities of around µ = 200.000cm2/Vs have been reported in these samples [87]. Most strikingly,
recent experiments seem to suggest the existence of the Fractional Quantum Hall Effect in these sus-
pended samples 5. As I will discuss in chapter 5, effects coming from electron-electron interactions
are rare in graphene, whose many features are usually explained in terms of a single-electron picture.
This is not necessarily expected from the theoretical side, as already pointed out by Linus Pauling,
who early suggested that graphene samples might be a Mott insulator [88].
Epitaxially grown graphene on silicon carbide
There are several ways to epitaxially grow graphene monolayers on different substrates, as for in-
stance metals like ruthenium [89]. Among them, the most successful approach so far is graphene
growth on SiC, that is produced by heating the SiC to high temperatures in order to desorb the Si
from the top layers, leaving a few layers of graphene on the surface [90]. By controlling the tempera-
ture, the typical times involved in the process and the quality of the samples, the number of graphene
5Both from the groups of E.Y. Andrei and P. Kim, still to be published
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layers produced can be adjusted [91].
Epitaxial graphene samples are different from its mechanically exfoliated counterparts in many
ways. First, several layers of graphene are always required in SiC setups, since the first layer is strongly
bounded to the substrate. The second one, however, is more decoupled, and properties of isolated
graphene have been detected, like the linear spectrum expected for massless Dirac carriers [92]. The
second difference comes from the possibility of controlling the density of charge carriers: due to the
coupling to the substrate, epitaxial graphene samples are heavily doped, making substantially more
difficult to access the interesting (at least for fundamental purposes) Dirac point, where the valence
and the conduction band touch to each other. The coupling to the substrate is also responsible for
some other peculiarities of epitaxial graphene, like the appearance of gaps in the spectrum [93]. The
existence of gaps is of major importance regarding the applications of graphene in Nanoelectronics.
Actually, epitaxial graphene is considered nowadays the most suitable candidate for a large scale
fabrication that, eventually, could be required in real applications. So far, mechanically exfoliated
graphene is simply too expensive to produce.
1.4.2 Electronic properties of graphene
I have mentioned a few times that one of the most remarkable properties of graphene is the fact
that its charge carriers are massless Dirac fermions. This result was early obtained by P.R. Wallace
[71], whose purpose was to derive the band-structure of graphite from a bottom-up perspective. The
calculation essentially considers graphene as a system of non-interacting electrons coming from the
p orbital perpendicular to the plane. Since the orbitals overlap, the electrons seek to minimize their
kinetic energy by becoming spatially delocalized, forming the π band. Electron-electron interactions
are not considered in this description, something a priori not realistic, but that suffices to explain most
of the experimental results.
Let us go back to Fig. 1.15, where the two-dimensional honey-comb lattice is represented. As I
already mentioned, the lattice can be described in terms of a Bravais lattice with two inequivalent
atoms per unit cell, A and B. This is shown in Fig. 1.18. Every atom A has three nearest neighbors B,
and six next nearest neighbors B. The same holds for B atoms, but the other way round. The hopping
energy for nearest neighbors is t = 2.7eV, while for next nearest neighbors t′ = 0.1eV. Hence, it is
reasonable to restrict ourselves to the nearest neighbors, neglecting the contributions of next nearest
neighbors in a first approximation to the electronic structure of graphene. The Hamiltonian reads
now:
H = − t
2 ∑n
a†n(bn−a1 + bn−a2 + bn)−
t
2 ∑n
b†n(an+a1 + an+a2 + an) +H.c. (1.20)
where a†n and b
†
n creates an electron at the sites A and B, respectively, of the unit cell n = n1a1 + n2a2.
The latter is defined by the vectors a1 and a2, as can be seen in Fig. 1.18. As usual, we can take
advantage of the periodicity of the structure to apply Bloch’s theorem:
an = ∑
k
eik·nak (1.21)
bn = ∑
k
eik·nbk (1.22)
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Figure 1.18: Detailed sketch of the unit cell of the honey-comb lattice. There are two atoms per unit cell, A and B.
For every atom, its nearest neighbors belong to the other sublattice. The hopping between nearest neighbors
is t. The Bravais lattice is defined by translations of the unit cell vectors a1 and a2, i.e., n = n1a1 + n2a2.
Introducing this into the Hamiltonian, we can readily show that it has the following form:
H = −t∑
k
(
a†k b
†
k
)( 0 α∗(k)
α(k) 0
)(
a†k
b†k
)
(1.23)
where α(k) ≡ 1+ e−ik·a1 + eik·a2. Being a 2× 2 matrix for every k, it can easily be diagonalized. The
eigenenergies are E±(k) = ±t|α(k)|, where:
|α(k)| =
√
3+ 2 cos(k · a1) + 2 cos(k · a2) + 2 cos(k · (a2 − a2)) (1.24)
The eigenvectors read:
E+(k) = t|α(k)|, 1√2
(
e−iθk/2
eiθk/2
)
E−(k) = −t|α(k)|, 1√2
(
e−iθk/2
−eiθk/2
) (1.25)
where I have introduced θk = arctan(
Im{α(k)}
Re{α(k)} ). The dispersion E(k) is depicted in Fig. 1.19. There
are two symmetric bands, coming from the eigenvalues ±t|α(k)|. They touch at six points, where
E(k) = 0, but only two of them are inequivalent. Henceforth they will be call Dirac points, with
momenta K and K′, respectively. This band structure is symmetrical with respect to the Dirac points,
and since there is one electron per atom, a neutral graphene sample will be at half-filling. However,
corrections coming from considering next nearest neighbors and orbital overlappings can break this
electron-hole symmetry.
As shown in Fig. 1.19, the dispersion relation close to the Dirac points can be linearized. Let us take
one of the Dirac points, say K, and make an expansion around it, k = K+ q, for small q compared
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Figure 1.19: Electronic dispersion relation in the honey-comb lattice, as calculated from the tight-binding model
with first nearest neighbors. Inset: detail of the dispersion close to the Dirac points, where it becomes linear.
Taken from [81]
to K. As expected, we find:
E±(q) ≃ ±vF|q| (1.26)
where vF ≡ 3ta/2 is called the Fermi velocity, being a the lattice spacing in graphene. By inserting the
numbers, we find vF ∼ 106m/s. A similar result can be obtained for K′, where another valley exists.
Notice that a plot of this dispersion relation, like the one shown in Fig. 1.19, has a peculiar shape of
two opposed cones whose tips touch at the Dirac point. This is the reason why the upper band and
the lower band are commonly called Dirac cones.
Therefore, for graphene samples whose chemical potential is placed near the neutrality point, that
corresponds to the upper cone empty and the lower cone full, then its low-energy excitations have
a linear dispersion relation. Moreover, there are four equivalent fermion species with a degenerate
energy spectrum, corresponding to the two spin degrees-of-freedom and the two valleys, the latter
being a consequence of the existence of two inequivalent Dirac points. The low-energy eigenstates
preserve the mathematical structure given in Eq. 1.25, with a simpler expression for the angle, θq =
arctan(qx/qy).
In the low-energy regime excitations have long wave-lengths, since q→ 0. This means that there is a
lost of information about the detailed structure of the honey-comb lattice. In most solid state systems,
typically the low-energy electronic spectrum has a quadratic dispersion relation, which implies that
the elementary excitations are ruled, back to real space, by an effective Schrödinger equation with a
renormalized mass, that depends on the curvature of the band. It is important to notice that this is
somehow a coincidence. The fact that the equation describing the motion of real electrons in vacuum
is Schrödinger-like does not necessarily imply that the same equation holds for the low-energy ex-
citations of a metal. But it turns out, as it was early realized by particle physicists, that the number
of equations that can be proposed to rule the motion of electrons at low energies is not so large on
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general grounds. The Schrödinger equation is actually the low-energy limit of the Dirac equation for
massive particles. The reason for this can be rooted to deep symmetry considerations.
In graphene, low energy excitations have a linear dispersion relation, which is different from con-
ventional solids, and has consequences for the equation of motion in real space. Mathematically, ne-
glecting the spin, which is decoupled from the motion of the particle, the wave-function is described
in terms of a four-spinor, whose motion in real space is ruled by the following Hamiltonian:
H = −ivF
(I ⊗ σx∂x + τz ⊗ σy∂y) = −ivF
(
σx∂x + σy∂y 0
0 σx∂x − σy∂y
)
(1.27)
This is the infamous Dirac Hamiltonian. It has a Hilbert space of dimension 4, that can be decomposed
in two Hilbert subspaces of dimension 2, corresponding to the valley and the sublattice (A or B)
degrees-of-freedom. The valley sector of the Hamiltonian is described in terms of τ Pauli matrices of
dimension 2× 2. The same applies for the sublattice sector, where now σ stands for the corresponding
Pauli matrices that act on this subspace. In the second equality of the Hamiltonian, the valley subspace
of the Hamiltonian is written explicitly in a matrix notation, every component representing a different
valley. It can readily be seen that the equations of motion for the two valleys are related by time-
reversal symmetry.
In the physical situations considered along this thesis, both valleys will turn out to be decoupled
at low energies, sufficing to consider this Hilbert subspace as an extra degeneration, as happens with
the spin when there is no external magnetic field or spin-orbit coupling. Therefore, in the following I
will use a two-component Dirac equation, corresponding to one of the valleys.
Most of the electronic properties of graphene at the neutrality point (undoped) or close enough to
it (doped), can be explained by using this equation. The local density of states is given by [81]:
ρ(E) =
NsNv
2π
|E|
v2F
(1.28)
where NsNv is the spin and valley degeneracy 6. It has the very important property that it vanishes
at the Dirac point, E = 0. Many of the exotic properties of undoped and slightly doped graphene
can be related to this vanishing density of states. For instance, as we will have the opportunity to
see in Chapter 5, this implies that electron-electron interactions are poorly screened, since there are
not enough excitations at low-energy to account for an effective response. Therefore one expects that
close to the Dirac point, the usual picture of a Fermi liquid breaks down, and interactions may play
an important role. However, as I have already mentioned a few times, it happens that in reality most
of the experiments are well fitted by the single-particle model, where interactions are neglected. It
could simply happen that real experiments never reach the Dirac point, that for various reasons turns
out to be quite elusive. Or it might be that the role of interactions must yet be clarified. I will discuss
these issues in the aforementioned chapter.
Another striking property of the low-energy electronic excitations of graphene comes from their
helicity, sometimes referred to as chirality, in analogy to the three-dimensional case. The Hamiltonian
for a single valley introduces a coupling between the pseudospin σ (i.e., the sublattice in which the
6The global density of states is obtained by multiplying this expression by the volume element, n(E) = L2ρ(E)
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electron lives) and the motion of the particle. The eigenstates of this Hamiltonian are also eigenstates
of the helicity operator:
h =
1
2
σ · q|q| (1.29)
with eigenvalues ±1/2. This means that σ and q are aligned in the same direction, but depending on
the eigenstate they are parallel or opposite. The main consequence of this extra quantum number is
the fact that it must be conserved in many processes. For instance, in the presence of a potential barrier,
it can be shown that electrons are completely transmitted when they approach perpendicularly to the
barrier, as opposed to the case of Schrödinger electrons. This effect, that was already studied in the
context of relativistic particles, is named Klein tunneling [94].
Another interesting phenomenon that was also known in relativistic theory is the so-called Zitter-
bewegung [79]. It essentially states that, due to Heisenberg’s principle, an electron in the upper cone
in graphene, when spatially confined, has a non-zero projection in the lower cone: i.e., the wave-
functions of electrons and holes in graphene overlap during its time-evolution, producing a jittery
motion that is somehow equivalent to an intrinsic scattering. One of the most striking consequences
of this fact is the existence of a finite conductivity at the Dirac point (undoped graphene). By using
particular geometries, it can be seen to rise from pseudo-diffusive states (zero energy states of the
Dirac equation), and to have a universal value of 4e2/(πh)7 [96].
Finally, a general discussion on the electronic properties of graphene would not be complete with-
out mentioning that by solving the Dirac equation in the presence of an external magnetic field, the
observed half-integer Quantum Hall Effect is recovered, with the Landau levels given by [97]:
Eνσ =
√
2|e|Bv2F(ν+ 1/2± 1/2) (1.30)
where ν = 0, 1, 2, ... and±1/2 is connected with the helicity σ. The physics of graphene in the presence
of an external magnetic field is a rich topic which, however, I will not emphasize more, since it is out
of the scope of the present thesis. For more information, I refer the reader to the references given
throughout this section.
1.4.3 Structural properties
So far, I have concentrated the discussion on the electronic properties of graphene. However, as it
was already mentioned, one of the most amazing properties of this novel material is the fact that
it is a two-dimensional crystal, a one-atom thick membrane. Purely two-dimensional systems with
long-range order, like a two-dimensional crystal, were supposed not to exist both because they had
never been found in nature, and because there were reasonable theoretical arguments supporting this
absence. Mainly, the explanation was given by Landau and Peierls (see references in [83]) and later
Mermin [68]. It is essentially based on the Mermin-Wagner-Hohenberg theorem [98, 99], that states
7Other calculations yielded πe2/(2h) [95], starting an issue that drew the attention of many theorists for a while, the missing
π problem. Today, it is understood that is just a matter of how different limits are taken in the course of the calculation,
which reflects the fact that the thermodynamic limit is not defined with precision in graphene, and hence quantities like
conductivity are sometimes ill-defined.
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that continuous symmetries cannot be spontaneously broken at finite temperature in systems with
short-range interactions in dimensions d ≤ 2.
Lattice formation implies precisely the breaking of the continuous translational symmetry, due to
the interactions between atoms. The mathematical proof of the absence of crystalline order makes use
of the Goldstone modes that arise from the spontaneous breaking of the translation symmetry, which
are the phonons in a lattice: low-energy excitations that tend to reinstate the broken symmetry. Let us
suppose that these phonons are described by a massless scalar field φi(r), where i = x, y is the spatial
coordinate. Then, the spatial correlation function reads:
〈φi(r)φj(0)〉 ∝
∫
ddk
(2π)d
eik·r
k2
(1.31)
For d ≤ 2, this integral diverges, meaning that thermal fluctuations of phonon modes are not bounded,
leading to the destruction of the long-range order.
How is it then that graphene does exist? There are different (but not necessarily incompatible)
explanations. On the one hand, graphene samples are not of infinite size and σ bonds between carbon
atoms are very strong, preventing that thermal fluctuations destroy them even at high temperatures
[83]. Graphene, then, would be a metastable state extracted from the truly stable three-dimensional
graphite, but with typical life-times much beyond the observational ones 8. The second explanation
comes from the classical theory of flexible membranes [69]. Graphene is a two-dimensional crystal
living in a three-dimensional world, and the latter can provide a mechanism to stabilize the in-plane
stretching fluctuations by coupling them to out-of-plane bending modes. Hence, real samples would
be crumpled, something that seems to be experimentally confirmed [70], and numerically supported
[100]. After all, there is a wide agreement in that graphene is not a perfectly flat crystal, but has ripples,
static undulations of typical sizes around 5− 10nm and height variation of about 0.5nm.
The origin of these ripples is still controversial, since it is not clear if they were either formed
spontaneously or induced by corrugations from the substrate, or by some chemical agent present in
the environment. In the case of graphene on top of SiO2, there are experimental evidences indicating
that the corrugations come from the substrate, because a clear correlation between both of them
was observed [101]. However, in the case of suspended graphene is not that clear, and spontaneous
formation of ripples after heating and cooling the samples has recently been reported [102].
A different issue is that of the consequences that the existence of ripples may have on the electronic
properties of graphene. It is tempting to think of graphene as a realization of the Dirac equation
in curved space [103]. However, such a connection has not been rigorously derived so far9. From
microscopic considerations regarding the atomic structure and the bondings between carbon atoms,
it seems that the curvature has two effects on electrons [77]: a) on the one hand, it changes the overlap
between p orbitals, translating into a modification of the nearest neighbor hoppings. This effect can be
modelized, for small curvatures, by introducing a gauge field A(r). b) On the other hand, it produces
an hybridization between π and σ orbitals, that can be recounted by means of a spatially variating
8It is funny to mention that actually, diamond seems to be a metastable state of graphite under the normal conditions on the
surface of Earth. However, time-scales involved in the transformation are enormously large to observe such a transition.
9F. de Juan, private communication
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chemical potential Φ(r). The Dirac Hamiltonian, for a single valley, will read then:
H = −ivFœ · (∇+A(r)) +Φ(r) (1.32)
The pervading effect is supposed to be the one associated to curvature-induced gauge fields. An anal-
ysis of gauge fields produced by ripples whose features were taken from the experimental data was
done in [78], where they were shown to produce midgap states and lead to an instability towards
charge separation. Such a formation of charge puddles has been observed experimentally [104]. How-
ever, its origin is still a controversial issue, since different mechanisms have been proposed in the
theoretical literature that apparently explain the experimental results. Among them, probably the
strongest candidate would be that puddles are induced by charge impurities present in the environ-
ment [105].
The effect of gauge fields induced by curvature may have more striking consequences. If graphene
strain is conveniently engineered, effective magnetic fields larger than 10T have been predicted, some-
thing that could lead to the observation of Quantum Hall Effect without the presence of external
magnetic fields [106].
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2 Introduction: Scaling approaches to
interacting problems
Nothing is particularly hard if you divide it into small jobs.
Henry Ford
2.1 Introduction
If queried about it, many physicists would not hesitate in stating scaling and renormalization ideas
as the most important intellectual achievement in Physics during the second part of the twentieth
century. These ideas provided a connection between many different and apparently unrelated prob-
lems, like the ill-behavior of quantum field theories and the critical phenomena in Statistical Physics.
The Renormalization Group (RG), developed during the sixties and the seventies, played the role of
the unifying concept, specially since the ideas of Kenneth Wilson broke into the field [107]. He was
awarded the Nobel prize for such a real tour de force.
A satisfactory explanation of this topic would require a complete textbook, and there are already
many of them that address some of its different aspects [108, 109]. Having shed light on such a
variety of areas in Physics, it results quite challenging to give a comprehensive but at the same time
understandable overview. Here, I will emphasize how scaling ideas have provided us with powerful
tools to study interacting systems in Condensed Matter Physics. This has translated into a variety of
techniques that, by using the deep ideas behind scaling and renormalization, rely on a wise selection
of the relevant degrees of freedom of a complicated Hamiltonian. Along the chapter, central concepts
in the development of the field, like criticality, scale invariance and renormalization, will come along
in a natural way, so they will be introduced in due time.
2.2 Scaling, effective low energy theories and the renormalization
group
Condensed matter systems usually involve different energy scales. Let us consider a three-dimensional
metal, where the electrons live in energy bands with a certain band-width D. There is also the temper-
ature, T, which by setting the Boltzmann constant to kB = 1 (privileges of theorists), yields a second
energy scale to consider. However, so far this is a non-interacting problem whose only peculiarities
could arise, at most, from a complicated band structure. In order to grasp the importance of energy
scales in a problem, we need to include interactions. Let me follow the pedagogical approach given
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by Kehrein in his excellent book [110] and introduce a short-range potential V(r) = gδ(r), of strength
g, that perturbs the electron gas. This translates into the following Hamiltonian:
H = ∑
k
ǫkc
†
kck +
g
N ∑
k,k′
c†k′ck (2.1)
where we made use of second quantization to describe the electron system, with creation and de-
struction of electron operators c†k and ck that fulfill anticommutation relations {ck, c†k′} = δk,k′ . The
number of states available is a discrete set of N energy levels that compose the band. Notice that the
Hamiltonian is effectively one-dimensional, since it has been bypassed the intermediate step in which
only the lowest-angular momentum scattering channel, the s-wave, is considered. Since by definition,
this channel is spherically symmetrical with respect to the impurity, the problem loses its angular
dependence, leaving the radial coordinate as the only relevant. Moreover, we will be interested in the
continuous limit, where N → ∞ and the density of states, ρ(ǫ) = ∑k δ(ǫ− ǫk), acquires the simple
form:
ρ(ǫ) =
{
1/D 0 < ǫ < D
0 otherwise
(2.2)
The widely known issue regarding this apparently simple Hamiltonian already arises when one con-
siders its weak-coupling regime, ρg ≪ 1. Here, it is expected on general grounds that a perturbative
approach does apply. After all, if the impurity is weakly coupled to the electron gas, it would be un-
reasonable to presume a drastic change of its properties. However, things are more subtle, as shows
a calculation of the (small) corrections to the energy levels of the electron gas, due to the presence of
the impurity, in second order perturbation theory:
ǫ
(2)
k = ǫk +
g
N
− ρg
2
N2
log(
D− ǫk
ǫk
) (2.3)
The result diverges when ǫk ≪ D, i.e., in the low-energy sector of the theory. On general grounds,
from the lore accumulated on the theory of many-body systems, logarithmic divergences and the
breaking of perturbation theory are considered signatures of a problem that lacks of characteristic
scales. Let me address this issue with an example. If we are interested in the low-temperature physics
of a metallic system, our intuition would reckon that only energy scales of the order of this small
temperature will play a leading role. This means that we do not expect the band-width to be plaguing
our results, since we are considering T ≪ D. However, it happens that in many situations such a rule
of thumb simply does not work, and a logarithmic divergence is usually the herald of these news. Its
presence signals that corrections to the energy level ǫk ≪ D, in perturbation theory, are receiving
contributions from energy scales between 0 and D on an equal foot. To better understand this point,
let us consider the following integral:
∫ nE0
E0
dE
E
= log n (2.4)
This is the very integral that arises in perturbation theory for the impurity problem, and it has the
peculiarity that the result does not depend on the absolute energy scale E0, only on the range of
integration. Therefore this kind of integrals are said to be scale-invariant, because they lack of a
characteristic scale. This is something typical in critical systems, or systems near criticality, a term that
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was coined in Thermodynamics when it was realized that systems approaching a critical point (like
the vapor-liquid one, in water) show fluctuations of any scale. In other words, in a critical system
a particle is correlated with any other, no matter the distance that mediates between them, giving
rise to coherent phenomena at every length scale. In systems far from criticality this is no longer
the case, and particles are correlated usually only below a typical characteristic length, termed the
correlation length. This is the usual situation in most of the systems, where criticality is only present
at a particular point of their phase diagram, demanding an extremely high tuning of parameters to
reach it. Say, for instance, pressure and temperature for the critical point in water. In other systems,
however, criticality emerges in the low-energy regime, something that happens with many condensed
matter models and some quantum field theories proposed to describe interactions at the fundamental
level. This is a consequence, as we will see, that arises naturally from the Renormalization Group.
Criticality is probably the most astonishing consequence that arises from systems in interaction. It
produces clear signatures in the behavior of the system, so characteristic that they can be tracked
back and reverse the argumentation followed so far: if a system behaves as expected near criticality,
then we can conclude that interactions must be playing an important part. Though this affirmation
seems almost vacuous in some cases, it can be useful for systems in which the underlying behavior is
completely obscure due to its complexity, but a simple picture seems to arise from the experimental
or observational data. This could be the case, actually, in financial markets [111].
In short, the combined effect of every energy scale of our simple impurity model, when evaluating
observables on the low-energy sector, manifests itself through divergences in perturbation theory,
even though the short-ranged potential was a weak-perturbation of the electron gas. Notice that
the situation is not that tantalizing when corrections to energy levels in the high-energy sector are
addressed. There, the logarithmic correction is small, and perturbation theory yields small corrections
to the energy levels, as expected. A couple of remarkable things can be learnt from this discussion:
• The low-energy sector of the theory seems to be qualitatively different from the high-energy
one.
• It seems to be an emerging energy scale below which perturbation theory breaks down and the
system no longer has a characteristic scale that moderates the effects coming from the high
energy sector.
2.2.1 Low-energy effective theories and scaling perturbation theory
In order to see the effect that high-energy scales are playing in the physics at low-energies, the
standard procedure nowadays is to integrate out the high-energy degrees-of-freedom, and see how
the low-energy theory looks then. If both sectors of the theory are not really coupled, we expect the
latter to remain unaltered after this operation. There are many procedures to complete this task. For
instance, the theory can be expressed in terms of path integrals (by means of its partition function),
where the integration of high-energy degrees-of-freedom literally is a matter of carrying out integrals.
Other techniques, such as poor man’s scaling, deal directly with the Hamiltonian, where the idea is
to reduce the Hilbert space by using projections on the low-energy states of the theory. Whatever
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way you accomplish the integration out, the idea is that finally it will lead you to a sequence of
Hamiltonians that differ from each other on the highest energy scale accessible. For instance, back
to the simple impurity model, this would be the effective band-width, generating a sequence of
Hamiltonians parametrized as H(D0)→ H(D1)→ ...→ H(De f f ). Every step must be infinitesimally
related to the one before: δD = Dn − Dn+1 → 0. Why is that? Is mostly a technical issue, since the
integration of high-energy degrees-of-freedom relies in a majority of cases on perturbation theory,
that will take advantage of this small scale to give a finite correction to the effective Hamiltonians
where there was a divergence before. It results somehow suggestive to think that by following this
scheme, it is possible to tame perturbation theory in a way that finally will yield sensible results.
On general grounds, such a procedure will produce, during this flow, corrections to the terms of the
Hamiltonian that were already present, but also may yield new terms as far as they are compatible
with the symmetries and degrees-of-freedom of the system. Every new Hamiltonian generated can
be considered as an effective description of the original one, only valid up to the energy scale De f f .
They are called low-energy effective theories. If the new terms generated during the flow become
important, then we are certainly in troubles, as those terms will in principle generate other ones, and
so on, making the low-energy theory intractable (actually, nowadays this point-of-view has changed,
as I will discuss later). However there is a particular class of theories whose new terms produced
remain small during the integration of high-energy degrees-of-freedom, and hence can be discarded.
Every effective Hamiltonian then maps into the previous one, and the effect of the high-energy sector
is encoded in corrections to the coupling constants. As usual, this is better understood by resorting
to our simple example, where the effective Hamiltonians can be generated in the poor man’s scaling
fashion [110]:
H(De f f , ge f f ) = ∑
k:ǫk<De f f
ǫkc
†
kck +
ge f f
N ∑
k,k′:ǫk ,ǫk′<De f f
c†kck′ (2.5)
Here, ge f f is defined iteratively with respect to the previous infinitesimal energy scale, De f f + δD:
ge f f (De f f ) = g− ρg2
δD
De f f
+O(g3) (2.6)
Notice that, as mentioned, the calculations are perturbative in g. However, perturbation theory in g is
employed in this case to generate the sequence of effective low-energy Hamiltonians, whose couplings
are no longer g but ge f f . Keep this in mind for later. Now, we saw that logarithmic divergences can
be tracked to the equal contribution of all the energy scales of the problem. When integrating out
the high-energy degrees-of-freedom, we actually encode the effect of these energy scales in the new
effective coupling constant. The combined effect of all these energy scales above De f f can be obtained
by working out the solution to the differential equation that arises from (6.2), when δD→ 0:
dge f f (De f f )
d logDe f f
= ρg2e f f (2.7)
This is called a flow-equation. It dictates the way the couplings of our theory change with the energy
scale De f f . Setting as the initial condition the original bandwidth D, we get:
ge f f (De f f ) =
g
1+ ρg log(D/De f f )
(2.8)
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This result already contains a resummation of the perturbative (and therefore small) effects of every
iteration. It provides us with a useful tool to analyze the combined effect that the high-energy sector
has on the low-energy theory as the energy scale is lowered. For repulsive potentials, g > 0, when
De f f ≪ D we get ge f f → 0, meaning that the potential does not have any effect on the low-energy
properties. This does not imply that both sectors of the theory are decoupled. On the contrary, the
high-energy degrees of freedom have renormalized the potential strength to zero, which means that the
low-energy electrons behave effectively like free electrons. They no longer feel the interaction with the
impurity, because it has been collectively screened. In a different language, which we owe to Landau,
we may say that the low-energy excitations of the electron gas in the presence of an impurity are
non-interacting (quasi)electrons. This is not, however, the case for attractive potentials, g < 0. Here,
we see that there is a scale at which the denominator vanishes:
DC ≡ De−
1
ρ|g| (2.9)
This emerging scale separates naturally the low-energy and the high-energy sectors of the theory,
signaling the breaking of perturbation theory. The effective coupling constant becomes large, and the
effective low-energy theory no longer belongs to the perturbative realm. Notice that the new energy
scale cannot be expanded in powers of the coupling constant even for small couplings, |g| → 0,
meaning that this effect cannot be accessible by using conventional perturbation theory. How can it
be that we gain access to non-perturbative physics by using perturbation theory? Well, somehow, by
integrating out high-energy degrees-of-freedom iteratively, we are making a resummation of small
perturbative effects that finally leads to non-perturbative results. Apparently, it might be true that
nothing is particularly hard if you divide it into small jobs.
An important consequence of the analysis performed so far is that, by using this scaling perturbation
theory for the repulsive potential, in principle intractable due to the divergences, we can obtain well-
behaved results for the corrections to the low-energy levels. The key point relies in the use of ge f f and
not g as the perturbative parameter. The effective coupling constant already contains the non-trivial
effect of the high-energy sector, treated in a way that no longer produces ill-results. Therefore, we
can employ the Hamiltonian H(De f f ) to carry out the calculations. Some nuances must be clarified at
this point. After all, which De f f is the one to be used? Or said in other words, where should we stop
the flow of the effective Hamiltonians? Well, once again, this is just a matter of typical scales. De f f
should be the largest scale that plays a role in the energy regime we are studying. If the temperature
is zero, and we want to study corrections to the energy level ǫk, we will stop the flow at De f f = ǫk1.
The result will read then:
ǫ
(2)
k = ǫk +
1
N
g
1+ ρ|g| log(D/ǫk)
+O(g2e f f ) (2.10)
1This issue about where to stop the running of the coupling constants is, in my opinion, poorly explained in the literature.
As mentioned, you are allowed to carry out the flow down to the largest energy scale that is important in your low-energy
calculation. This can be an energy level, as it happens here. But it can be the temperature as well, since an external bath at
a certain temperature typically will produce excitations up to the energy scale defined by it. It can also be the frequency at
which an observable is measured, because this frequency is related to the energy of the proves used to explore the system,
energy that can be used to generate excitations. Or finally, of course, it can be the renormalized full dimensional coupling
itself if it turns out to grow during the flow.
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The lesson to learn here is that scaling approaches can provide us with powerful tools to deal with
the subtleties of interacting models. This is the idea behind the two techniques that I will explain
below. However, before that, let me move on from the particular example studied so far to give some
general statements.
2.2.2 Scaling and the Renormalization Group
The term scaling in our approach inherits its name from the sequence of transformations that is done
on the Hamiltonian when we integrate out high-energy degrees-of-freedom. This is because every
Hamiltonian is related to any other one by a scaling transformation of the band-width, that henceforth
will be generically referred to as the ultraviolet cutoff Λ. We have seen that it is expected on general
grounds that by integrating out high-energy degrees of freedom, new terms compatible with the
constraints of the Hamiltonian come along into the low-energy theory. However, for a particular
class of well-behaved Hamiltonians, like the one studied in the last section, the new terms can be
discarded, and the Hamiltonian preserves its structure during the flow, with all the effects of the high-
energy sector encoded within the effective couplings. In order to formalize the way a Hamiltonian
evolves while the integration of high-energy degrees-of-freedom is carried out, we need to be able
to compare the different Hamiltonians. This requires an extra step not accounted for so far, that is,
rescale variables and operators in the Hamiltonian in order to set again the original cutoff Λ 2. The
complete transformation, including integration of degrees-of-freedom and rescaling of variables and
operators, can be generically written as follows:
Rλ [H(Λ, g2, g2, ...)] = H(Λ, g′1, g′2, ...) (2.11)
where λ = Λ′/Λ is the scaling parameter, and {g1, g2, ...} represents a complete set of all the possible
terms of the Hamiltonian that can be generated during the flow. This transformation is called a
Renormalization Group (RG) transformation [112].
Despite its name, the Renormalization Group transformation does not have the structure of a real
group, but a semi-group, since in general lacks an inverse. Nevertheless, it does have an identity
element, read R1, defined by:
R1 [H(Λ, g1, g2, ...)] = H(Λ, g1, g2, ...) (2.12)
and fulfills the addition property, since:
Rλ1λ2 [H(Λ, g1, g2, ...)] = Rλ2
[
Rλ1 [H(Λ, g1, g2, ...)]
]
(2.13)
With the RG transformation we are in position of understanding better the properties of the effective
low-energy theories that are generated by integrating out high-energy degrees-of-freedom. Before,
2For instance, by defining the scaled momentum k′ = kΛ/Λ′; rescaling operators is more subtle, and usually is conveniently
selected to keep invariant a certain part of the Hamiltonian. This requires some wisdom about the Hamiltonian where the
flow is leading, since the idea is to keep this one invariant. In theories whose low-energy sector has weak interactions, this
is the free part of the Hamiltonian.
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however, it is convenient to introduce a pivotal concept in the RG lore. Given an RG transformation,
it could happen that there are certain Hamiltonians H∗ that are invariant under the transformation:
Rλ [H∗(Λ, g∗1, g∗2 , ...)] = H∗(D, g∗1 , g∗2 , ...) (2.14)
These Hamiltonians are called fixed points of the RG transformation. During the RG flow, a com-
plicated Hamiltonian can converge to a fixed point. Then, any further iteration will not produce
additional changes, by definition of fixed point. Interestingly, it somehow implies that the effect of
integrating out high-energy degrees-of-freedom does not translate anymore in a different low-energy
behavior. From this point forth, the physical behavior of the system will not depend on the energy
scale, becoming scale invariant. Fixed points of the RG transformation are important to understand
the concept of universality: apparently unrelated systems have a similar low-energy behavior, irrespec-
tively of their microscopic (high-energy) details. If they flow to the same fixed point of the RG, they
belong to the same class of universality.
However, this is not yet the whole story, since most of the properties of a system come from its
response to external probes, that produce excitations from the ground state, meaning that the correct
theory describing such a response is defined up to a finite energy scale. This immediately implies
that the response of a system might not be fully characterized by the fixed point, having to account
also for the small corrections around it. In order to understand this point, it is convenient to linearize
the transformation close to a fixed point:
H(Λ, g′1, g′2, ...) = H∗ + TλH(Λ, g1, g2, ...) (2.15)
where Tλ is the linearization of the RG transformation. This transformation, actually, has eigenvectors
and eigenvalues: those operators that scale purely with the RG transformation:
TλOi = µiOi (2.16)
Let us suppose, for simplicity, that the original set of operators corresponds to some eigenvectors of
the RG close to the fixed point. Then the n-iteration of the RG transformation yields:
Hn(Λ, g′1, g′2, ...) = H∗ + ∑
i
µni giOi (2.17)
Now it is easy to see that, if µ > 1, then the effective coupling increases and draws the Hamiltonian
far from the fixed point. These operators are said to be relevant, and their presence is an indication
that the fixed point is unstable towards perturbations that entail them. If µ < 1, then the effective
coupling decreases and the operators become less important as the cutoff is reduced, drawing the
Hamiltonian to the fixed point. They are called irrelevant terms. Finally, if µ = 1, then the transforma-
tion leaves invariant the operator, and in order to know the direction of the flow, non-linear corrections
to the transformation must be analyzed. Such a family of operators are coined marginal. In Fig. 2.1,
a schematic depiction of this situation is given, showing a saddle-point sort of unstable fixed point,
which corresponds to a Hamiltonian with both an irrelevant and a relevant operator. The latter draws
the flow far from the fixed point, so it requires an extremely high tuning of the initial conditions of
the flow to reach the fixed point. In contrast to that, a stable fixed point is one whose nearby region
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Figure 2.1: Flow of the RG transformation for a simple Hamiltonian with two couplings. The figure shows a
fixed point with a saddle-point structure.
is ruled by irrelevant or marginally irrelevant operators (the latter being marginal operators whose
higher order corrections make them irrelevant).
Let us suppose, then, that our Hamiltonian flows towards a stable fixed point. Despite the fact
that irrelevant terms tend to be less important as the flow is carried out, they are actually the ones
that mainly determine the response of the system, as I have already mentioned. These operators
are not scale-invariant, but they have well-defined scaling properties under the RG transformation,
being eigenvectors of the linear transformation. In terms of criticality, we say that the fixed point
characterizes the class of universality of the critical point, but the critical properties of the different
observables follow from the irrelevant terms. They are crucial, for instance, to work out analytical ex-
pressions of the critical exponents that characterize observables close to a critical point. In condensed
matter systems the situation is analogous: a low-energy theory will be defined by the fixed point plus
the irrelevant terms close to it. The main example being that of Landau’s theory of Fermi liquids
[113].
A somewhat more involved scenario entails a space of couplings with different fixed points, some
of them stable and others unstable. Once the initial conditions of the flow are chosen (which usually
means to set as the starting Hamiltonian the original microscopic theory defined up to a certain
cutoff), then the flow will draw the Hamiltonian to one of those fixed points. Let us suppose that the
initial conditions place the Hamiltonian close to an unstable fixed point. This one might be ruling
the high-energy behavior of the theory. The RG flow, then, will produce a crossover from the high-
energy regime to the low-energy one. This is the case of our simple Hamiltonian studied in the
previous section: one of the fixed points is the non-interacting one, with g = 0. By introducing a
small perturbation in the form of an attractive potential, the effective Hamiltonian moves to a different
fixed point in the low-energy regime, where g = ∞. Hence, the RG flow produces a crossover from
weak-coupling to strong-coupling, with the crossover energy scale given by Eq. (2.9).
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2.3 Numerical Renormalization Group
Now we are in position to understand the fundamentals of the Numerical Renormalization Group
(NRG), a successful tool that relies on all the scaling and RG ideas discussed so far. It was developed
by K. Wilson himself to address the solution of the Kondo problem [114], in which the presence
of a spin impurity embedded in an electron gas, even for weak couplings, renders divergences in
perturbation theory and a highly non-trivial low-energy behavior [112, 115, 116]. By the time Wilson
proposed the NRG, most of the peculiarities of this problem had already been understood, something
that required the introduction of scaling techniques like the ones described in the last section. As we
saw that happens with the impurity problem, perturbation theory must be reorganized in a way
that divergences are parametrized in the effective coupling constant, that flows towards a strong-
coupling regime for antiferromagnetic couplings. This analysis provides us with a crossover scale,
the Kondo temperature, that marks the onset of non-perturbative behavior in the low-energy regime,
where a different approach must be employed to shed light on the nature of the ground state. In that
direction, variational ansätze were proposed, suggesting the formation of a singlet between the spin
of one electron of the electron gas and that of the impurity. The rest of the gas, apparently, would
decouple, behaving essentially like a normal system of electrons. Wilson’s NRG served not only to
support this picture, but also to describe the complete crossover from weak to strong coupling regime,
at the price of resigning to obtain analytical results.
The NRG has been successfully applied to multiple quantum impurity problems where there ex-
ists a non-trivial strong-coupling regime at low energies. In origin, its spectrum of applications was
reduced to address the study of quantum systems with a few degrees-of-freedom coupled to a contin-
uous band of fermions, like electrons in metals. However, its scope has been enlarged during the last
thirty years, becoming a field of research itself, and demanding an increasing degree of specialization
to catch up with the constant evolution of the codes. A couple of relevant extensions worth to men-
tion are Dynamical Mean Field theory, and the study of non-equilibrium dynamics of open quantum
systems [117]. Here, I will only describe its extension to quantum systems coupled to bosonic baths
[118], which is relevant for the fields of Quantum Decoherence and Quantum Dissipation, and the
one I will use throughout this thesis.
2.3.1 An introduction to the NRG through the Spin-Boson model
Instead of giving a general and abstract introduction to the NRG, let me just sketch the basis of this
technique by describing its celebrated application to bosonic baths, particularly to the Spin-Boson
model. For technical details, I refer the reader to the original article by R. Bulla et al [118].
The Spin-Boson (SB) model addresses the problem of a quantum particle in a two-level system
coupled to an external bath whose low-energy excitations are gapless bosons [119]. The structure of a
two-level quantum system is defined in terms of operators that follow the SU(2) algebra, analogous
to the spin, hence the name. As I will explain in more detail in the next chapter, bosonic baths
provide us with a simple description of a large class of dissipative models that belong to the same
universality class. This means that, despite of their apparent simplicity, they already contain the
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basic ingredients relevant in the more complicated systems addressed in the fields of Open Quantum
Systems, Quantum Dissipation, and related ones.
The Hamiltonian of the Spin-Boson model reads:
HSB = −∆2 σx + ∑n
ωna
†
nan +
σz
2 ∑n
λn(an + a
†
n) (2.18)
The first term correspond to a degenerated two-level quantum system. Here, σx and σz are the cor-
responding Pauli matrices and ∆ is the tunnelling parameter, that is related to the probability of a
particle to hop between states. The second term describes the bosonic bath: a†n, an operators create
and destroy, respectively, a boson of energy ωn. The excitations are gapless, meaning that there are
excitations for arbitrary low energies. Finally, the last term describes the coupling between bath and
system, realized through σz, with strength couplings λn. This coupling is completely characterized by
the so-called bath spectral function:
J(ω) = π∑
n
λ2nδ(ω −ωn) (2.19)
Unfortunately, I do not have enough space here to explain the rigorous origin of this function, that
should be found in the originally work by Caldeira and Leggett [120]. Let me just point out that it
is the only quantity that must be constrained in order to recover the classical limit of the model, i.e.,
when we aim to derive the classical equations of motion of dissipative dynamics from a quantum
point of view. In the low energy limit, ω → 0, a power-law is sufficient to describe the main regimes
of classical dissipation:
J(ω) = 2παω1−sc ωs, 0 < ω < ωc (2.20)
where ωc is an ultraviolet cutoff, that will be taken equal to one henceforth. The case s = 1, the one
we are interested in, is commonly named in the literature ohmic dissipation. Why? Because in this
limit, the corresponding classical friction is that given by the Ohm’s law.
A few words about this model: it has been widely studied since the eighties with a variety of tech-
niques, since it can be shown to be a good low-energy description of a quantum particle tunnelling be-
tween two minima of a potential, in the presence of a dissipative environment. Variational techniques,
Renormalization Group, and other powerful tools have proved useful to explore its equilibrium and
non-equilibrium properties, the latter being revived since the advent of the field of Quantum Compu-
tation, whose main building block, the qubit, is essentially a two-level quantum system. Here I will
concentrate on the phase diagram of the model. It shows a continuous quantum phase transition (i.e.,
at zero temperature) for αc = 1+O(∆) [119]. In the RG language, the phase α < αc is described by the
fixed point α˜ = 0, ∆˜ = ∆r. It is called the delocalized phase, since the effect of the bath is essentially to
renormalize the tunnelling probability to ∆r . Therefore the particle still tends to become delocalized
in the two minima in order to minimize its kinetic energy. α > αc corresponds to the localized phase,
ruled by a different fixed point, α˜ = α, ∆˜ = 0. The bath renormalizes to zero the hopping probability,
and the particle must become localized in one of the two minima.
In this section, I will pursue to show how the NRG reproduces correctly this phase transition,
yielding a different low-energy behavior below and above a certain critical coupling αc, that can be
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Figure 2.2: Logarithmic discretization of the bath spectral function, for the ohmic case, and λ = 2. The ultraviolet
cutoff ωc has been taken equal to one, for simplicity.
elucidated within this scheme as well. Moreover, for every phase it succeeds to describe the crossover
between high-energy and low-energy physics. The first step in order to implement the NRG is to
rewrite the Hamiltonian in a continuous fashion:
H = −∆
2
σx +
∫ 1
0
dǫg(ǫ)a†ǫaǫ +
σz
2
∫ 1
0
dǫh(ǫ)(aǫ + a
†
ǫ) (2.21)
The spectral function for this version of the model is given now by:
1
π
J(ω) =
dǫ(ω)
dω
h2[ǫ(ω)] (2.22)
where ǫ(ω) is the inverse function of g(ω) and h(ǫ) is the new (continuous) coupling function. Both
parameters can be calculated easily from the bath spectral function [118].
The NRG method can somehow be seen as an almost exact numerical diagonalization of the Hamil-
tonian. The crucial observation is how it carries out this diagonalization, and why it results more
convenient than a brute force approach. The latter, when applied to the class of models that fall into
the NRG range of interest, turns out to present several issues: (i) mostly at the time it was developed,
the number of degrees-of-freedom required to get a good description of a macroscopic bath was too
large for ordinary computers, and any approximation that could reduce the size of matrices was wel-
come, (ii) even at the time such a computer power was available, still quantum impurity problems
are subtle, since their low-energy regime emerges below a certain crossover scale that is in most of
the cases exponentially small as compared to the initial cutoff. Remember the case of the short-range
potential and the Kondo problem as well. Hence, an ordinary linear discretization of the band would
underestimate the exponentially small region of energies relevant for the low-energy behavior, as
compared to the number of states taken above. The NRG overtakes both problems by using scaling
ideas, which serve to wisely select the relevant degrees of freedom for any energy scale, specially the
low-energy regime.
The issue raised in (ii) is addressed by using a logarithmic discretization of the spectral function, as
shown in Fig. 2.2, that resolves accurately the exponentially small energy scales involved in the usual
crossover to the low-energy regime. The discretization parameter is λ, being dn = λ−n(1− λ−1) the
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width of the n-interval. In every interval, we can define a complete set of orthonormal functions:
ψnp(ǫ) =


1√
dn
eiωnpǫ, λ−(n+1) < ǫ < λ−n
0, outside
(2.23)
where p = 0,±1,±2, ..., ωn = 2π/dn. The original operators can then be expressed as a linear combi-
nation of the new ones as follows:
aǫ = ∑
np
anpψnp(ǫ) (2.24)
a†ǫ = ∑
np
a†npψ
∗
np(ǫ) (2.25)
We can now choose the function h(ǫ) to be constant in every n-interval, an approximation that gets
improved as the continuous limit is recovered. Then, it is not difficult to see that all the components
p 6= 0 contributing to the coupling term can be neglected. Notice that these components will still be
coupled to the impurity via the free bosonic term in the Hamiltonian. One of the main approximations
in the NRG method is actually not taking into account these components, which turns out to be exact
also in the continuous limit λ → 1. In order to carry out the numerical calculations, however, a
finite discretization must be used, and therefore the accuracy of the results will be improved as λ
approaches the unity. Of course, the price to pay is a larger amount of states to account for in the in
numerical calculations.
With the approximations made so far we are ready to write a somewhat simplified Hamiltonian.
By redefining the operators anp=0 ≡ an, this new Hamiltonian reads:
H = −∆
2
σx +
∞
∑
n=0
ξna
†
nan +
σz
2
√
π
∞
∑
n=0
γn(an + a
†
n) (2.26)
It has a similar form as the one we started from. However, the new parameters have the peculiarity
of decaying logarithmically with n, as a power law in λ:
ξn = γ
−2
n
∫ λ−n
λ−(n+1)
dxJ(x)x =
2
3
(
1− λ−3
1− λ−2 )λ
−n (2.27)
γ2n =
∫ λ−n
λ−(n+1)
dxJ(x) = πα(1− λ−2)λ−2n (2.28)
i.e., γn ∝ Λ−n. In figure 2.3, a schematic picture of the coupling structure of Hamiltonian Eq. (2.26)
is shown. The impurity is coupled directly to every bosonic site, resembling the shape of a star. This
particular version of the NRG is named precisely after this star, it is the Star-NRG, as opposed to the
chain-NRG used typically in calculations with fermionic baths, that requires an extra transformation
of the Hamiltonian that maps it to a chain structure. However, I will not describe it here. Those two
in principle equivalent versions, when applied to bosonic baths, have virtues and defects, but the
common lore advises us to use the star-NRG in equilibrium calculations, mostly when the approach
is generalized to more complicated impurity Hamiltonians. This will be one of the issues risen in the
next chapter.
The NRG makes use of the logarithmically decaying energy structure that couplings and energies
have in the new Hamiltonian. It is an iterative diagonalization of this Hamiltonian, that allows for a
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Figure 2.3: Structure of the Hamiltonian used in the Star-NRG approach. The black circle stands for the impurity,
and the boxes for the bosonic sites.
truncation scheme based on RG and scaling ideas that can be used to account for a solution of the
issue raised in (i). The first thing to notice is that a Hamiltonian including N sites should be enough
to describe physics down to energy scales of the order of λ−N . The complete star-NRG Hamiltonian
can then be conveniently written as a series of rescaled Hamiltonians HN with N sites:
HN = λN [−∆2 σx +
N
∑
n=0
ξna
†
nan +
σz
2
√
π
N
∑
n=0
γn(an + a
†
n)] (2.29)
H = lim
N→∞
λ−NHN (2.30)
The factor λN is included in order to keep the energy scale of every N-Hamiltonian of the same
order, for comparison purposes. This probably will remind us of the rescaling operation of fields
and vectors introduced in the last section to complete the RG transformation. It is essentially the
same thing. Actually, the whole NRG can be mapped into the RG transformations described in the
last section. The analogue of the integration of high-energy degrees-of-freedom is the combination
of diagonalizing a certain Hamiltonian HN , and then only retaining low-energy states in order to
diagonalize the next Hamiltonian HN+1. Both Hamiltonians are related by:
HN+1 = λHN + λN+1[ξN+1a†N+1aN+1 +
σz
2
√
π
γN+1(aN+1 + a
†
N+1)] (2.31)
This truncation scheme is expected to work precisely by virtue of the RG ideas discussed before. Of
course, the number of states that are kept in every step is not arbitrary. There is a threshold above the
procedure that gives meaningful results, and a careful check of convergence is mandatory in every
calculation.
By using the NRG, we can gain access to the physics at a certain energy scale TN ∝ λ−N by carrying
out the iterative diagonalization of the chain of Hamiltonians H0, H1, ..., HN . If the physics below
this scale is not of interest, it can be stopped here. Every Hamiltonian contains the same number
of degrees-of-freedom thanks to the truncation scheme, but those are wisely selected to account for
the relevant phenomena present at TN. The effects of the high-energy sector are already included
in the effective Hamiltonian HN , since it inherits its level and coupling structure from the previous
iterations. Comparison between different Hamiltonians is provided by the aforementioned global
rescaling.
In short, we have a Renormalization Group transformation implemented numerically. The output
are eigenenergies EN(r) of the different r states obtained in the diagonalization of the N-Hamiltonian.
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As a function of N, it can be seen as a flow of the lowest eigenenergies in a RG transformation.
Notice that due to its numerical nature, it does not provide us with the actual form of the effective
Hamiltonians. After all, we are dealing with numerical matrices, and reconstructing the correspond-
ing Hamiltonian can be a prodigious task, unless we study perturbations close to the fixed point,
where general analytic considerations can serve as a guide. Still, the information contained in the
eigenenergies flow is enough to characterize the crossovers and phases.
Certain issues, however, related to the iterative diagonalization procedure, must be pointed out.
As mentioned, the numerical diagonalization of Hamiltonian HN gives its, say, Ns states |r〉N , with
r = 1, ...,Ns. The corresponding eigenergies were defined as EN(r). In order to diagonalize now
HN+1, we need a suitable basis that contains the new bosonic degrees-of-freedom added by the new
N + 1 site. And any bosonic mode contains in principle an infinite number of states. In principle, if
we were able to project the Hamiltonian on the complete set of site bosonic states, the choice of a
particular basis would make no difference. However, due to computational limits, whatever they are,
the number of bosons per site must be truncated, say, to Nb of them, this number selected in order to
achieve convergent results. This fact promotes the choice of basis to a non-trivial issue. In the original
approach by Bulla et al. it was shown that the basis of eigenvectors of the number operator a†N+1aN+1,
|s〉N+1, renders convergent results for ohmic baths and small enough coupling to the bath (but still,
above the critical coupling). With this choice, the basis to diagonalize HN+1 would read:
|r; s〉N+1 = |r〉N ⊗ |s〉N+1 (2.32)
which has NsNb elements. Once it is diagonalized, only the lowest Ns energy states are kept. Other
choices of basis can also be tried, in case convergence with this basis starts to be extremely demanding.
For instance, one with conveniently displaced oscillators [117].
Another issue arises from the actual projection of HN+1, that must be worked out. The matrix
elements read:
N+1〈r; s|H(1)N+1|r′; s′〉N+1 = λEN(r)δr,r′δs,s′ (2.33)
N+1〈r; s|H(2)N+1|r′; s′〉N+1 = λN+1ξN+1sδr,r′δs,s′ (2.34)
N+1〈r; s|H(3)N+1|r′; s′〉N+1 = λN+1γN+1 N〈r|
σz
2
√
π
|r′〉N
(
δs,s′−1
√
s+ 1+ δs,s′+1
√
s
)
(2.35)
Notice that the matrix elements of the impurity operator, N〈r|σz|r′〉N, must be calculated iteratively
from the previous ones, by using the unitary transformation that diagonalizes HN .
2.3.2 NRG description of the SB phase transition
Let me now outline the results of the NRG approach to the Spin-Boson model, that will give us orien-
tations to understand the contents of the next chapter. As mentioned, the NRG technique yields as an
output the lowest energy levels for every iteration of the numerical algorithm, conveniently rescaled
in order to allow for a comparison of the level structure during the flow of the transformation. In
addition, it is possible to compute expectation values of observables evaluated in the N-site basis. For
instance, the already mentioned N〈r|σz|r′〉N matrix elements. This is the main source of information
in order to get quantitative and qualitative results from the NRG.
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Figure 2.4: Flow energy diagrams of the NRG applied to the Spin-Boson model. The lowest energy levels are
shown, conveniently rescaled for comparison issues, with the ground state energy subtracted. Every itera-
tion is representative of an energy scale TN ∝ λ−N . Left: results for ∆ = 0.01 and α = 0.1. Right: results for
∆ = 0.01 and α = 1.2. The NRG parameters are Ns = 80, Nb = 8 and λ = 2.
In Fig. 2.4 the NRG output is plotted for two different sets of parameters of the model. They are a
good example of those typically found in a NRG calculation. The results show qualitatively different
behaviors for couplings α larger or smaller than αc ≃ 1. In order to characterize the different regimes,
it is convenient to study some of the limits of the SB Hamiltonian. The case α = 0 is the simplest one,
corresponding to the impurity uncoupled from the environment. The solution to this Hamiltonian can
be exactly worked out in the basis |σ〉 ⊗ |n1, n2, ...〉, where |σ〉 are the eigenvalues of σx and |n1, n2, ...〉
the number states of the bosonic operators. The eigenenergies are:
E(σ, n1, n2, ...) = −∆2 σ+ ∑
i
ξini (2.36)
In the NRG language, this is a fixed point, the delocalized one, whose lowest eigenenergies are
expected to be, at iteration N:
λN(EN(r)− EN(0)) = λNξrn(r) (2.37)
There is yet another simple limit, that also corresponds to a fixed point, the localized one. It is
defined by setting ∆ = 0 and arbitrary α, which actually means that it is a line of fixed points. This
Hamiltonian also has an exact solution, when projected to the basis |σz〉 ⊗ |n¯1, n¯2, ...〉, where now new
number states have been introduced from a set of displaced operators characterized by the projection
σz as well:
a¯n,σz = an +
σzγn
2
√
πξn
(2.38)
Interestingly, the projected Hamiltonian:
〈σz|H|σz〉 = ∑
n
ξn a¯
†
n,σz a¯n,σz (2.39)
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does have the same energy spectrum as the other fixed point, with the only difference that the degen-
eracy is now double, since displaced oscillators with both σz = 1 and σz = −1 can be defined, not
having influence on the energies.
These simple limits give us a lot of insights on the NRG data. This is also a typical situation with
the NRG. It usually requires the assistance of analytical guesses of the low-energy Hamiltonians in
order to understand the flows. Let us therefore analyze the given eigenenergies. Remember that, for
every iteration, it gives the lowest energy levels conveniently rescaled for comparison issues, and that
this iteration N is related to an increasingly lower energy scale. This means that the NRG resolves
(logarithmically) smaller scales as N becomes larger. For α < αc, the flow shows a crossover from
a region in which the lowest excitations correspond to the impurity internal states, since yet the
bosonic excitations have energies larger than the renormalized ∆r , and a region in which the lowest
excitations are purely of bosonic nature and non-degenerated. This corresponds to the fixed point
α = 0, as mentioned, something that the actual values of the energy levels account for. There are two
things worth to be noticed. The first is that there is an abrupt change in the first iterations of the NRG,
indicating a rapid renormalization of ∆ due to the effect of high-energy bosons. After these iterations,
however, its value is essentially preserved all along the flow. This is indicated by the energy levels
splitting, that goes like λN∆r , as shown in the figure. The second thing to notice is that once the energy
levels associated with the internal structure of the impurity cross the first excited bosonic state, the
crossover between high-energy and low-energy behavior is essentially completed, reaching the fixed
point (this happens around N ∼ 8 for α = 0.1). This very point defines a crossover temperature TN ,
whose detailed study can shed light on the nature of the phase transition, which turn out to be of
Kosterlitz-Thouless kind [118].
For α > αc the situation is different. Again, the plot shows a rapid renormalization of ∆, but in
this case leading to ∆r = 0. Then the flow converges to a regime where again the lowest energy
levels correspond to the bath bosonic excitations, with the difference being that they are now doubly
degenerated. This is, as mentioned, the signature of the localized fixed point, the one that rules the
low-energy regime above the critical coupling.
To finish this introduction to the NRG, let me mention that once the code is set up, it can be
used to study a larger variety of properties of the SB model, something that applies for extension to
other impurity models. For instance, the quantum phase transition can be studied in more detail, and
information about the numerical value of αc and its dependence on the initial tunnelling parameter
∆ can be extracted from the data. In this task, it is convenient to approach the continuous regime
λ→ 1 as close as possible, something that can be done by interpolating results from different values
of λ. Moreover, thermodynamic quantities can also be studied by analyzing the evolution during the
flow of certain observables. Last, but no least, the NRG is not restricted to ohmic models, but can be
extended to other couplings to the bath, like the more subtle sub-ohmic case [118].
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2.4 Flow Equations
The Flow Equations method also inherits the scaling and Renormalization Group ideas discussed
throughout this chapter. It was proposed independently by Glazek and Wilson [121, 122] and by
Wegner [123]. The former, in the context of high-energy Particle Physics, while the latter in Condensed
Matter Physics.
We have seen that both RG and NRG rely on scaling transformations of the Hamiltonian by inte-
grating out high-energy degrees-of-freedom. The disadvantage of these approaches lies precisely in
the loss of those high-energy degrees-of-freedom as the flow is carried out. This is all right as far as we
are only interested in the low-energy regime. However, in some situations keeping the whole Hilbert
space could be of interest. This has actually been the last course of development of the NRG, where
high-energy states would be saved despite being somehow integrated out, in order to use them later
[124, 125]. The Flow Equation approach pursues the same aim, but the way to implement it differs
considerably.
I will introduce here the Flow Equation method as it was proposed by Wegner, being this the
version I have used throughout this thesis. An extensive reference on this approach can be found in
the book by S. Kehrein [110].
2.4.1 The general idea of the Flow Equation approach
Most of the general ideas underlying the Renormalization Group also apply for this method. The
Flow Equation (FE) approach consists as well in infinitesimal transformations of the Hamiltonian, in
which new effective Hamiltonians are generated during the flow. The main difference is that, in this
method, the transformations carried out do not integrate out high-energy degrees-of-freedom, but
matrix-elements that involve very different energy scales. Let us suppose we have a Hamiltonian in
the form H = H0 +HI . In the basis given by the free Hamiltonian H0, say |n〉0, the matrix-elements
of the interacting part are in general off-diagonal, reading 0〈n|HI |n′〉0. These matrix-elements involve
free states with energy differences En − En′ . In this matrix-representation, the more off-diagonal the
elements are, the larger the energy differences that involve. The Flow Equation approach pursues
then to construct a transformation that increasingly removes those matrix-elements with the highest
energy differences, but preserving the size of the Hilbert space. A schematic picture of this, and its
comparison to the ordinary RG method, is shown in Fig. 2.5.
How can such a transformation be implemented? Let us suppose that, since the transformation
preserves the Hilbert space, a Hamiltonian generated this way is unitarily equivalent to any other
one. Then, if we introduce a parameter B, that controls the flow of the transformation, an infinitesimal
transformation of the Hamiltonian can generically be expressed by:
dH(B)
dB
= [η(B),H(B)] (2.40)
where η(B) is the antihermitian generator of the transformation, and the initial condition is set as
H(B = 0) = H. The choice of the generator is the most tricky point of the procedure, and there is
no unique choice that works for every case. The main requisite is to achieve the goal of making the
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of the RG philosophy and the FE one. Left: RG integration of high-energy degrees-of-
freedom. Right: FE elimination of matrix-elements bearing large energy differences. Notice that the second
one preserves the size of the Hilbert space, as opposed to the first one.
Hamiltonian increasingly diagonal as the transformation is carried out. In his seminal paper, Wegner
proposed a particular generator that has proven to be suitable in many situations:
η(B) = [H0(B),HI(B)] (2.41)
This canonical generator is indeed antihermitian, η(B) = −η†(B), and makes the Hamiltonian progres-
sively more diagonal since it fulfills3:
d
dB
Tr(H2I (B)) ≤ 0 (2.43)
By examining the units of η(B), we see that the flow parameter B has units of (Energy)−2, so it
might be tempting to make a correspondence ΛFE = B−1/2 to reconnect with the RG results. Of
course, it is mandatory to keep in mind that the cutoff in the FE approach remains always the same,
and the flow is related to the elimination of matrix-elements bearing large energy differences. The
connection, however, still holds, and it can be generally stated that the FE one contains RG as a
limiting case. How can this be? Well, the Flow Equation method is, after all, based on energy scale
separation, like the RG, so it can be expected that, as the flow is carried out, the low-energy sector
of the increasingly diagonalized Hamiltonian becomes decoupled from the high-energy sector. The
latter will be reflected on the former by means of renormalization of couplings and generation of
new Hamiltonian terms. In essence, the same thing that we found when integrating out high-energy
degrees-of-freedom. This justifies the correspondence ΛRG = ΛFE in the low-energy sector of the FE
generated Hamiltonians, and the same flow equations for the coupling constants should be recovered
within this new approach.
The FE method can be seen as a diagonalization of a Hamiltonian by carrying out a continuous
sequence of unitary transformations. This is so because in the limit B→ ∞ the Hamiltonian becomes
3To get an intuition of how this property implies that the Hamiltonian gets increasingly more diagonal, it is useful to take
simple cases, like the simple two-level system considered in the last section, whose interacting term reads:
HI (B) =
(
0 t(B)
t(B) 0
)
(2.42)
Notice that Tr(H2I ) = 2t(B)2, and therefore it becomes more diagonal if dt(B)2/dB < 0
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completely diagonal. Of course, the advantage of this novel method does not lie on the possibility
of exactly diagonalizing the Hamiltonian, but in the versatility it turns out to have to introduce con-
trolled approximations to the flow that considerably simplify the study of the model in certain limits.
As happened with scaling perturbation theory, by using infinitesimal transformations we gain access
to non-perturbative regimes of some Hamiltonians, mostly when it happens that the parameters used
to make approximations of the flow do not coincide with the coupling constants. Of course, quot-
ing R.A. Hanlein, there is no such thing as a free lunch, and the pay-back comes from the fact that the
infinitesimal transformation tends to produce an uncontrollable sequence of new terms in the effec-
tive Hamiltonian. Those must be truncated in order to get closed flow equations that can be worked
out. Hence, a truncation scheme must be found. In the quest of finding one, it may happen that we
find that the canonical generator is no longer a good choice, and less standard generators must be
envisaged.
Remarkably, the same approach described so far can be used to study the evolution of observables.
For a certain observable O(B), we use the chosen generator to produce an infinitesimal sequence of
unitary transformations:
dO(B)
dB
= [η(B),O(B)] (2.44)
Notice, however, that in contrast to the Hamiltonian, O(∞) does not necessarily have to be diagonal.
Indeed, in general it will be non-diagonal, and therefore difficult to handle in the new basis, for
instance when computing correlation functions or other observables of interest. This is the same
issue that usually happens with exact solutions, where knowledge of the latter does not imply that
calculations of actual observables are accessible.
2.4.2 An application to the Spin-Boson model
In order to get familiar with the method, let me now sketch its application to the Spin-Boson model
[126, 127], whose Hamiltonian we already studied in the NRG section. Here, I will follow the lines
given in the book by Kehrein [110].
As we have seen, the first task to accomplish in order to implement the FE program is to find a
suitable generator for the transformation. The canonical generator reads, in this case:
η(B) = iσy ∑
n
λn(B)
2
∆(B)(an + a
†
n)− σz ∑
n
λn(B)
2
ωn(an − a†n) (2.45)
With this generator, the commutators [η,H] must be worked out. It can be seen that this entails the
generation of new terms not contained in the original Hamiltonian. On general grounds, we should
proceed by introducing these new terms into the flowing Hamiltonian H(B), and then working out
again the commutator [η(B),H(B)]. Of course, they might yield other terms not regarded before that
must be included in the Hamiltonian, and so on, until closed equations are found. In practice, however,
it can easily happen that new terms are always generated and no convergence is found. A truncation
scheme is required, based on a particular approximation to the model, as for example restrictig us to
the weak-coupling regime. For the SB model, it happens that by using a simple generalization of the
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canonical generator:
η(B) = iσy ∑
n
λn(B)
2
∆(B) f
(y)
n (B)(an + a
†
n)− σz ∑
n
λn(B)
2
ωn f
(z)
n (B)(an − a†n) (2.46)
where we have introduced the dimensionless coefficients f (y)n and f
(z)
n , we can already simplify the
structure of the flow equations. With this choice, the commutator [η(B),H0(B)] reduces simply to:
[η(B),H0(B)] = −σz ∑
n
λn
2
(ωn −∆(B))2(an + a†n) (2.47)
as far as the new coefficients are imposed to take the form f (y)n = − f (z)n and f (z)n = ωn−∆ωn+∆ . On the
other hand, the commutator with the interacting term reads:
[η,HI ] = σx2 ∑n
λ2n∆
ωn −∆
ωn +∆
(2nn + 1)
+
σz
2 ∑n,m
∆
2
λnλm
(
ωn −∆
ωn +∆
+
ωm −∆
ωm +∆
)
: (an + a†n)(am + a
†
m) : −
1
2 ∑n
λ2nωn
ωn −∆
ωn +∆
(2.48)
where : O : stands for normal-ordering of the operator O. The second term of the commutator
introduces a new interaction. At leading order in the flow equations expansion, however, it can be
neglected, since the feedback it would produce in the flow equations in case of introducing it in the
flowing Hamiltonian H(B) is negligible. The consistence of this approximation must be checked a
posteriori [127].
The flowing Hamiltonian that contains all the terms generated during the expansion can be written
now:
H(B) = −∆(B)
2
σx + ∑
n
ωna
†
nan +
σz
2 ∑n
λn(B)(an + a
†
n)
−1
2
σx ∑
n,m
ωn,m(B) : (an + a†n)(am + a
†
m) : +E(B) (2.49)
where the flow equations for the different coefficients that arise are set from equation (2.40), reading:
d∆(B)
dB
= −∆(B)
∫
dω
π
J(ω, B)
ω−∆(B)
ω+∆(B)
coth(βω/2) (2.50)
dλn(B)
dB
= −(ωn −∆(B))2λn(B) (2.51)
dωn,m(B)
dB
= −λn(B)λm(B)
2
∆(B)
(
ωn −∆(B)
ωn +∆(B)
+
ωm −∆(B)
ωm +∆(B)
)
(2.52)
dE(B)
dB
= −1
2
∫
dω
π
J(ω, B)ω
ω−∆(B)
ω+∆(B)
(2.53)
here, β = 1/T is the inverse of the temperature, and we have introduced a flowing bath spectral
function:
J(ω, B) = π∑
n
λ2(B)δ(ω−ωn) (2.54)
which can be seen to satisfy a differential flow equation too:
dJ(ω, B)
dB
= −2(ω−∆(B))2 J(ω, B) (2.55)
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These equations can be worked out in order to carry out the flow to infinity. In the final Hamiltonian,
the interacting term will be, as expected, removed:
H(∞) = −∆(∞)
2
σx + ∑
n
ωna
†
nan −
1
2
σx ∑
n,m
ωn,m(∞) : (an + a†n)(am + a
†
m) : +E(∞) (2.56)
Once again, the renormalized tunnelling parameter is the one that characterizes the quantum phase
transition found in the ohmic case at zero temperature, where J(ω, 0) = 2παω. For T = 0, the
equation for the tunnelling parameter can be solved analytically:
log
(
∆(∞)
∆(0)
)
= −1
2
∫
dω
J(ω, 0)
ω2 −∆2(∞) (2.57)
It gives a self-consistency equation for ∆(∞) ≡ ∆r. If α > 1, then the solution reads ∆r = 0, and the
particle becomes localized. For α < 1, it yields a finite renormalized tunnelling parameter:
∆r = ∆
(
∆
ωc
) α
1−α
(2.58)
where ωc is the ultraviolet cutoff up to which the theory is valid, and we have set the initial condition
∆(0) = ∆. We readily see how the Flow Equation method can be useful to describe non-perturbative
effects like the localized-to-delocalized quantum phase transition that happens at α = 1. Of course,
once the Flow Equations have been worked out, many other observables and properties of the system
can be analyzed, something that I will not discuss at this introductory level.
As a final remark, I reckon that the main message of this chapter should be that scaling and
renormalization ideas can be quite useful in order to implement very powerful techniques to study
interacting problems even in the non-perturbative regime. Effective low-energy theories, flow of cou-
pling constants and energy scale separation are central concepts I will recurrently use throughout
this thesis, where these notions will be applied to study exotic phenomena due to interactions in
low-dimensional quantum systems.
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environment
There is nothing like looking, if you want to find something. You certainly usually find
something, if you look, but it is not always quite the something you were after.
J. R. R. Tolkien
Summary
In this chapter I explain in detail my research on the phase diagram of a dissipative confined particle,
in a quantum context. Environments can dramatically alter the properties of an isolated quantum
system, by inducing decoherence and dissipation, but also by perturbing its ground state. The latter
is the subject of study of this chapter. I will address how an environment coupled to a particle living
in a finite one-dimensional chain, induces a rich phase diagram, with a quantum phase transition in
the strong coupling regime. I will start introducing the field of Open Quantum Systems, as well as
the general features of the model I will use throughout, the Caldeira-Leggett model. This section is
completed with the next one, where the Caldeira-Leggett model for a confined particle is described,
as well as its possible experimental relevance. Next two sections include the actual calculations. In
the first one, a simple variational ansatz is proposed, that nevertheless is able to account for some
relevant aspects of the problem. Then I will switch to a generalization of the NRG for Caldeira-
Leggett-like Hamiltonians, which require to take into account some particular issues of the model.
Results are obtained and compared with the variational ansatz. A last section will be then devoted to
the conclusions. The work described in this chapter is published in Ref. [128–130], and was done in
collaboration with L. Borda.
3.1 Introduction: Open Quantum Systems and the Caldeira-Leggett
model
Purely isolated quantum systems studied in textbooks rarely exist in nature, and even less in real
experiments. Environments are ubiquitous when addressing most of the experiments. After all, it
might be said, quoting Albert Einstein, that the environment is everything that isn’t me. Somehow, this
is meaning that when we talk about environments we are covering a variety of things, from the
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substrate where the sample lies on to the actual measurement apparatus employed to study it. Not
to say that sometimes, theorists entertain themselves thinking of a large system as a small piece of it
surrounded by the rest, where this rest will be playing the part of an environment. Therefore it seems
reasonable that a considerable effort has been devoted to study the effects of these environments
on the properties of quantum systems. This is the central aim of research in the field of Quantum
Mechanics of Open Systems.
When a quantum system stops to be isolated, it means that there exist open channels that communi-
cate it with the environment. Through them it might flow energy, leading to the quantum analogous
of dissipative phenomena. The way this can be theoretically addressed, and how classical dissipation
emerges from the quantum world, is the subject of the subfield of Quantum Dissipation [40]. Nowa-
days we understand that information can also flow from the system to the environment. And in the
process, some of this information is lost, an observation that is at the heart of Quantum Measure-
ment Theory [39]. Information is somehow related to coherence and entanglement, both properties
genuinely quantum that are known to flow when quantum systems are coupled to environments.
Its flow, however, turns out to be more elusive to quantify, since coherence and entanglements are
themselves quantities whose precise definition in terms of observables is still under debate. But there
is a general consensus on the fact that coherence is lost in the presence of environments, an effect that
is known as decoherence [131] or dephasing 1. Written in an appropriated basis, usually the one that
diagonalizes some observable through which the environment is coupled to the system, this means
that the reduced density matrix of the quantum system, ρred, becomes increasingly diagonal as a
dynamical consequence of the external coupling:
dTr(ρ2red)
dt
< 0 (3.1)
This quantity is called purity, and is one of the observables proposed to quantify the entanglement
of a certain quantum system. A diagonal reduced density matrix is our best description of a quan-
tum system that has become classical: there are no longer subtle effects due to interference between
quantum states, at least in the basis in which the density matrix is defined. The latter, as mentioned,
is not arbitrary, being the one in which the effect of the environment translates into destruction of
non-diagonal matrix elements. Notice, however, that this does not imply a knowledge of the output
of a measurement, whose determination is beyond the standard quantum theory, that only yields,
after decoherence, classical probabilities [132]. The question is, was coherence really destroyed in the
course of coupling to the environment? Not really. The reduced density matrix is defined as a trace
over the environment degrees-of-freedom performed on the system plus environment density matrix:
ρred = TrEρ, where TrE stands for such a trace. If we consider the whole system as isolated, then the
following property follows:
dTr(ρ2)
dt
= 0 (3.2)
i.e., the total purity is conserved. From this equation, an intuition about this aforementioned flow
of coherence can be grasped. When the environment couples to the quantum system, both of them
1The latter, rigorously, being related to loss of coherence without dissipation
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become entangled. The quantum system, considered like an independent theory through the eyes of
the reduced density matrix, tends to increasingly behave as expected from a classical system. However,
when system and environment are studied as a whole, the overall quantum properties of the system
remain alive. This is probably one of the most striking consequences of Open Quantum Systems
theory: there is no real quantum-to-classical transition that emerges from the quantum formalism [133].
The observer, considered as an environment, sees a system becoming classical in the process of both
of them getting entangled, and global coherence is not lost.
How is an open quantum system modelized? This is yet a controversial academical issue, though in
practice researchers reached a consensus about it some time ago. Early claims pointed to the fact that
the Hamiltonian formalism, the one underlying Quantum Mechanics, stops to be applicable when
energy is not overall conserved. The answer, as was already mentioned, requires to consider the
Hamiltonian of the quantum system plus environment as a whole, which is by definition an isolated
system. Therefore, in order to follow this approach, a Hamiltonian for the environment is needed, not
to mention that the coupling between system and environment must also be envisaged. On general
grounds, certainly, this should depend on the real system that is considered. The same physics is not
expected to occur when the electron in a quantum dot is coupled through the spin to the spins of
the atoms in the surrounding GaAs/AlGaAs environment, and when the same electron is coupled
to the phonons of this environment via its charge. Or the case of this very electron coupled to charge
fluctuations of a nearby electron reservoir. However, as sketched above, it happens that in the end
it is only the reduced system, where the environment is integrated out, the one we are concerned
about. And, moreover, since temperature usually tends to spoil quantum properties, the low-energy
(temperature) regime is the one usually considered. In this regard, scaling ideas can provide us with
assistance again. For a rough description of the effective perturbation produced by the environment
at low energies, it usually suffices to consider a simple model that leads to the same universality
class, in a Renormalization Group sense, than the more complicated real microscopic Hamiltonian.
In the last chapter, we had the opportunity to see that, in the course of the RG flow to lower energies,
very different starting Hamiltonians might end up converging to the same fixed point. Were this the
situation, would be not enough to consider the simplest case within the whole family of Hamiltonians
that falls into the same universality class?
This is in fact the case of the so-called Caldeira-Leggett model. It describes the environment as a
simple collection of independent harmonic oscillators, i.e., in the language of second quantization,
as a bosonic bath. This sort of description was earlier employed to study open quantum systems,
pioneered by R. Feynman [134]. However, it is named after A. O. Caldeira and A. J .Leggett because
of the extensive analysis that these researchers performed on this model, as well as because of the
simple coupling they selected for the study, and the way they improved the model in order to deal
with some subtle issues that can be seen to arise in many situations [135, 120]. Their motivation was
to study the way classical equations of motion of a dissipative particle emerge from a purely quantum
mechanical framework.
The simplest realization of the Caldeira-Leggett model is probably the one that couples the envi-
ronment to a two-level quantum system, the already widely studied Spin-Boson model. However, the
general Hamiltonian turns out to be more complicated. Let us restrain ourselves to one-dimensional
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systems. The Hamiltonian of the CL model reads:
HCL = H0 + ∑
n
ωna
†
nan + q∑
n
λn(an + a
†
n) + q
2 ∑
n
λ2n
ωn
(3.3)
The first term, H0, corresponds to the isolated quantum system. For instance, in case of having a
one-dimensional particle moving in an external potential:
H0 = p
2
2m
+V(q) (3.4)
where the following canonical commutation relation holds, [q, p] = i, that binds together the position
q and the momentum p.
The second term of the Caldeira-Leggett model describes a gapless bath of oscillators in second
quantization, being an and a†n destruction and creation operators, respectively, of a bosonic excitation
of energy ωn. In principle, in order to avoid that energy eventually flows back to the system, an
infinite number of oscillators is required. These will be compacted within a finite energy interval up
to a certain cutoff ωc. The third term describes the coupling between system and environment. This
coupling is realized through the position operator, q. However, identical results could be obtained
by coupling it to its canonical conjugate, the momentum p. λn give the coupling strengths to every
mode. By selecting this particularly simple coupling, the model can be seen to reproduce Newton’s
equations of motion for a dissipative particle in an external potential. It happens, however, that the
specific equations of motion depend on the mechanism of dissipation, which is fully described by the
following function:
J(ω) = π∑ λ2nδ(ω −ωn) (3.5)
This was already introduced when we addressed the study of the Spin-Boson model, and is named
the bath spectral function. As I mentioned, the simplest type of dissipation, the Ohmic one, is realized
by taking J(ω) = 2παω up to the ultraviolet cutoff ωc.
Finally, the last term of the Caldeira-Leggett Hamiltonian is a counter-term introduced to ensure
that dissipation is homogeneous. Were this term non-existing, the strength of couple would depend
on the location of the particle, when the aim of the model is precisely to describe a translationally
invariant dissipation mechanism. Even with the addition of this term, that the whole model preserves
this symmetry can be obscure, and in order to understand this point is better to resort to an unitary
equivalent Hamiltonian. This is obtained after applying the transformation U = eq ∑n
λn
ωn
(a†n−an) to the
CL model with V(q) = 0, yielding:
H˜CL = 12m
(
p− i∑
n
λn
ωn
(a†n − an)
)2
+ ∑
n
ωna
†
nan (3.6)
This Hamiltonian, explicitly translationally invariant, indicates that the coupling between bath and
system is a realization of a minimal coupling to the quantum particle 2.
The Caldeira-Leggett model has been mostly studied in the field of Quantum Dissipation, while
its minimal realization, the Spin-Boson model, is the one that has featured most of the research
2It has been pointed out later, however, that the counter-term might not cure inhomogeneities in a dynamical context [136].
However, this is not the case we will address here.
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concerning decoherence. As it has been mentioned already a few times, in the context of Quantum
Dissipation, the most outstanding result that follows from this model is likely the one already found
by Caldeira and Leggett in their seminal work: in the classical limit, i.e., when h¯ → 0, the model is
able to reproduce the classical equations of motion of a particle with friction [120]:
m
d2
dt2
q(t) = −∂V(q)
∂q
−
∫ T
0
dt′α(t− t′)(q(t)− q(t′)) (3.7)
where we have introduced the kernel:
α(t− t′) = 1
2π
∫ ∞
0
J(ω)e−ω|t−t
′|dω (3.8)
When Ohmic dissipation is regarded, as well as Markovian baths (the latter meaning that the bath
does not keep memory of feedback effects coming from the particle), then these equations reduce to
the simple description of friction used in Classical Mechanics:
m
d2
dt2
q(t) = −∂V(q)
∂q
− η d
dt
q(t) (3.9)
where η is the friction coefficient. A related problem, also extensively addressed with the CL model,
is that of Quantum Brownian Motion [137].
Other fruitful applications of the CL model concern the study of the phase diagram of quantum
particles in the presence of an environment, the latter being strongly dependent on the Hamiltonian
for the quantum particle. For instance, the case of a free particle was addressed in [138], and that of
a particle in a periodic potential in [139, 140]. In general, the properties of the quantum particle are
influenced by the environment, whose first consequence is to instantaneously follow the motion of
the particle. An external observer would interpret this situation in terms of a renormalized or dressed
particle. However, the effect that finally has the environment on the particle depends on the particular
Hamiltonian for the particle, as mentioned. It can lead, for example, to a phase transition in which
the particle becomes completely localized at a certain position. This sort of studies are the ones I am
interested to perform in this chapter. Here, I will address the phase diagram of the Caldeira-Leggett
model for a particle living in a one-dimensional finite chain, which is a discrete realization of the
dissipative quantum particle in a box.
However, before introducing these novel result, let me address briefly the connection of the CL
model with real experiments. As mentioned, the Caldeira-Leggett model must be considered as a
minimal description of the environment and its coupling to the system. On general grounds, we ex-
pect it to give a somewhat rough but essentially good picture of the physics behind more complicated
environments, as far as they all belong to the same low-energy universality class described by the CL
model, which of course might not be true for every environment considered. The CL model usually
works fine for environments whose low-energy excitations are of bosonic nature, as it happens with
phonons in a solid or magnons in a spin system. Particle-hole excitations, not purely of bosonic na-
ture, can also be seen equivalent to CL dissipation [141]. In this regard, it is known that CL dissipation
can arise from charge fluctuations coming from nearby gates in experiments in GaAs/AlGaAs nanos-
tructures [142], and any other quantum system close to a metallic structure. For what concerns us in
this thesis, this may apply both for graphene layers on top of SiO2 and for cold gases in atoms chips.
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Last, but not least, CL dissipation was in fact first applied to the description of friction in Josephson
Junctions [135].
3.2 The model: motivation and description
In this chapter I will address the study of the equilibrium properties of a one-dimensional quantum
particle living in a finite chain and coupled to an environment in the way Caldeira and Leggett
envisaged. As we already know from the first chapter of this thesis, the low-energy limit of a confined
particle in one dimension is a zero-dimensional system. This is due to the discrete level structure,
that for energies (temperatures) lower than the typical energy separation, only the ground state is
essentially occupied, and the effects of lateral confinement leave a clear imprint on the behavior of
the system.
The motivation to address this problem is multiple. First of all, it aims at continuing previous works
from the eighties, already cited in the last section, where the equilibrium properties of quantum parti-
cles perturbed by Caldeira-Leggett baths were investigated. And probably the first task to accomplish
in this direction is the understanding of the phase diagram, both at zero and finite temperatures. The
quantum particle in a finite chain can be seen as a discretization of the continuous model of a quan-
tum particle in a box. If this problem was never addressed before is not due to a lack of interest, but
certainly because the typical analytical strategies first employed fail when applied to this model. The
source of this issue can be rooted to the few symmetries that can be exploited in the problem. Most
of previous works cited rely on the translation symmetry, no matter if this is a continuous one, as it
is the case of the free particle [138], or discrete, as happens with the particle in a periodic potential
[139, 140]. In the case of the confined particle, only parity symmetry is preserved, and this turns out
not to be sufficient to simplify its study.
If the confined particle Hamiltonian is discretized, which is the case I will address here, the situation
changes, since we can take advantage of working with a small number of sites in the chain. The new
Hamiltonian has the general form of a tight-binding one with M sites. In second quantization, this
reads:
H0 = −t
M
∑
m=1
c†mcm+1 + h.c. (3.10)
where t is a hopping parameter related to the probability of jumping from one site to its nearest
neighbor. When this model is a lattice discretization of the continuum, the parameter t is related
to the continuous ones by t = h¯/2ma2, being a the lattice spacing. In the limit a → 0, M → ∞
and L ≡ Ma constant, we recover the continuous model. cm and c†m are destruction and creation
operators of one electron at the site m. They already incorporate the boundary conditions of a box,
as c0 = cM+1 = 0. The use of second quantization language is convenient if we aim to generalize
the results of this chapter to a many-body context. However, notice that henceforth only one-particle
situations will be addressed. Moreover, in what follows I will set a = 1.
A note on this line of motivation of the problem. As mentioned, if the interest in the problem
relies on overtaking the difficulties that its continuous counterpart has when trying an analytical
approach, it happens that the limit of only a few sites is typically accessible. This is specially true when
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numerical techniques like the NRG are employed, due to computational limitations. The continuous
limit, however, requires M → ∞. Therefore, although some insights can be obtained within this
approach, a completely satisfactory solution remains yet elusive.
However, the study itself of a chain of finite length results of interest, since it happens that many
low-dimensional systems can be realized with this chain configuration. For instance, arrays of quan-
tum dots, relevant for Quantum Computation and Nanoelectronics, or ultracold gases trapped in
optical lattices and atom chips. In the case of optical lattices, as we saw in Ch. 1, problems related
with noise and environments are minor, though in certain situations an effective environment could
arise from the combined influence of multiple one-dimensional arrays. A more accurate description
of the physics in terms of Caldeira-Leggett dissipation should occur in an atom chip, where multiple
sources of noise come from the nearby substrate, some of them falling into the category described
by the CL class of universality. Therefore, the general consequences derived throughout this chapter
should apply for arrays of quantum dots in atom chips, where the discrete model becomes specially
applicable.
In this chapter I will concentrate on the case of Ohmic dissipation, one of the most interesting and
common ones. This allows us to introduce a particular choice of parameters for the bath energies and
couplings that automatically accounts for the right spectral bath function. Those are ωn → ωk = k
and λn → λk = λ
√
k. The complete model reads then:
H = −t
M
∑
m=1
(
c†mcm+1 + c
†
m+1cm
)
+ ∑
k<ωc
ka†kak + λq ∑
k<ωc
√
k(ak + a
†
k) + λ
2q2 ∑
k<ωc
1 (3.11)
where, as usual, J(ω) = 2πα|ω|θ(ωc − ω) , being now α = λ2/4π. The position operator for the
tight-binding chain has the form, in terms of creation/destruction operators: q = ∑Mm=1(m−m0)c†mcm,
where m0 denotes the center of the chain (notice that the center is a site only for odd chains). In
general, we will be interested in the case t ≪ ωc, which is sometimes called the universal limit, where
we expect that the low-energy properties of the model depend only on the dimensionless quantities
M, t/ωc and α.
Symmetries
As I have already mentioned, one of the drawbacks of this model is precisely the lack of symmetries,
that are reduced to parity. LetΠ be the parity operator, under which the operators of the Hamiltonian
transform like:
Πc†mΠ
† = c−m
Πa†kΠ
† = −a†k
ΠqΠ† = −q (3.12)
Bosonic number states have a well defined parity, Π(b†k)
nb |0〉 = (−1)nb(b†k)nb |0〉. This is not true for
the particle operators, an issue easily workable by introducing new operators with parity as a good
quantum number. For even M, we have
cm,p =
1√
2
(cm + pc−m) (3.13)
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being p the parity quantum number, with values p = ±1. For odd M, the main difference is that we
must treat separately the zero site:
cm,p =
1√
2
(cm + pc−m), m 6= 0 (3.14)
c0,+ = c0 (3.15)
where + is standing for p = +1.
Let us now write the tight-binding Hamiltonian in terms of these operators with well defined
parity number. Interestingly, the Hamiltonian splits up into two parts, H0 = H+ +H−. Again, there
are differences depending on the number of sites considered. When M is odd, we have:
H+ = t
(M−1)/2
∑
m=1
(
c†m,+cm+1,+ + H.c
)
+
√
2tc†0,+c1,+ + h.c (3.16)
H− = t
(M−1)/2
∑
m=1
(
c†m,−cm+1,− + H.c
)
(3.17)
For even M:
H+ = t
M/2
∑
m=1
(
c†m,+cm+1,+ + H.c
)
+ tc†1/2,+c1/2,+ (3.18)
H− = t
M/2
∑
m=1
(
c†m,−cm+1,− + H.c
)
+ tc†1/2,−c1/2,− (3.19)
The two sectors are coupled by the position operator q, since the latter reads:
q = ∑
m
(m−m0)c†mcm =
Mmax
∑
m=1
(m−m0)c†m,+cm,− (3.20)
where Mmax = M/2 for even M, and Mmax = (M− 1)/2 for odd M.
Limiting cases
It turns out to be important to study the different limits of this Hamiltonian, as we already did with
the Spin-Boson model. The limit α = 0 corresponds to the confined particle decoupled from the bath.
The single-particle Hamiltonian is then easily diagonalized in the basis:
|p〉 =
√
2
M+ 1
M
∑
m=1
sin(pm)|m〉 (3.21)
with energies ǫp = −2t cos p, being p = πq/(M + 1), q = 1, ...,M.
The limit t = 0 is the second one of interest. In this case, the Hamiltonian is diagonal in the site basis,
|m〉. Therefore, it is possible to obtain a reduced Hamiltonian for the bosonic degrees-of-freedom by
projecting it into the single-particle sites states. This reduced Hamiltonian is readily diagonalized by
shifting the bath operators:
〈m|HCL|m〉 = ∑
k<ωc
k
(
a†k + λ
m˜√
k
)(
ak + λ
m˜√
k
)
(3.22)
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where m˜ ≡ m− m0. A compact expression is obtained by defining displaced oscillator operators as
a˜k ≡ ak +λm˜/
√
k. Such a displacement is in fact generated by the unitary operator U = e
q ∑k
1√
k
(ak−a†k),
well-known in the context of the polaron problem [143], that shares many features with the CL physics.
The usual interpretation of this limit is that of quasiparticles composed of a particle plus a cloud of
harmonic oscillators.
Localization transition from RG arguments
It is useful in many situations to apply the aforementioned transformation, read U = e
q ∑k
1√
k
(ak−a†k),
on the full Hamiltonian. It yields the following unitarily equivalent Hamiltonian:
H˜CL = ∑
k<ωc
ka†kak − t
M
∑
m=1
(c†mcm+1e
−λ∑k 1√k (a
†
k−ak) + h.c.) (3.23)
If this Hamiltonian is now projected to the ground state of the bath, ak|0〉 = 0, which is no longer a
good eigenstate of the Hamiltonian when t 6= 0, we obtain an effective (low-energy) Hamiltonian for
the quantum particle:
〈0|H˜CL|0〉 = −tren
M
∑
m=1
(
c†mcm+1 + h.c.
)
(3.24)
where tren ≡ t〈0|e∑k 1/
√
k(ak−a†k)|0〉 is a renormalized hopping due to the fact that oscillators follow
in their motion to the particle, dressing it. This is equivalent to normal order the Hamiltonian, : H :
with respect to the oscillators.
From the renormalized hopping, a differential flow equation in the RG sense can be obtained,
by including only a differential fraction of high-energy oscillators, and studying its effect on the
renormalized hopping. This allows us to recover the celebrated result [144]:
d
d logωc
(
t(ωc)
ωc
)
= (α− 1) t(ωc)
ωc
(3.25)
This flow equation for the effective hopping proves to be sufficient to predict a localization phase
transition at α = 1, which is a fixed point of the Renormalization Group. We expect, then, that α = 1
delimitates a regime in which tren is finite from one in which is effectively renormalized to zero,
thus suppressing quantum fluctuations. In general, however, in order to obtain a better picture, more
sophisticated calculations are required. These corrections are in turn necessary to determine if the
critical line has also a dependence on the finite hopping parameter. This is the case, as it is well
known, for the dissipative two level system, where the transition can be shown to be Kosterlitz -
Thouless (KT) like [145] when higher corrections to the flow equations are computed [146, 147]. On
the contrary, for the dissipative particle in a periodic potential there are no higher order corrections
to the flow equations and the transition line in the α− t phase diagram is vertical [140].
A similar analysis can be attempted for the dissipative confined particle, but the computation
of higher order corrections to the transition is considerably tedious, because of the large number
of coupled flow equations that must be analyzed. This is again due to the lack of symmetries of
the model, failing to restrain the number of counter-terms that must be taken into account in the
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critical region close to α = 1. This has prevented so far to perform a more detailed analysis of the
localization transition for the model studied here, hence obliging us to resort to other techniques, like
the Numerical Renormalization Group.
3.3 Variational approach
Yet, a variational calculation can give us more information than the RG one. Regarding the quantum
phase transition, it does not give a more detailed picture, but it serves to characterize the different
phases, and has the advantage of easily allowing for a generalization of the results to finite tempera-
tures. I will use the approach proposed by Silbey and Harris [148] to study the Spin-Boson model. The
method relies on the unitary transformation that we used in the previous section to get the Hamilto-
nian (3.23). As I mentioned, its effect is to displace the oscillators in order to accommodate them to
the position of the particle, translating into an effective dressing of the bare properties of the particle.
What Silbey and Harris proposed was to leave the among of this displacement as a free variational
parameter fk:
U = e−q ∑k( fk/k)(bk−b
†
k ) (3.26)
Such a variational approach is conventionally referred to as the displaced-oscillator ansatz. The trans-
formed Hamiltonian reads:
HˆCL = ∑
k<ωc
ka†kak + gq
2 + q ∑
k<ωc
(λ
√
k + fk)(ak + a
†
k) + te
∑k
fk
k (ak−a†k)
M
∑
m
(
c†m+1cm + H.c
)
(3.27)
(3.28)
where we have defined the potential strength g ≡ ∑k(λ+ fk√k )
2. Notice that this Hamiltonian reduces
to (3.23) by setting fk = λ
√
k. It is convenient to rewrite it in a more convenient way, that will provide
us with a natural expansion to do the variational calculation. This is based on adding and subtracting
its thermal average with respect to the free bosonic Hamiltonian, getting:
HˆCL = −tren
M
∑
m
(c†mcm+1 + H.c) + ∑
k<ωc
ka†kak + gq
2 +V+
M
∑
m
c†m+1cm +V−
M
∑
m
c†mcm+1 +V0q
(3.29)
Here, we have introduce a renormalized hopping with a similar form that the one studied in the
previous section, tren ≡ 〈te∑k( fk/k)(ak−a†k )〉T. Furthermore, this expression is generalized to finite tem-
perature and includes the variational parameter. Its analytical expression can be carried out, yielding:
tren = t exp[−12 ∑
k
f 2k
k2
coth(
βk
2
)] (3.30)
In addition, in Hamiltonian (3.29) new operators have been conveniently introduced:
V+ = V
†− ≡ te∑k
fk
k (ak−a†k ) − tren (3.31)
V0 ≡ ∑
k<ωc
(λ
√
k + fk)(ak + a
†
k) , (3.32)
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in a way they have zero thermal expectation values, 〈Vi〉T = 0 (i = ±, 0). This allows for a decompo-
sition of the new Hamiltonian in HˆCL = Hˆ0 + Hˆres, where the first term corresponds to a confined
particle with renormalized parameters and decoupled from the bath:
Hˆ0 = −tren
M
∑
m
(|m〉〈m+ 1|+ H.c) + gq2 + ∑
k<ωc
ka†kak (3.33)
and the second one, called residual term, reads:
H˜res = V+
M
∑
m
|m + 1〉〈m|+V−
M
∑
m
|m〉〈m+ 1|+V0q
This term inherits its zero thermal expectation value from the operators in terms of which is written.
It provides us with a parameter to perform an expansion of the Bogoliubov-Feynman upper bound
of the free energy [149]:
AB = −β−1 log Tr(e−fiH˜0) + 〈H˜res〉T +O(〈H˜2res〉T) (3.34)
where it should be noticed that now thermal averages are taken with respect to Hˆ0. Therefore, the
variational parameter fk is included in the calculation in a self-consistent manner.
Let me now summarize the differences between this approach as applied to the SB model and the
CL one. The first remarkable novelty that the Caldeira-Leggett includes is that now the Hamiltonian
H˜0, with respect to which the thermal averages are taken, contains a potential term quadratic in the
position of the particle, with potential strength g > 0. The effect of such a term is a certain localization
of the particle at the center of the chain, making the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian more difficult,
since the actual eigenenergies and eigenstates depend on tren and g. Although a closed expression for
AB cannot be worked out, if now we impose the condition for a minimum in order to determine the
optimum fk in the ansatz, a self-consistent equation for this parameter can be derived:
fk =
−λk3/2
k− 12
〈H˜0,kin〉T
〈q2〉T coth(
βk
2 )
(3.35)
where H˜0,kin ≡ −tren ∑m(|m〉〈m+ 1|+H.c.). Plugging this expression into the definitions of the renor-
malized hopping and the potential strength, it can be seen that the actual number of self-consistent
equations can be reduced to the set of parameters that define the effective Hamiltonian, instead of
the collection of fk. In order to do this, we define sT(tren, g) ≡
∣∣∣ 12 〈H˜0,kin〉T〈q2〉T
∣∣∣, hence rendering:
tren ≡ te−B(tren)
B(tren) = α
∫ ωc
0
dω
ω coth( βω2 )
[ω− sT coth( βω2 )]2
(3.36)
g(tren) =
α
2
∫ ωc
0
dω
[
sT coth(
βω
2 )
ω− sT coth( βω2 )
]2
(3.37)
In order to obtain the solution for these equations, we must resort to numerical calculations, since
an analytical solution is not possible. The idea is simple. Starting from a seed, Hamiltonian H˜0 is di-
agonalized to calculate the thermal expectation values and the corresponding renormalized hopping
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and potential strength. These values are used as the new seed until convergence is reached. The bare
values of t and λ, together with the number M of sites in the chain and the temperature T, constitute
the parameters to study the phase-diagram of the model.
A note on this approach. As pointed out in previous works that made use of this approach, the
variational solution regulates the strength of the coupling between bath modes and the particle in a
way that preserves the spirit of the adiabatic approach [119], but at the same time it takes control of
the infrared divergences introduced by the slow modes of the bath. This sort of separation between
fast and slow modes in a controlled manner is undoubtedly one of the main virtues of the variational
approach.
Zero temperature
Let me start by studying the case of zero temperature, i.e., when β → ∞. The equations for the
Hamiltonian can be integrated analytically, yielding:
tren = t
(
1+
1
s0
)−α
e
α
s0+1 (3.38)
g =
2αs0
s0 + 1
(3.39)
where we have taken ωc = 1 for simplicity. The free energy bound reduces to an actual energy bound,
which can also be worked out analytically:
AB(T = 0) = EB = 〈H˜0,kin〉0 + g〈q2〉0 (3.40)
For every α and t we have a trivial solution of the equations, corresponding to tren = 0 and, by
virtue of their relation, g = 0. This would correspond to a particle localized at any site of the chain
with a cloud of oscillators dressing it. An interesting implication arises from the relation between
g and tren. As g controls the non-homogeneous effects induced by the environment on the density
profile, in the localized solution the particle will not show any preference for a particular site.
Notice that the energy associated to the trivial solution is zero. Hence, the existence of non-trivial
solutions of the equations with lower energy will determine the phase diagram at T = 0, in terms of
the number of sites M and the parameters t and α. As shown in Fig. 4.2, the region where there are
non-trivial solutions with lower energy depends on the number of sites being even or odd. For odd
chains there is a non-trivial solution with finite tren and g for every value of α. In this solution, the
potential induced by the environment confines increasingly the particle at the center, having in fact
a crossover to a sector in which the particle at all instances becomes localized there (Fig. 4.3). Such a
crossover is also reflected in the renormalized hopping (inset of Fig. 4.3), because in this region the
hopping gets less renormalized for increasingly large couplings to the bath. For chains with an even
number of sites there is no longer a non-trivial solution for α > 1, and a phase transition occurs to a
localized phase in which the parity is broken. In the delocalized phase (α < 1), the presence of the
environment results also in a certain confinement of the particle, to the two central sites in this case.
The hopping is further renormalized as the coupling increases, an no crossover is observed. I will
discuss this effect later.
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Figure 3.1: Graphical solution of the self-consistent equation (3.38). The function plotted is defined as φ(tren, α) ≡
tren(1+ 1/s0)αe−α/(s0+1), where s0 = s0(tren). The condition for non-trivial solutions is therefore φ(tren, α) =
t. In the figures, two representative cases of odd and even chains, M = 5, 6, have been plotted. The value of
the hopping is t = 0.01.
Finite temperature
For finite temperatures, in general, the self-consistent equations have to be integrated and solved
numerically. Again, the results depend on the number of sites of the chain being even or odd. In
both cases, for couplings α < 1, there is a phase transition at some critical temperature T∗ from a
so-called coherent regime, where tren and g are finite, to an incoherent high-temperature region where
tren = g = 0. In the latter, the Hamiltonian has degenerate energy levels, that are equally occupied in
a statistical thermal mixture. In Fig. 4.6 we see a typical plot of the behavior of tren(T) as a function of
the temperature. Notice that for small coupling to the bath, α ≪ 1, and high temperatures, T ≫ tren,
we find:
s0 =
∣∣∣∣∣12 〈H˜0,kin〉0〈q2〉0
∣∣∣∣∣ = Mβt
2
ren
∑
M
m (m−m0)2
(3.41)
This dependence is similar to the one found in [150] for the Spin-Boson model in the same regime.
Here, it is trivially generalized to the case of M sites by adding the factor M/∑m(m−m0)2. As stated
already in the aforementioned reference, the critical temperature can be worked out analytically and
has the form:
T∗ ∼ tren
α
[
M
∑
M
m (m−m0)2
]1/2
(3.42)
Another interesting issue is that, at low temperatures, the renormalized hopping tren gets larger,
instead of smaller (see Fig. 4.6). This result was also observed in the Ohmic and sub-Ohmic Spin-
boson model [40, 151, 150], and it is associated to the fact that, at low temperatures, only slow bosonic
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Figure 3.2: Mean squared position deviation for the dissipative confined particle in chains of M = 5 and 6 sites. In
both cases the coupling to the environment leads to a narrowing of the density distribution of the particle
towards the center. Here, 〈q2〉0 = 0.25 is the mean squared position corresponding to a two-site system.
Notice that, for odd chains, there is a crossover to a region in which the particle is effectively localized at
the central site. Inset: renormalization of the hopping, tren, as a function of the coupling to the environment,
also for M = 5 and M = 6. The crossover for odd chains is reflected in the behavior of the renormalized
hopping.
modes are excited, whose net effect is an increasing of the hopping (as opposed to the effect of fast
modes).
In the case of even chains, for α > 1 there is not such a phase transition, and only the incoher-
ent phase prevails. For an odd number of sites, the phase transition still occurs for arbitrary α, a
reminiscence of the lack of phase transition at T = 0, that we discussed in the previous section. A
phase diagram with these features has been included in Fig. 4.7, where the two representative cases
of M = 5, 6 have been addressed.
Discussion of the variational results
The variational calculation predicts a non-trivial phase diagram both at zero and finite temperatures.
Being a sort of sophisticated mean-field calculation, it gives an effective Hamiltonian for a quantum
particle with renormalized parameters tren and g due to the coupling to the bath. Hence, two main
effects arise from the environment: the renormalization of the hopping, and the confinement at the
center of the array due to a quadratic potential. The results have a strong dependence on the number
of sites in the array, with qualitative differences when odd or even chains are considered.
Let us understand these results. At zero temperature, there is no phase transition when the number
of sites is odd. When the number of sites is even, the results are remarkably close to those found for
the SB model. This is not accidental. As shown in Fig. 4.3, due to the quadratic potential the particle
is nearly almost localized at the two central sites for coupling strengths close to α = 1. Thus, in
this region of the phase diagram the system behaves as an effective two-level system, and the phase
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Figure 3.3: Dependence of the renormalized hopping tren on the temperature, for two representative cases of odd
and even chains, M = 5 and M = 6, respectively. For α < 1, in both cases there is a critical temperature that
separates an incoherent high-temperature regime, where tren = 0, from a coherent low-temperature one,
where tren is finite. Notice that, for low temperatures, the renormalized value of the hopping grows with
temperature.
transition is essentially the same found in this model. Such an argument also applies for the finite
temperature case, where again we find results close to those predicted by the variational calculation
in the SB model.
In the case of an odd number of sites in the chain the situation differs considerably: here, at zero
temperature, the quadratic potential confines the particle around the single central site for large
enough couplings, and no effective SB model physics arises. Once the particle is effectively located
at the center, the renormalization of the hopping starts to reverse its tendency, as clearly shown in
Fig. 4.3, increasing again for larger couplings. An explanation for this effect comes from the fact that
the bath is not coupled to the central site, since here qˆ|m0〉 = 0. Thus the renormalization of the
particle parameters can be expected to become tinier as the particle is more localized at the center.
This behavior is reflected in the finite temperature phase diagram: the coherent-incoherent transition
being related to the renormalization of the coupling by the bath, the critical temperature starts to
increase again. For very large couplings to the environment, it can be seen that the renormalized
hopping tends to its bare value.
We see, then, that the variational approach success in providing a more detailed and analytical
picture of the two phases that exist in the Caldeira-Leggett model for a particle confined in a finite
chain. However, as I already mentioned, regarding the actual phase transition, it does not go beyond
the lowest order corrections that the Renormalization Group approach sketched above already takes
into account. We know, however, that higher-order corrections can translate into a more complicated
picture of the phase transition, something that already happens for the Spin-Boson model, where
a Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition is derived only when these corrections are regarded. Since,
however, the RG analysis turns out to be extremely tedious for our more complicated model, in
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Figure 3.4: Finite temperature phase diagram of the model. The behavior is different for odd and even chains. In
both cases there are two phases, one where tren = 0 (incoherent) and other where tren is finite (coherent).
For small coupling α to the bath, the behavior of the critical temperature is independent of the chain being
odd or even. For large couplings the behavior is dramatically different, and the coherent phase only prevails
for α > 1 for chains with an odd number of sites.
the following I will resort to the Numerical Renormalization Group, that includes all the relevant
corrections at the price of resigning to get numerical, and not analytical, results.
3.4 Numerical Renormalization Group approach
In this section I will use the Numerical Renormalization Group technique to obtain a more complete
description of the zero-temperature phase diagram of the quantum particle in a finite chain, in the
presence of an environment. We will see that the corrections not included in the approaches analyzed
so far give rise to new interesting features regarding the quantum phase transition and the different
phases of the model. I will start describing how to generalize the bosonic NRG explained in the last
chapter to the more complicated Caldeira-Leggett Hamiltonian.
NRG for the Caldeira-Leggett model
I will follow the same lines sketched for the Spin-Boson solution, giving a more detailed account when
the subtleties of the Caldeira-Leggett model play a major role. A first important point to mention
is that, in the case of the CL model, the use of the Star-NRG version of the algorithm is almost
mandatory, due to the presence of the counter-term when systems with more than two sites are
addressed. Previous works on the generalization to M-levels of the bosonic NRG were not interested
in translation invariant models, and hence this issue was not present [152]. The problem with the
chain-NRG, is that it encompasses all the impurity degrees-of-freedom at the first iteration of the
algorithm. The counter-term, however, is globally a large quantity, so it can give rise to important
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Figure 3.5: Sketch of the star-NRGHamiltonian used throughout the calculations. a) Every bosonic site an couples
to the particle. In every iteration a new site is added and the resulting Hamiltonian is diagonalized, giving
the energy spectrum. b) The particle Hamiltonian, coupled to the first bosonic site. Notice that the structure
of the couplings is the same for the rest of bosons.
numerical deviations if it is not introduced step by step, something that is only possible within the
Star-NRG approach.
The first steps are essentially those discussed for the SB model. A continuous version of the Hamil-
tonian is introduced, from which a logarithmic discretization of the bath spectral function can be
attained. The resulting discrete Hamiltonian resembles the starting one, but with couplings and ener-
gies decaying as a power law with the site label. Since the particular details were already discussed
in Ch. 2, I will skip the discussion here. After carrying out this transformations, the resulting Hamil-
tonian reads:
H = −t
M
∑
m=1
(
c†mcm+1 + H.c
)
+
∞
∑
n=0
ξna
†
nan +
q√
π
∞
∑
n=0
γn(an + a
†
n) +
q2
π
∞
∑
n=0
γ2n
χn
(3.43)
where the couplings have the same expression than those from the Spin-Boson model:
ξn = γ
−2
n
∫ λ−n
λ−(n+1)
dxJ(x)x =
2
3
(
1− λ−3
1− λ−2 )λ
−n (3.44)
γ2n =
∫ λ−n
λ−(n+1)
dxJ(x) = πα(1− λ−2)λ−2n (3.45)
The structure of this Hamiltonian can be graphically depicted, as shown in Fig. 3.5. Thanks to the
structure that couplings and energies have, it can be used to set an iterative algorithm, the NRG,
where lower energy scales are resolved as new sites of the chain are included. The Hamiltonian for
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the first N bosonic sites is:
HN = λN
[
−t
M
∑
m=1
(
c†mcm+1 + H.c
)
+
N
∑
n=0
ξna
†
nan +
q
π
N
∑
n=0
γn(an + a
†
n) +
q2
π
N
∑
n=0
γ2n
ξn
]
(3.46)
which in the limit N → ∞ is equal to H:
H = lim
N→∞
λ−NHN (3.47)
From this family of Hamiltonians we derive the recurrence relation:
HN+1 = λHN + λN+1
[
ξN+1a
†
N+1aN+1 +
q√
π
γN+1(aN+1 + a
†
N+1) +
q2
π
γ2N+1
ξN+1
]
(3.48)
Remember that the factor λ in the definition of HN is included for the ease of comparing the lowest
energy levels that the NRG produce as an output at every iteration, which is useful to identify the
different fixed points. The last equation is essentially the NRG transformation. We see how, by using
the Star-NRG approach, the counter-term is included iteratively, preventing the numerical distortions
that may arise in the calculations by including it as a whole. As a quick reminder, the idea behind
the method is to iteratively solve these Hamiltonians, and use the solution of, say, HN , as an input
to work out HN+1. In order to keep a reasonable number of states in the calculations, only a certain
number of eigenstates, those with lowest eigenenergies, are kept at every iteration, discarding the
rest. According to the RG philosophy, once this Hamiltonian HN is diagonalized, this is equivalent to
integrate out high-energy degrees-of-freedom and study effective low-energy Hamiltonians, where
the effect of the eliminated states is already encoded. The solutions of a certain HN are expected to
describe physics at the scale TN ∝ λ−N .
Besides the problem of the counter-term, there is another important issue concerning the applica-
tion of the NRG to the Caldeira-Leggett model. It has to do with the necessity of including within the
procedure the only symmetry of the model, parity. Were this ignored, important features of the phase
transition might be lost, since numerical errors tend to artificially break this symmetry when it is
not conveniently handled. In order to shield the parity symmetry, the Hamiltonian must be projected
into a basis with a well-defined parity number, i.e., a basis of states that are common eigenvectors
of both the Hamiltonian and the parity operator. Since this quantum number must be conserved all
along the flow of the NRG, a general procedure must be sketched for every iteration. In this regard,
it is necessary to distinguish between the first iteration, where the impurity degrees-of-freedom are
explicitly included, and the rest of iterations.
A basis that has parity as a good quantum number was already introduced when discussing the
symmetries of the model in Section 3.2. This is useful for the first iteration of the NRG, since the
tight-binding Hamiltonian for the confined particle must be handled. Following the results of the
aforementioned Section, the Hamiltonian H0 can be written as:
H0 = H+ +H− + ξ0a†0a0 + γ0
q√
π
(a†0 + a0) +
q2
π
γ20
ξ0
(3.49)
Written this way, both bosonic and impurity operators are eigenvectors of the parity operator. Notice,
however, that the quantum number to be preserved is the total parity, P. For a state of the form
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|m, p; nb; P〉 = |m, p〉 ⊗ |nb〉0, where the first sector corresponds to the particle, and the second to the
number states of the bosonic site at N = 0, the total parity is equal to P = p(−1)nb. The matrix
elements of this Hamiltonian, projected on the proposed basis, read then:
〈m′, p′; n′b; P′|H+|m, p; nb; P〉 = δp,p′δp,+t(δm,m′+1 + δm,m′−1)δnb,n′b
〈m′, p′; n′b; P′|H−|m, p; nb; P〉 = δp,p′δp,−t(δm,m′+1 + δm,m′−1)δnb,n′b
〈m′, p′; n′b; P′|ξ0a†0a0|m, p; nb; P〉 = δm,m′δnb,n′bδp,p′ξ0nb
〈m′, p′; n′b; P′|γ0
q√
π
(a†0 + a0)|m, p; nb; P〉 =
δm,m′δp,1−p′
γ0√
π
(m−m0)
(√
nb + 1δn′b ,nb+1 +
√
nbδn′b,nb−1
)
〈m′, p′; n′b; P′|
q2
π
γ20
ξ0
|m, p; nb; P >= δm,m′δp,p′δnb ,n′b
1
π
γ20
ξ0
(m−m0)2 (3.50)
As a whole, we see that 〈P′|H0|P〉 ∝ δP′,P, so the matrices split into two different sectors with good
total parity P.
Let us now address the case of a general HN+1. The input are the eigenstates and eigenenergies of
HN , which we suppose to have a good parity p, |r, p〉N. The label r classifies these states, that add to
Ns of them that are kept after discarding those with the highest eigenenergies. A new bosonic site is
then added to this Hamiltonian, in the way shown in Eq. (3.48). Since number states already have a
well-defined parity, the states in which we project the new Hamiltonian are of the form:
|r, p; nb; P〉N+1 = |r, p〉N ⊗ |nb〉N+1 (3.51)
with, again, P = p(−1)nb . The matrix elements read:
N+1〈r′, p′; n′b; P′|HN |r, p; nb, P〉N+1 = δnb ,n′bδr, r
′δp, p′EN(r, p)
N+1〈r′, p′; n′b; P′|ξN+1a†N+1aN+1|r, p; nb, P〉N+1 = δnb ,n′bδr, r
′δp, p′nbξN+1
N+1〈r′, p′; n′b; P′|
q√
π
γN+1
(
aN+1 + a
†
N+1
)
|r, p; nb, P〉N+1 =
δp,1−p′
γN+1√
π
〈r′, p′|q|r, p〉
(√
m + 1δm+1,m′ +
√
mδm− 1,m′
)
N+1〈r′, p′; n′b; P′|
q2
π
γ2N+1
ξN+1
|r, p; nb, P〉N+1 = δnb ,n′bδp, p
′ 1
π
γ2N+1
ξN+1
〈r′, p′|q2|r, p〉 (3.52)
where, again, 〈P′|HN+1|P〉 ∝ δP′,P.
An important observation concerning this global conservation of the parity symmetry, is that the
matrices to diagonalize split now into two different sectors, corresponding to the two different values
of P, that are decoupled from each other. Hence, at the same price that it helps to preserve parity
symmetry, it reduces in a factor of two the size of the matrices to diagonalize, improving the compu-
tational efficiency of the algorithm.
As happened with the Spin-Boson model, a second truncation is required in order to keep the
calculation computationally manageable. In principle, every bosonic site admits an infinite number
of states, but in practice this number must be limited to a certain Nb. Hence, the size of the matrices
to diagonalize will be NsNb/2, the factor of two corresponding to the block separation achieved by
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exploiting the parity symmetry. When the number of bosons per site is limited, the issue of which
basis is optimal in order to diagonalize the Hamiltonian arises. The discussion is similar to that for the
SB model. As pointed out by Bulla et al [118], results can be optimized by using a displaced-oscillator
basis, specially for large values of the coupling to the bath and non-Ohmic environments. However,
for the range of parameters studied in this chapter, it is yet possible to obtain convergent results by
increasing the number Nb of bosons per site when the coupling gets larger. In general, the following
observations hold:
• The larger is α, the larger must be Ns and Nb to obtain convergent results.
• The same applies for M.
• However, convergence does not depend on the choice of t.
In this thesis I will study chains from M = 2 to M = 6, t ∼ 0.01 and α as large as 2. For this set of
parameters, it suffices to take Ns = 120 and Nb = 50 when needed, since sometimes it suffices to use
smaller sizes. The discretization used will be always λ = 2, as we seek to explore mostly qualitative
features of the phase diagram, and the corrections by approaching the continuous limit λ→ 1 do not
provide extra relevant information in this regard.
Numerical results
The output of the NRG procedure are the flows of the lowest lying energy states as the cutoff is
reduced iteratively. At some point the flows are expected to converge to stable (low-energy) fixed
points. Then, the effective Hamiltonian can be reconstructed analyzing the evolution of those flows,
as well as the evolution of other observables of the system. Here I will use the evolution of the
averaged position of the particle, 〈q〉N , and its mean square deviation 〈q2〉N , evaluated in the ground
state. Those flows are enough to characterize the different phases of the system.
As mentioned, due to computational limitations we have to concentrate in the study of chains with
a small number of sites, ranging between 2 and 6. For two sites the NRG reproduces the phase dia-
gram of the dissipative two-level system. For larger chains and small dissipation, the results are in
qualitative agreement with the variational solution, predicting a delocalized phase with renormalized
hopping and a renormalized potential which tends to localized the particle at the center as the cou-
pling strength is enlarged. As far as the phase transition is concerned, the case of M = 3, 4 does not
deviate too much from the dissipative two level system. In both cases there is a phase transition in
which tren = 0, but for M = 3 the parity symmetry is not broken, because the particle is localized at
the center. For M = 4 the phase transition is that of the dissipative two-level system, the edge sites
being decoupled in energy from the central ones. Notice that this is all in contrast with the variational
solution, where a transition to an M degenerate state is predicted.
More interesting are the cases M = 5, 6. Here a new behavior is observed, which should be rep-
resentative of the one expected for larger chains. The energy flows for small and large dissipation
are shown in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7. Again, weak dissipation induces some localization of the particle
density at the center of the array, as can be seen in the inset of the figures, where 〈q2〉N is computed.
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Figure 3.6: Representative flows of the NRG transformations carried out in this section, for M = 5 sites. The
horizontal axis is the iteration number, and the graphs are scaled energy levels. a) Flow towards a non-
degenerate ground state (α = 0.8, t = 0.01). The inset shows the flow of the mean square position of the
particle, which becomes localized around the center. b) Flow towards a degenerate ground state (α = 1.2,
t = 0.01). The lower inset gives details of the way in which the lowest energy levels flow to the fixed
point. The top inset shows the localization of the particle beyond the center, as indicated by its mean square
position.
This is a similar behavior that the one found in the variational approach, though both approaches
only agree qualitatively. This is shown in Fig. 3.8, where the mean square position of the particle is
calculated in both approximations for a chain of 5 sites 3.
The differences between the localized phase predicted by the variational calculation and the NRG
are even sharper for these longer chains. Above a critical strength coupling αc of order one, a doubly
degenerate state is found, for odd and even number of sites, in which the parity symmetry is broken.
For M = 5 the particle localizes next to the center, while for M = 6 it does initially at the central
3A similar plot can be obtained for 6 sites, the main difference being that the mean square position tends to a finite value for
α→ 1, having two states in the center instead of one
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Figure 3.7: Flows of the NRG for M = 6 sites. a) Flows in the first region of the localized phase (α = 1.2, t = 0.01),
where the particle is confined at the central sites. b) Flow in the second region of the localized phase (α = 1.4,
t = 0.01). Here the particle is confined at the next to the center sites, suggesting the formation of a double
well effective potential in the array. In both cases the lower insets show in detail the flow of the lowest
energy levels, while the higher insets contain the flow of the mean square position of the particle.
sites, and for larger dissipation at the next to the center ones. This result follows from analyzing the
degeneracy of the ground state, extracted from the energy flows, as well as the evolution of the mean
square position operator. The converged values of the latter can be used to make an ansatz of the sort
of ground state density matrix to which the flow converges.
In Table 3.1, the zoo of stable fixed points of the model is shown, for chains of M = 5, 6 sites. In
the case of M = 6 there is an extra fixed point in the localized regime, corresponding to a situation
in which the particle finds more favorably to become localized in the sites next to the edges than the
ones next to the central sites. This second transition also occurs for a critical value of the coupling
strength, but there is neither a symmetry breaking nor a change in the degeneracy of the ground state.
Thus, the information provided by NRG is not enough to fully characterize the nature of this phase
transition. This is, unfortunately, not the only limitation of the numerical method. It also does not al-
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Figure 3.8: Mean square position of the particle as a function of the coupling strength in the delocalized phase
of the model, for M = 5, as predicted by the variational calculation and the NRG.
Type M GSdeg 〈q2〉NRG ρˆ
Deloc. 5 1 〈q2〉NRG ρˆ = |tren, α〉〈tren, α|
Loc. 5 2 1 ρˆ = 12 (|2〉〈2|+ |4〉〈4|)
Deloc. 6 1 〈q2〉NRG ρˆ = |tren, α〉〈tren, α|
Loc. I 6 2 0.25 ρˆ = 12 (|3〉〈3|+ |4〉〈4|)
Loc. II 6 2 2.25 ρˆ = 12 (|2〉〈2|+ |5〉〈5|)
Table 3.1: Stable fixed points of the NRG for chains of M = 5, 6 sites. The fixed points are characterized by the
ground state degeneracy, GSdeg and the position mean square value, 〈q2〉NRG, whose values can be obtained
with the NRG. In the localized phase there is a single value for every α, while in the delocalized one the
values depends on the coupling strength, as shown in Fig. 3.8 for a chain of 5 sites. Those values are used
to propose an ansatz for the ground state density matrix, ρˆ, which fits it correctly. The states |i〉 represent
a particle sitting at site i. |tren, α〉 is the ground state of a free tight-binding chain with hopping tren and a
parabolic potential, dependent on the strength coupling α.
low us to study large values of the dissipation, α≫ 1, since the calculations get very computationally
demanding. Hence, the question of whether other phase transitions can be ruled out for high values
of α remains open.
From the energy flows some extra information can be extracted. In the delocalized phase, a single
energy scale seems to be playing a part in the evolution from high-energy to low-energy behavior. In
fact, the flow in this phase is similar to that found in the dissipative two-level system, and in the same
way we can define a crossover scale T∗ ∝ Λ−N∗ from the iteration N∗ at which the flow changes from
its initial behavior to the low-energy regime. As shown in Fig. 3.9, T∗ tends to zero exponentially as
the coupling strength approaches the critical value, log T∗ ∝ 1/(αc − α). Hence, the results suggest
that the transition is continuous, being consistent with the existence of a Kosterlitz-Thouless transition
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Figure 3.9: Plot of the dependence of the crossover scale T∗ on the distance to the critical coupling strength. Here
T∗ ∝ Λ−N∗ , with N∗ chosen as the iteration for which the first excited level verifies ΛN∗EN∗,1 = 0.03. The
figure shows the results for two different hopping parameters. In both cases there is a good agreement with
an exponential decay of T∗ as a function of the distance from the critical coupling, log T∗ ∝ 1/(αc − α)
[153].
The flows in the localized phase show a different behavior. Here, two different energy scales appear
in the course of the flow, revealing an unstable fixed point in an intermediate regime. These scales
are defined now from the iterations N∗1 and N
∗
2 at which the energy levels decouple from the low
energy sector, giving rise to two crossover temperatures Ti ∝ Λ−N
∗
i , i = 1, 2. From the flow of the
mean square position it can be deduced that the upper energy scale marks the decoupling of the
sites located at the edges, as the values of this operator are well fitted to the expected ones in free
tight-binding chains with finite hoppings but sites in the edges suppressed (effectively reducing the
chain to one with two less sites). In this way, the intermediate fixed point would correspond to an
effective cluster of three sites in the M = 5 case, and four sites in the M = 6 one, with a renormalized
hopping parameter tren. The lower energy scale corresponds to the onset of the phase transition, for
here the parity symmetry is broken and only two sites remain in the low-energy regime.
Discussion of the phase diagram
From the numerical results, a phase diagram of the model can be constructed, as shown in Fig. 3.10.
Summarizing, there is a phase transition between a delocalized regime to a localized one. In the
delocalized phase the effect of the bath is that of reducing the effective hopping and of generating
a renormalized potential which makes the density of the particle higher close to the center. In the
localized phase the parity symmetry is broken and in both cases, odd and even, the particle localizes
in one of two degenerate sites. This phase transition is continuous, and the numerical results are
consistent with a transition of KT type, like in similar dissipative systems.
In the variational calculation, we saw that a parabolic effective potential emerges from the coupling
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Figure 3.10: Phase diagram of the model for M = 5 (top) and M = 6 (bottom) sites, deduced from the NRG
flow. The continuous lines are linear fittings to the numerical data. The insets show representative density
distributions of the particle in each phase.
to the bath, being responsible of some localization of the particle at the center. However, the NRG
results suggest the existence of a more complicated renormalized potential which would explain
both the almost complete localization of the particle as α → 1 from below, and the inhomogeneous
degenerate ground state in the localized phase. A simple guess which works well qualitatively is an
effective potential in the form Vm = (g0/2)(m−m0)2 + (g1/4!)(m−m0)4. If g0 ∝ (αc− α), this ansatz
has a minimum at m = m0 in the delocalized phase, and at m = m0 ±
√−6g0
g1
in the localized one,
explaining not only the doubly degenerate state, but also that in the case M = 6 there is a second
transition to a phase in which the particle localizes in the next to the center sites.
In the region of the phase diagram which we have analyzed (α < 2), we have not found any further
crossover to a region where the particle is confined at the edges. This could be explained by the role
played by the intermediate unstable fixed point in the localized phase. By studying the case of three
and four sites, the only way to get a phase transition in which the particle localizes at the edges is
by starting with slightly lower site energies here as compared to the center. Hence, this suggest that
the decoupling of the edges would be necessary to produce such a renormalization of the on-site
energies, favoring the phase transition to a more stable regime.
From these results we can try to get a picture of the expected results for longer chains, that should
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be closer to the expected for a confined particle in a box. Remember that the continuous model of
the lattice spatial discretization is approached for M → ∞ and a → 0, being a the lattice spacing.
As the RG results are independent of the number of sites, the phase diagram should also show a
transition to a localized phase for a critical value αc around the unity. Close to this phase transition,
the renormalized potential gets quartic corrections and the particle becomes localized in the resulting
double-well profile. Since the minimum of this effective potential depends on the dissipation strength,
there should be several crossovers to regions in which the particle is localized at points increasingly
farther from the center. However, the particle would be never localized at the edges, as their decou-
pling seems to be crucial to the realization of this inhomogeneous transition. Thus, in the localized
phase, two or more energy scales should be playing a role, depending on the number of energy levels
that are decoupled from the low-energy sector until the stable fixed point is reached. Finally, for the
the continuous model, which corresponds to the case of an infinite number of sites in the array, there
should be only a single phase transition, at αc around the unity, to a phase where the particle is
localized in a double well potential profile whose minimum depends on the coupling strength.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter I have addressed the problem of a particle confined to a finite chain, coupled to
a Caldeira-Leggett bath. Essentially, three approaches have been used to study its phase diagram:
Renormalization Group, variational ansatz, and Numerical Renormalization Group. Undoubtedly,
the latter gives the most detailed picture of the localization quantum phase transition present in the
model, as in principle, it includes all the corrections to the effective Hamiltonian in the low-energy
regime. The price, of course, is the lack of analytical results like those provided by the first two
approaches.
Besides the existence of a quantum phase transition (that is also reflected, as shown by the vari-
ational approach, in the finite temperature phase-diagram), the most relevant results found in this
chapter are the confinement at the center in the delocalized-phase, and the complicated localization
pattern found in the various localized-phases. The intuitive picture in terms of a mean-field Landau
phase transition for the potential induced by the environment seems to qualitatively agree with the
results. An interesting extension of this work, then, would be to find a generalization of the varia-
tional ansatz that includes higher corrections to the confining potential, hence describing the results
for the localized-phase found in the NRG. Likely, this could explain the quantitative discrepancies
found in the mean square position, in the delocalized phase, predicted by both approaches.
The results were all obtained for a finite chain. This, on the one hand, can be seen as a discretization
of the continuous model of a dissipative particle in a box. This problem has been of academical
interest since the eighties, and a satisfactory solution has not been so far obtained in the literature.
The study of the discretized model, despite of not solving the complete problem, should provide us
with insights about the physics expected in the limit of the continuum. Moreover, on the other hand,
the study of particles living in finite chains can also be of interest to describe real systems, like arrays
of quantum dots, ultracold gases in optical lattices, or atom chips. The single-particle results obtained
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in this chapter should pave the way for a many-body analysis of the same problem, since these
experiments usually deal with several atoms or electrons. This would require the use of a many-body
generalization of the Caldeira-Leggett model, as the one proposed in [154].
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sine-Gordon model
Getting older is no problem. You just have to live long enough.
Groucho Marx
Summary
In this chapter I will describe my research concerning the out-of-equilibrium dynamics of isolated
many-body quantum systems. In the first section, I will introduce the general debate about thermal-
ization in QuantumMechanics, as a way to put in context the particular problem to which this chapter
is devoted. The second section introduces the sine-Gordon model, explains its phase diagram and the
connection to experiments with ultracold gases. In addition, its solution by using the flow-equations
formalism is exposed, setting the notation and the main tools I will employ henceforth. The third sec-
tion is the most important one, since time-evolution of bosonic creation and anhinilation operators is
worked out, by using the flow-equations based forward-backward scheme. These results are employed,
then, in the fourth section, to study the real-time dynamics of the sine-Gordon model after a sudden
interaction quench, in the weak-coupling regime. After the conclusions, several appendixes contain
some of the most technical details of the calculations. The work described in this chapter is contained
in [155], and was done in collaboration with S. Kehrein.
4.1 Introduction: Non-equilibrium dynamics of isolated
many-body quantum systems
In the last chapter I studied how an environment influences the quantum properties of a particle liv-
ing in a finite chain. There, I discussed how actually environments are the rule and not the exception
in real systems. Of course, the study of isolated quantum systems is of the biggest priority not only for
academical purposes, but because in many experimental situations the influence of the environment
is mostly negligible, or simply because it represents the necessary building block to, later, understand
the real system. Take, for instance, a metal, where the electron gas should be a genuinely quantum
system even at room temperature. Many of its properties can be already understood by just using the
model of an isolated quantum system of electrons, specially those regarding equilibrium situations.
However, when dynamical responses are regarded, usually the behavior is strongly influenced by the
environment, in this case the presence of impurity scatterers in the solid.
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The latter does not entail that the dynamics of purely isolated quantum systems is not observable.
It is, in the end, a matter of time-scales. The effects of an environment over a quantum system usually
become unravelled after a certain time, before which the system is essentially uncoupled from it.
This is well-known in the field of Quantum Computation. Here, the behavior of isolated qubits is
the one of interest, and operations must be performed before the environment acquires importance.
What happens in the long run, hence, has been traditionally a purely academical problem, since
experimentally could not be addressed. This applies particularly to interacting many-body systems,
where interactions play a major role in the evolution of a system initially out-of-equilibrium. In this
regard, the main question to shed light on is about the nature of the long-time limit of the system. In
other words, does an interacting many-body quantum system out-of-equilibrium thermalize in the
long run, as happens usually with their classical counterparts?
This question, which can be seen to be quite subtle, has remained unanswered since the advent
of Quantum Mechanics. After all, it was an academical problem that involved the most complicated
aspects of quantum theory: interactions and dynamics. However, as I mentioned in the introduction
to this thesis, the situation has changed since experiments with ultracold gases are available. The
extremely high degree of isolation of these systems is allowing us to access the long-time regime of
many-body quantum systems out-of-equilibrium. Not to mention the variety of models that can be
engineered by using optical lattices. Old questions reunite the new ones in a field that is increasingly
gaining importance.
The thermalization debate
Does an interacting many-body quantum system thermalize? Strictly not. Let us consider a generic
non-integrable model 1. Thermalization occurs when a system reaches an equilibrium state described
by one of the ensemble predicted by Quantum Statistical Mechanics. These statistical ensembles are
said to be ergodic, since they are derived under the assumption that the system can visit every
possible accessible state in a certain (long enough) time-scale 2. The probability of visiting a certain
state depends on the particular ensemble. For the microcanonical one, only states with a fixed total
energy are allowed, and all of them are equally probable. If a system thermalizes, its properties only
depend on certain macroscopic quantities like temperature and chemical potential, having lost the
memory of how equilibrium was reached and the initial condition in which the system was initialized.
In Classical Mechanics, it is known that a thermal state is reached wherever a system exhibits chaotic
behavior.
Now, in Quantum Statistical Mechanics, thermal ensembles are described by particular choices of
density operators ρ, that contain the information about the probability of being in a certain state, in
a statistical sense. This must not be confused with the probability of having a non-zero projection on
1For integrable models, see the next section
2The ergodic theorem states that ensemble averages are equivalent to time averages in the long run:
1
Σ(E)
∫
d~XN f (~X)δ(H(~X)− E) = lim
T→∞
∫ t0+T
t0
f (~X(t))dt (4.1)
where f (~X) is a function that depends on the degrees-of-freedom of the system, ~X, and Σ(E) =
∫
d~XNδ(H(~X)− E).
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this state, when the system is prepared in a quantum superposition. The difference lies in the fact that,
in the second case, there exist a phase coherence between the states included in the superposition,
in the sense that they have a fixed relative phase, and hence interference phenomena between them
can be observed. In terms of the density operator, this is characterized by the trace of the squared
operator. A pure state, one that is purely in a quantum superposition, fulfills Trρ2 = 1, while for a
mixed state, that also contains statistical superpositions, Trρ2 < 1. However, as it was indicated in last
chapter, unitary time-evolution of the density operator conserves the trace:
d
dt
Trρ2(t) = 0 (4.2)
Therefore, if the system is initialized in a pure state, then by means of intrinsic time-evolution can-
not reach a thermal state. It does not thermalize. This is no longer the case when is coupled to an
environment, indeed.
Notice that there is a second drawback concerning quantum systems: due to level quantization, a
recurrent quantum dynamics is expected, hence not giving rise to any thermalization in the long-time
regime. This is cured in the thermodynamic limit, where level spacing tends to zero and the effects of
level quantization disappear. In real systems, this translates in time-scales much larger than the ones
expected for any thermalization phenomena to be observed.
Despite of these issues, there is still an important debate about to what extent the long-time regime
of one of these quantum systems can be described by a thermal ensemble, i.e., if the output of actual
observables accessible in the experiment can be predicted within the Quantum Statistical Mechanics
framework. Different authors have provided us with numerical evidences that in a variety of models
this is the case, and a variety of hypothesis to explain this apparent contradiction have been proposed.
In [156, 157], the authors considered the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian, a non-integrable model that has
been extensively studied since its experimental realization by using optical lattices, as mentioned in
the introduction. The Hamiltonian reads:
HBH = −J ∑
〈i,j〉
b†i bj +
U
2
N
∑
i=1
ni(ni − 1)−
N
∑
n=1
µini (4.3)
where i labels the different N sites of a d−dimensional lattice. By initializing the system in an out-of-
equilibrium initial state, they observed thermalization at the level of the observables computed. Their
explanation can be coined as the local relaxation conjecture: local observables might be well-described
by thermal ensembles due to the influence of the rest of the system, that would act as an effective
environment for a small subpart of it. In order to check the hypothesis, they defined a local density
operator:
ρi(N, t) = Trj 6=i [|ψ(N, t)〉〈ψ(N, t)|] (4.4)
In the large N regime, they showed that for every ǫ > 0 there is a certain time t far beyond the
following holds:
||ρi(N, t)− ρG|| < ǫ (4.5)
where ρG is the expected statistical ensemble, the one that maximizes the local entropy. Hence, wher-
ever this conjecture holds, the system would give the impression of being locally relaxated, although
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the information from the initial state is still encoded in the long-time regime. Somehow, as happens
with the quantum-to-classical transition, the answer comprises the way small parts of a global closed
quantum-system seem to be perceived by the rest.
A different approach is that of [158]. In this work, the author states that in a majority of cases, when
realistic experimental conditions are taken into account, after a certain time the difference between
expectation values of an observable O, calculated by unitary evolution, Trρ(t)O, or by an statistical
ensemble, TrρeqO would lie below the experimental resolution.
There is yet a third explanation that is strikingly different from the two discussed so far. It is
also older, as it was proposed independently by Deutsch [159] and Srednicki [160] in the nineties. It
is known as Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH). Essentially, it claims that individual energy
eigenstates of a quantum system have already thermal properties, in the sense that:
〈α|O|α〉 = 〈O〉Tα (4.6)
where the effective temperature of the ensemble is derived from the condition U(Tα) = Eα, being
U(T) = T2d logZ/dT the internal energy of the system (Z is the partition function) and Eα the
eigenenergy of the eigenstate |α〉. The evolution of a general observable for a pure quantum state |ψ〉
can be expressed in terms of energy eigenstates:
O(t) = 〈ψ(t)|O|ψ(t)〉 = ∑
α,β
c∗αcβe
i(Eα−Eβ)t/h¯〈α|O|β〉 (4.7)
Let us suppose that the dynamical evolution leads to decoherence, in the sense that the non-diagonal
matrix elements α 6= β decay in the course of the time-evolution. The long-time expectation value will
be given by the so-called diagonal ensemble, reading:
ρD = ∑
α
|cα|2|α〉〈α| (4.8)
Under some general conditions,and in the thermodynamic limit, it can be seen that this ensemble
is very peaked at a certain energy Eα, hence reproducing approximately equation (4.6). Somehow,
the interpretation is that every quantum eigenstate contains a thermal ensemble, and it is the initial
coherence which hides it. Under this hypothesis, decoherence and thermalization would be holding
hands.
The ETH has been tested in different works. In [161], Montecarlo calculations were performed for
a non-integrable system of hard-core bosons, showing that the ETH works reasonably well, meaning
that a microcanonical ensemble yields quite accurate results for the long-time dynamics. The gener-
ality of such results, however, has been questioned recently when studying the Bose-Hubbard model
[162].
Thermalization in integrable systems
So far, the discussion was centered in non-integrable systems. Integrable systems are somehow more
subtle, as in principle the large number of constants of motion should prevent the system to reach
equilibrium in the long-time regime. This is apparently the case in the experiment performed by
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Figure 4.1: Oscillations of a one-dimensional Bose gas with repulsive interactions, in the first cycle after being re-
leased from a non-equilibrium configuration. The picture shows optical absorption from the sample. Taken
from [56]
Kinoshita et al [56]. Here, a one-dimensional system of bosons was studied in the laboratory, by using
very diluted ultracold gases of 87Rb trapped in optical lattices with tuned repulsive interactions. In
such a system, one-dimensional bosons behave roughly like fermions as they cannot pass through
each other, though they still can be in the same state. Notice that, as explained in the introductory
chapter, the actual experiment consists on a set of one-dimensional tubes with negligible couplings
between them. The experimental observations, then, rely on averages over the different tubes.
A non-equilibrium initial state is created by applying external pulses that deplete the one-dimensional
atoms in two packages with momentum peaked around ±2h¯k, being k the wave-vector of the 1D lat-
tice. Such a configuration reminds to a Newton’s cradle, since both packages have opposite momenta
in the initial state, from which an oscillating behavior is observed (see Fig. (4.1)) where apparently
dissipation and thermalization is not observed, despite the existence of collisions between particles.
The oscillations remain up to the long-time scales accessible in the experiments. Moreover, the ob-
served momentum distribution is not matched by a thermal ensemble. Hence, although there are
interactions between atoms, they do not produce momentum redistribution and do not lead to any
relaxation.
The explanation of this absence of thermalization is based on the integrability of the 1D Bose-gas
with point-like interactions. The large number of constants of motion of the system render collisions
ineffective as a dynamical way of redistribute momentum, and the system remains oscillating because
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there is not a way to dissipate the energy given by the initial pulses.
It might be thought that the experiment just described settles the question about thermalization
in integrable systems. However, a recently published work served to spread the thermalization de-
bate to these systems. In [163], the authors proposed a generalized Gibbs ensemble that would take
into account the large set of constants of motion that integrable systems have. The underlying idea
is that integrable systems may also exhibit thermalization, but relaxation does not occur in the or-
dinary thermal ensembles. The derivation of this generalized Gibbs ensemble is rather simple, and
is based in Jaynes’s approach to Statistical Mechanics [164]: ensembles are deduced by maximizing
the entropy S = kBTr[ρ log(1/ρ)] subject to the constraints imposed by the constants of motion. Let
us suppose that Im is a complete of these integrals of motion. Then, the density operator that fulfills
these requisites reads:
ρ =
1
Z
exp
[
−∑
m
λm Im
]
(4.9)
where Z = Tr exp [−∑m λm Im] is the partition function and λm the Lagrange multipliers determined
by the initial conditions via the following equation:
Tr [Imρ] = 〈Im〉(t = 0) (4.10)
In order to check the feasibility of the proposed generalized ensemble, the authors studied numeri-
cally the dynamics of a 1D system of Hard-Core bosons in a lattice, finding a good agreement between
predictions by this ensemble and numerical results. They argued that in principle, this could also be
the case in the experiment of Kinoshita et al, though they did not provide us with a rigorous analysis.
The publication of this work attracted a considerable attention, and was followed by a variety of
studies concerning the long-time regime of integrable quantum many-body models initially out-of-
equilibrium. For instance, one-dimensional models like the Luttinger model [165], the sine-Gordon
model [166], and the Falikov-Kimball model [167]. Or exact solutions to BCSmodels [168, 169]. Thanks
to some of these works, a better understanding of the validity of generalized Gibbs ensembles has
been gained, mostly concerning the choice of the integrals of motion. On the one hand, by simply
restraining us to the set of constants of motion {Im}, correlations between them can be lost in the
effective description:
〈Im Im′〉 = Tr(ρIm Im′) = Tr(ρIm)Tr(ρIm′) = 〈Im〉〈Im′〉 (4.11)
A possible solution is to enlarge the original set with those integrals of motion that are correlated,
like Im Im′ in the previous equation. On the other hand, it happens that for Bethe-Ansatz integrable
systems, close expressions for the integrals of motion (in terms, for instance, of creation and destruc-
tion operators) are not in general possible. As pointed out in [170], a solution to this issue that works
reasonably well is to use instead the set H,H2,H3, ...,Hn, with n being the number of integrals of
motion.
Sudden-quenches of interactions as a tool to study non-equilibrium dynamics
In order to study non-equilibrium dynamics, sudden-quenches of interactions turn out to be a very
convenient way of initializing the system in an out-of-equilibrium configuration. It is mostly conve-
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nient from a theoretical point of view, as the initial state (t = 0) is an eigenstate of the non-interacting
problem H0, say |Ψ0n〉, hence simplifying the calculations. The general Hamiltonian to study reads
then:
H = H0 + θ(t)HI (4.12)
where θ(t) is a Heaviside function and HI the interacting part of the Hamiltonian. Let us suppose
that we start from the ground state of the non-interacting system. The time-evolution of the state is
given by:
|Ψ(t)〉 = e−iHt|Ψ0〉 = ∑
α
e−iǫαt〈Ψα|Ψ0〉|Ψα〉 (4.13)
where I have used the closure relation for the eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian H, that reads
I = ∑α |Ψα〉〈Ψα|. Notice that this decomposition in principle includes contributions from all the
energy scales of the problem, something that enlarges the difficulties of non-equilibrium problems.
Techniques based on effective Hamiltonians, as the ones discussed in the introduction to this part
of the thesis, are therefore non-applicable, at least out of the box. In the last years, however, an
important effort has been devoted to generalize these techniques to study non-equilibrium problems,
and important advances have been achieved. For instance, the Forward-Backward scheme [171], based
on the Flow-equations method, that I will use throughout this chapter and will be introduced in due
course.
The evolution of observables can be decomposed in a similar way:
〈O(t)〉 = 〈Ψ(t)|O|Ψ(t)〉 = ∑
α,β
e−i(ǫα−ǫβ)t〈Ψβ|Ψ0〉〈Ψ0|Ψα〉〈Ψα|O|Ψβ〉 (4.14)
The matrix elements 〈Ψα|Ψ0〉 are called quench matrix elements, and are typically difficult to compute,
as happens with the ones involving observables. This actual holds even when the exact-solution of the
model is known, stressing the importance of approximate schemes that simplify the calculations. Most
of the articles cited in this introduction make use of sudden-quenches to set the non-equilibrium ini-
tial conditions. Among them, of special interest for the topics treated in this thesis are those studying
the Luttinger liquid [165] and the sine-Gordon model [166]. In the case of the Luttinger model, calcu-
lations were done by taking advantage of the quadratic (bosonic) Hamiltonian in which the model can
be mapped by using bosonization techniques. For the sine-Gordon model, special quadratic points
of the phase-diagram of the model were exploited to study the dynamics. In a different direction,
it is remarkable that the Forward-Backward scheme has been successfully applied to study a sudden
interaction quench in a Fermi Liquid [172].
The main advantage of working with sudden-quenches stands out, however, when the Heisenberg
picture is used to carry out the calculations. In this case, remember, the time dependence is encoded
in the operators, and averages are taken with respect to the initial state. Since for a sudden-quench
this is the non-interacting ground state, calculations in perturbation theory and related approaches
become rather simplified:
〈Ψ(t)|O|Ψ(t)〉 = 〈Ψ0|O(t)|Ψ0〉 (4.15)
A last general remark on sudden-quenches. There is a result that has been discussed in [173] with
some detail, and that seems to be present in a variety of models, including the sine-Gordon. This is
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the fact that, in perturbation theory, the averaged long-time occupations of number states after the
sudden-quench do not coincide with the ones expected in equilibrium. They are still related by a
factor of two:
lim
t→∞
〈∆NNEQ(t)〉 = 2∆NEQ +O(g3) (4.16)
where g is the coupling constant of the interaction term, and ∆N(t) ≡ 〈Ψ0|n(t)|Ψ0〉 − 〈Ψ0|n|Ψ0〉, with
n(t) the number operator. The particular factor of two is not expected to prevail beyond lowest order
perturbation theory, where there would be extra contributions of order O(g3) as pointed in the last
equation. This issue will be farther discussed in the context of the sine-Gordon model.
4.2 The sine-Gordon model and its flow-equations solution
The purpose of the research described in this chapter is to apply the aforementioned extension of
the flow-equations method to non-equilibrium problems, the Forward-Backward scheme, to study a
sudden-quench of interactions in the quantum sine-Gordon model. The sine-Gordon model is an
ubiquitous model widely studied in many different areas of Physics. It is a 1+ 1 scalar field theory
already proposed in the nineteen century in the context of classical field theory. In the original studies
a lot of attention was devoted to particular solutions of the classical Lagrange’s equations. They
are named solitons after solitary waves, since they propagate without dissipation along very narrow
channels [174].
Its quantized counterpart became very popular in the seventies, not only because of the existence
of these solitons, that also arise in the quantum theory as non-perturbative excitations, but also due
to the large variety of models into which can be mapped. For instance, as I will explain in more detail
below, it is equivalent to a one-dimensional system of fermions with backward scattering, something
that makes it relevant to modern experiments with ultracold atoms. Other interesting mappings relate
it to the one-dimensional Hubbard model near half-filling, or the Coulomb gas problem, the latter
being related to the two-dimensional classical X−Y model [16]. For particular values of the couplings,
the sine-Gordon model can also be mapped to the Thirring model.
One of the main features of the quantum sine-Gordon model is its integrable structure, that allows
us to find an exact solution by using the Bethe Ansatz [175]. However, as it was mentioned in the
last section, an exact solution does not guarantee that the calculation of observables is a simple task.
In that sense, it is yet interesting to implement approximated schemes to study certain observables,
both to test the reliability of the approximations and to provide us with simple tools that encode the
relevant physics despite not being exact. We will see, however, that the calculations carried out in this
chapter do not hold up to arbitrary long-time scales. However, still relaxation phenomena is observed,
something that may have implications on the thermalization debate in integrable systems.
Here I will concentrate on the weak-coupling regime of the model, where approximations can
be done to obtain close flow-equations that can be solved. The effect of sudden-quenches in strong-
coupling regions of the phase diagram has been recently studied in [166].
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Figure 4.2: Schematic phase-diagram of the quantum Sine-Gordon model
4.2.1 The sine-Gordon model
The Hamiltonian of the sine-Gordon model is defined as follows:
H =
∫
dx
(
1
2
Π2(x) +
1
2
(
∂φ
∂x
)2 +
g
2πa2
cos(βφ(x))
)
(4.17)
where φ(x) is a scalar field and Π(x) its conjugate momentum field. In order to impose the quantum
structure, they must satisfy the commutation relations:
[Π(x), φ(y)] = −iδ(x− y) (4.18)
The Hamiltonian contains several parameters: g is the coupling constant, that together with the period
β define the phase diagram of the model. Henceforth, we will no longer refer to this last parameter
but to the related one α2 = β2/4π. The rest of the parameters are used to regularize the theory: a is a
lattice discretization parameter, and its inverse 1/a plays the role of an ultraviolet cut-off, while L is
the system size, whose inverse is the infrared cutoff.
A schematic picture of the phase diagram of the quantum model is shown in Fig. 4.2. At α2 = 1
the exact Thirring line is found, in which the Hamiltonian can be translated to the non-interacting
Thirring model, whose relevant degrees of freedom are fermions instead of bosons. Close to this line,
the mapping is to the interacting Thirring model, and the weakly interacting fermions can be identi-
fied with quantized solitons of the sine-Gordon equation. The mapping between coupling constants
being λ/π = α
2−1
α2
, the region α2 > 1 corresponds to repulsive quantum solitons, whereas in the
region α2 < 1 there are attractive ones, that form bound states called breathers. The picture in terms
of weakly interacting solitons is expected to hold far from the Thirring-line.
The other interesting point of the phase diagram is α2 = 2. Here, a Kosterlitz-Thouless continuous
phase transition can be shown to occur by working out the Renormalization Group equations for the
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Figure 4.3: Kosterlitz-Thouless kind of flow, close to α2 = 2
flowing coupling constants [145]:
dg
d logΛ
= (α2 − 2)g (4.19)
dα2
d logΛ
= α4g2 (4.20)
where Λ = 1/
√
2πa is the ultraviolet cut-off. A graphical solution of these equations is shown in Fig.
4.3. For α2 < 2, the coupling constant g flows to strong coupling, signaling the opening of a gap in
the spectrum of bosons and the emergence of solitons as the good degrees of freedom of the problem.
For α2 > 2 we have the weak-coupling regime, where the coupling constant g flows to zero, and
the relevant degrees of freedom are massless bosons. In this region, an approximate solution of the
equations can be obtained regarding that the flow of α2 is almost negligible. Hence, at lowest order,
we have:
g(Λ) ≃ g0( Λ
Λ0
)
2−α20
2 (4.21)
α2(Λ) ≃ α20 (4.22)
As mentioned above, in this work we will be mainly interested in the weak-coupling region of the
phase diagram. It is useful then to write the Hamiltonian in terms of bosonic modes:
φ(x) = − i√
4π
∑
k>0
e− ka2√
k
(
e−ikx(a†l,k + ar,−k)− eikx(al,k + a†r,−k)
)
(4.23)
Π(x) =
1√
4π
∑
k>0
e−
ka
2
√
k
(
e−ikx(a†l,k − ar,−k) + eikx(al,k − a†r,−k)
)
(4.24)
In order to construct the Hamiltonian, we can resort to the so-called Mandelstam vertex-operators
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[176]:
Vl(α; x) ≡: exp(α ∑
k>0
e−ak/2 1√
k
(e−ikxa†l,k − eikxal,k)) :
= (
L
2πa
)α
2/2 exp(α ∑
k>0
e−ak/2 1√
k
(e−ikxa†l,k − eikxal,k)) (4.25)
Vr(α; x) ≡: exp(α ∑
k>0
e−ak/2 1√
k
(e−ikxar,−k − eikxa†r,−k))
= (
L
2πa
)α
2/2 exp(α ∑
k>0
e−ak/2 1√
k
(e−ikxar,−k − eikxa†r,−k)) (4.26)
where : O := O − 〈0|O|0〉 means normal ordering of the operator O with respect to the non-
interacting ground state [177]. The Hamiltonian then acquires the form:
H = ∑
k>0
k(a†l,kal,k + a
†
r,−kar,−k)
+
g
2πa2
(
2πa
L
)α
2
∫
dx(Vl(α; x)Vr(−α; x) +Vr(α; x)Vl(−α; x)) (4.27)
Relation to the one-dimensional Fermi gas
As I have mentioned at the beginning of this section, one of the mappings of the sine-Gordon model
is to a one-dimensional system of interacting fermions with backward scattering. In fact, due to the
properties of the Luttinger Liquid, the mapping can be extended to a system of one-dimensional
fermions with density-density type of interactions, since the effect of the latter is essentially to renor-
malize the dispersion relation of the bosonic elementary excitations.
An introduction to the exotic phenomena arising from the study of one-dimensional electron sys-
tems is out of the scope of this thesis, and an excellent account is given, for instance, in [16]. The
reader interested in the many realizations of one-dimensional systems that have been tested in real
experiments should be referred to Chapter 1 of this thesis, where an overview of this topic was pro-
vided. Mathematically, in order to understand these systems is necessary to become familiar with
the subtleties of bosonization, a technique that allows for the construction of fermionic (or bosonic)
operators from bosonic (or fermionic) ones [177]. This way, a Hamiltonian in terms of fermionic
degrees-of-freedom can be expressed in terms of bosonic degrees-of-freedom, or viceversa. Why is
this an advantage? Well, it depends on the system. In general, as Landau showed many years ago,
the elementary excitations of an interacting system of electrons are of fermionic nature –almost free
fermions. This is the case, on general grounds, for systems of electrons in 2D and 3D. However, in
one-dimension this is no longer the case, and the elementary excitations of a variety of fermionic
models are of bosonic nature. Here is where the mapping works better. The extreme case is that of
the Luttinger model, that can be exactly diagonalized by using these techniques, being the elementary
excitations free bosons. In general, however, after such a mapping the Hamiltonian, written in terms
of bosonic degrees-of-freedom, will still contain residual interactions. Remarkably, it happens some-
times that this transformation yields a Hamiltonian whose weak-coupling regime corresponds to the
strong-coupling regime of the original model. Non-perturbative phenomena can be then explored in
these situations.
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Figure 4.4: Linearization around the Fermi points of a one-dimensional system of electrons. Since there are two
Fermi points, two family of low-energy fermionic excitations come along: left (L) and right (R)
This is the case of the sine-Gordon model, as already mentioned. For α2 = 1, it can be mapped to
a model of non-interacting fermions. The connection is given by virtue of the vertex operators that
appear in the interacting term, that in this limit fulfill fermionic symmetrization relationships:
{Vi(1; x),Vi(−1; y)} = Lδ(x − y) (4.28)
{Vi(1; x),Vi(1; y)} = {Vi(−1; x),Vi(−1; y)} = 0 (4.29)
where i = l, r, and the lattice spacing has been sent to zero, a→ 0.
Let us start with a model of 1D fermions with spin, linearized around the Fermi points (giving rise
to left and right movers, as shown in Fig. 4.4), and with density-density interactions:
H = H0 +H2 +H4 (4.30)
H0 = ∑
k,σ
vF(k− kF)c†k,Rσck,Rσ + ∑
k,σ
vF(−k− kF)c†k,Lσck,Lσ (4.31)
H2 =
∫
dx∑
↑,↓
[
g2‖ρR,σ(x)ρL,σ(x) + g2⊥ρR,σ(x)ρL,−σ(x)
]
(4.32)
H4 =
∫
dx ∑
r=R,L
∑
σ=↑,↓
[
g4‖
ρ r,σ
(x)ρrσ(x) +
g4⊥
2
ρr,σ(x)ρr,−σ(x)
]
(4.33)
here, density operators have been introduced, ρr,σ = ψ†r,σ(x)ψr,σ(x), being:
ψr,σ(x) =
1√
L
∑
k
eikxck,r,σ (4.34)
a fermionic field operator.The notation follows the standard in the classification of electron-electron
interactions, the so-called g-ology. Once bosonization is used, this Hamiltonian is translated into a
simplest one, in which spin (σ) and charge (ρ) degrees-of-freedom become decoupled:
H = Hρ +Hσ (4.35)
where both Hamiltonians have a similar form:
Hν = vν2
∫
dx
(
Π2ν(x) +
(
∂φν(x)
∂x
)2)
(4.36)
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In this Hamiltonian, ν = ρ, σ, and the renormalized Fermi velocity vν is related to the original cou-
pling constants in a specific way that is not relevant for our discussion [16]. Besides, we have in-
troduced bosonic operators related to the fermionic ones by the bosonization identities [177]. There
two important messages to gain from this analysis. On the one hand, we have obtained a quadratic
Hamiltonian in terms of bosonic modes in whose parameters is contained the information about the
original fermionic Hamiltonian. On the other hand, charge and spin excitations become decoupled in
this description.
Now let us analyze the effect of introducing a backward scattering type of interaction:
H1 =
∫
dx∑
σ
(
g1‖ψ†L,σψ
†
R,σψL,σψR,σ + g1⊥ψ
†
L,σψ
†
R,−σψL,−σψR,σ
)
(4.37)
Once written in terms of bosonic operators, the parallel part can be absorbed into the free-Hamiltonian
from the Luttinger model. The orthogonal one, however, gives a different term, that only contributes
to the spin-sector:
H1⊥ =
∫
dx
g1⊥
2πa2
cos(
√
8πKσφσ(x)) (4.38)
where a is the lattice distance cutoff, already introduced in this section, and Kσ is a coefficient that
comes from a rescaling of the bosonic fields in the Luttinger Hamiltonian, once bosonization is per-
formed, in order to give it the form of a free-bosonic Hamiltonian. Again, it is related to the coupling
constants of the problem in a specific way that is not relevant to this discussion. Remarkably, we
see how the sine-Gordon model naturally arises from the spin sector of a one-dimensional system
of interacting fermions. This provides us with a connection between the studies done in this chapter
and possible experimental realizations with ultracold fermionic gases, hence the importance of this
result.
4.2.2 Flow equations solution
The sine-Gordon Hamiltonian can be studied by using the flow-equations approach, as shown in Ref
[178]. A short introduction to this technique was given in Ch. 2. As a quick reminder, the central idea
of the method relies on finding a transformation that increasingly diagonalizes the Hamiltonian, by
subsequently removing those matrix-elements that involve the largest energy differences in the non-
interacting Hamiltonian. Such a transformation is generated by a certain operator that in principle
must be determined for every particular problem, though some general recipes are available that
may be useful to construct the transformation in many cases. The complexity of the transformed
Hamiltonian usually requires to resort to some truncation scheme, and/or use perturbation theory in
one of the parameters. Otherwise, it might be difficult to get close equations that can be worked out.
The first step is, thus, to find a suitable generator of the transformation. This task was performed
by Kehrein in [178], though henceforth I will follow the notation used in the book of the same author
[110]. It turns out more convenient to switch to a Fourier-transformed representation, where the
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vertex-operators read:
Vl(−α; k) ≡ 12π
∫
dxe−ikxVl(−α; x)
Vl(α; k) ≡ V†l (−α; k) =
1
2π
∫
dxeikxVl(α; x) (4.39)
Vr(−α; k) ≡ 12π
∫
dxe−ikxVr(−α; x)
Vr(α; k) ≡ V†r (−α; k) =
1
2π
∫
dxeikxVr(α; x) (4.40)
Some relevant properties of these operators are summarized in the Appendix for this chapter. In this
representation, the generator of the unitary transformation consists of two parts:
η(B) = η(1)(B) + η(2)(B)
η(1)(B) = 8π2 ∑
p
pu(p; B) (Vl(α; p)Vr(−α; p)− h.c.) (4.41)
η(2)(B) = −ψ(B) ∑
k>0
(a†l,ka
†
r,−k − ar,−kal,k) (4.42)
where:
u(p; B) =
g(B)
(2πa)2
(
2πa
L
)α
2
e−4p
2B (4.43)
ψ(B) = −32
a2
(
32B
a2
)1−α
2(B)g2(B)
α2(B)
4Γ(α2(B)− 1) (4.44)
The actual expressions for the parameters are obtained by solving the flow equations. By carrying out
the flow to infinity, an effective diagonal Hamiltonian is generated:
H(B = ∞) = H0 +Hdiag(B = ∞) (4.45)
H0 = ∑
k>0
k(a†l,kal,k + a
†
r,−kar,−k) (4.46)
Hdiag(B = ∞) = ∑
k>0
ωk(B = ∞)(Pl(αk;−k)P†l (αk;−k)
+P†l (αk; k)Pl(αk; k) + P
†
r (αk;−k)Pr(αk;−k) + Pr(αk; k)P†r (αk; k)) (4.47)
Here, ωk(B = ∞) gives the dispersion relation of the solitonic excitations, defined by conveniently
normalized Fourier transformed vertex operators:
Pj(α; k) ≡
[
2π
L
Γ(α2)
(
L|k|
2π
)1−α2]1/2
Vj(−α; k) (4.48)
P†j (α; k) ≡
[
2π
L
Γ(α2)
(
L|k|
2π
)1−α2]1/2
Vj(α; k) (4.49)
Notice that αk is a scale generated during the flow. Finally, the flow of the Hamiltonian translates into
flow equations for the coupling constants, given by:
dα2
dl
=
α4(g2 +O(g3))
4πΓ(α2 − 1) (4.50)
dg
dl
= (α2 − 2)g+O(g2) (4.51)
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Figure 4.5: Flow of the parameters that define the sine-Gordon Hamiltonian, as given by the flow-equations
solution. Notice that this approach succeeds to describe both the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition and the
Thirring line.
being l ≡ − 12 log(32B/a2). This solution attains to describe the different regions of the quantum sine-
Gordon phase diagram: from the weak-coupling regime close to the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition,
where excitations are massless bosons, to the Thirring line at α2 = 1, with massive solitonic excitations.
A sketch of the trajectories given by these equations is shown in Fig. 4.75. The key for the success of
the flow-equations approach in this case resides in the parameter that is used to control the terms
generated during the flow. As discussed in the original work [178], by inspecting the terms truncated,
the expansion parameter is identified to be:
ǫ(B) = g2(B)α2(B)(α2(B)− 1) (4.52)
which remains small close to α2 → 1, capturing the non-trivial behavior present in this region.
4.3 The method: Forward-Backward transformation
The flow-equations approach to the quantum sine-Gordon model can be used to study real time
dynamics after a sudden-quench of interactions. The general idea, proposed in [171], consists of
three steps. First, the flow of the observables to be studied is carried out by using the same unitary
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transformation than the one used for diagonalizing the Hamiltonian:
dO(B)
dB
= [η(B),O(B)] (4.53)
This is the so-called forward transformation of the observable, and in most cases does not imply its
diagonalization. Moreover, as it happens also with exact solutions, the structure of the operators at
B = ∞ can be quite complicated, and approximations must be sorted-out to get close equations.
The advantage of working in this basis comes from the actual time evolution, that is trivial since
the Hamiltonian H(B = ∞), by definition of the transformation, is diagonal. Hence, time evolution
translates into phase factors once the observable is written in terms of the operators that make this
Hamiltonian diagonal. As a result, O(B = ∞, t) is obtained.
The final step is the backward transformation, where the flow of the transformed and time-evolved
operator to the original basis must be carried out backwards. The result, O(t), is the solution to the
Heisenberg equations of motion. Again, this transformation can be difficult to implement, an some
approximations might be in turn necessary.
The whole transformation constitutes the flow-equation’s forward-backward scheme. As I mentioned,
it has been already applied to study the real-time dynamics of a Fermi Liquid after a sudden-quench
of interactions [172, 173], and also the real time-dynamics after a sudden-quench in the Ferromagnetic
Kondo Model [179] . One of the main advantages of this approach is that overcomes the infamous
problem of secular terms within perturbation theory: in time-dependent perturbative expansions,
unbounded terms can be present in the evolution of observables, making the solution reliable only
for time scales shorter than [coupling constant]−1. In this sense, the forward-backward scheme can be
seen as the quantum version of unitary perturbation theory in classical mechanics.
In this thesis I will study the time evolution of the bosonic number operator after a sudden-quench,
which will serve to later study the evolution of the bosonic occupations. Being a weak coupling
problem, this observable results quite insightful in order to understand the evolution of the system
from a non-equilibrium situation. In order to carry out this study, hence, we need to implement the
forward-backward scheme on the creation/anhinilation operators.
4.3.1 Forward transformation
The forward transformation requires the solution of the flow equations:
dai,k(B)
dB
= [η(B), ai,k(B)] (4.54)
where i = l, r corresponds to left and right movers. In order to get close equations we make an ansatz
for these operators:
al,k(∞) = h
(l)
l,k (B)al,k + h
(l)
r,k(B)a
†
r,−k
+4π2 ∑
p
Ω
(l)
k (p; B) (Vl(α, p− k)Vr(−α; p)−Vr(α;−p)Vl(−α; k− p))
(4.55)
and likewise for the right movers. The ansatz is parametrized by various functions that must be
calculated by working out the commutators in equation (4.54). It is convenient, however, to decompose
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the transformation in two stages, given by η(1)(B) and η(2)(B). The lowest order contribution from
the first part of the generator yields the following flow equation:
dΩ
(l)
k (p; B)
dB
=
2α√
k
(
h
(l)
l,k (B) + h
(l)
r,k(B)
)
pu(p; B) (4.56)
Now, let me focus on the weak-coupling regime. Since the coupling constant g(B) flows to zero, we
can use it as a perturbative parameter in the flow equations. It can be shown that in order to preserve
the bosonic commutation relations during the flow,
[ai,k(B), a
†
j,k′(B)] = δi,jδk,k′
L
2π
(4.57)
it is consistent to assume an expansion of the form: h(l)l,k (B) = 1 +O(g2) and h
(l)
r,k = 0 +O(g2). The
details that support this assumption are discussed in the appendixes.
In the weak coupling regime, the flow of the coupling constants can be approximated by equations
(4.21) and (4.22), simplifying the integration of the differential equation. The result of carrying out
the whole flow is:
Ω
(l)
k (p;∞) = p
α2−3 Fα√
k
Γ(2− α
2
2
, (2pa)2) (4.58)
where Fα = α2π2
g0
(2a)4−α2
( 2πaL )
α2 , and the result is valid for α2 < 4, which is the region we are mainly
interested in. Notice that the initial condition has been set to Ω(l)k (p; B0) = 0.
Now let us discuss the effect of the second part of the generator, η(2)(B), on the flow equations.
Due to the structure of the generator, a different approach to that used for η(1)(B) is possible. The
complete infinitesimal transformation can be rewritten as:
al,k(B+ dB) ≃ al,k(B) + [η(B), al,k(B)]dB
= eη
(2)
(
al,k(B) + [η
(1)(B), al,k(B)]dB
)
e−η
(2)
(4.59)
The term in brackets corresponds to the transformation already worked-out. The advantage of this
expression arises from the fact that we already know the effect of the exponentiated η(2)(B) on the
bosonic and vertex operators:
eη
(2)(B)al,ke
−η(2)(B) = al,k cosh(ψ(B)) + a†r,−k sinh(ψ(B)) (4.60)
eη
(2)(B)a†r,−ke
−η(2)(B) = a†r,−k cosh(ψ(B)) + al,k sinh(ψ(B)) (4.61)
eη
(2)(B)Vl(α; p)e
−η(2)(B) ≃ Vl(α(1+ ψ(B); p) (4.62)
eη
(2)(B)Vr(−α; p)e−η(2)(B) ≃ Vr(−α(1+ ψ(B); p) (4.63)
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Hence, the effect on the ansatz of the second part of the transformation is:
eη
(2)(B)al,k(B)e
−η(2)(B) =(
h
(l)
l,k (B) cosh(ψ(B)) + h
l
r,k(B) sinh(ψ(B))
)
al,k
+
(
h
(l)
l,k (B) sinh(ψ(B)) + h
(l)
r,k(B) cosh(ψ(B))
)
a†r,−k
+4π2 ∑
p
Ω
(l)
k (p; B)(
2πs
√
B
L
)2ψ(B)α
2
× (Vl(α (1+ ψ(B)) ; p− k)Vr(−α(1+ ψ(B)); p)
− Vr(α (1+ ψ(B)) ;−p)Vl(−α(1+ ψ(B)); k− p)) (4.64)
Now, carrying out the whole transformation in second order of the coupling constant yields:
al,k(∞) ≃
(
1− g20 ∑
p
z
(l)
p
)
al,k +
(
g20 ∑
p
z
(l)
p + ψ(∞)
)
a†r,−k
+4π2 ∑
p
Ω
(l)
k (p;∞) (Vl(α; p− k)Vr(−α; p)−Vr(α;−p)Vl(−α; k− p))
(4.65)
where we have used a decomposition derived in Appendix B, h(l)l,k (∞) ≃ 1− h
(l)
r,k(∞) ≃ 1− g20 ∑p z
(l)
p .
We will later see that in the present order of the calculation the contribution coming from the second
part of the transformation can be neglected since ψ(∞) ∝ g20. This is consistent with our assumption
that we neglect the flow of α2(B) in the weak-coupling regime: neglecting the flow of α2(B) in fact
just corresponds to neglecting the generator part η(2).
4.3.2 Time evolution in the diagonal basis
The second step in the forward-backward scheme is the time evolution of the observable in the (ap-
proximately) diagonal basis. Here, however, an extra approximation is required in order to solve the
time evolution problem: in the diagonal Hamiltonian (4.45) only the bosonic kinetic term H0 is taken
into account. We will later see that this approximation implies a maximum time scale up to which
our calculation can be trusted. The time evolution dictated by H0 is very simple, thanks to the simple
transformation of the vertex operators:
eiH0tVl(−α, p)e−iH0t = e−iptVl(−α, p) (4.66)
eiH0tVr(−α, p)e−iH0t = eiptVr(−α, p) (4.67)
Therefore the time evolved anhinilation operator in the diagonal basis reads:
al,k(∞, t) =
(
1− g20 ∑
p
z
(l)
p
)
e−iktal,k +
(
g20 ∑
p
z
(l)
p + ψ(∞)
)
eikta†r,−k
+4π2e−ikt ∑
p
Ω
(l)
k (p;∞)e
2ipt (Vl(α, p− k)Vr(−α; p)
− Vr(α;−p)Vl(−α; k− p)) (4.68)
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4.3.3 Backward transformation
The final step of the scheme requires to undo the flow-equation transformation for the time-evolved
operator (4.68). This is straightforward due to the perturbative nature of this transformation. Let us
write a general ansatz for the operator:
al,k(B, t) = h
(l)
l,k (t; B)e
−iktal,k + h
(l)
r,k(t; B)e
ikta†r,−k
+4π2e−ikt ∑
p
Ω
(l)
k (p, t; B)e
2ipt (Vl(α; p− k)Vr(−α; p)
−Vr(α;−p)Vl(−α; k− p)) (4.69)
with initial conditions h(l)l,k (t;∞) = 1− g20 ∑p z
(l)
p , h
(l)
r,k(t;∞) = g
2
0 ∑p z
(l)
p , and Ω
(l)
k (p, t;∞) = Ω
(l)
k (p;∞).
The flow equations resemble those for the forward transformation. I will be solely interested in the
flow equation for the function Ω(l)k (p, t; B), since the contributions from the other functions in the
ansatz follow directly via the bosonic commutation relation. The former reads:
dΩ
(l)
k (p, t; B)
dB
=
2α√
k
pu(p; B)e−2ipt (4.70)
whose solution is:
Ω
(l)
k (p; t; 0) = Ω
(l)
k (p;∞)(1− e−2ipt) (4.71)
By also applying the second part of the generator, and keeping only the second order contributions,
the final time-evolved operator reads:
al,k(t) =
(
1− g20 ∑
p
(1− e2ipt)z(l)p
)
e−iktal,k
+
(
g20 ∑
p
(1− e2ipt)z(l)p + ψ(∞)
)
eikta†r,−k
+4π2e−ikt ∑
p
Ω
(l)
k (p;∞)(e
2ipt− 1) (Vl(α, p− k)Vr(−α; p)
− Vr(α;−p)Vl(−α; k− p)) (4.72)
This is the main technical result of this chapter of the thesis, which can be used as a building block
to study the time evolution of all other observables.
4.3.4 Check of the formalism: ground state energy and perturbation theory
The reliability of the calculations performed so far, which are supported by several approximations,
can be checked by calculating the ground state energy of the equilibrium model. The result, then, can
be compared to the prediction given by ordinary second-order perturbation theory. In general, at this
order it suffices to calculate the ground state kinetic energy, since it is easy to show that is related to
the total energy as E(2)K,0 = −E(2)0 .
Our goal is therefore to calculate:
EK,0 = 〈0¯|HK|0¯〉 = ∑
k
k (〈0¯|nl,k|0¯〉+ 〈0¯|nr,k|0¯〉) (4.73)
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where |0¯〉 is the ground state of the interacting model.
Within the flow equation formalism this is most conveniently evaluated in the diagonal basis with
the forward transformed operators:
E
f eq
K,0 = ∑
k
k
(
〈0|a†l,k(∞)al,k(∞)|0〉+ 〈0|a†r,kar,k|0〉
)
(4.74)
where we have used that 〈0¯|ni,k|0¯〉 = 〈0(∞)|ni,k(∞)|0(∞)〉. Here |0〉 is the bosonic vacuum since this
is trivially the ground state in the diagonal basis. If this calculation is carried out by using the full-
expression derived within FE formalism, the result does not coincide with that from perturbation
theory. This is understandable, since the FE calculation includes the flow of the coupling constant
g(B). In order to compare with perturbation theory, this effect must be removed, setting g(B) = g0.
Hence, at leading order in a → 0, the calculation yields:
E
f eq
K,0 =
g20
a
L
2πa
Γ(2α2 − 2)
Γ2(α2)
(4.75)
The same result can be obtained now by working out the kinetic energy in second order perturbation
theory:
E
(2)
K,0 =
∫ ∞
0
dλ ∑
n 6=0
|〈n|HI |0〉|2e−λ∑k k(nl,k+nr,k) (4.76)
where |n〉 ≡ |nl,k1 , nl,k2, ..., nr,k1, nr,k2 , ..〉. By using the matrix elements of vertex operators given in
Appendix A, we arrive at the following expression:
E
(2)
K,0 = 2L
g20
(2πa2)2
(
2πa
L
)2α2 ∫
dx
∫ ∞
0
dλe2α
2 ∑k
1
k cos(kx)e
−λk
(4.77)
After working out the integrals, it can be shown the flow-equations result (4.75) is reproduced.
4.4 Real-time dynamics after a sudden-quench of interactions
Once the dynamics of the bosonic operators has been derived, we can investigate the real-time evo-
lution of the bosonic occupations after a sudden-quench of interactions. General statements about
sudden-quenches were discussed in the introduction to this chapter. The Hamiltonian to investigate
is that given in (4.12). As mentioned there, in the Heisenberg picture the time evolution is translated to
the operators. Since the system is prepared in the non-interacting ground state |0〉 (bosonic vacuum)
of H0 for t < 0, the time-dependent occupation number for left movers is simply:
〈nl,k〉(t) = 〈0(t)|nl,k|0(t)〉 = 〈0|a†l,k(t)al,k(t)|0〉 (4.78)
where we insert the time-evolved operators (4.72). It is this conceptual simplicity which makes sudden
interaction quenches very appealing to study non-equilibrium problems. As mentioned, a similar
expression for right-movers can be easily derived, therefore I will restrict the discussion to left-movers
only.
An expression for (4.78) can be worked out readily from the results obtained within the forward-
backward scheme:
〈nl,k(t)〉 =
α2g20
k
L
2πa
4α
2−2
(Γ(α2))2
I(ka,
t
a
) (4.79)
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Figure 4.6: Real-time dynamics of the normalized occupations, for different values of α2. All the plots correspond
to ka = 0.1. After a few oscillations, the occupations converge to twice their equilibrium values.
where this integral reads:
I(ka,
t
a
) =
∫ ∞
ka
dx sin2(x
t
a
)(Γ(2− α
2
2
, 4x2))2x3α
2−7(ka− x)α2−1e−x
In order to get this result, we have made use of the properties of vertex operators summarized in
Appendix A, as well as the expression for Ω(l)k (p;∞) given in (4.58). However, it is more convenient
to express this result in terms of the equilibrium bosonic occupation numbers. Fortunately, these
follows directly from the flow equation calculation:
〈nl,k〉EQ = 〈0¯|nl,k|0¯〉 ≃ 〈0|a†l,k(∞)a†l,k(∞)|0〉
=
α2g20
k
L
2πa
4α
2−2
(Γ(α2))2
IEQ(ka) (4.80)
where:
IEQ(ka) =
1
4
∫ ∞
ka
dx(Γ(2− α
2
2
, 4x2))2x3α
2−7(ka− x)α2−1e−x (4.81)
and |0¯〉 denotes, again, the interacting ground state. Finally, we arrive at the following compact
expression for the ratio of non-equilibrium to equilibrium occupation numbers:
〈nl,k(t)〉
〈nl,k〉EQ
=
I(ka, ta )
IEQ(ka)
(4.82)
The integrals in this expression must be computed numerically. Plots of these ratios are shown in
Fig. 4.6, for different values of α2, and in Fig. 4.7, for fixed α2 and different ka. After the quench,
the occupations show damped oscillations in a scale of a few units of time, measured in terms of the
lattice cutoff a. They are somehow equivalent to those observed in a classical underdamped harmonic
oscillator, with the critical damping being approached as ka→ 0.
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Figure 4.7: Real-time dynamics of the normalized occupations, for different values of ka. All the plots correspond
to α2 = 2.1.
The asymptotic value of the mode occupation universally converges to twice its equilibrium value:
〈nl,k(t→ ∞)〉 =
(
2+O(g20)
)
〈nl,k〉EQ (4.83)
This can be understood easily by noticing that IEQ(ka) and I(ka, t/a) only differ by replacing a factor
1/4 by sin2(xt/a) in the integrand. Clearly the limit 〈nl,k(t → ∞)〉 just amounts for taking the time
average over sin2(xt/a) in the integrand, which gives 1/2 and therefore I(ka, t/a → ∞) = 2 IEQ(ka).
Notice that (4.83) implies a non-thermal mode distribution function for the asymptotic state of this
closed quantum system: the equilibrium system with nonzero temperature cannot reproduce this
expression.
This factor 2 is universal for weak interaction quenches and has been previously found for the
momentum distribution function in the non-equilibrium Hubbard model [172, 173] and for the mag-
netization of the non-equilibrium ferromagnetic Kondo model [179, 180]. A general analysis seem to
suggest that it occurs for quenches in quantum systems where i) second order perturbation theory is
valid (at least up to a certain time scale) and ii) for observables like the mode occupation number op-
erator which commute with H0. For a proof and more details on the conditions I suggest the readers
to check Ref. [173].
The results found in this section might serve to provide a better understanding of non-equilibrium
quantummany-body systems in general. Therefore, it is important to critically re-examine the approx-
imations done so far in the calculations. Due to the weak-coupling behavior of the running coupling
constant, the second order calculation presented here becomes more and more reliable in the infrared
limit. Therefore higher order corrections to the universal factor 2 will vanish in the low-energy limit.
However, an additional approximation was done when neglecting the time evolution generated by
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Hdiag(∞). This means that the result (4.83) can only be trusted up to the time scale:
τk ∝ ω
−1
k (B = ∞) ∝ g
−2
0 k
3−2α2 (4.84)
Whether this central result
〈ni,k(t→ ∞)〉 = 2〈ni,k〉EQ (4.85)
really holds beyond the time scale τk or only in a time window a ≪ t ≪ τk cannot be answered based
on this calculation.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter I have addressed the dynamics of the sine-Gordon model after a sudden interaction
quench in the weak-coupling regime. It shows an interesting behavior that is remarkably different
from that found when the only the forward scattering is switched. Quenching the forward scattering
does not induce any dynamics for the bosonic occupation numbers, which are in fact constants of
motion in this case [165]. When the backscattering term in the weak-coupling regime is included,
the excitation energy of the quench is converted into bosonic mode occupations that oscillate on a
time scale set by the ultraviolet cutoff and eventually reach twice their equilibrium values (4.83), a
universal result that can be expected on general grounds in perturbative calculations. However, the
calculation carried out here cannot be trusted up to arbitrary time scales, and hence if this result
holds at any time cannot be answered within our formalism.
Nevertheless, it should be enough to state that the interaction quench in the weak-coupling phase of
the sine-Gordon model occupies an interesting place between the ferromagnetic Kondo model, where
the factor 2 is in fact asymptotically exact [179, 180], and the non-equilibrium Hubbard model in d ≥ 2
dimensions, where the factor 2 describes the prethermalization regime [172, 173] before the system
eventually thermalizes. The integrability of the sine-Gordon model might induce us to reckon that
the non-equilibrium distribution function (4.85) remains stable for all times and does not approach
a thermal limit form. However, the conserved quantities in the sine-Gordon model do not impose
any obvious constraints on the dynamics of the momentum distribution function, unlike in the case
of quenching the forward scattering [165]. As was discussed in the context of the thermalization
debate, the integral structure of a model is still compatible with relaxation phenomena at the level of
observables.
Further studies of this question would be very worthwhile, either numerical or based on an
exact solution. Being the sine-Gordon model on the borderline between thermalization and non-
thermalization seen through the eyes of the mode distribution function, it is therefore similar to the
role played by the celebrated Fermi-Pasta-Ulam problem for classical many-body systems [181, 182].
A better understanding of the weak-coupling quench in the quantum sine-Gordon model could be
an important step in elucidating the fundamental question of thermalization in the quantum world.
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APPENDIX A: Properties of vertex operators
I will summarize here some important properties of vertex operators:
Vl(α;−k)|0〉 = Vl(−α; k)|0〉 = Vr(α; k)|0〉 = Vr(−α;−k)|0〉 = 0, ∀k > 0
(4.86)
〈0|Vl(−α; k)Vl(α; k′)|0〉 = 〈0|Vr(α; k)Vr(−α; k′)|0〉
= δk,k′Θ(k)
(
L
2π
)α2+1 |k|α2−1
Γ(α2)
(4.87)
〈0|Vl(α; k)Vl(−α; k′)|0〉 = 〈0|Vr(−α; k)Vr(α; k′)|0〉
= δk,k′Θ(−k)
(
L
2π
)α2+1 |k|α2−1
Γ(α2)
(4.88)
〈0|Vl(α; k)Vl(α; k′)|0〉 = 〈0|Vr(α; k)Vr(α; k′)|0〉 = 0 (4.89)
Operator Product Expansion of left-handed vertex operators:
∗Vl(−α; k)Vl(α; k′)∗ = αΓ(α2 − 1)
(
L
2π
)α2
×
(√
k′ − k|k|α2−2θ(k)θ(k′ − k)a†l,k′−k
+
√
k− k′|k′|α2−2θ(k′)θ(k− k′)al,k−k′ + ...
)
(4.90)
∗Vl(α; k)Vl(−α; k′)∗ = − ∗Vl(−α;−k)Vl(α;−k′)∗ (4.91)
Matrix elements of vertex operators between number states:
〈n|Vl(α; x)|0〉 = Πk>0
(
α√
k
√
2π
L
)nl,k
e−iknl,kx√
nl,k|
(4.92)
〈n|Vr(α; x)|0〉 = Πk>0
(
α√
k
√
2π
L
)nr,k
eiknr,kx√
nr,k|
(4.93)
APPENDIX B: Flow equation for h
(l)
l,k (B)
The flow equations for the parameter h(l)l,k (B) can be obtained from the commutator of the generator
with the second part of the ansatz. Only the terms linear in al,k are kept, and they come from the
operator product expansion of two vertex operators:
− 4(2π)4 ∑
p,p′
pu(p; B)Ω(l)k (p
′; B)
× (∗Vl(α; p)Vl(−α; k− p′) ∗ 〈0|Vr(−α; p)Vr(α;−p′)|0〉
+ ∗Vl(−α; p)Vl(α; p′− k) ∗ 〈0|Vr(α;−p′)Vr(−α; p)|0〉
)
(4.94)
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Now, by using the expressions given in Appendix A, we get the flow equation:
dh
(l)
l,k (B)
dB
= −α
√
k
4(2π)4
Γ(α2)Γ(α2 − 1)
(
L
2π
)2α2
×
(
∑
p>0
u(p; B)Ω(l)k (p; B)p
2α2−2 + ∑
p>k
u(p; B)Ω(l)k (p; B)p
α2|p− k|α2−2
)
(4.95)
which is of second order in the coupling constant g0. The integration of this equation turns out to
be easy by using the flow equation (4.56) for the parameter Ω(l)k,l (B). At lowest order in the coupling
constant the solution reads:
h
(l)
l,k (B) = 1−
(2π)4k
Γ(α2)Γ(α2 − 1)
(
L
2π
)2α2
×
(
∑
p>0
(Ω
(l)
k )
2(p; B)p2α
2−2 + ∑
p>k
(Ω
(l)
k )
2(p; B)pα
2
(p− k)α2−2
)
(4.96)
Defining Ω(l)k (p;∞) ≡ Ω(l)(p;∞)/
√
k, and at lowest order in ka ≪ 1, we get:
h
(l)
l,k (B) = 1−
2(2π)4
Γ(α2)Γ(α2 − 1)
(
L
2π
)2α2
∑
p>0
Ω2(p; B)p2α
2−2 (4.97)
Notice that a similar derivation can be done for the right-handed flow operator, yielding h(l)r,k(B) ≃
1 − h(l)l,k .
APPENDIX C: Sum-rule
The canonical commutation relations must be fulfilled during the entire flow:
[al,k(B), a
†
l,k′(B)] =
L
2π
δk,k′ (4.98)
From this requirement we can derive a consistency condition for the flowing operator. Evaluating this
condition in the ground state:
δk,k′ = h
2
l,kδk,k′ − h2r,kδk,k′ +
(2π)4
Γ(α2)2
(
L
2π
)2α2
×
(
∑
p>0
Ω2k(p; B)p
α2(p+ k)α
2−1 − ∑
p>k
Ω2k(p; B)p
α2(p− k)α2−1
)
(4.99)
Using some straightforward algebra one can verify that this is indeed fulfilled for the flow equations
derived in this chapter of the thesis.
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Interactions in graphene monolayers
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5 Introduction: Coulomb interactions in
graphene monolayers
It’s not who I am underneath but what I do that defines me
Bruce Wayne/Batman
5.1 Introduction: The Fermi Liquid
In the introductory chapter, the basic electronic properties of graphene were explained on the basis of
a low-energy model of massless Dirac fermions without intrinsic interactions. This description suffices
to describe most of the experiments, and only extra ingredients like disorder, particular geometries
of graphene samples or external fields are required to provide a good explanation. Electron-electron
interactions, remarkably, do not seem to play an important part in the phenomenology of graphene
samples. The purpose of this chapter is to analyze in detail to what extent is this fact remarkable. After
all, modern electron liquid theory also relies on the formation of barely interacting quasiparticles, thus
explaining many of the properties of the system in terms of a free-electron picture with renormalized
parameters. But electrons interacting in undoped graphene samples cannot be trivially mapped to
the usual electron theory, since there is not a Fermi surface, but a Dirac point, and screening of
interactions close to this point is considerably suppressed. In order to understand the role of electron-
electron interactions in graphene layers, a good starting point is precisely the modern theory of the
electron liquid. Once analyzed, we will be in a better position to understand the peculiarities (or not)
of graphene electrons. Being graphene a two-dimensional system, I will only discuss the theory of
two-dimensional electron liquids, which is essentially the same as its three-dimensional counterpart.
The basis of the electron liquid theory was established by the famous physicist L. D. Landau,
whose purpose was to explain the properties of 3He, a system composed of fermionic isotopes of
Helium in interaction [183]. The range of applicability of his ideas turned out to cover a much broader
range though, in principle almost every interacting system of fermions at low temperatures and with
dimensionality d ≥ 2, i.e., the so-called Fermi liquids [184]. And where this Landau’s Fermi liquid
paradigm does not apply, most of the deviations can be understood in terms of its instabilities. This is
because Fermi liquids represent an universality class for interacting systems of fermions. In terms of a
Renormalization Group picture, it happens that a large class of Hamiltonians flow in the low-energy
regime to the same fixed point, which is the one that Fermi liquid theory describes.
The central point of Landau’s theory are systems with a well-defined Fermi surface in the non-
interacting regime. Based on his deep intuition, Landau was able to give general arguments about the
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Figure 5.1: Momentum distribution showing the occupation of k states before (left) and after (right) an adiabatic
switch on of the interactions, at T = 0.
way interactions affect the low-energy excitations around this Fermi surface, at least when interactions
are adiabatically switched on. According to Landau, this interacting system or Fermi liquid would
have a correspondence in quantum numbers with the free Fermi gas, at least close enough to the
Fermi surface, that would remain stable. This would imply that the low-energy excitations of this
system are weakly interacting fermionic quasiparticles, with spin 1/2 and momentum k in a one-to-one
correspondence with the non-interacting electrons. Still, residual interactions between quasiparticles
are of a major importance, being crucial in order to explain many thermodynamic properties of the
system, as well as its response to external probes. From the point of view of free-electron states, the
interactions have a clear signature in the momentum distribution, since they produce a broadening
of the sharp step at the Fermi surface (Fig. 5.1). This signals the formation of quasiparticles in the
system, that will have a finite life-time since they are no longer good eigenstates of the Hamiltonian.
Moreover, although the quasiparticles have the same quantum numbers as the original free electrons,
their mass is renormalized due to the interactions.
Landau’s theory of the Fermi Liquid was later microscopically founded by using techniques im-
ported from Quantum Field Theory: the Green’s function formalism [185, 10] and the Renormalization
Group [186, 113]. In terms of Green’s functions, the effect of interactions can be studied by analyzing
the analytic form of certain correlation functions, like the single particle retarded propagator, whose
general form is:
GRσ (k,ω) =
1
ω− [ǫk +ℜΣRσ (k,ω)]− iℑΣRσ (k,ω)
(5.1)
where the function ΣRσ (k,ω) is the self-energy function, and ǫk = k
2/2m − µ are the free-electron
energies. For the non-interacting system, the self-energy vanishes, yielding a simple function with
a pole at the free-particle energies. The microscopic derivation of the Fermi Liquid theory relies on
calculating the self-energy from a Hamiltonian of electrons interacting via the Coulomb potential.
From this, an expansion of this quantity near the Fermi surface can be carried out, yielding the
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following expression:
GRσ (k,ω) ≃
1
ω− ω∂ωℜΣRσ (k˜F, 0)− (k− k˜F)∂k
(
ǫk +ℜΣRσ (k˜F, 0)
)− iℑΣRσ (k˜F, 0)
≡ Z
ω − ǫ˜k + i2τk
(5.2)
where we have introduced the Fermi momentum for the interacting system from ǫk˜F +ℜΣ(k˜F, 0) = 0,
and defined the new parameters:
Z−1 = 1− ∂
∂ω
ℜΣRσ (k˜F, 0) (5.3)
ǫ˜k = (k− k˜F)Z ∂∂k
(
ǫk +ℜΣRσ (k, 0)
)∣∣∣∣
k=kF
(5.4)
τ−1k = −2ZℑΣRσ (k,ω) (5.5)
An inspection of this expression shows that it corresponds to what is expected for free fermionic
excitations with renormalized energies ǫ˜k, a finite life-time τk and the so-called renormalization con-
stant Z, which is nothing but the residue of G at the pole of the function. The latter measures the
weight of the quasiparticle defined from the pole of the interacting propagator, which is an indication
of how important these excitations are compared to other complicated many-body ones. Notice that
for strictly free electrons, Z = 1, meaning that they account for all the excitations present in the
system. For a Fermi liquid, by definition, the quasiparticles carry an important part of the spectral
weight, since they are the most important excitations of the interacting system, and usually Z ranges
between 0.7 and 1. When this does not happen, it might signal the breakdown of the picture in terms
of Landau’s quasiparticles, meaning that it is likely that the effects of interactions translate into a
different behavior.
Let me now provide some details of the picture just sketched, and analyze the way it manifests
itself through certain (in principle) measurable observables. The starting point is the Hamiltonian for
the interacting electron gas:
H = ∑
k,σ
ǫkc
†
kσckσ +
1
2 ∑q
v(q)n(q)n(−q) (5.6)
where v(q) = 2πe2/q is the Coulomb potential in two-dimensions1, and n(q) = ∑k,σ c†k+qσckσ the
Fourier transformed local density operator. The self-energy can then be calculated by using pertur-
bation theory, usually with the assistance of Feynman diagrams. In order to do the calculations, it
is important to keep in mind that the global system is neutral, something that can be incorporated
into the model by postulating the existence of a positive homogeneous charge background. Such a
perturbative expansion in terms of diagrams is shown in Fig. 5.2.
If the calculations are done naively, it can be seen that perturbation theory breaks down due to
the presence of logarithmic divergences in the diagrams. This is similar to what happened with the
short-range potential discussed in Chapter 2, signaling the emergence of non-trivial phenomena in
the low-energy sector of the theory. In the aforementioned chapter, we learnt from RG arguments
1In cgs units, where 4πǫ0 is equal to one
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Figure 5.2: Lowest order diagrams contributing to the self-energy for the electron liquid, calculated in perturba-
tion theory.
Figure 5.3: a) Diagrammatic calculation of the RPA effective interaction. b) The polarization bubble, χ0(q,ω).
that this can be traced back to the lack of characteristic scales in the theory, and requires a caraful
treatment of the effect that high-energy excitations have on the low-energy spectrum. From the RG
point of view, this means that the coupling constant depends on the energy scale, and therefore
the bare coupling constant should not be employed to weight the interactions among excitations for
arbitrary energy scales. This RG analysis yields, in fact, that the effective coupling constant flows to
zero in the low-energy regime [186, 113], as happened with the repulsive impurity potential studied
in Chapter 2.
The RG picture can be understood in terms of the microscopic foundations of the Fermi Liquid
theory. After all, the system is still composed of strongly interacting electrons, although its phe-
nomenology can be explained in terms of compound excitations, quasiparticles, that interact weakly
. The central concept in this regard is screening. The idea is that the interaction between a couple of
electrons in the system is affected by the media, i.e., by the rest of electrons, that respond in a way that
attenuates the overall interaction. As we learnt from the Spin-Boson model in Chapter 2, high-energy
excitations of the electron gas can be thought as rapidly accommodating to the interactions, giving
rise to effective dressed electrons made of the bare electron plus a cloud of excitations. These are the
quasiparticles.
These general arguments can be supported in a more technical way. This is done by resorting to
something similar to the scaling perturbation theory discussed in Chapter 2. By making a resumma-
tion of a set of diagrams, commonly referred to as the Random Phase Approximation (RPA), an effective
interaction can be defined, with respect to which perturbative calculations can be carried out without
stumbling into divergences. The resummation that gives this effective interaction is shown in Fig. 5.3,
whose analytic expression reads:
ve f f (q,ω) =
v(q)
1− v(q)χ0(q,ω) (5.7)
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where χ0(q,ω) is called the polarization bubble, since it is related to the response to the system to an
external potential. Its diagrammatic expression has also been depicted in Fig. 5.3.
This result is pivotal in modern electron theory, and it is worth to analyze it in more detail. It can
already be understood in terms of classical linear response theory. If the (interacting and neutral)
system is subject to an external potential φext(q,ω), it will response by creating an induced charge
ρind(q,ω) ≡ χ(q,ω)φext(q,ω). Now, due to the non-negligible response of the system, the total
potential felt by the sample will be a combination of the external one plus the one created by the
induced charge. The final response of the system then reads:
φtot(q,ω) = φext(q,ω) + v(q)χ(q,ω)φtot(q,ω) (5.8)
which is a self-consistent equation whose solution is actually quite simple:
φtot(q,ω) =
φext(q,ω)
1− v(q)χ(q,ω) ≡
φext(q,ω)
ǫ(q,ω)
(5.9)
Here, we have introduced the dielectric function, ǫ(q,ω) ≡ 1− v(q)χ(q,ω), that encodes the way the
system screens the external potential. Notice that this expression matches that from the RPA approxi-
mation. Indeed, the RPA resummation gives already the effective interaction that is expected to arise
from a polarizable electron gas, in which bare interactions are screened, and weakly coupled quasi-
particles account for the real response of the system. This RPA potential can be seen as the interaction
between quasiparticles, and it is no longer strong and long-ranged, as can be seen straightforwardly
by calculating its static limit [10]:
ve f f (q, 0) =
2πe2
q + κTF
(5.10)
where κTF is the Thomas-Fermi wave-vector in two-dimensions. Its inverse is related to the screening-
length, which is the effective range of the (now short-range) potential. If now the calculations are done
with respect to this interaction, an expression for the electron Green’s functions as the one given in Eq.
(5.2) is derived, completing the task of providing us with a microscopic picture of Landau’s theory of
the Fermi Liquid.
The RPA resummation together with second order perturbation theory suffices to describe the
physics of the electron liquid in the high-density regime. For the low-density regime, other corrections
must be included. Notice that in this task, it is always possible to organize perturbation theory in
terms of the effective interaction given by RPA, which is nothing but a resummation of a certain set
of diagrams. The actual approximations come later, when the calculations are kept at some order of
the (reorganized) perturbative expansion.
But the RPA approximation still has further implications. It predicts the existence of another co-
herent excitation in the electron liquid, besides Landau quasiparticles: the plasmon, a collective
excitation of the whole electron gas. Plasmons are known already in a classical context as self-
sustained oscillations of the electron gas. Analytically, this can be seen by rewriting equation (5.9)
as φext(q,ω) = ǫ(q,ω)φtot(q,ω). If there are non-trivial solutions for the condition ǫ(q,ω) = 0, then
the system can sustain oscillations without an external probe. These solutions define a dispersion
relation ω(q) given by those points where they can exist, meaning that ǫ(q,ω(q)) = 0.
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Figure 5.4: Sketch of ℑχ0(k,ω) for the electron gas, in the plane ω − k. The grey area stands for the electron-
hole excitations (so-called the electron-hole continuum), while the branch ω(k) starting at ωp, the plasma
frequency, represents the plasmon collective excitation.
The global picture comprised in the RPA theory can be summarized as follows. The electron liquid
turns out to have well-defined quasiparticle excitations of fermionic nature, in which a quasiparticle
is excited from the Fermi sea, creating at the same time a quasihole. Therefore, they will henceforth
be called particle-hole excitations. At the same time, there is a collective excitation of bosonic nature:
the plasmon. The geography of the excitations contained in the low-energy spectrum of the problem
can be analyzed through the interacting susceptibility χ(q,ω). Its imaginary part can be shown to be
related to the sources of dissipation of the system, i.e., the way the system can absorb energy from
an external probe. A plot of the non-zero values of this function is shown in Fig. 5.4, where both
types of excitations leave their imprint naturally. The plasmon is well-defined wherever there are no
electron-hole excitations. Otherwise, it has a finite life-time, since it can decay into these excitations
(dashed line in the figure).
In short, the Fermi Liquid theory provides us with an explanation of why interactions in many
Fermi systems are somehow less important than expected a priori. Of course, by adding different
ingredients, like phonons or a lattice discretization, the situation can change, leading to a breakdown
of the Fermi Liquid picture. Phonons, for instance, can lead to the phenomenon of superconductivity,
where Cooper pairs are formed due to the attractive interaction between electrons that the mediation
of phonons may induce [187]. In the presence of short-range screened interactions an insulating phase
transition might also occur if the system lives in a lattice, becoming a so-called Mott insulator. Such
an effect has been widely explored in the context of the Hubbard model [188]. Moreover, Landau’s
picture is expected to break down in the low-density regime, where the ground state would be that
of periodically arranged electrons forming a Wigner crystal [10].
Now we are in a better position to understand the issue of interactions in graphene monolayers. In
the following, I will try to sketch the state of the art of the field, emphasizing the case of undoped
graphene samples, where the subtleties coming from the Dirac point are amplified. This will not
preclude an analysis of the experimentally relevant case of doped samples, where a Fermi surface
does exist and therefore most of what we have analyzed so far is expected to hold.
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5.2 Undoped graphene
As it was explained in Chapter 1, a graphene sample is undoped when the Fermi level located at
the Dirac point, therefore leaving the upper cone empty and the lower one full of electrons, the
latter constituting the Dirac sea. This particular level of doping is extremely peculiar, since only here
the density of states strictly vanishes, rendering the system quite ineffective to screen interactions.
It is a matter of lack of excitations. In ordinary Fermi liquids, there are many degenerated low-
energy excitations around the Fermi surface. But in graphene there is a single point, only a few
excitations are available to respond to interactions or external probes, and therefore it might happen
that the Coulomb potential remains essentially unaltered. If this were the case, in fact any perturbative
treatment of interactions would be futile, and the nature of elementary excitations around the Dirac
point, or even the stability of this point itself, could be strikingly affected, drawing the system to a
very different regime to that of the non-interacting system.
The answer to the issues just risen essentially belongs to the theoretical realm. This is due to the
difficulties to reach the Dirac point in real experiments, since it seems that in every experiment per-
formed so far there is always a certain degree of doping2, usually having an uncertainty on the
electron or hole densities that ranges around n ∼ 1011− 1012cm−2. One of the main sources of uncer-
tainty would be the formation of charge instabilities or puddles in real samples [104]. As mentioned
in Chapter 1, theoretical calculations suggest that they might originate from the presence of charge
impurities in the environment [105]. The question, of course, is to what extent the low-energy regime
of graphene samples, whose excitations typically have long wavelengths by definition, becomes in-
fluenced by these puddles of finite size. In other words, we expect that below a certain energy scale,
graphene excitations no longer feel the effects of these inhomogeneities, though it could happen that
current experiments cannot resolve such small scales.
There are, yet, other reasons to explain the absence of a pure Dirac point behavior besides the level
of doping. It could also happen that interactions become screened by the response of some agents
present within the environment in which real graphene samples live, in the form of phonons from
the substrate, charge impurities, or even water molecules. We will have the opportunity to address
this issue in more detail in next chapter, since it is one of the topics covered in this thesis.
Once briefly explained the situation from an experimental point of view, let me move again to
theoretical issues. The Hamiltonian for this Dirac liquid consists of the free Dirac Hamiltonian plus
the Coulomb interaction. If we restrain ourselves to a single valley and neglect the spin degree-of-
freedom 3, the Hamiltonian reads:
H = vF ∑
k
(
a†k b
†
k
)( 0 kx + iky
kx − iky 0
)(
ak
bk
)
+
1
2 ∑q
v(q)n(q)n(−q) (5.11)
The first term corresponda to free Dirac fermions, and was analyzed with some detail in Chapter 1.
The interaction term, in this basis, has the same form as the one in the conventional electron liquid.
2Moreover, the actual level of doping must be estimated from related measurements, hence increasing the uncertainty on this
quantity.
3At low-energies, interactions do not mix electrons from different valleys, and in the absence of an external magnetic field,
the spin degree-of-freedom translates simply into an extra degeneracy.
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What differs is the actual expression for the density operators, reading n(q) = ∑k
(
a†k+qak + b
†
k+qbk
)
.
The Coulomb potential in two-dimensions is given by v(q) = 2πe
2
κq , with κ being the dielectric constant
of the environment. A dimensionless coupling constant can be introduced by rescaling the whole
equation by h¯vF (notice that in general, h¯ = 1). This defines the following dimensionless fine structure
constant, in analogy to Quantum Electrodynamics:
g ≡ e
2
κh¯vF
(5.12)
If graphene samples live in vacuum, κ = 1, and g ≃ 2.16.
The Hamiltonian just introduced is valid up to a certain ultraviolet cutoff ΛE, that defines the
region where the low-energy description of graphene in terms of Dirac fermions holds.
Weak-coupling analysis
An early analysis of this interaction in the weak coupling regime was already carried out in the
nineties [189, 190]. By means of a Renormalization Group analysis of the Hamiltonian, the flow of the
dimensionless coupling constant g was derived, yielding:
dg
d logΛ
= − g
2
4
(5.13)
This flow equation entails clearly the existence of an infrared fixed point at g = 0, which can be proved
to be stable. Notice that this result is somehow peculiar, since an analysis of the independent flows
corresponding to the electron charge and the Fermi velocity vF reveals that the latter is the one that
rules the flowing, since the electron charge remains unaltered. High-energy degrees-of-freedom tend
to renormalize the Fermi velocity to larger values, whose value is in principle unbounded down to
low energy scales. Of course, physically this quantity cannot surpass the velocity of light, something
that can be rigorously derived by introducing explicitly the photon in the model [189]. In principle,
however, this is not expected to be necessary, since the size of the sample should provide us with an
infrared cutoff for the flows before this point is remotely reached.
The dispersion relation of the quasiparticles near this fixed point acquires a logarithmic correction
due to the residual interactions:
ǫ(p) ∼ p+ g
4
p log
Λ
p
(5.14)
a result that can be found by computing the Hartree correction to the self-energy in graphene. This
correction is similar to that predicted in the context of carbon nanotubes [192], where a natural cutoff
is given by the radius of the cylinder. Remarkably, this has been measured experimentally [191], as
shown in Fig. 5.5.
The RG study shows that the Coulomb interaction is marginally irrelevant, hence flowing to zero
in the low-energy regime. The result applies for weak couplings of the model, being still compatible
with a different strong-coupling behavior, as I will discuss later. Besides, in order to go into more
depth in the comparison with the Fermi liquid, the lifetime of the effective quasiparticles in graphene
can be studied, finding a different dependence on the energy [193]. In Fermi liquids it goes like
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Figure 5.5: Electronic dispersion relation for semiconducting carbon nanotubes, obtained by studying optical
transitions in their first subbands En, where n is the subband index, as a function of the rescaled radius n/3R.
The experimental data corresponds to [191]. The dashed line is the theoretical prediction from the non-
interacting theory. The continuous one incorporates the logarithmic corrections resulting from Coulomb
interactions. Figure taken from [192].
τ(E) ∝ (E− EF)−2, but in graphene it reads τ(E) ∝ E−1. In the literature, this has been related to the
so-called marginal Fermi Liquid, where a similar dependence of the lifetime on energy does occur.
However, the analogy is not complete, and low-energy graphene electrons can be considered as a
particular class of interacting electrons, termed in some references as Dirac liquid.
Notice that I have introduced the term graphene quasiparticle, in analogy with Fermi Liquids. There
is not, however, a satisfactory mapping between both systems, since Landau’s theory does not hold
for undoped graphene. First, because as mentioned there is not a Fermi surface to perform a low-
energy expansion. Nevertheless, RG predicts a low-energy spectrum resembling that of electron-hole
excitations. Being these strongly interacting through Coulomb, only by invoking a concept similar to
that of quasiparticles we are in condition to explain such a result. In the last section, we saw that
quasiparticles can be understood from a microscopic picture in which the electron gas screens the
interactions. In graphene, however, such a picture has not been sufficiently established so far, mainly
due to the failure of the main approximation supporting the Fermi Liquid analysis, i.e., the RPA
approximation. However, we already count with interesting suggestions in the literature.
A microscopic analysis might shed some light on this issue. The spectrum of excitations of a weakly
coupled theory can be analyzed, as we learnt from the last section, by analyzing the electronic sus-
ceptibility, related straightforwardly to the bubble polarization diagram. For non-interacting Dirac
electrons, the latter reads [189, 193]:
χ0(q,ω) = − gsgv16
q2√
v2Fq
2 − ω2
(5.15)
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Figure 5.6: Sketch of ℑχ0(k,ω) for undoped graphene, in the plane ω− k. The grey area represents the interband
electron-hole excitations.
where gs and gv are the spin and valley degeneration, respectively. Actually, in order to study excita-
tions, the relevant quantity is its imaginary part, because it contains information about the sources of
dissipation in the system, which are in turn the excitations that couple to any external probe. Strictly
speaking, the imaginary part of the electronic susceptibility describes excitations that couple to exter-
nal charge fluctuations through density-density interactions. Other excitations could be left out of this
description, but for our purposes this is sufficient. The imaginary part of Eq. (5.15) follows trivially:
ℑχ0(q,ω) = − gsgv16
q2√
ω2 − v2Fq2
Θ(ω− vFq) (5.16)
Non-zero solutions of this function are plotted in Fig. 5.6. Notice the important differences with
respect to the ordinary system of electrons, plotted in the last section: in the infrared limit, ω → 0,
the particle-hole excitations, which always involve promoting an electron from one band to the other
(interband transitions), have very little phase space available. Let us now include the interactions by
using the RPA approximation [193]. Again by analyzing the imaginary part of the susceptibility,
information can be gained about excitations described within this approach4:
ℑχRPA(q,ω) = − gsgv16
q2
√
ω2 − v2Fq2
ω2 − (vFq)2 + (πg2 )2(vFq)2
(5.18)
Remarkably, the RPA resummation does not change the free-electron picture. This can be rooted to the
poor capabilities of undoped graphene electrons to screen interactions, at least within this approxima-
tion. The resulting screened potential given by RPA preserves the long-range tail typical of Coulomb,
4This form of the polarization is only valid for energies much smaller than the high energy cutoff of the theory, ΛE. In the
whole regime the real part is known to be nonzero, by virtue of the Kramers - Krönig relation [194]:
ℜχ0(q,ω) = 2
π
P.P
∫ Λ
0
dω′ω′
ω′2 −ω2 ℑχ0(q,ω
′) =
=
gsgv
π16
q2√
ω2 − (vFq)2
log


√
Λ2E − (vFq)2 +
√
ω2 − (vFq)2√
Λ2E − (vFq)2 −
√
ω2 − (vFq)2

 (5.17)
However, this difference only turns out to be relevant for energies close to the cutoff.
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Figure 5.7: Sketch of the ladder resummation for the calculation of the polarizability in undoped graphene.
and only accounts for a reduction of the effective dielectric constant of the media, something that
immediately follows from analyzing the static screening or Thomas-Fermi limit:
ve f f (q) =
2πe2
ǫ(1+ πg2 )q
(5.19)
As it was discussed in the last section, the RPA resummation can be seen both as an (exact) way to
reorganize the perturbative expansion, or additionally as an approximation on its own, where only
a subset of diagrams (the bubble resummation) is retained in the calculations. In the case of Fermi
liquids, the RPA approximation suffices to describe the high-density regime of the model. However,
in undoped graphene this seems no longer to be the case, something that has led to some controversy
in the literature [195, 196].
The idea is that in undoped graphene, some non-RPA diagrams are of the same order of magnitude
as the RPA ones, and therefore the RPA approximation becomes eventually uncontrollable when
higher order corrections in g are included in the calculation. Strictly speaking, RPA only would suffice
in the limit of a large number of fermion species, N f (in graphene, there are four, two for the spin and
two for the valley, therefore technically RPA does not hold5). Close to the threshold ω ≃ vFq, a more
rigorous analysis yields that another subclass of diagrams is crucial, the so-called ladder diagrams,
which can be also resummated to give an interaction corrected bubble polarization, as shown in Fig.
5.7:
χV(q,ω) = − q
vFg
1+ 2π arcsin(x)− (1+ 2π x)
√
(1− x2)
log( vFq|vFq−ω|)x
√
(1− x2) (5.20)
Here, we have defined x = g
2
√
2
√
vFq
vFq−ω ln(
vFq
|vFq−ω|). This new bubble polarization can be used to
replace the non-interacting one on the RPA resummation, yielding a new susceptibility [196]:
χ(q,ω) =
χV(q,ω)
1− vqχV(q,ω) (5.21)
The imaginary part of this function is shown in Fig. 5.8, together with the other susceptibilities
analyzed so far for undoped graphene. The most striking feature of this susceptibility is the new
threshold of excitations that appears under ω = vFq. Due to the Coulomb interaction, electron-hole
pairs reduce their energy, giving rise to excitons. The new lower threshold for excitations is hence no
5However, this is also controversial, and the actual number of species from which RPA is acceptable still represents an issue.
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Figure 5.8: Imaginary part of the susceptibility function for undoped graphene close to the resonance. Left: plot of
the different approximations, for g = 0.2. The thick solid line shows the total susceptibility, with both bubble
and ladder resummations. The dashed-dotted line is the RPA approximation. The dashed line corresponds
to the non interacting susceptibility. Right: sketch of this function, in the ω− q plane, for the RPA case and
the ladder resummation, whose most prominent feature is to lower the threshold for excitations to uq
longer ω = vFq, but a new one determined through the condition x = 1, that can be shown to be
linear, with a renormalized Fermi velocity that we will call u. This is quite remarkable. In the weak-
coupling regime, we might state that due to the existence of Coulomb interactions electron and holes
can bind together, becoming the lowest energy excitations available in the system. However, this does
not open up a gap in the spectrum of excitations, being therefore compatible with the RG fixed point
of free-electrons. Residual interactions would give rise to particular excitations, different from those
of the Fermi Liquid, since they are not necessarily short ranged. In my opinion, however, this picture
still demands further research to clarify many of its peculiar aspects.
There are more interesting features coming from this new susceptibility, mostly when the new
region of excitations is analyzed. There, a prominent peak is observed, where the real part of the sus-
ceptibility becomes positive, being related to a damped collective mode. As the interaction strength is
increased, the threshold is pulled downwards, at the same time that the collective mode becomes less
damped. In the limit g ≫ 1 the latter gets stable, and its dispersion relation can be derived analyti-
cally: ωq = vFq(1− e−N f ). Notice that, for those strong interactions, the contribution from excitons is
negligible. Unfortunately, as happens in many situations, for intermediate couplings, precisely those
where real graphene samples are expected to lie, the threshold goes beyond the region of applica-
bility of this susceptibility, which is only valid close to the resonance ω = vFq. For those values of
the parameters a more detailed study should be performed. Being non-perturbative, however, it will
require the use of different approaches, as I will discuss in Section 5.4.
Of course, there is the question of to what extent do we expect that these excitations leave some
imprint in the experiments. This will be discussed below. However, let me anticipate that so far this
is not the case, and there are several reasons, some of them pointed out in the following chapters, to
reckon that they will be difficult to isolate in an experimental context.
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Conductivity and interactions
In real experiments, the observable that is most often proved is the conductivity, so it is natural to
inquire which are the corrections that interactions induce on it. There is actually a simple relation
between the susceptibility and the conductivity, namely:
σ(q,ω) = ie2
ω
q2
χ(q,ω) (5.22)
Normally, experiments measure the so-called optical conductivity, which is the limit q → 0 of the
general expression:
σ(ω) = lim
q→0
ie2
ω
q2
χ(q,ω) (5.23)
For instance, by plugging into this expression the non-interacting susceptibility, Eq. (5.15), we find:
σ0(ω) =
e2
4
(5.24)
The RPA approximation does not change this result, something that can be technically rooted to the
fact that the optical conductivity only includes non-reducible diagrams. Therefore, in order to find
corrections coming from the interactions, it is necessary to go further into the perturbative expansion.
First order perturbation theory calculations have logarithmic dependencies that make diverge the
result, requiring some scaling approach to conveniently reorganize the perturbative series. As we
have seen, Renormalization Group approach predicts that the effective coupling constant depends on
energy, and it tends to zero in the low-energy regime. This means that any interaction in the weak-
coupling regime is essentially residual. Hence, it should be possible to do perturbation theory in the
renormalized coupling constant, yielding the following correction to the conductivity [197]:
σ(ω) = σ0
(
1+
Cg
1+ g4 logΛE/ω
)
(5.25)
where ΛE is the ultraviolet energy cutoff. The constant C depends on the actual calculation, the
diagrams included and the cutoff procedure, and its value is still controversial [197–199]. Theoretical
predictions render values around C ∼ 0.01 [197] and C ∼ 0.5 [198].
Experimental evidences
As it has already been pointed out, experimental evidences align always in the direction of assigning
a minor role to electron-electron interactions in graphene physics. However, it is fair to say that
experiments might not be reaching the Dirac point, as I discussed before, not to mention that the
environment could be producing some external screening of the interactions. The question, however,
is from which level of doping one expects to find a physical behavior related to the Dirac point. This
question has not been answered theoretically so far.
The experimental observations are in agreement with the theoretical predictions as long as graphene
samples are in the weak-coupling regime, in a RG sense6. As we have seen, in this regime interac-
tions are marginally irrelevant and therefore they are not expected to account for a large effect on
6Which is compatible with real graphene samples with non-perturbative couplings. Actually, results using DFT techniques
[200] seem to explain the experimental results in [104] by using intermediate values of the coupling, i.e., g ∼ 0.5− 2.
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Figure 5.9: Left: optical conductivity measured by infrared spectrography, in doped samples. Despite the doping,
the technique succeeds to prove the infrared spectrum, finding a residual background. Right: Fermi velocity
renormalization extracted from the optical conductivity measurements. Both images correspond to the
experiment in [203].
the low-energy physics. In the last section, however, we learnt that the underlying microscopic mech-
anism supporting this picture requires a more detailed analysis, since the picture in terms of barely
interacting quasiparticles is not completely satisfactory, and other excitations like excitons could be
playing a role. It is important to notice at this point that, as we will see later, this does not necessarily
apply for the strong-coupling regime of the model, where interactions could even change the nature
of the ground state of the system. Were this the case, then the reason why experiments show a weak-
coupling behavior should be clarified. Two explanations can in principle be suggested. As mentioned,
it could simply happen that so far, the environment is strongly screening interactions, drawing the
effective coupling constant to a value below which the critical coupling marks the onset of a new
phase. If this is the case, improving the isolation of experiments should finally lead to the observation
of a prominent role of interactions in the system. However, it might also be that this critical coupling,
if it exists, is above the coupling constant predicted for graphene electrons in vacuum. In this case,
still theoretical calculations should shed light on the validity of the weak-coupling regime for already
strong couplings like those of graphene in vacuum, but a new phase would no longer be expected.
Nevertheless, even in the weak-coupling scenario, interactions are supposed to give measurable
(though not certainly leading) corrections to the observables proved in the experiments. Summarizing,
we expect a renormalization of the Fermi velocity changing the slope of the Dirac point [189], an
anomalous behavior of the quasiparticles life-time [190], a correction to the conductivity [197, 201],
and excitonic/plasmonic excitations under the threshold ω = vFq [196]. There is also a proposal to
explain the behavior of the optical conductivity for doped graphene in terms of an ansatz inspired by
marginal Fermi liquid behavior [202].
Corrections to the Fermi velocity have been reported in some experiments. In [92], graphene over
SiC was studied by ARPES techniques, showing a band renormalization that was associated with
interactions (though most of the effect seems to be explained by interactions with phonons).
In [203], graphene on top of SiO2 was proved by using infrared spectrography, obtaining the opti-
cal conductivity for doped samples. Interestingly, by using this technique, excitations in the infrared
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Figure 5.10: Inverse quasiparticle lifetime measured from Landau levels broadening in graphene, in the presence
of a magnetic field. The results are well fitted by a linear law, in agreement with a marginal Fermi liquid
behavior.
ω → 0 region of the spectrum can be proved, so the results could be affected by the physics at the
Dirac point. Particularly, as shown in Fig. 5.9, in the interval 0 < ω < 2EF, a residual conductivity
was measured. Various explanations have been proposed that could partly justify this result: clearly,
the effect of charged impurities [204] produces a similar background, though there is room enough
for other explanations, like those invoking unitary scatterers (edge effects, cracks,...). In [202], the
background was roughly fitted by using a phenomenological model of Dirac quasiparticles whose in-
verse lifetime is linear in the energy, as expected near the Dirac point according to RG calculations. Of
course, why such an ansatz apparently work requires further research, since a linear dependence on
energy of the lifetime is only expected to work in the low-energy regime close to the Dirac point, and
there are other external mechanism that also render this behavior. Infrared spectrography also serves
to analyze the corrections to the Fermi velocity (Fig. 5.9, right), that apparently shows a dependence
on the energy scale.
A call for awareness must be done here. Corrections to the Fermi velocity are not directly measur-
able from the experiments, and its actual magnitude depends somehow on the way it is extrapolated
from real data. However, all the approaches in which corrections have been reported agree at least
on finding an enhancement of this quantity in the experiment, with respect to the theoretical value
predicted for non-interacting Dirac electrons.
Another result ascribed to electron interactions was obtained in [205], for graphene samples weakly
coupled to bulk graphite, where single graphene physics is also expected to be dominant. The mea-
surements were done by using Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy, a technique that allows to obtain the
local density of states of the sample. In the presence of a magnetic field, Landau Levels are formed,
with a characteristic broadening that can be associated to the finite life-time of quasiparticles. The
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results are well fitted to a law 1/τn = a|En|+ b, where n is the Landau Level index. Despite of this
result also being expected from electron-phonon interactions, it still survives below the typical scales
associated to phonon excitations. Therefore it could be a signature of electron-electron interactions in
graphene.
Finally, in [206], the optical conductivity of suspended graphene samples was measured, finding
an almost perfect agreement with the expected result for non-interacting Dirac fermions, i.e., σ(ω) =
σ0 = e
2/4. The actual experimental value is σ/σ0 = 1.01± 0.04, which is even smaller than the
minimum value theoretically predicted.
5.3 Doped graphene
When the graphene sample is doped, say, by filling the upper band with electrons (alternatively, holes
can be created in the lower band), the behavior of the system changes abruptly: now it has a Fermi
surface, and a new kind of excitations arises, the intraband electron-hole excitations, that dominate
the spectrum at low energies. The interband excitations are suppressed, for now the energy threshold
to excite them is 2EF in the limit q → 0 (see Fig. 5.11). As usually, the geography of the excitations
can be inspected through the study of the electronic susceptibility. In Fig. 5.11 (left), a plot of the
imaginary part of this function is given for a non-interacting doped graphene, where interband and
intraband excitations are clearly demarcated. The analytical expression of this function was obtained
independently in [207–209]. In the long wave-length limit, it has the following form:
ℑχdoped0 (q,ω) =


− gsgv16 q
2
ω , ω > 2EF
0, vFq < ω < 2EF
− gSgvkF2πvF
ω√
v2Fq
2−ω2 , ω < vFq
(5.26)
where EF = vFkF, and kF = (4πn/gsgv)1/2, being n the electronic density in the upper cone.
Since the low-energy behavior of doped graphene samples is dominated by the intraband excita-
tions, that have a well-defined Fermi surface, Landau’s picture of barely interacting quasiparticles and
screened interactions is expected to hold. In fact, from a microscopic point of view, the RPA approx-
imation becomes again a good description of the underlying physics. Intraband excitations do have
good screening properties, and the Coulomb interaction becomes effectively weak and short-ranged.
In the case of doped graphene, the RPA approximation is expected to be exact in the limit g≪ 1, and
whenever vFq, ω ≪ EF, i.e., in the long wavelength regime. An analysis of the electron self-energy
yields a stable expansion around the Fermi surface, with quasiparticles stable at this point and with
a finite lifetime nearby, that goes as τ(E) ∝ (E− EF)−2, like in a Fermi liquid. Yet, there is an issue
concerning the crossover between doped and undoped, or those observables that have contributions
from excitations with energies that do not lie in the aforementioned range of ω ≪ EF. RPA is not
supposed to hold in this range, since also contributions from the lower cone start to imbricate the
behavior of the system. Theoretically, this region has not been addressed satisfactorily, something
quite notorious regarding that it is the one experimentally more relevant.
The technicalities of the RPA approximation can also be analyzed in terms of the susceptibility,
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Figure 5.11: Imaginary part of the susceptibility function for doped graphene. Left: non-interacting case, where
the effect of doping translates into new intraband excitations, and the suppression of the interband excitations.
Right: RPA susceptibility, predicting the existence of a plasmon (collective) mode, apart from the particle-
hole background.
whose expression is given by [208, 209]:
ℑχdopedRPA (q,ω) =


− gSgv16 q
2
ω , ω > 2EF
− ω304e2
q5/2
ω2
[1− ω2
4E2F
]δ(ω− ω0q1/2), vFq < ω < 2EF
− 2ω
πgsgve4EF
√
v2Fq
2 − ω2, ω < vFq
(5.27)
in the limit vFq ≪ gEF. Here, ω0 = (gsgve2EF/2)1/2 is the plasma frequency for graphene. Its most
prominent novel feature is a well-defined (undamped) plasmon mode in the region of prohibited
interband excitations. The dispersion relation of this plasmon is given by ω = ω0q1/2, which has
the same q-dependence as the 2D electron gas7. Besides, the intraband and interband particle-hole
excitations remain in the dissipative spectra.
Regarding screening, the static regime of the RPA approximation is enough to provide us with an
analytic expression for the screened interaction, that is similar to the one found in the Fermi liquid,
but with a Thomas-Fermi screening length given by [81]:
λTF ≃ 14g
1√
πn
(5.28)
which clearly shows that the description breaks down in the limit of zero density in the upper cone,
n → 0, since the screening length diverges, and the Coulomb potential preserves its long range tail.
The experimental consequences of interactions in doped graphene have been addressed by many
authors. All the experiments mentioned in the previous section have in fact been performed in doped
graphene samples, although I tended to emphasize the information that might have implications for
undoped samples. The fact that doped graphene behaves like a Fermi liquid can be considered well
established experimentally. The research in that direction concerns mostly the detection of signatures
7As opposed to the density dependence of the plasma frequency: in graphene, it goes like ω0 ∝ n1/4, while in the conventional
2DEG is ω0 ∝ n1/2.
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Figure 5.12: Plot of the spectral function for doped graphene, when interactions are included within the RPA
approximation. The plots show the dependence with respect to the frequency in units of the Fermi energy.
Three values of k are chosen: a) k = 0, b) k = kF and c) k = 1.5kF . For k 6= kF , a two-peak structure reflects
the existence of the quasiparticle and the plasmon. The figure belongs to [211].
of the collective modes (plasmons), that could be detected in ARPES experiments [92]. By using this
approach, the so called spectral function can be calculated [210, 211], namely:
A(q,ω) ≡ 2ℑΣ(q,ω)
[ω − ǫq −ℜΣ(q,ω)]2 + [ℑΣ(q,ω)]2 (5.29)
which is interesting in order to resolve the different excitations, as it fulfills a sum-rule:
∫
(dω/2π)A(q,ω) = 1 (5.30)
Particularly, a signature of the Fermi liquid is the presence of a peak in this function corresponding to
the quasiparticles, which has the form A ∼ 2πZδ(ω − ǫ˜q) + Ain(ω), where Z is the renormalization
constant introduced in the first section, and Ain is an incoherent background that contains the rest
of the excitations. The integrated spectral weight of the delta function gives a contribution of Z for
the quasiparticle, so the incoherent part contributes in 1− Z to the sum-rule. As mentioned, in Fermi
liquids typical values of Z range between 0.7 and 0.8.
The theoretical calculations of A(k,ω) including electron-electron interactions in RPA show, for
k 6= kF, a two-peak structure that reflects the existence of quasiparticle and plasmon excitations (Fig.
5.12). The quasiparticle peak is broadened, something that can be related to the finite quasiparticle
lifetime. For k = kF there is only one well defined sharp quasiparticle peak, since at the Fermi surface
quasiparticles are stable (τ → ∞). Besides these features, the figure clearly shows the existence of an
incoherent background.
When addressing the experimental data [92], a theoretical fitting turns out to be complicated, since
the spectral function gets contributions from other interactions, like disorder or electron-phonon
interactions. Actually, one of its most pronounced features is the presence of a kink at 200meV below
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the Fermi level, related to the coupling to graphene phonons [212]. Once this feature is subtracted,
the agreement between theory and experiment is reasonable, supporting the validity of the RPA
description in doped graphene, as well as the plasmon excitation it predicts.
The study of electron-electron interactions can be extended to the case of non-zero magnetic fields,
where collective excitations have been predicted theoretically, the so-called magnetoplasmons [213].
5.4 Strong coupling phases in undoped graphene
So far, I have limited the discussion to the weak-coupling regime of graphene, i.e., strictly to the region
g ≪ 1. However, by using RG arguments, the results can be expected to be valid for a wider range of
couplings, as far as the low-energy weak-coupling fixed point still dominates the flow. Of course, RG
calculations are also perturbative in g, and nothing assures us that this is necessary true for the whole
range of g. Therefore the results explained so far are fully compatible with the existence of another
fixed-point in the strong-coupling regime. This is particularly relevant regarding that the theoretical
coupling constant predicted for a perfect graphene in vacuum is g ≃ 2.16, a value that clearly falls
into the strong-coupling regime. Is the weak-coupling fixed-point the one that dominates the low-
energy physics when we start from this non-perturbative coupling? Or is there a different phase,
probably insulating, in which low-energy electrons arrange? These are questions that are drawing a
considerable attention in the present days.
Strong coupling problems, however, are of great difficulty, as most of the techniques that we know
rely on some expansion in a perturbative parameter8. This is, as I mentioned, what happens with RG
calculations, whose main assistance is usually providing us with a different perturbative parameter
(the renormalized coupling, in those cases in which the flow leads to a perturbative regime). When
the RG flow increases the coupling constant with which we are doing perturbation theory, it must
be considered as a signature of the existence of another fixed point. RG calculations are in this case
blind when trying to determine the location of this fixed point, and usually the most we can obtain
is the scale from which the calculation becomes non-perturbative.
As far as I understand the field, in this case there are various possible ways to explore the non-
perturbative regime:
• Resort to numerical techniques, that in general do not require of a perturbative parameter. For
instance, the NRG that I described in the last part of this section, that however only applies for
quantum impurity problems, or Monte Carlo calculations, performed in a discretized (lattice)
version of the Hamiltonian.
• Try to find a mapping of the Hamiltonian to another one where perturbative calculations be-
come possible. Usually this mapping requires finding new degrees-of-freedom, that are not
necessarily the ones in which the original theory is expressed. We have seen several examples
along this thesis, like for instance the Luttinger liquid, or the sine-Gordon model for α2 ≃ 1, that
can be written in terms of the Thirring model. In the first example, a Hamiltonian for fermions
8During my career, I remember to have been repeatedly told that in order to do modern Physics there was only one indis-
pensable requirement: mastering Taylor expansions.
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with some interactions is fully diagonalized in terms of bosons, not demanding any further
approximation. In the second example, the sine-Gordon model at α2 = 1, the same applies
but in the reversed direction: a complicated bosonic Hamiltonian becomes diagonalized when
translated to the language of fermions. Around this point, residual interactions come along, for
which a perturbative treatment is possible. Of course, whenever a model has an exact solution,
and this is known, then a priori there is no need of doing perturbative calculations (though, as
I mentioned before, it can happen that calculations of certain observables turn out to be very
difficult when using the exact solution).
• Calculate higher orders in perturbation theory of the RG flow equations. If it happens that
a second fixed point arises for a certain (non-perturbative) g∗, it can be a signature of the
existence of a different strong coupling regime. Obviously, since calculations are still based on
perturbation theory, such a result cannot be completely trusted until it gets complemented by
other approaches.
• Find a consistent mean field that reduces the problem to a single-body one. Mean field approx-
imations are a good starting point to study a many-body problem, though they usually must
be refined in turn if quantum correlations are important, since they are generally missed. The
usual approach is to carry out the solution of the single-particle mean-field Hamiltonian, and
use the solution to obtain an expression of some observable that characterizes the mean field.
Self-consistent equations are then obtained, that determine the final values of the observables
defining the mean field.
• Propose a variational ansatz for, say, the wave-function, that captures the relevant physics in
the strong-coupling regime. It is interesting that this ansatz covers the weak-coupling regime
in some limit of the variational parameters. This way the weak-coupling ground state can be
ruled out whenever there are other solutions with lower energies. Variational calculations can
somehow be seen as a sophisticated mean field.
• Find another perturbative parameter, different from the coupling constant. An example of this
was analyzed when addressing the sine-Gordon model with the Flow Equations technique,
that allow us to identify a different perturbative parameter in which strong-coupling regime
was included. Another typical example is the number of species of particles in the system. Its
inverse, 1/N f , has been extensively used in a variety of situations to carry out perturbative
calculations.
Many of these approaches have been found useful to study the strong coupling regime of graphene
monolayers. A final picture of the phase diagram is still under debate, though most of the results
seem to coincide in the existence of a phase transition above a certain critical coupling, in which
graphene becomes insulating by opening up a gap in its excitation spectrum. It is interesting to
point out that this was in fact the expected behavior for graphene according to early studies of the
honeycomb lattice [88]. If this phase transition is determined to exist, still the nature of the actual
ground state in graphene samples requires a more extensive analysis. After all, Coulomb interactions
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could make the system unstable, but the final picture might be strongly influenced by the presence
of other interactions (short range, disorder,...).
The Renormalization Group picture
As I mentioned above, Renormalization Group calculations in the weak coupling phase explain the
minor role that electron-electron interactions play in the low-energy regime of the model, being a
marginally irrelevant interaction. Several attempts of extending these results can be found in the
literature [214, 198, 215].
One of the most suggesting approaches is that of doing calculations for a large number N f of
fermion species in graphene. In this case, expansions do not rely anymore on the dimensionless
coupling constant g, but on the inverse of the number of species, 1/N f . In [214], such a study was
performed, finding in the asymptotic limit 1/N f → 0 that there are two RG fixed points, an infrared
stable one at g = 0 and an ultraviolet unstable one, at g = ∞. Exactly at the strong-coupling fixed
point, the RG equation for the velocity reads:
dv(Λ)
d logΛ
= − 4
π2N f
v(Λ) (5.31)
which has immediate consequences on the expected dispersion relation of quasiparticles, since it
acquires the form of a scaling law, namely:
ω ∝ p
1−4/(π2N f )+O(N−2f ) (5.32)
For a finite coupling constant g, however, the system is driven towards the infrared fixed point, where
the dispersion relation has a logarithmic correction, as it was shown in the previous sections. However,
still a crossover behavior should be expected from the RG flow, with the high-energy regime being
dominated by the strong-coupling fixed point, where observables would show scaling relations of the
form given in Eq. (5.32).
In the case of real graphene samples, N f = 4, and this RG analysis does not strictly apply. Therefore,
conjectures must be formulated to sketch a global picture. In [214], the author suggests two scenarios
that have been depicted in Fig. 5.13. In the first one, the results would hold for any arbitrary number
of fermionic species, N f , and hence there would be no strong-coupling stable fixed point in graphene.
Nevertheless, as mentioned, some signatures of strong coupling behavior could be found in the high-
energy regime of certain observables. In the second scenario,a strong-coupling stable fixed point
would exist below a critical number of fermionic species, Nc, and above a critical coupling gc, as
shown in the figure. The nature of this phase cannot be inferred from the 1/N f analysis, but any
strong-coupling consistent theory should predict a critical number of fermionic species above which
this phase does no longer exist.
On general grounds, a second possibility to study the strong-coupling behavior from the RG point
of view is to compute higher orders of the weak-coupling expansion, with the hope of finding sig-
natures of a different fixed-point. This task has been performed in [201], following the well-known
analysis given in [95], since in this work also the effect of disorder was addressed, as I will briefly
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Figure 5.13: Conjectured phase diagram for a system of N f species of Dirac fermions interacting through the
Coulomb potential, whose strength is g. Left: Suggested scenario in which no strong-coupling phase exists,
and the RG flow always leads to the g = 0 fixed point. Right: Another possible situation is that in which
there is a strong coupling phase below a critical number of species Nc, and above a critical coupling gc. Both
phase diagrams are compatible with the results found in the weak-coupling RG analysis and the large N f
one.
comment later. For the moment I will describe solely the effect of Coulomb interactions. At second
order in the perturbative expansion, the flow equation for the dimensionless coupling reads:
dg(Λ)
d logΛ
= − g
2
4
+ Cg3 (5.33)
where the actual value of C depends on the number of fermionic species:
C = N f
12
− 103
96
+
3
2
log 2 (5.34)
If this coefficient is positive, something that happens for any nonzero integer N f , then there is a
second fixed point. For graphene, where N f = 4, the predicted critical coupling is gc = 1/4C ≃
0.833, which already falls into the strong coupling regime of the model. Therefore, as mentioned,
the confidence on this result relies on further calculations. However, the message to gain from this
calculation is that N f = 4 would be already below the critical number of species (and also, of course,
that there is a stable strong-coupling phase). The fixed point at gc is unstable, since for g < gc the
coupling flows to weak-coupling (g = 0), while for g > gc it flows to strong-coupling (g = ∞).
The nature of the strong-coupling phase is again not determined within the RG calculation, and as
mentioned in [201], it might depend on the nature of the lattice (the honeycomb lattice) and the
presence of other interactions (short-range, disorder).
The latter has been addressed in different works, where the flow of the Coulomb interaction is
studied in the presence of other interactions. For instance, quartic short-range couplings in the Hamil-
tonian are irrelevant for N f = 4 in the RG sense, at least near the weak-coupling fixed point. But its
role could be different close to the strong-coupling fixed point, something that would influence the
nature of the strong-coupling phase. For the 1/N f expansion, this scenario has been studied in [216],
where it was found for the strong-coupling case, g = ∞, that there is a critical N f below which these
quartic interactions become relevant. Such a picture has been confirmed in the context of the weak-
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Figure 5.14: Phase diagram for interacting graphene electrons in the presence of disorder. For weak strength of
interaction g and disorder ∆, there is a line of stable infrared fixed-points. For large enough disorder, the
line becomes unstable, and separates the weak-coupling phase from the strong-coupling one.
coupling analysis, when quartic interactions are considered9, finding that for finite g and large N f ,
the Coulomb interaction is still marginally irrelevant, but there is a critical point (the Gross - Neveu
one) that demarcates a region in which short-range interactions become relevant.
The effect of disorder in the Coulomb interacting Dirac system was already addressed in a dif-
ferent physical context in [95]. Its actual effect in graphene has been the subject of several works
lately [217, 218, 201, 215]. For small disorder and interaction coupling, there is a general agreement
on the existence of a line of stable infrared fixed points ∆∗(g), where ∆ parametrizes the disorder.
However, in [201] was shown that this picture changes when second order corrections to the RG ex-
pansion are computed. The new contributions not only alter the physics of the clean system, as was
explained above, but also the disordered one, giving rise to a line of unstable fixed points that sepa-
rate the strong-coupling from the weak-coupling behavior. According to this work, for strong enough
Coulomb interactions, disorder will lower the critical coupling gc, enhancing the phase transition.
An excitonic condensate
Now let me move to the question of the nature of this speculated strong-coupling phase. This informa-
tion cannot directly be inferred from RG calculations alone. The main candidate is undoubtedly the
excitonic condensate, in which electrons and holes would become bounded through the (now attrac-
tive) Coulomb interaction, giving rise to composed particles called excitons. Such a condensation has
been studied extensively in the context of semiconductors [219]. In undoped graphene, the formation
of excitons would occur close to the Dirac point, presumably opening a gap in the electronic density
of states and rendering the system insulating at low energies. Since strong electron-electron interac-
tions are the ones responsible for the suppression of current flow through the system, sometimes this
phase is referred to in the literature as a Mott-insulator.
The nature of the phase transition has been discussed in several works, but remains an open debate
up to today. Recent numerical calculations, where the continuous model of graphene was studied by
9Dirac fermions with short-range quartic interactions are described by a Gross-Neveu-like Hamiltonian
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using Monte Carlo methods in the lattice [220–222], point out to a second order phase transition with
a chiral symmetry breaking. Let me emphasize, in this regard, that strictly speaking, in 2D the use of
the term chirality is incorrect, since the real symmetry is discrete, and therefore related to the helicity
of graphene bispinors. Such a symmetry, in the discrete model, arises from the equivalence between
the two sublattices in which the honeycomb lattice can be decomposed. Therefore we see how the
nature of the phase transition could be influenced by details of the problem that are irrelevant in
an RG sense in the low-energy regime. As pointed out in [201], this does not only happen for the
underlying lattice structure, but also could apply for short-range interactions and disorder.
Let me be slightly more specific in this argumentation. If only spinless fermions with Coulomb
interactions are regarded, it is expected to find a charge density wave (CDW), that unbalances the
charge population between both sublattices. But adding the spin degree-of-freedom, the ground state
would likely show antiferromagnetic ordering, i.e., it would be a spin density wave (SDW), with
unequal spin population in the two sublattices. Moreover, disorder and short-range interactions could
also change this picture, and the final ground state requires a more extensive analysis.
In the Monte Carlo calculations mentioned above, other useful information about the phase tran-
sition was reported. Studies on different models agree in the existence of a phase transition in the
strong coupling regime, though they differ in the actual critical couplings. In [220, 221], the authors
studied a lattice gauge theory of 2+1 fermions interacting through three-dimensional potentials. On
the one hand, within this model they find a critical coupling gMCc = 1.11 ± 0.0610. On the other
hand, a study in terms of the number of fermion species was consistent with the RG results for
large N f , since they found that the phase transition disappears up to a critical value ranging between
8 < Nc < 1211. In [223] Monte Carlo calculations were performed on a fully two-dimensional model,
similar to the Thirring, in which the long-range tail of the Coulomb interaction is supposed not to
be well described, although according to the authors this fact should not change radically the global
picture. For N f = 4, they found a critical value of gThC = 1.66. Hence, according to both numerical
calculations, real graphene samples in vacuum should be insulating. That this has not been observed,
as mentioned several times, could be a consequence either of the presence of a polarizable envi-
ronment, or because there are extra ingredients that current theoretical calculations are missing. Of
course, it also might happen that the actual gap is too small to be resolved with current experimental
techniques.
The excitonic condensate has been explored in more detail in [224, 225], by studying the gap equa-
tion for excitonic formation within the Dyson-Schwinger formalism. The non-zero solutions of this
gap equation determine the existence of an stable excitonic phase. The general form, at zero temper-
ature, for the self-consistent gap equation reads:
∆p =
∫
d2k
8π2
1√
v2f p
2 +∆2p
∆k
|k− ~p|/(gv f ) + N fχ(0, k− ~p)
(5.35)
where ∆p is the momentum dependent gap (do not confuse it with the disorder parameter that
was introduced in other context), and χ(0, k− ~p) is the interacting polarization. Notice that this gap
10Remember that, for graphene in vacuum, we have g ≃ 2.16, while on top of SiO2, g ≃ 0.79
11Beware that in the literature, sometimes Hamiltonians are written for quadri-spinors, but they can also be found for bi-
spinors. Hence, the critical number of fermionic species is, in the latter, twice the number given in the former.
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equation holds for an arbitrary number of fermionic species N f , that together with the dimensionless
coupling g (and the ultraviolet cutoff Λ, that will be kept fixed), set the parameters that determine
the phase-diagram.
In [225], the so-called bifurcation approximation was employed to solve the gap equation. In this
approximation, the term ∆2p in the squared root of the denominator is neglected, and its effect is
reduced to provide an infrared cutoff, given by ∆0/v f . By combining this approximation with a large
N f expansion, the integral equation can be seen to be equivalent to a differential equation:
p2
d2∆p
dp2
+ 2p
d∆p
dp
+
4
πN f
∆p = 0 (5.36)
supplemented with the boundary conditions p2d∆/dp|p=∆0/vF = 0 and ∆p + pd∆p/dp|p=Λ = 0. This
equation has non-trivial solutions only below the critical line:
gc =
8
16− πN f
(5.37)
For graphene, N f = 4, gc ∼ 2.32. Moreover, it gives a maximum number of fermionic species for
which there is an excitonic condensate, Nc ∼ 5. Plugging this number into the coupling expression
yields gc = ∞, and any number above it leads to gc < 0, an no phase transition is predicted.
This is in contrast with the analysis done in [224], that was recently refined in [226]. In the latter, a
remarkable critical value of gc = 1.13 was found for N f = 4, as well as a critical number of fermionic
species of Nc ≃ 7.18. This result is supported by a numerical solution of the gap equation presented in
[227], giving Nc ∼ 7 for the critical number of fermionic species. In this work, it was also pointed out
that disorder and finite temperatures may strongly suppress the phase transition, while the presence
of quartic short-range interactions would act in the other direction, helping to preserve it. Finally,
a recent analysis of the gap equation reported in [228] yields the value gc = 0.92 for N f = 4. The
presence of such a variety of results should convince the reader of the difficulties encoded in the
technicalities of the problem.
Regarding the nature of the phase transition, the analysis of the gap equation seems to suggest that
it is a transition of infinite order, i.e., of Kosterlitz-Thouless kind. This fact is based on the behavior
of the zero momentum gap, ∆0 ∝ exp(−2π/
√
Nc/N f − 1), as a function of the number of fermionic
species [224].
Finally, let me mention that the formation of excitons can also be addressed without treating the
whole many-body problem. In the study of the Coulomb impurity problem in graphene [229–231],
a remarkable instability of the wave-function occurs above a critical coupling gc = 0.5. The single-
body problem becomes ill-defined above this coupling, and many-body effects arising from the Dirac
sea breakdown are expected to play a role. In these works, and other recently posted [232, 233], such
an instability has been related to the possible formation of excitons, though the microscopic picture
behind this statement still demands a more rigorous analysis. In this thesis I will show that this
feature is still present in the two-body electronic problem in graphene, that cannot exactly be mapped
to the Coulomb impurity problem. An analysis of the instabilities for the case of a pair of Coulomb
interacting Dirac electrons with zero center-of-mass momentum yields a critical coupling of gc = 1,
that is remarkably close to the many-body predictions.
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Other strong-coupling phases
As we have seen, the firmest candidate for the strong-coupling behavior of graphene is the excitonic
condensate. This happens somehow because the other sensible scenarios have already been ruled
out theoretically, since it was found that graphene does not fulfill the necessary requirements for its
existence. This is the case, for instance, of the Wigner crystal. In absence of an external magnetic
field, in [234] was shown that a state in which electrons localize in a lattice is not possible even when
Coulomb interactions are strong, because the kinetic energy is always comparable to the potential
energy, destabilizing the crystal.
Another tested scenario is that of a ferromagnetic instability in clean graphene samples [235]. Such
a phase would arise due to exchange interactions between Coulomb interacting Dirac fermions. For
undoped graphene, the balance between kinetic energy and exchange energy can be worked out
analytically, giving a condition for the ferromagnetic phase to exist, in terms of the strength of the
Coulomb interaction, that reads: g > gc ≃ 5.3. As for graphene in vacuum g ≃ 2.16, such a strongly
correlated phase is not expected to be found in real experiments.
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their environment
Be careful the environment you choose for it will shape you;
be careful the friends you choose for you will become like them.
W. Clement Stone
Summary
In this chapter I will describe my research concerning the interactions between graphene layers and
the different agents present in the environment of real experiments. The interactions studied are of
electrostatic nature, most of them falling into the category of van der Waals forces. In this regard,
I must emphasize that interactions involving chemical bounds will not be discussed. First section
gives an overview of the current knowledge about the composition and main features of the elements
present in SiO2 substrates, the ones analyzed throughout this chapter. Second section addresses the
issue of screening of electron-electron interactions by these elements, something that should com-
plement some of the discussions from the last chapter. In the third section I will derive analytic
expressions for the electrostatic interactions, which are the main results of this chapter. Four section
analyzes the results, discussing some relevant consequences for graphene experiments. Finally, the
last section contains the main conclusions of the chapter. The work described here is published in Ref.
[236], and was done in collaboration with A. H. Castro Neto, S. Fratini and C. Seoanez.
6.1 Introduction: Graphene and the environment
I have devoted part of the general introduction, and an entire extra chapter, to depict the amazing
electronic and structural properties of graphene. Particularly, from the point of view of interactions,
we have learnt that undoped graphene is likely to show a rich phase diagram, with a quantum
phase transition from conducting to insulating behavior. However, most of the interesting phenomena
underlying graphene physics has remained so far experimentally unaccessible, and although the
intrinsic behavior of this material must be yet clarified (in order to know what to expect), there is
general consensus about the necessity of reducing the influence of the experimental environment in
order to get a better understanding of its novel features.
Graphene is a genuinely two-dimensional material, something that translates into a complete expo-
sition to the elements present in the surroundings. This is in contrast to three-dimensional materials,
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in which there exist a bulk essentially uncoupled from surface phenomena, and hence from most of
the interactions with the environment. Nevertheless, it is interesting to remark that such an exposure
of graphene also involve some advantages, since it allows us to use the huge variety of surface physics
techniques (STM, AFM,...) that are known to be useless to explore bulk three-dimensional materials.
As I mentioned in the introduction, the environment in which graphene is embedded depends
mostly on the way this material is produced. For mechanically exfoliated graphene, it is deposited on
top of a substrate of SiO2, that later can be partially removed to held the graphene suspended. For
epitaxially grown graphene, the substrate is made of SiC, though there are a few layers of carbon in
between. Graphene can also be studied from bulk graphite, if the outer layers are sufficiently decou-
pled as to get a genuinely two-dimensional behavior. Every environment shows its own peculiarities,
that must be understood in order to improve the degree of isolation of the experimental samples,
by removing the most disrupting elements. Moreover, whenever this task can not be accomplished,
knowledge of the actual effect of the environment in the measurements is still useful in order to iso-
late intrinsic graphene effects directly from the data, as it is usually done in experimental techniques
like STM and ARPES.
In this chapter I will concentrate on SiO2 substrates, where a majority of graphene experiments have
been carried out. Some of the results can be easily exported to other substrates, though some others
are very particular to this environment. The reason for which SiO2 has become so popular can be
rooted to the large degrees of isolation of graphene samples that provides us with, having the present
record on the number of intrinsic phenomena reported. However, the fact that it is deposited and not
grown implies that some chemically active agents present in the environment could be trapped at
the interface between graphene and substrate. For instance, the presence of trapped ions and water
molecules is something generally accepted, and those can interact directly with graphene, sometimes
even chemically saturating its pz orbitals. But once again, wisely you can make enemies become
friends, and the exposition of graphene to chemicals is opening a new field of research that brings the
promise of extra degrees of tuning the properties of this material, like opening a gap in its electronic
spectrum. An example of this is the recently synthesized graphane [237], where the electronic pz
orbitals are saturated with hydrogen atoms.
Let me analyze a typical experiment composed of a mechanically exfoliated graphene deposited
on top of a SiO2 substrate. Figure 6.1 shows a sketch of the different polarizable elements present in
the environment. These are:
• Ambient species like H2O, N, O, and Ar. When the experiments are not performed in ultra-
high vacuum conditions, the presence of ambient species is something well known among the
community of Surface Science scientists. Graphene is not an exception. There are already ex-
perimental evidences pointing out the existence of these chemical species, that would become
trapped at the interface between graphene and the substrate in the process of deposition. In
[101], the atomic structure of graphene on SiO2 was analyzed by using STM and AFM tech-
niques, in both ambient and ultrahigh vacuum conditions. Remarkably, it was found that AFM
measurements of the distance between graphene and the substrate varies from 0.9 nm in air and
0.4 in vacuum, suggesting a significant presence of ambient species at the interface. In [238] the
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Figure 6.1: Sketch of a typical experimental setup regarding graphene over SiO2. a) The substrate is composed
of 300 nm layer of SiO2, insulating, grown from a metallic gate made of heavily doped Si. The distance
between graphene and SiO2 is around 1 nm. b) Being graphene deposited, water molecules can get trapped
at the interface with the SiO2. c) The insulating SiO2 has still a non-negligible polarizability, whose main
contribution comes from the excitation of surface polar modes. d) Some charges can also get trapped within
the SiO2 layer. e) The metallic gate is another polarizable element, in this case due to the excitation of
electron-hole pairs, that couple to graphene. Figure taken from [236].
adsorbation of gaseous chemicals by graphene was studied in a controlled way, showing that
in fact graphene is so sensitive to its presence that it could serve as a single molecule chemical
detector. Recently, it has been pointed out that molecules of air trapped between graphene and
SiO2 are an important source of backscattering for graphene electrons, and could explain the
origin of electron-hole puddles [239].
Specially important should be the presence of water molecules. Water interacts with the SiO2
surface, and it is known to form a layer of silanol groups (SiOH) [240], with a typical density
of about 5× 1014cm−2, unless extra steps like thermal annealing in ultrahigh vacuum are taken
during the fabrication process [241]. Silanol sites are active centers for water absorption, so
SiO2 surface becomes usually hydrated under normal conditions, and several layers of water
molecules could be formed between the SiO2 surface and graphene after its deposition. An
analogous situation has been shown to happen in experiments with carbon nanotubes deposited
on SiO2 [242]. For graphene experiments, this scenario is sketched in Fig. 6.1, b).
• Charged impurities trapped within the SiO2 layer. This is likely the most discussed issue
concerning the influence of SiO2 on the properties of graphene. As I mentioned in the intro-
duction, they have been invoked to explain many experimental observations, like the density
dependence of the conductivity and the formation of electron-hole puddles. The presence of
these charges belongs to the common wisdom in the field of Semiconductor Physics. In ref.
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[243], several mechanisms are invoked for the existence of trapped impurities: (i) accumulated
charges at the interface between SiO2 and Si, with an origin mostly due to the interruption of
the periodic lattice structure, (ii) mobile ionic charges, related to trace contamination by alkali
metal ions, with effective densities around 1010cm−2, (iii) oxide traps associated with defects in
SiO2, usually neutral, but that can become charged by introducing electron and holes into the
oxide, (iv) dopant impurities (B, P, As or Sb) left withing the oxide layer during the process of
oxygen diffusion when the SiO2 is grown.
Unfortunately, it is not easy to find reliable quantitative estimations for the density of these
charges in typical graphene experiments. By fitting the experimental data on graphene samples
by using models of trapped impurity charges, the typical densities that are extracted range
around 1010 − 1012cm−2 [244, 245]. These numbers are of the order of magnitude of the ones
employed in semiconductor physics. The net effect of these charges is an inhomogeneous and
fluctuating electric field near the surface of SiO2 [246].
• Dielectric response of SiO2. A charge near the surface of SiO2 generates a response from this
dielectric due to its non-negligible polarizability. The latter have two components, an electric one
and another associated with the displacement of the ions. Once again, this has been known for
years in the field of Semiconductor Physics, where these issues are of major importance when
studying Si MOSFETS. The overall response seems to be dominated by collective modes of the
ions at the surface, i.e., surface phonons [247], and particularly its optical branch, that has been
invoked to explain the behavior of the mobility in graphene samples at room temperature [248].
The surface polar modes of SiO2 are already well characterized in the laboratory, something
that supposes a real advantage to get reliable tests on the influence of these modes in graphene
physics. This is in contrast, as I mentioned, to the effects of other active elements present in the
environment (water, charged impurities...), that in general lack of independent studies for their
characterization. This situation, however, is changing nowadays [246, 239].
• Charge fluctuations in the Si gate. To produce the field effect in graphene, a potential is applied
between the metallic Si gate below the layer of SiO2 and the graphene sample. Its net effect is a
reorganization of the charge between both systems, changing the level of doping and generating
a constant electric field, as happens in capacitors. Si is an insulator, and in order to render it
metallic it must be heavily doped. In commercial samples, this is something standard, with well
controlled doping densities. In the case of a p-doped gate, a typical impurity concentration is of
the order of 1015cm−3. Once the potential difference is established, it is a good approximation
to consider that the charge is concentrated at the Si/SiO2 interface, due to the capacitor effect.
The interaction with graphene samples is a consequence of the charge density fluctuations
around the equilibrium configuration. These can have either a thermal or a quantum origin,
being persistent at T = 0. Charge fluctuations are likely to occur in both graphene bands and
metallic Si, generating dipole-dipole interactions. The effect of charge fluctuations from the
gate in mesoscopic systems is not a fully developed field yet, though studies in connection
with quantum dots [142, 249] and quantum wires [250, 251] have been performed. Gates could
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Figure 6.2: Sketch of the screening of interactions in a system of a couple of two-dimensional layers, separated a
distance d.
induce important changes in electronic properties, like their lifetimes, dispersion relation, and
even produce dissipative quantum phase transitions.
In this chapter of the thesis I will analyze extensively some of the expected consequences that inter-
actions with the environment may have. Of course, many experimental and theoretical studies have
already addressed this issue, helping to clarify the experimental data collected so far. To give just a
quick overview, graphene seems to be stuck to the substrate, since its corrugation in non-suspended
samples follows the geographic profile of the SiO2 layer underneath [101]. Electron-hole puddles
were measured in graphene samples [104], and most of the explanations point out to the environ-
ment as the major cause, either due to the trapped charge impurities [105, 200] or the ambient species
trapped between graphene and the substrate [239]. The role that charge impurities might play in con-
ductivity experiments has been discussed extensively in the introduction, and I will not repeat it here.
Density Functional Theory calculations seem to suggest that water does not significantly change the
band structure of graphene, when adsorbated [252]. However, as I already mentioned, graphene is
extremely sensitive to the presence of molecules or atoms over it [238]. Polar modes of SiO2 might ex-
plain the room temperature behavior of the mobility [248]. The latter could also induce spin-relaxation
phenomena, as pointed out in [253]. Experiments performed on graphene nano electro mechanical
systems (NEMSs) indicate that the substrate induces significant stresses in a few layer graphene sam-
ples [254]. Moreover, the interaction between graphene and the substrate determines the frequency of
the out of plane (flexural) vibrations, which also might influence transport measurements [255].
Of course, one of the most relevant effects of the environment concerning graphene physics is the
screening of the electron-electron interactions. Being this in relation to the topics studied in this thesis,
I will discuss it briefly in the next section.
6.2 Screening of electron-electron interactions by the environment
.
Let me address for a moment the general problem of two polarizable systems in interaction. In
our case, one is a graphene sample, and the other an element of the environment. The response of
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these systems is described by the susceptibilities χ1 and χ2. The standard approach is to consider an
external charge placed, for instance, upon system 1 (graphene). It produces an external potential vexti .
For simplicity, I will consider two planar systems at a distance d, which are translationally invariant
along the plane directions, as sketched in Fig. 6.2. The linear response of a system to an external
potential is an induced charge given by ρindi = χiv
tot
i , where v
tot
i = v
ext
i + v
ind
i and v
ext
1 = vq = 4πe
2/q
and vext2 = e
−qdvq. The electrons within each of the systems interact via Coulomb, vq, as well. This
yields the following system of equations:
vtot1 = v
ext
1 + v
ind
1 = v
ext
1 + vqχ1v
tot
1 + vqe
−qdχ2vtot2
vtot2 = v
ext
2 + v
ind
2 = v
ext
2 + vqχ2v
tot
2 + vqe
−qdχ1vtot1 (6.1)
In order to get the the total potential exerted to the electrons of these systems, we need to invert the
matrix:(
vtot1
vtot2
)
=
1
(1− vqχ1)(1− vqχ2)− v2qe−2qdχ1χ2
(
1− vqχ2 vqe−qdχ2
vqe
−qdχ1 1− vqχ1
)(
vext1
vext2
)
(6.2)
Since we are mainly interested in the screened potential within the graphene layer, and the external
potential is that created by an electric charge, we have:
vrenq =
1− vqχE + vqe−2qdχE
(1− vqχG)(1− vqχE)− v2qe−2qdχGχE
vq (6.3)
where G stands for graphene and S for the environment. So far, I have sketched the general case for the
renormalized interaction in linear response. In practice, considering graphene and its environment,
the following approximations work reasonably well:
• The environment is composed of non-interacting particles, and hence the terms vqχ2 can be
neglected from Eq. (6.2).
• We work in the regime qd ≪ 1.
In this case, we recover the typical expression:
vrenq =
vq
1− vq(χS + χE) =
vq
ǫave(~q,ω)
(6.4)
where ǫave ≡= 12 (ǫG + ǫS) is the averaged dielectric constant for graphene and environment, being
ǫi = 1 − vqχi, as usual. For the dielectric elements of the environment, typically this is well ap-
proximated by a static dielectric constant, and hence the interaction keeps its Coulomb pole and its
long-range tail.
6.3 Electrostatic interactions between graphene layers and its
environment
There is a second important effect due to the coupling to the environment. As mentioned, some
experiments indicate that graphene samples are attracted to the substrate, modifying their struc-
tural properties. This is reflected, for instance, in the correlation between substrate geography and
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graphene corrugations, as shown in [101], or in a change in the frequency of vibration of flexural
modes of graphene [255].
We know that once graphene is deposited on top of SiO2, they do not get chemically bounded,
enabling experimentalists to study weakly coupled system. There are, however, interactions between
graphene and its environment, although they are of a different nature. As it was already well under-
stood in the case of graphite, graphene monolayers tend to bound to other graphenes, as well as other
elements of the environment, via Van der Waals forces.
6.3.1 Van der Waals forces
Van der Waals forces (VdW’s) have their origin in the coupling between charge fluctuations in neutral
systems. If two (or more) systems are electrically polarizable, thermal and/or quantum fluctuations
of charge produce electric dipoles that can become coupled, changing the ground state energy of the
system. Since the strength of the interaction change with the distance, it results in a force that can be
measured and quantified [256].
The typical example is that of two neutral atoms with their respective clouds of orbital electrons. In
a first approximation, the system con be modellized as two polarizable spheres. Due to quantum or
thermal fluctuations, both spheres have instantaneous induced dipoles di, that on average compensate
〈di〉 = 0, but whose quadratic deviation is finite, 〈d2i 〉 6= 0. The net force is not zero due to the
correlations induced between fluctuations in both spheres: the instantaneous dipole d1 produces an
electric field at the position of the other sphere of a magnitude −d1R−3 (R is the separation between
both spheres), inducing a dipole fluctuation of the latter due to its polarizability α2 that reads d2 ∝
−α2d1/R−3. In turn, the latter generates a back electric field −d2/R−3 that affects the first sphere.
The energy of this sphere, with dipolar momentum p1, in the presence of the field is: E ∝ −α2d22/R−6.
Averaging over time, it gives an attractive non-zero net force, proportional to 〈d22〉 and decaying as:
E = −C6
R6
(6.5)
where C6 is known as the Hamaker constant. Van der Waals forces are named after Johannes Diderik
van der Waals, who aimed to understand the gas-to-liquid phase transition. The term includes gener-
ically all the forces that have their origin in dipole interactions. The particular case of fluctuating
dipoles is usually refer to as dispersive forces as well.
If the systems are sufficiently weakly coupled, a microscopic derivation of van der Waals forces
coming from quantum fluctuations can be obtained working out the ground state energy of the
complete system in second-order perturbation theory. To exemplify it, let me consider again the
situation depicted in Fig. 6.2. Two planar systems are separated a distance d, and both of them are
electronic systems coupled via the Coulomb interaction:
vq(d) =
2πe2
κq
e−qd (6.6)
where kappa is the static dielectric constant, that in vacuum reads κ = 1. The lowest order contribution
to the energy in perturbation theory has the following form, in terms of the susceptibilities χ1 and χ2
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[257]:
E
(2)
VdW = −∑
q
∫ ∞
0
dω
2π
v2q(d)χ1(~q, iω)χ2(~q, iω) (6.7)
where Matsubara imaginary time formalism has been employed, and a discrete set of momenta has
been considered. Notice that, being a second order correction in perturbation theory, it is always
negative in sign, yielding an attractive force:
F = −dE
(2)
VdW(z)
dz
|z=d (6.8)
In general, the particular expression for this second order correction depends on the system consid-
ered, as we will see below.
Van der Waals interactions have been extensively studied in a large variety of systems. Depend-
ing on the separation between both polarizable systems, the approximation that the interaction is
instantaneous might be valid or not. For long distances (how long depends on the particular system)
retardation effects could be important, and then we speak of Casimir-Polder forces [65].
6.3.2 Interactions between graphene and specific environments
In this thesis, I have calculated the different van der Waals forces between graphene layers and the
elements of the environment that I described in the introduction of this chapter. The order of magni-
tude and the distance dependence of the interacting energies can be used to rule out the less relevant
elements of the environment, providing us with a criterion to analyze some of experimental results.
As already exemplified, all these interactions have been calculated by using second order pertur-
bation theory, assuming a perfect graphene sheet so that the momentum parallel to it is conserved.
The corresponding diagrams are given in Fig. 6.3. All interactions depend, at this order, linearly on
the polarizability of the graphene layer. Since RPA screening in undoped graphene only changes the
dielectric constant, leading to a finite correction πe2/8h¯vF ∼ 1 to the dielectric constant, this ap-
proximation does not change significantly the estimates obtained by using second order perturbation
theory.
For the graphene layer at half filling I will use the bare susceptibility that was already extensively
discussed in the introduction to this part of the thesis:
χG(~q, iω) =
gvgs
16h¯
q2√
v2Fq
2 +ω2
, (6.9)
Remember that it is valid up to a cutoff in momentum Λ ∼ a−1 and energy ωc ∼ vFΛ, where a is the
lattice spacing. Beyond this scale, the susceptibility has a more complicated form, and it is influenced
by the trigonal warping of the bands. Since the component of the electrostatic potential induced by a
system at distance z from the graphene layer with momentum ~q is suppressed by a factor e−|~q|z, the
integrations over ~q can be restricted to the region 0 ≤ q = |~q| . qmax ∼ z−1. The combination of a
term proportional to e−|~q|z and scale invariant quantities such as the susceptibility in Eq. (7.6) leads
to interaction energies which depend as a power law on z. In general, only the leading term will be
considered, neglecting higher order corrections.
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c)a) b)
Figure 6.3: Lowest order diagrams that contribute to the interaction between: a) graphene and a metal, b)
graphene and a polar dielectric, and c) graphene and a static charge distribution. The thin red bubble
stands for the graphene susceptibility. The thick green bubble represents the metallic susceptibility. The
wavy green line stands for the propagator of a phonon mode in the dielectric. Crosses stand for static
charge distributions, and dashed lines represent the electrostatic potential. Taken from [236]
The calculation described above, which is valid for a single graphene layer at the neutrality point,
can be extended to finite dopings and to systems with more than one layer. In all cases, the calcu-
lations are formally the same, and the interaction energies can be written as integrals over energies
and momenta of the susceptibility of the system being considered, which replaces the susceptibility
of a single layer, Eq. (7.6). The susceptibility of a doped single layer is well approximated by that
of an undoped system for momenta such that q & kF [208]. Analogously, the susceptibilities of a
stack of decoupled layers of graphene and multilayered graphene become similar for q & t⊥/h¯vF
[258], where t⊥ is the hopping in the perpendicular direction. The susceptibility of a single undoped
plane of graphene is an increasing function of q, so that the integrals are dominated by the region
q ∼ qmax ∼ z−1. Hence, if qmax ≫ kF or qmax ≫ t⊥/h¯vF, the interaction energies do not change appre-
ciably from the estimates obtained for a single layer. The corrections can be obtained as an expansion
in powers of either kFz, or (t⊥z)/h¯vF. The expression given by Eq. (7.6) can be considered as the
lowest order expansion in these parameters. For z ∼ 1 nm, t⊥ ∼ 0.35eV and carrier densities such
that n ∼ 1010− 1012 cm−2, we have kFz ∼ 10−2− 10−1 and t⊥/h¯vF ∼ 10−2− 10−1. In the following, I
will analyze mostly the interaction energies using the susceptibility of a single undoped layer for the
graphene polarizability.
Metallic gate
The metallic gate in the experiments analyzed in this chapter is doped Si, separated from the graphene
layer by a 300nm thick slab of SiO2 dielectric. For the Si doping and voltages applied, most of the
charge in the Si gate is concentrated on a layer of about 10 nm thickness [? ], much narrower than the
distance to the graphene sheet, so that the gate is effectively two dimensional. The response of such a
heavily doped system can be described by the susceptibility of a dirty two dimensional electron gas:
χgate(~q, iω) = − dn
dµ
Dq2
Dq2 + |ω| , (6.10)
where D = vFgatelgate is the diffusion coefficient of the electrons in the gate, vFgate is the Fermi velocity,
lgate is the mean free path, and dn/dµ is the bare compressibility, given by the density of states at the
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Fermi level (see, for instance, Ref. [142]).
The interaction between the graphene layer and the gate is given by Eq. (6.6). The lowest order
contribution to the energy in perturbation theory has the form already given in Eq. (6.7):
E
(2)
gate = −h¯∑
q
∫ ∞
0
dω
2π
v2q(z)χG(~q, iω)χgate(~q, iω)
For future reference, note that I am using the symbol E for energies per unit area, and E for total
(integrated) energies. The resulting integrals can be calculated analytically in the limit zs ≡ D/4vF ≪
z:
E
(2)
gate = −
1
12
dn
dµ
D
vF
e4
κ2
1
(2z)3
[
log
(
z
zs
)
+
1
3
]
. (6.11)
Notice that this dependence on z−3 log(z/zs) was already obtained in [259].
Let me take, as representative parameters for the gate and the graphene layer, D ≈ 10−3 m2/s,
vF = 106 m/s, z = 300 nm, dn/dµ ≃ g(EF) = 0.04 eV−1 Å−2 and κ = 4 for the SiO2 substrate. These
parameters lead to interaction energies of order ∼ 10−8 meV Å−2.
Polar dielectric
We have seen that the dominant coupling to the SiO2 is via its surface phonons. Thermal or quantum
fluctuations can excite phonons, which are collective distortions of the SiO2 surface lattice. They
produce electric fields that couple to the electron-hole dipoles in graphene. The microscopic coupling
has the form [143]:
HI = ∑
q
Mqρq
(
bq + b
†−q
)
(6.12)
where ρq is the electron density operator and b†q ,bq the creation/destruction operators for phonons.
M2q = (h¯
2v2F)ge
−2qz/(qa) is the interaction matrix element, with g a dimensionless coupling constant.
In SiO2 we have two dominant phonon modes at h¯Ω1 = 59 meV and h¯Ω2 = 155 meV, with g1 =
5.4 · 10−3 and g2 = 3.5 · 10−2 respectively [248].
In perturbation theory, the lowest order contribution to the energy is given by:
E
(2)
subs = ∑
i
∑
~q
∫
dω
2π
χG(~q, iω)|Mq(z)|2D(0)i (~q, iω) (6.13)
where I have introduced the free phonon propagators:
D
(0)
i (~q, iω) = −
2Ωi
ω2 +Ω2i
. (6.14)
The calculation can be again carried out analytically in the limit z ≪ li ≡ vF/Ωi, yielding:
ESiO2 = −∑
i
h¯vF
a
gi
(2z)2
, (6.15)
which has a z−2 dependence on the distance. Let me mention for completeness that in the opposite
limit z ≫ li, which is not the case of interest here, one obtains a liz−3 dependence.
For z ∼ 1 nm and z ≫ li, this term gives interaction energies of order E(2)SiO2 ∼ −4× 10−1meV Å−2.
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Figure 6.4: Interactions between graphene and the charges located at the SiO2 surface. a) For non-suspended
samples, the electrons feel the local field generated by the charges. b) For suspended samples, there is a
compensation of the different fields, due to the neutrality of the substrate as a whole. However, fluctuations
from neutrality can still give a non-zero electric field.
Charges within the substrate
In this case the calculations are done considering that effectively all the charge is concentrated close
to the surface of the SiO2 dielectric, where it is homogeneously distributed, having on average the
same number of positive charges than negative charges. The interactions then depend strongly on
the distance between graphene and substrate. If they are close enough (say, in samples deposited
on top of SiO2), we expect that electrons in graphene are sensitive to local electric fields created by
the charges, that do not have a dipolar origin and hence are not rigorously van der Waals forces
(they decays as R−2 instead of R−3). However, for suspended samples, the electrons in graphene
feel the compensated field produced by all the charges, that on average is zero. Still, one can think
of the SiO2 as a collection of macroscopic systems where on average the net charge is zero, but
there are gaussian deviations around neutrality. This implies that the electric field is not completely
compensated, though quite attenuated, as I will discuss later. An sketch of this situation is depicted
in Fig. 6.4.
Let us consider the first case, valid for non-suspended samples. The second order correction to the
energy, averaged over the charge distribution, reads:
E
(2)
ch = −∑
~q
χG(~q, 0)v2q(z)nimp (6.16)
where the Coulomb interaction vq between graphene electrons and charges is statically screened by
the effective dielectric constant at the interface, (κ + 1)/2. Again, this contribution can be carried out
analytically:
E
(2)
ch = −
(
2e2
κ + 1
)2 πnimp
2h¯vF
1
2z
(6.17)
This interaction has a z−1 dependence, like the image potential in ordinary metals. In this case,
however, such a behavior arises from the combination of a vanishing density of states and lack of
screening in graphene.
Reasonable values for the impurity concentration in graphene are in the range nimp ∼ 1010 − 1012
cm−2 [244, 245]. Setting z ∼ 1nm, typical interaction energies are of the order Ech ∼ −10−4– 10−2
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meV Å−2.
This result is not expected to hold in the case of suspended graphene. If the distance between
the sample and the substrate is larger than the typical distance between charges, dimp ∼ √nimp ∼
1− 10nm, the electrons are supposed to feel the net effect of the effective charge in the substrate, which
in average is zero due to the compensated number of positive and negative charges. However, as I
mentioned above, if we consider a random distribution of charges, we expect gaussian fluctuations
to the average, and we must perform the replacement Nimp = nimpl2 →
√
nimpl2 in the total energy
Ech = E(2)ch l2, where l is the lateral sample size. The final result is that of an homogeneous sample
with a reduced number of impurities contributing to the interaction, its number given by the typical
deviation around the average in a gaussian distribution.
Layer of water molecules
In the introduction, many evidences were given pointing to the existence of a layer of water molecules
trapped between substrate and graphene, when experiments are not performed in ultrahigh vacuum
conditions. The interactions are of van der Waals type, as water molecules are neutral, but have strong
electric dipoles, pw = 6.2× 10−30 Cm ≈ 0.04e nm. Since typical fields applied in present experimental
setups are E ∼ 0.1 V nm−1, the energy of a water dipole when it is aligned with this field is 4 meV
∼ 50K, so that, at low temperatures, it will be oriented along the field direction, perpendicular to
the substrate and the graphene layer. For this reason, in the following I will assume that the water
dipoles are aligned perpendicular to the substrate and the graphene layer. This arrangement can be
considered an upper bound to the interaction energy with a neutral water layer, as inhomogeneities
and thermal fluctuations will induce deviations in the orientation of the dipoles, and will lower the
interaction energy.
This model may not be valid for high applied electric fields, where a charging of water molecules of
the order QH2O ∼ 0.1|e| has been reported [242]. Such a presence of extra charges would considerably
enhance the interaction between the graphene layer and the water molecules, though is not the case
I will consider here (the analytical expressions, anyway, would correspond to that derived for charge
impurities, but changing the corresponding density of charges).
A water molecule which is located at a distance z from the graphene layer induces an electrostatic
potential:
Φ(~q, z) = 2πpwe−|~q|z (6.18)
This potential polarizes the graphene layer and gives rise to an interaction energy in a similar way to
the static charges discussed in the preceding section. The lowest order contribution to the energy is:
E
(2)
water = − (epw)2
π
6
nw
h¯vF
1
(2z)3
(6.19)
where nw is the concentration of water molecules and the z−3 behavior arises from the dipolar nature
of the interactions. For z = 0.3nm, which is the approximate thickness of a water monolayer [260, 261]
the interaction energy is E(2)water ∼ −12nw meV which, for a typical water concentration nw = 1015
cm−2, yields E(2)water ∼ 1 meV/Å2.
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The expression in Eq. (6.19) can be extended to a semi-infinite stack of water layers. For simplicity
let us take a distance z between graphene and the uppermost layer of water molecules equal to the
interlayer distance. In this case we obtain:
E
(2)
water = − (epw)2
π
6
nw
h¯vF
ζ(3)
(2z)3
(6.20)
where ζ(3) ≈ 1.202 is Riemann’s zeta function. The present result indicates that the first water layer
is the one that mostly contributes to the binding.
Before finishing, let me consider the case of water molecules forming an ordered array, which is
also a possible scenario when modelizing the layer of water expected to be present in real experi-
ments. If that were the case, the average in Eq. (??) will show peaks when the vector ~q coincides with
a reciprocal lattice vector of the water array, ~Gi, and it will be suppressed otherwise. Then, the depen-
dence on distance of the interaction potential will be a sum of terms of the type e−2|~Gi|z. The disorder
in the SiO2 substrate observed experimentally [101, 262] implies that the existence of an ordered array
of water molecules is not likely.
Van der Waals interaction between graphene layers
For comparison, in this Section I will evaluate the van der Waals interaction between two graphene
layers at the equilibrium distance. Using the same approximations as for the other contributions, we
recover the result of [259], namely:
E
(2)
G−G = −
πe4
16h¯vF
1
(2z)3
(6.21)
For z = 0.3nm, this expression gives an interaction energy of 30 meV Å−2. This estimate is similar to
other experimental and theoretical values of the graphene-graphene interaction [263, 264] and is at
least one order of magnitude larger than the other contributions analyzed earlier.
6.4 Analysis of the results and implications for real experiments
6.4.1 Comparison of the different interactions
Let me summarize the numerical estimates for the different interaction energies that we obtained, for
reasonable values of the parameters, in the last section. These are listed in Table 6.1. The results show
that the leading interactions are those between graphene and the polar modes of the SiO2 substrate,
and between graphene and a possible water layer on top of the substrate. Both effects are of similar
order of magnitude regarding our approximations: remember that we have assumed that the water
molecules are aligned in the direction perpendicular to the substrate, and this should provide us with
only an upper bound for the energy. Although they are not explicitly shown in the table, from the
interaction energies it is easy to infer the values of the Hamaker constants, CiH , since they are given
by the coefficient in the law Ei = CiHz
−αi , being αi the corresponding exponent that rules the speed
of decay of the interaction with the distance z.
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Distance Dependence on Energy
(nm) distance (meV Å−2)
Gate 300 z−3 log(z/zs) 10−8
Charged impurities 1 z−1 10−4 − 10−2
SiO2 substrate 1 z−2 0.4
Water molecules 0.3 z−3 1
Graphene 0.3 z−3 30
Table 6.1: Interaction energy per unit area for the mechanisms studied in this chapter. For the numerical estimates
typical concentrations of 1010 − 1012cm−2 charged impurities and 1015cm−2 water molecules have been
used.
The interactions for multi-layer graphene samples can be obtained by adding the separate contri-
butions from each layer. The different dependences on distance imply that the relative strength of the
interactions in samples with many layers can change compared to the results of Table I. For instance,
the effects of the polar substrate ∝ z−2 and of charged impurities ∝ z−1, which are of longer range,
sum up more effectively than the binding effect of water. Indeed, the z−3 decay of the graphene-
water interaction suggests that only the first graphene layer is affected by the presence of water on
the substrate. For the same reason, the presence of several layers of aligned water molecules should
not increase the binding, since only the closest layer effectively contributes to the interaction energy.
On the other hand, the binding effect of water could be enhanced if the molecules were allowed to
rotate freely, therefore approaching the high polarizability of liquid water [238], or if they were partly
ionized by the applied field [242], leading to additional charges similar to the Coulomb impurities
present in the SiO2 substrate.
It should be noted that I have considered only long-range electrostatic interactions, for which reli-
able expressions can be obtained, in terms of well understood material parameters, like the molecular
polarizability, electric dipoles, or surface modes. Still, there is a significant uncertainty in some param-
eters, like the distance of the relevant charges to the graphene layer and the concentration of charged
impurities and water molecules. The possible formation of chemical bonds between the carbon atoms
and the water or silanol groups at the SiO2 surface has not been analyzed here. Calculations based on
the Local Density Functional approximation [265, 266] suggest that individual molecules can (weakly)
bind to a graphene layer with energies of 10− 50 meV, although it is unclear how these estimates are
changed when the molecules interact at the same time with the graphene layer and the substrate.
6.4.2 Corrugation of the graphene layer induced by the substrate
The attractive forces calculated in the preceding section imply that graphene is bound to the SiO2 sub-
strate, as observed in experiments. The previous analysis does not include the short-range repulsive
forces which determine the equilibrium distance. Let us assume that the total energy near the surface
is the sum of the terms analyzed above, which have a power law dependence on the distance, and a
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Figure 6.5: Sketch of the deformation of a NEM device studied in the text. Figure taken from [236].
repulsive term of the form Erep(z) = ǫrep(zn0/z
n), which also decays as a power law at long distances.
Here, z0 is an undetermined length scale. For simplicity, we assume that the leading attractive term
is due to the presence of a water layer, which behaves as Ewater = −ǫw(z30/z3). The total energy per
unit area reads then:
E(z) = ǫrep
zn0
zn
− ǫw z
3
0
z3
. (6.22)
At the equilibrium distance, zeq, we have:
ǫrep
ǫw
=
3
n
(
zeq
z0
)n−3
, (6.23)
so that:
E′′(zeq) =
1
z2eq
[
n(n+ 1)ǫrep
(
z0
zeq
)n
− 12ǫw
(
z0
zeq
)3]
= 3(n− 3) ǫw
z2eq
(
z0
zeq
)3
= 3(n− 3)Ewater(zeq)
z2eq
. (6.24)
Hence, the order of magnitude of the pinning potential induced by the environment on the out of
plane modes of graphene is given by K ∝ Ewater(zeq)/z2eq ∼ 10−2 − 10−1 meV Å−4. Defining the out
of plane displacement as h(~r), the energy stored in a corrugated graphene layer is:
E ≈
∫
d2~r
[
κb(∆h)
2 + Kh2
]
, (6.25)
where κb ≈ 1eV is the bending rigidity of graphene [77, 267]. For modulations h(~r) defined by a
length scale l, the bending energy dominates if l ≪ l∗ = (κ/K)1/4, while the graphene layer can be
considered rigidly pinned to the substrate if l ≫ l∗. Using the previous estimates, we find l∗ ∼ 10Å,
so that the graphene layer should follow closely the corrugations of the substrate.
The pinning by the substrate implies that the dispersion of the flexural modes becomes:
ωk =
√
K
ρ
+
κk4
ρ
(6.26)
where ρ is the mass density of the graphene layer. At long wavelengths, limk→0ωk = ω0 ∼ 10−4 −
10−3meV ∼ 10−3 − 10−2K.
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The estimates obtained above also allow us to analyze the bending of graphene NEMS due to the
interaction with the material below, at distance d [254, 268]. Let us assume that the lateral dimension
of the graphene cantilever is l. The maximum displacement of the graphene layer from a flat position
is h. A sketch of the graphene cantilever is shown in Fig. 6.5. We consider the force induced by charges
in the substrate below the cantilever, as this is the contribution which decays more slowly as function
of the distance between the graphene layer and the substrate (see Table 6.1). If the distance of the
cantilever to the substrate is d, and supposing d ≫ h, the gain in energy due to the deformation of the
graphene layer is E ∼ ǫchl2z0hd−2, where I have again defined z0 and ǫch through Ech(d) = ǫchz0/d,
having ǫch ∼ 0.1 meV Å−2 and z0 ∼ 1nm from the estimates of Section 6.3. This energy should
compensate the elastic energy associated to the deformation, Eel ∼ κh2/l2. Finally, the result reads:
h ∼ ǫchz0
κ
l4
d2
∼ 10−4−1 l
4
d2
(6.27)
For structures such that l ∼ d, this estimate suggests that the graphene layer will be significantly
deformed if l & 100 nm.
6.4.3 Interaction with a metallic tip in an STM experiment
It is known that STM tips on graphite surfaces sometimes deform the surface graphene layer [269, 270].
The understanding of these deformations can be of interest when addressing the interpretation of the
different experiments performed in graphene layers. The analysis of the electrostatic interactions
between a graphene layer and its environment allows us to estimate possible deformations induced
by an STM tip. Let me analyze the setup sketched in the inset of Fig. 6.6. The tip has a lateral
dimension l and it is located at a distance d from a graphene layer. This graphene layer interacts with
an underlying substrate, and a voltage V is applied between the graphene layer and the tip. I will
consider three interactions:
• An attraction between the tip and the graphene layer, which tends to deform the graphene, in
the way shown in Fig. 6.6. If we assume that this energy is purely electrostatic, then a simple
estimate can be obtained by describing the setup as a capacitor where the area of the plates is
l2, the distance between the plates is d, and the applied voltage is V. The interaction energy is
thus of the order:
EG−tip ≈ V
2l2
8πe2d
, (6.28)
where V is given in energy units.
• The pinning of the graphene layer to the substrate. This contribution opposes the deformation
of the layer. Its expression reads:
Epin ≈ ǫpinl2, (6.29)
where ǫpin is the pinning energy per unit area. As typical values, we will use 1 meV/Å2 for
graphene on a water layer, and 30 meV/Å2 for graphene interacting with another graphene
layer, as in graphite.
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Figure 6.6: Estimate of the threshold voltage required to detach a graphene sample from the substrate, as function
of the graphene-tip separation. The inset shows a sketch of the geometry considered in the text. Picture
taken from [236]
• The rigidity of the layer against flexural deformations. This term tends to keep the layer flat.
The deformed region is likely to be (at least) as large as the size of the STM tip. As a result, an
upper bound to the energy stored in a deformation is:
Eel ≈ κ
d2
l2
(6.30)
The graphene layer will be deformed when:
EG−tip & Epin + Eel. (6.31)
Note that the approximations involved in obtaining the various terms are valid only if d & a.
In the following I will consider a situation where ǫpin, κ and l are fixed. Then Eq. (6.31) entails that
the layer is deformed if the voltage exceeds a threshold:
V & Vth(d) ≈
√
8π
(
κe2d3
l4
+ ǫpine2d
)
(6.32)
Assuming l ∼ 10a and d ∼ a, the dominant contribution comes from the pinning term, Eq. (6.29).
Hence, in the physically relevant range a . d ≪ l, we can write:
Vth(d) ≈
√
8πǫpine2d, (6.33)
A result that is independent on the tip size. The threshold values for graphene on SiO2 are of about
0.5-2 V for d ∼ 1− 10Å, as schematically shown in Fig. 6.6.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter of the thesis I have analyzed some of the consequences that the presence of active
elements in experimental environments might have on graphene layers. On the one hand, I have
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briefly addressed on general grounds the influence that can be expected from these elements on the
screening of electron-electron interactions. This is specially important to shed light on the different
approximations made usually in the literature. However, the pivotal results of the present chapter
concern the electrostatic interactions that arise between graphene and these polarizable materials that
may be present in the environment. This analysis mainly applies for samples deposited on top of
SiO2 substrates, as well as suspended ones in the same experimental setup.
In order to do this study, the elements of the environment have been modelized based either on
the information provided by graphene experiments or the current knowledge on the properties of
SiO2 substrates. This has allowed us to obtain analytic expressions for the interactions, that only
involve a few well understood microscopic parameters that can be inferred from the experiments.
Moreover, these expressions show a simple dependence on the distance between the graphene layer
and the system that induces the electrostatic field. The coefficients for these dependences are the
Hamaker constants for the van der Waals forces. Probably the main virtue of this analysis relies on
the provision of reliable estimates of the different interactions, as well as their relative strengths. It
should be emphasized again that I have not considered the possible formation of chemical bonds,
which may alter the results when the distances between the carbon atoms in the graphene layer and
the surrounding materials are sufficiently small.
The results show that the leading effects in samples where graphene is deposited on top of the
substrate arise from the polar modes of the SiO2 substrate, and the water which may form layers on
top of it. However, for suspended graphene samples is the interaction with the charged impurities
the one that rules, since it decays more slowly. These results can be obtained straightforwardly by
analyzing the Table 6.1, that summarizes the main results of this chapter. The interaction energies
with systems with N layers can be obtained, to a first approximation, by adding the contributions
from each layer.
Finally, some results relevant to experiments with suspended graphene, graphene NEMS’s and
STM tips have been derived. The strength of the interactions suggests that a single graphene layer
is pinned to the substrate on length scales greater than a few lattice spacings, ∼ 10Å. This inter-
action modifies the long wavelength, out of plane flexural modes, which acquire a finite frequency,
ω0 ∼ 10−4 − 10−3 meV. The long range forces considered here can also induce large deformations in
graphene NEMS. Regarding STM tips, an analysis of the possible deformations that they can induce
on graphene layers has been provided, finding that a voltage drop of 0.5 - 2 V between the tip and
the sample at distances 1 - 10 Å is sufficient to deform the samples.
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You are remembered for the rules you break.
Douglas MacArthur
Summary
This chapter continues the description of my research in the field of electron interactions in graphene
monolayers. Here, an exact identity, the f -sum rule, is derived for two-dimensional Dirac electrons in
the presence of non-relativistic potentials. This is in fact the relevant case for the low-energy regime of
graphene. A f -sum rule for Dirac electrons in graphene is quite useful to check the validity of different
approximations to the interacting problem in graphene, as to analyze the spectral weight carried
by the excitations predicted within any of the aforementioned approximations. First section is an
introduction to the f -sum rules, giving some generalities about spectral-weight analysis in the context
of two-dimensional electron gases. This will provide us with a reference to later compare the results
obtained for Dirac electrons. Second section introduces the f -sum rule for Dirac electrons, which is
the main result of this chapter. The purpose of this section is to discuss some of the peculiarities of
this f -sum rule, while the technicalities are left for the next section, that contains a detailed derivation
of this identity. Section four is devoted to study the spectral-weight transfer between the excitations
predicted within the approximations to the interacting problem that were discussed in Chapter 5.
An analysis of these results is given in section five. Finally, the last section summarizes the main
conclusions of this chapter. The contents of this work have been published in [194], and it was done
in collaboration with A. H. Castro Neto and J. Nilsson.
7.1 Introduction: f -sum rule for the electron liquid
Dealing with interactions is not simple. Interacting problems are difficult to modelize, since some-
times it is not even clear which are the relevant degrees-of-freedom and the way they interact with
each other. But once we have proposed a Hamiltonian, it is not guaranteed that useful and accurate
information can be derived from it. We must resort to approximations, trying to capture limiting
behaviors that may allow us to reconstruct the general picture from them. Powerful techniques have
been developed for years to facilitate this work of analysis. But how reliable are their results? Of
course, in many situations the answer is provided from a comparison with the experimental data that
we aim to explain. However, as theorists we expect our approximations to also be consistent within
the theoretical framework we are dealing with. It is here where exact identities come into play.
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It happens that sometimes, although we do not count with an exact expression for an observable
related to a certain Hamiltonian, we can derive general identities that this observable must necessarily
fulfill in order to be consistent with the general model. These identities are usually related to symme-
tries and conserved quantities of the Hamiltonian, and can be used to check the goodness of certain
approximations and to analyze experimental data once we believe there are some exact constraints
over it.
For every theory defined by a Hamiltonian1, its particular set of exact identities, in case they exist,
must be found independently. Some of these identities, however, may hold for a large set of Hamil-
tonians. This is the case of the one I will analyze throughout this chapter of the thesis, the so-called
f -sum rule for interacting systems of electrons.
The f -sum rule was originally derived for a three-dimensional system of Schrödinger electrons in
interaction [184, 10]. Essentially, it can be seen as an statement of the conservation of particles in the
system. Therefore, every interaction that preserves particle number should lead to results that fulfill
the f -sum rule. This fact makes this exact identity specially attractive: it can be calculated within the
non-interacting theory, but then it must hold for the complete set of Hamiltonians with interactions
that conserve particle number. This includes the Coulomb interaction, the one at the heart of the
Fermi liquid theory.
In the introduction to this part of the thesis, I devoted an entire section to study the microscopic
foundations of Fermi liquid theory. Since the subject of this thesis are low-dimensional quantum
systems, I will concentrate here on the two-dimensional electron gas, which is also the relevant case
to later compare with the results for graphene. For Schrödinger electrons, the Hamiltonian of the
Coulomb interacting system is given by:
H = ∑
k,σ
(
k2
2m
− µ)c†k,σck,σ +
1
2 ∑q
v(q)n(q)n(−q) (7.1)
where m is the mass of the electrons, µ is the chemical potential, that sets the Fermi surface, v(q) =
2πe2/(κq) is the Coulomb interaction in two dimensions, and:
n(q) = ∑
k
c†k+qck (7.2)
is the Fourier transform of the local density operator. The conservation of particle-number happens
when the continuity equation is fulfilled:
[n(q),H] = q ·~Jq (7.3)
where:
~Jq = ∑
k
k
m
c†k+qck (7.4)
is the current operator.
1Since the Hamiltonian formalism is the one mostly used throughout this thesis, I am keeping the discussions strictly re-
strained to it. However, this general arguments do apply to other formalisms.
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Derivation of the f -sum rule
The f -sum rule has the following form for the electron liquid [184]:
−
∫ ∞
0
dω
π
ωℑχ(q,ω) = q
2N
2m
(7.5)
where N is the number of particles in the system, that is related to the chemical potential. χ(q,ω)
is the electron susceptibility. As we learnt in Chapter 5, it determines the response of the system to
external perturbations that couple to the density. The electron susceptibility is in fact a density-density
correlation function, defined at zero temperature by the following exact expression:
χ(q,ω) = ∑
n
|〈n|n†(q)|0〉|2 2ωn0
(ω + iη)2 −ω2n0
(7.6)
where n are the exact eigenstates of the full interacting Hamiltonian, and ωn0 = ǫn− ǫ0 their excitation
energies.
The proof of the f -sum rule follows straightforward from the identity:
〈0|[[n(q),H]]|0〉 = −2
∫ ∞
0
dω
π
ωℑχ(q,ω) (7.7)
that can itself be derived by expanding the commutators and using the closure relation for the electron
gas, I = ∑n |n〈〉n|. In the process of derivation the continuity equation must be imposed, explaining
why this conservation law lies at the heart of the f -sum rule. If the calculation can be carried out
exactly is by virtue of the vanishing commutator [n(q),Hint] = 0 for those interactions that preserve
particle number, in particular the Coulomb interaction.
Consequences for the many-body problem
The f -sum rule is an exact identity that every approximation to the electron liquid Hamiltonian must
fulfill. Therefore it can be used as a consistency check for these approximations. Additionally, it also
turns out to be very useful to analyze the relative importance of the different excitations present in
the system. For q → 0, we have seen that according to the RPA approximation to the susceptibility,
two kind of coherent excitations can be identified: electron-hole excitations and a collective plasmon
mode. Moreover, there are incoherent excitations that excite multiple pairs in a non-coherent way. All
these excitations can be analyzed in terms of the matrix elements of the density operator, n(q), the
one from which the electron susceptibility is built.
In the non-interacting system the excitations |n〉 are purely of electron-hole nature, and they satisfy:
〈n|n†(q)|0〉 = 1 (7.8)
However, in the Fermi liquid there are other excitations, and this identity does not hold anymore.
Excitations of quasielectrons and quasiholes give 〈n|n†(q)|0〉 < 1 in the long wave-length limit (q →
0), while the matrix elements of incoherent multiple pair excitations directly vanish like q2 [271].
Hence, their matrix elements are negligible in the long wave-length limit.
This discussion can be translated into the f -sum rule language. The imaginary part of the electron
susceptibility reads, according to Eq. (7.6):
ℑχ(q,ω) = −π∑
n
|〈n|n†(q)|0〉|2 (δ(ω−ωn0)− δ(ω +ωn0)) (7.9)
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By integrating this, we have:
−
∫ ∞
0
dω
π
ωℑχ(q,ω) = ∑
n
(n†(q))n0|〈n|n†(q)|0〉|2ωn0 (7.10)
where, remember, |n〉 are the excitations of the total Hamiltonian. On the other hand, the f -sum rule
constrains this sum over excitations:
∑
n
|〈n|n†(q)|0〉|2ωn0 = q
2N
2m
(7.11)
(Quasi)electron-hole excitations and incoherent multiparticle ones havematrix elements whose squared
modulus vanishes as q2 for q→ 0. Since their excitation energies go, in this limit, linear in q, and the
density of states is constant, it is easy to show that they give a contribution to the f -sum rule that
vanishes as q4. Moreover, the contribution of multipair incoherent excitations to the f -sum rule is also
of order q4 [271].
Then, how is the f -sum rule fulfilled in the long wave-length limit? The answer is that the collective
plasmon mode absorbs all the spectral weight, i.e., the frequency averaged values of the imaginary
part of the electron susceptibility. The total spectral weight is, after all, the quantity to be conserved
by the f -sum rule. Varying different parameters (momentum of the excitation, range of energies,
temperature,...) of the model, the spectral weight is redistributed among the different excitations. The
implications of this statement are in turn far-reaching: take, for instance, an experiment in which the
imaginary part of the susceptibility is measured2. By integrating the spectral weight in the accessible
energy range, the relative importance of the different excitations can be inferred. Moreover, it might be
employed to dilucidate the existence of relevant excitations in an energy range out of the experimental
one, whose signature would be a strong suppression of the integrated spectral weight available.
Interestingly, the f-sum rule can be used as well to determine matrix elements of dominant excita-
tions, were they unknown or if a check of the predicted ones from a different calculation is wished.
Let us take, for instance, the plasmon mode in the electron liquid. By doing the approximation, for
q→ 0, and supposing that the plasmon mode is the leading excitation in terms of spectral weight, we
have the following equation:
∑
n
|〈n|n†(q)|0〉|2ωn0 ≃ |(n†(q))n0|2plωp(q) (7.12)
This allows us for the identification (n†(q))n0 ≃
√
N/(2mωp(q))q. In the two-dimensional electron
gas, the plasmon dispersion relation reads ωp(q) ∼ q1/2 (a remarkable difference with the three-
dimensional case, where is constant in the long wave-length limit).
That the plasmon carries all the spectral weight for q → 0 is in fact a consequence of the classical
limit of the theory: the long wave-length plasmon is a collective mode of oscillation of the classical
electron gas in a positive background [184].
2This can be done in principle with X-ray experiments. However, as we will see later, it turns out that the most relevant
quantity to measure in experiments is the optical conductivity, that can be easily related to the electron susceptibility in a
certain limit.
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Consequences for experiments
In order to connect the f -sum rule with relevant experiments, it is useful to resort to a highly relevant
observable, the optical conductivity [143]. The optical conductivity is a sophisticated way to name a
frequency-dependent conductivity3. It was already introduced in this thesis when discussing experi-
mental evidences of electron-electron interactions in graphene. There, it was pointed out that it has a
straightforward relation with the electron susceptibility:
σ(ω) = lim
q→0
ie2
ω
q2
χ(q,ω) (7.13)
This connection allows us to write an f -sum rule for the optical conductivity:
∫ ∞
0
dωℜσ(ω) = ω
2
p
8
(7.14)
where ωp = 4πN/(me2) is the classical plasma frequency. All the discussion regarding excitations
applies also for this case (remembering that now the limit q→ 0 has been taken). By means of Infrared
Spectroscopy (IS) the optical conductivity can be resolved, and the integrated spectral weight must
fulfill the f -sum rule. Were this not the case, it could be a signature of some anomalous behavior that
requires further investigation. Spectral weight transfer analysis is of great importance in the field of
strongly correlated systems [272].
Consequences for van der Waals forces
Since we have already devoted a complete thesis chapter to the study of van der Waals forces, it is
interesting to point out that they are connected to the f -sum rule. The bridge between them is given
by the spectral weight introduced earlier in this section. Excitations that carry more spectral weight
account in many situations for the main response to external probes that couple to the density. Since
in the long wave-length limit of the 2DEG we have seen that the plasmon the excitation that saturates
the f -sum rule, this allows us to write the following expression for the interaction energy in second
order perturbation theory [257]:
E
(2)
VdW = −
1
2 ∑q
v2q(d)
|(n†(q)n0|2
ωp(q)
(7.15)
where I have assumed that the systems in interaction are identical. From this expression, we learn that
van der Waals forces between two 2DEGs are dominated by the coupling between plasmon modes.
In general, this is expected to be the case whenever an excitation saturates the f -sum rule.
7.2 The f-sum rule for graphene electrons
The analysis of the f -sum rule for the two-dimensional electron liquid should have served to per-
suade us of the virtues of this exact identity. Its applications range from strictly theoretical consis-
tency checks to the understanding of relevant experimental information. Therefore, an f -sum rule for
graphene electrons is expected to be a powerful tool for the theoretical analysis.
3The conductivity can be defined as the current-current correlation function. The connection between susceptibility and
conductivity is provided, then, by the continuity equation.
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The identity derived in the context of Schrödinger electrons does not hold for graphene electrons,
and the derivation must be carried out from the beginning, following the steps given in [184] and
sketched in the introduction. The technicalities of the derivation are the content of next section. At
the moment, let me summarize the main results and point out some relevant considerations. If we
restrict ourselves to the low-energy sector of the theory, i.e., to electrons ruled by the Dirac equation,
the new f -sum rule reads:
∫ ΛE
0
dωωℑχ(q,ω) = − gSgvq
2ΛE
16
(7.16)
where ΛE is the energy cutoff up to which Dirac physics holds, and gsgv the valley and spin degener-
ation of graphene.
A first thing to allude is that the f-sum rule has already been studied in the context of the rel-
ativistic Dirac problem in three-dimensions [273]. In this case, where there is not a natural lattice
spacing, the sum rule gives an infinite contribution that is considered part of the “vacuum” energy
and hence unmeasurable. In a system with a finite band-width, which is the case of graphene, such a
cutoff dependent contribution represents a real response of the system (the inter-band electron-hole
excitations), and is non-negligible. This issue was raised originally in Ref. [274], where a relativistic
generalization of the f -sum rule is discussed as well. Notice that, as we will see below, in order to
deduce a non-zero f -sum rule for Dirac electrons we must proceed carefully, since some of the typical
steps to follow in the derivation do not apply out of the box due to the peculiar structure of the Dirac
Hamiltonian.
The second important observation is that an f -sum rule can also be derived for the whole band
of graphene, i.e., working directly with the tight-binding model of the honey-comb lattice. This task
has been already performed in the q → 0 limit, i.e., for the optical conductivity of graphene [275].
Although this approach may be more realistic when applied to experiments, the f-sum rule for the
continuous case provides us with more insights when studying models of interacting electrons in the
low-energy regime, which is my main interest in this thesis.
For completeness, I will also derive the expression of the f -sum rule for the optical conductivity in
the continuous (low-energy) case, being the most relevant quantity when addressing real experiments.
It can be easily derived from the f -sum rule for the electron susceptibility, yielding:
∫ ∞
0
dωℜσ(ω) = gsgvΛ
16
(7.17)
The f -sum rule for Dirac electrons has many peculiarities not present in its electron liquid coun-
terpart. The contribution from the lower filled band makes the sum rule cutoff dependent. This is
easy to understand from the existence of interband particle-hole transitions for arbitrary energy if we
do not cut off the spectrum. Moreover, it does not depend on the level of doping (or the chemical
potential) since Eq. 7.16 is also valid for doped graphene. Even more striking, the sum rule applies in
the case of massive Dirac fermions (i.e. in a gapped system) as long as the gap is much smaller than
the cutoff: m ≪ ΛE. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, a way to generate a gap in real graphene samples
is by using a substrate that breaks the their sublattice symmetry [93].
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7.3 Detailed derivation of the f -sum rule
In this section I will derive the f -sum rule for Dirac electrons in graphene, discussing separately the
cases of intrinsic (undoped) graphene, extrinsic (doped) graphene and, finally, the case of massive
electrons.
7.3.1 Undoped graphene
Low-energy excitations of graphene are ruled by the Dirac equation. If we focus on a single valley
and neglect the spin degree of freedom, the Hamiltonian reads:
H0 = vF ∑
k
Ψ†k
(
0 kx − iky
kx + iky 0
)
Ψk (7.18)
where Ψ†k = (ak, bk) stands for two-component spinors. Remember that a and b operators refer to
the two different sublattices in the unit cell of the honeycomb lattice. In the same basis, the density
operator is given by:
n†q = ∑
k
Ψ†k+qΨk = ∑
k
(a†k+qak + b
†
k+qbk) (7.19)
The Coulomb interaction has the usual form Hint = ∑q vqn†qnq, and therefore it is simple to show
that the condition [nq,Hint] = 0 is realized. We see clearly the advantage of the f -sum rule: it can be
calculated within the non-interacting theory, at the time that it must be satisfied by the interacting
one.
With these expressions, the commutators in Eq. (??) can be evaluated.Let me emphasize that the
first commutator is nothing but the particle conservation equation written in momentum space:
[nq,H] = q ·~Jq, (7.20)
where ~Jq = vF ∑k Ψ†k~σΨk+q is the velocity (current) operator. The double commutator then reads:
[[nq,H], n†q] = −vF ∑
k
(Ψ†k+qq ·~σΨk+q −Ψ†kq ·~σΨk). (7.21)
We should proceed carefully with this result. In principle, our free theory describes massless electrons
with an unbounded linear dispersion relation. But when handling operators that are defined in an
unbounded region, we are not allowed, for instance, to simply state that ∑k G(k + q) = ∑k G(k).
The same issue can be found in the theory of the one dimensional electron liquid when calculating
the commutator [nq, n†q ], which turns out to be nonzero, giving rise to the anomalous commutator
problem [10]. When we work with unbounded operators we need to refer the calculations to bounded
quantities, which usually are defined with respect to the ground state value. This way, we define
normal ordered operators:
: G(k) := G(k)− 〈0|G(k)|0〉 (7.22)
that are by definition bounded, and satisfy ∑k : G(k + q) := ∑k : G(k) :. Applying this rule to our
commutator, we get:
[[nq,H], n†q] = −vF ∑
k
(〈0|Ψ†k+qq ·~σΨk+q|0〉 − 〈0|Ψ†kq ·~σΨk|0〉), (7.23)
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Figure 7.1: Regions subtracted in the calculation of the f-sum rule.
where the ground state for undoped graphene consists on the lower band completely filled (Dirac
sea) and the upper band completely empty.
The result involves the difference between two infinite sums, something not well-defined a priori. In
order to compute it, we need to regularize the sums, for instance, by using an ultraviolet cutoff. In ad-
dition, we need to switch to the diagonal basis. As usual, this is done with the unitary transformation
that diagonalizes Hamiltonian (7.18), namely:
Uk =
1√
2

e−i θk2 e−i θk2
ei
θk
2 −ei θk2

 , (7.24)
which leads to the following relation:
U†k+q′q ·~σUk+q′ = q
(
cos(θq − θk+q′) i sin(θq − θk+q′)
−i sin(θq − θk+q′) − cos(θq − θk+q′)
)
, (7.25)
Once we have introduced explicitly the cutoff, we can shift the sums:
〈0|[[nq,H], n†q]|0〉 = −vF
[
∑
k∈I
cos(θk)− ∑
k∈I I
cos(θk)
]
(7.26)
where only the contribution from the lower band survives, and the regions of summation are shown
in Fig. 7.1. For a large momentum space cutoff Λ = ΛE/(2vF), the calculation of this difference can
be carried out easily. Both regions give the same contribution but with opposite sign due to the cosine
term. By going to the continuum limit of the sum we find:
〈0|[[nq,H], n†q]|0〉 =
q2ΛE
8π
(7.27)
Reinstating the degeneracy of spin and valley entails an extra multiplicative factor gvgs = 4. The final
result for the f-sum rule is Eq. (7.16):∫ ΛE
0
dωωℑχ(q,ω) = − gSgvq
2ΛE
16
7.3.2 Doped graphene
The effect of doping the graphene sheet translates into a nonzero chemical potential. The ground state
no longer has a particle-hole symmetry. Therefore, the modifications to the f -sum rule calculation
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performed in the last section are: (1) The Hamiltonian must be replaced by H − µN, with µ being
the chemical potential. (2) The ground state has a contribution from electrons of the upper band, for
positive chemical potential, or from holes in the lower band, for negative chemical potential.
First let me discuss (1). Since N = n~0, this immediately leads to [nq,N] = 0, thus giving no new
contribution. Therefore, at the level of commutators the result is again Eq. (7.16). However, still from
(2) we might expect a contribution from the electron (holes) in the ground state, above (below) the
Dirac point. However, this contribution is no longer unbounded (the operators are only nonzero
under (over) the Fermi momentum), and now we can shift the operators:
∑
k
cos(θq − θk+q)〈0|c†k+qck+q|0〉 −∑
k
cos(θq − θk)〈0|c†kck|0〉 = 0 (7.28)
This means that there is no contribution coming from the ground state evaluation of the commutators,
and the result is the same than the undoped one, Eq. (7.16).
7.3.3 Massive Dirac electrons
The case of massive electrons requires more attention. The Dirac Hamiltonian is modified in the
following way:
H0 = ∑
k
Ψ†k
(
m vF(kx − iky)
vF(kx + iky) −m
)
Ψk (7.29)
which is the same as Eq. (7.18) with the additional term m ∑k ΨkσzΨk. Again, modifications to the
f -sum rule could arise either from the new term in the commutator or from the final ground state
evaluation. The first contribution can be readily seen to be zero: [nq,Hm] = 0, due to the cancellation
of the sublattice contributions independently. The second modification is more subtle, since requires
the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (7.29). The result gives an hyperbolic dispersion relation
of the form Ek =
√
v2Fk
2 +m2. Applying it to the commutators which give the f -sum rule (following
the same lines than above) we get:
〈0|[[nq,H], n†q]|0〉 = −vF
[
∑
k∈I
vFk√
(vFk)2 +m2
cos(θk)− ∑
k∈I I
vFk√
(vFk)2 +m2
cos(θk)
]
(7.30)
The result involves again the subtraction of two regions, which is nonzero only for momenta close to
the cutoff, as it is depicted in Fig. 7.1. If m ≪ ΛE we can expand the prefactor to leading order in k,
recovering the massless result. This is to be expected since the mass term is irrelevant in this region.
The result for the massive case turns out to be the same than the massless one of Eq. (7.16), so the
existence of a gap does not change the nature of the sum rule. At this point it is convenient to remark
that the particular form of the f -sum rule for Dirac electrons comes mainly from the asymptotic linear
spectrum and the existence of an unbounded spectrum.
7.4 Spectral weight transfer in the low-energy sector of graphene
As I mentioned in the introduction, one of the most interesting applications of the f -sum rule is
to the analysis of the spectral-weight transfer between the different excitations present in graphene,
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that in turn give indications of their relative response to external probes, determination of forces, etc.
Particularly, in this section I will use the f -sum rule to study the different approximations for the
Coulomb-interacting Dirac problem that were described in Chapter 1. To set the language, and see
how the spectral weight transfer reflects in the contributions to the f -sum rule, I will firstly address
the case of free electrons, in both doped and undoped graphene. Then I will turn to discuss the more
controversial issue of graphene with interactions. Here, the case of intrinsic (undoped) graphene
remains controversial even in the weak-coupling regime. The strong-coupling regime of graphene
will be not analyzed in this chapter. From here on, let me concentrate on the particular case of N f = 4
fermion species, which is the relevant case for graphene electrons.
7.4.1 Free Dirac electrons
If graphene is undoped, i.e. the Fermi level is located at the Dirac Point, the susceptibility is given by
Eq. (5.15):
χ0(q,ω) = − gsgv16
q2√
v2Fq
2 −ω2
This susceptibility saturates the f -sum rule for Dirac electrons, as expected. This means that the
contribution from interband particle-hole excitations has a q2 dependence and that the number of
these excitations is only limited by the high-energy cutoff.
When the level of doping is changed away from half filling, we have two different particle-hole
excitations: intraband and interband. Since the f -sum rule does not depend on doping, the spectral
weight must be distributed among those. By using Eq. (5.26), in the long-wavelength limit, we find a
contribution from interband transitions that reads:
q2
4
∫ ΛE
2EF
dω =
q2ΛE
4
− q
2EF
2
(7.31)
On the other hand, the contribution from the intraband excitations is:
2kF
vFπ
∫ vFq
0
dω
ω2√
v2Fq
2 − ω2
=
q2EF
2
, (7.32)
meaning that there is an exact transfer of spectral weight between the two types of excitations that
is proportional to the level of doping. When the Fermi level is changed, some interband transitions
are prohibited by Pauli exclusion, and they no longer saturate the f -sum rule. Both excitations have
a contribution proportional to q2. However, the contribution from intraband excitations is not cutoff
dependent, but density (or doping) dependent. As I shall show when connecting the interactions,
these excitations resemble those of the conventional Fermi liquid, where the contribution to the f -
sum rule due to particle-hole excitations does depend on the density of electrons.
7.4.2 Interacting Dirac electrons
RPA in undoped graphene
As I have already remarked several times throughout this thesis, the Random Phase Approximation is
somehow the simplest approximation we can use to study the effect of electron-electron interactions.
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For an undoped sheet, by using equations (5.3) and (??) we find that the RPA approximation fulfills
the f-sum rule. The main issue related to the RPA comes when analyzing the spectral weight. In
principle, in undoped graphene at the RPA level, there are no new low-energy excitations besides the
particle-hole ones. However, it can be seen that the low-energy sector loses some spectral weight. If
we take an intermediate energy scale, say ΛI , such that vFq≪ ΛI ≪ ΛE and integrate over energy in
this range, we get:
∫ ΛI
0
dωωℑχRPA(q,ω) = − q
2ΛI
4
+
π2
16
gvFq
3 (7.33)
Therefore, there is a cutoff independent loss of spectral weight in the low-energy sector. This is an
unconventional result in the sense that the usual RPA approximation for Fermi liquids only rearranges
the low-energy spectral weight, remaining decoupled from the high-energy sector of the theory. On
the contrary, in undoped graphene it seems to be a spectral transfer to higher energy scales. In
particular, the spectral weight is distributed close to the cutoff, where a new resonance is found
and even a plasmon condition is fulfilled. Of course, the particular high-energy excitations that arise
cannot be described within our effective theory, which only applies to the low-energy regime. The
transfer is proportional to the interaction strength, g, and it depends on the momentum as q3, instead
of the typical q2 dependence of single particle excitations, being negligible at leading order in the
long-wavelength limit. As it was shown in the introduction to this chapter, subleading contributions
to the sum rule were associated to incoherent multiparticle excitations. Therefore, this might be the
case here.
RPA in doped graphene
In the doped case, the RPA susceptibility is given by Eq. (5.27), which predicts three relevant ex-
citations: interband and intraband particle-hole ones, and a plasmon mode. The contribution from
interband excitations is again given by Eq. (7.31), which states that these excitations have lost a contri-
bution to the f -sum rule given by EFq2/2. As opposed to the non-interacting theory, this contribution
is not transferred to the intraband particle-hole transitions, whose contribution is in this case:
1
2πe4EF
∫ vFq
0
dωω2
√
v2Fq
2 − ω2 = v
2
Fq
4
32g2EF
, (7.34)
which is proportional to q4 and thus much smaller in the long-wavelength limit than the loss from
the interband transitions. As in the case of the Fermi liquid, it is the plasmon mode the responsible
for the absorption of most of the spectral weight:
(2e2EF)3/2q5/2
4e2
∫ 2EF
vFq
dω
ω
[1− ω
2
4E2F
]δ(ω− ω0q1/2) = q
2EF
2
(7.35)
In the limit q→ 0, the transfer to the plasmon mode totalizes the complete spectral weight.
In the interacting system the response is dominated by the plasmon, instead of the intraband
particle-hole excitations. Notice, however, that graphene, due to its particular two-band structure,
is different from the electron gas in the sense that the main contribution comes always from the
interband transitions, which essentially saturate the f -sum rule. Despite this fact, as I will mention in
next section, the existence of this collective mode may have measurable consequences.
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Far above the energy scale EF, we recover the same polarizability that for undoped graphene, as
expected, since now the only relevant excitations are the intraband ones. Therefore a transfer of spec-
tral weight to the high-energy sector is also observed. Notice that, at the same order of this transfer,
q3, further rearrangements of spectral weight occur in the low-energy sector of doped graphene, as
can be shown by computing next-order corrections to expression (5.27).
Beyond RPA in undoped graphene
As mentioned in Chapter 5, in doped graphene the RPA approximation seems to work well, at least
as far as we concentrate in the weak-coupling regime and the long wave-length limit. Therefore, I will
limit myself from the rest of this section to discuss undoped graphene physics. As it was explained
in Section 5.2, when vertex corrections are taken into account, the polarization function close to
the threshold ω = vFq is given by Eqs. (5.21) and (5.20). As this approximation does not describe
the whole energy range, we cannot verify immediately the validity of the f -sum rule. However, we
expect that for high energies (as compared to the scale vFq) the RPA approximation is valid, so we
expect a loss of spectral weight similar to the one found before. The most relevant question is how
the spectral weight is distributed among the new low-energy excitations that arise.
Let me address this issue in more detail. Since the contribution that a certain excitation has to the
f -sum rule is related to the role they play in the response of the system, we might expect that new
excitations give deviations from the free-electron picture. However, the new modes found in Ref. [197]
can only be calculated reliably close to ω = vFq, preventing the integration of the susceptibility given
in Eq. (5.20) in the entire energy range. Nevertheless, we can concentrate on the transfer of spectral
weight close to ω = vFq by defining the following quantity:
Sp(g,C) =
4
vFq3
∫ Λq
0
dωωℑχ(q,ω) , (7.36)
where Λq = CvFq and C is a constant that has to be chosen appropriately. If we define s = ω/vFq we
find:
Sp(g,C) =
∫ C
0
dss(4vFℑχ(q, s)/q) (7.37)
which is momentum independent but cutoff and interaction strength dependent. We find that the
approximation of Eq. (5.20) works well for C− 1 ∼ 10−1 (in such a way that N f = 4 ≃ log(vFq/(Λq −
vFq))) and this is the value I will use from now on. Readily, one notices that all the contributions to
the f -sum rule that come from this region are of order q3. Therefore, all the spectral rearrangement
due to interactions is of subleading order.
Now I will turn to analyze the dependence on the interaction strength g of the different approx-
imations analyzed for undoped graphene. In Fig. 7.2 a plot of their contributions to the partially
integrated spectral weight, Sp(g, 1.1), is given. This Figure shows a similar behavior for the electron-
hole background in both RPA and non-RPA approximations: as the interaction strength is increased,
the spectral weight covered in the integration becomes smaller. Notice that this should not be related
only to the transfer of spectral weight to the high-energy sector (which is linear in g), but mostly
to the fact that the maximum of the imaginary part of the susceptibility is shifted away from the
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Figure 7.2: Contributions to the f -sum rule in the low-energy region of undoped graphene. The integrals are
done with a high-energy cutoff such that ω < 1.1vFq. The dotted line corresponds to the non-interacting
theory. The dash-dotted line shows the RPA contribution. The solid line is the non-RPA contribution, sum
of the excitonic contribution (under the threshold, ω < vFq) and the particle-hole contribution (over the
threshold, ω > vFq).
threshold as the interaction grows. More interesting is the behavior of the so-called excitonic part, the
one that arises under the threshold, ω < vFq: it shows a maximum for g ≃ 0.2, and then starts to
decrease.
In order to understand this behavior, we must notice that the contribution to the f -sum rule from
the plasmon can be easily worked out in the limit g ≫ 1, where the plasmon gets well defined:
∫
pl
dωω(ℑχ)pl = −vFq
3
4
[
8e−N f
g
(1− e−N f )], (7.38)
Here, an analytical plasmon dispersion relation for generic number of fermion species has been used
(remember that in the case of graphene we have N f = 4), namely ω(q) = vFq(1− e−N f ), as well as
the spectral weight of this excitation, |(n†(q))pl|2 = 2vFq2/(ge−N f ). We see that the plasmon contri-
bution to the f -sum rule decreases as the interaction strength grows. On the other hand, although
the excitonic domain becomes broader (and, therefore, out of the region of validity of our approxima-
tions), its contribution is also negligible for large interactions. Hence, the appearance of a maximum
in the contribution to the f -sum rule under the threshold can be understood as an interplay between
excitonic response and plasmon response.
In any case, these results imply that there is not an important transfer of spectral weight from
the particle - hole excitations to the new modes predicted in the context of vertex corrections, since
they are all of order q3. Moreover, this approximation only rearranges spectral weight close to the
threshold, and we still expect a flow of spectral weight to the high-energy sector of the theory as the
interaction strength is increased, as occurred in the RPA approximation.
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7.5 Analysis of the results and further implications of the f -sum
rule
The different contributions to the f -sum rule have been summarized in Table 7.1. The Dirac liquid
shows particular features from the point of view of spectral weight transfer and contributions to the
f -sum rule. The results provide us with many insights into the role played by Coulomb interactions
in graphene.
The f -sum rule is essentially saturated by the particle-hole excitations in the long wave-length
limit. This is true for small doping levels compared to the cutoff, as the intraband excitations have
the largest contribution. In the case of doped graphene, Coulomb interactions give rise to a collective
mode which absorbs to leading order all the spectral weight of interband excitations. However, this
does not remain true in the case of undoped graphene, where all the spectral (re)arrangement due
to the Coulomb interaction is always at subleading order, q3. New excitations which could be arising
close to the threshold contribute much less to the f -sum rule than the particle - hole ones, even when
the interaction strength is infinitely large. This effect must be understood not only because of the
subleading dependence of these excitations, but because of the spectral weight transfer to the high-
energy sector we have found in every approximation studied for the interacting Dirac liquid. Hence,
the latter should be a remarkable feature of this system.
An apparently related behavior has been described in high-Tc literature, where spectral weight
transfer between different energy scales has been reported in several works [276, 277]. In the context
of strongly correlated systems, a spectral weight transfer from the high-energy sector to the low-
energy one has been related to possible issues arising in the definition of the low-energy theory [278].
In this sense, studies concerning the whole graphene band-structure could help to clarify this issue
[279].
When turning to graphene, the Dirac liquid is only a low-energy approximation to the electronic
structure, and the f -sum rule derived here does not cover the whole band. However, according to
the results derived so far, there is the possibility of a transfer of spectral weight beyond the artificial
cutoff ΛI introduced to delimitate the continuous description. In fact, some related effect has been
observed in the Coulomb impurity problem in graphene [229], where a bound state appears beyond
the band, i.e., in the high-energy sector.
The relative lack of importance of Coulomb effects in graphene is in agreement with the experimen-
tal observation that electronic carriers are very well described by free Dirac fermions. This is specially
true for undoped graphene, but it also applies to doped graphene, where dissipative processes would
be dominated by the excitation of the incoherent particle - hole background. Systematic experimental
studies, however, are still expected to give a clear trace of the plasmon mode in doped graphene,
which in fact seems to have been observed in ARPES experiments [92, 210, 211] and could be in prin-
ciple detected in inelastic X-ray scattering experiments, where information about the imaginary part
of the electron susceptibility may be in principle extracted.
Moreover, as mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, another physical quantity where this
analysis might have implications is the van der Waals force between graphene and other neutral
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Free Free RPA RPA Beyond RPA
Undoped Doped Undoped Doped Undoped
Inter-band ΛEq2 (ΛE − 2EF)q2 ΛEq2 (ΛE − 2EF)q2 ΛEq2
Intra-band - 2EFq2 - v2Fq
4/g2EF -
Plasmon/excitons - - - 2EFq2 vFq3/g
High energy sector - - gvFq3 gvFq3 gvFq3
Table 7.1: Contributions to the f -sum rule from the different excitations present in different approximations to
the interacting problem in graphene, both for doped and undoped samples.
systems, i.e., another graphene layer or a substrate [236]. Remember that in principle when one
excitation saturates the f -sum rule at leading order, it is responsible of most of the coupling to
another neutral system via van der Waals forces. Hence, according to Table 7.1, in undoped graphene
is not expected that the collective excitations, if they exist, change the leading behavior of the van
der Waals force, that would be dominated by the electron-hole contribution, E(2) = −Vi( z0z )3, as was
calculated in [259]. On the contrary, in doped graphene, the response of the plasmon does give a new
contribution, since it is no longer of subleading order:
E(2) = −Vi( z0z )
3 −Vpl(
z0
z
)5/2 (7.39)
For an intermediate regime of distances, the dominant interaction is the one coming from the response
of particle - hole excitations, asVi ≫ Vpl . The leading contribution, however, should be the one coming
from the plasmon, being the one which decays more slowly.
7.6 Conclusions
In this chapter I have derived the f -sum rule for Dirac electrons in graphene and applied it to the
spectral transfer analysis of different approximations to the Coulomb interacting problem, sometimes
referred to as the Dirac liquid. The f -sum rule is a powerful tool to study many-body systems,
since it must be satisfied by a general class of interactions that conserve particle number, including
Coulomb, but its expression can be easily derived within the the non-interacting theory. This, in turn,
occurs because the f -sum rule itself is an statement of the particle number conservation. Among the
applications of this exact identity, I can recount self-consistency checks of approximations for the
interacting theory and analysis of spectral weight transfer between excitations. Additionally, if some
excitations turn out to saturate the f -sum rule, it is expected on general grounds that they will rule
the response of the system to external probes that couple to the density, as well as a dominant role in
certain interactions like van der Waals forces.
In this regard, I have shown that the RPA theory for undoped and doped graphene fulfills the f -sum
rule, though an analysis of the spectral weight transfer gives signatures of an unconventional behavior.
Instead of showing a transfer among states around the same energy scale, it involves two different
scales, one being at the order of the cutoff. When vertex corrections are included, this behavior is not
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changed, being a feature of the Dirac liquid. Although the f -sum rule derived here only applies to
low-energy graphene, it is expected that a similar transfer of spectral weight still occurs if the the
whole band is taken into account.
Finally, I have studied the relative importance of the different excitations predicted close to the
Dirac point in graphene. The f -sum rule is essentially saturated by interband particle-hole excita-
tions, though in doped graphene the collective plasmon acquires some importance which should have
measurable consequences in ARPES or X-ray inelastic scattering experiments. This is not the case in
undoped graphene, where any new excitation coming from Coulomb interactions is essentially negli-
gible compared to the electron-hole ones, as far as the spectral weight is concerned. Surprisingly, this
feature remains true even for the collective mode predicted when vertex corrections are taken into
account. Therefore, its possible experimental observation, as happens to other excitations different
from the electron-hole ones in undoped graphene, can be technically challenging. As far as the mea-
surements imply a certain average of the spectral weight, the analysis presented here indicates that
undoped graphene will respond to experimental probes essentially as a non-interacting system.
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There was a sound like that of the gentle closing of a portal as big as the sky, the great door of
heaven being closed softly. It was a grand AH-WHOOM.
Kurt Vonnegut (Cat’s Cradle)
Summary
This chapter constitutes the bulk of my research done in the field of interactions in graphene monolay-
ers. It is an attempt to shed light on the controversial problem of strong coupling phases in graphene,
though it contains various other results that may have consequences in different problems. As it was
remarked in Chapter 5, there is an increasing number of evidences in the recent literature pointing
out the existence of an insulating phase above a certain critical coupling gc. Low-energy electrons of
undoped graphene, that for interactions weaker than this critical one preserve the electronic structure
of non-interacting graphene, suddenly become aware of the impossibility of ignoring the existence of
other electrons and find more favorable to relaxate to a new configuration in which, likely, they form
composed objects (excitons) that require a finite energy to be excited. The system loses its capabilities
of sustaining currents for arbitrary low energies, and becomes insulating. Such a dramatic change of
the delicate balance that safeguards the order of things, this grand AH-WHOOM of graphene, will be
the leiv motiv of this chapter.
From the many ways one can try to gain some understanding on this speculated phase transition
in the strong coupling regime, I will approach the problem from the point of view of two-body
instabilities. The reason to follow this course of action is rooted to the study of the Coulomb impurity
problem in graphene. As it was explained in Chapter 5, this problem shows an anomalous behavior
of the wave-function above a critical coupling that has been related to the formation of excitons.
However, it is the case of two electrons the one that should be better connected to the many-body
problem, mostly if, as we will learn throughout this chapter, that for Dirac electrons the two-body
problem cannot be mapped to that of a single impurity.
Since somehow this tale starts from a single particle to end up dealing with many-body phenom-
ena, it is structured from an inductive perspective: in section I, I will review the Coulomb impurity
problem, emphasizing why it may contain some information about the many-body phase transition.
Section II is devoted to the two-body problem in graphene, showing that it cannot be reduced to
the single-particle one, and how it also contains important information about strong-coupling many-
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body behavior. Nevertheless, we will learn that it represents an interesting problem itself, and most
of this chapter will be devoted to the understanding of its most prominent features. In Section III we
will give the first steps to the real many-body problem, studying the problem of a single exciton in
graphene, i.e., modifying the results of the previous section by including the filled Dirac sea in the
description. Then, in section IV, I will describe the variational solution to the many-body problem,
trying to reconnect with previous approaches. Last section summarizes the main conclusions of the
chapter. The contents of this chapter regarding the two-body problem are contained in [280]. The rest
of is still in preparation for publication.
8.1 Introduction: the Coulomb impurity problem in graphene
Let me start with a single Dirac particle in a Coulomb potential. This problem has an analytical
solution that was published in [229–231, 281]. As it has been usual so far in this thesis, I will restrict
the discussion to a single valley and spin channel of the problem, since these four degrees-of-freedom
remain uncoupled in the presence of a Coulomb potential. The Dirac equation reads (h¯ = v f = 1):[
g
r −i∂x − ∂y
−i∂x + ∂y gr
] [
ΨA(r)
ΨB(r)
]
= E
[
ΨA(r)
ΨB(r)
]
(8.1)
where, remember, the pseudo-spin index i = A, B refers to the two inequivalent sites of the unit cell in
the honeycomb lattice. In order to obtain the solution, it is convenient to switch to polar coordinates
(r, φ), by using:
i∂x + ∂y = e
−iφ(i∂r +
1
r
∂φ) (8.2)
In this basis, the total angular momentum Jz = Lz + σz/2 (where Lz = −i∂φ) is a conserved quantity.
Therefore, an ansatz for the solution based on the eigenfunctions of this operator can be proposed:
Ψl(r, φ) =
1√
r
[
ei(l−(1/2))φψAl (r)
iei(l+(1/2))φψBl (r)
]
(8.3)
where l = ±1/2,±3/2, .... Now, the equation for the radial components of the wave-function is the
following: [
g
r ∂r +
l
r
−∂r + lr gr
] [
ψAl (r)
ψBl (r)
]
= E
[
ψAl (r)
ψBl (r)
]
(8.4)
A more convenient form of this equation can be found by analyzing its long and short distances
behavior. For r → 0, the wave-function behaves like ψ(r→ 0) ∼ rγ, where γ ≡√l2 − g2 [281] and we
are only considering the physically normalizable solutions. For r → ∞ the solutions are plane-waves,
ψ(r → ∞) ∼ e±iEr. Then we make the following ansatz for the radial wave-function:
ψ(r) = ργe−ρ/2φ(r) (8.5)
where ρ = i2Er is a dimensionless distance. The new system of equations reads:[
g + i ρ2 ρ∂ρ − ρ2 + γ+ l
−ρ∂ρ + ρ2 − γ+ l g + i ρ2
] [
φAl (ρ)
φBl (ρ)
]
= 0 (8.6)
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Finally, we can rotate the wave-functions in the way:
Q1(ρ) = φ
A
l (ρ)− iφBl (ρ)
Q2(ρ) = φ
A
l (ρ) + iφ
B
l (ρ) (8.7)
The new wave-functions satisfy the following system of equations:
(ρ∂ρ + γ− ig)Q1− lQ2 = 0
(ρ∂ρ − ρ+ γ+ ig)Q2 + lQ1 = 0 (8.8)
that is equivalent to second order Kummer differential equations for every independent component.
Hence, the solutions are confluent hypergeometric (Kummer) functions F (a, c; z) [282]:
Q1 = C1F (γ− ig, 2γ+ 1; ρ) (8.9)
Q2 = C2F (γ+ 1− ig, 2γ+ 1; ρ) (8.10)
being the coefficients Ci dependent by imposing the overall normalization of the wave-function,
namely [281]:
c12 =
C1
C2
=
γ+ ig
l
(8.11)
The final solution to the radial equation is given by:
ψAl (r) = ρ
γe−ρ/2C1
2
(F (γ− ig, 2γ+ 1; ρ) + ic12F (γ+ 1− ig, 2γ+ 1; ρ)) (8.12)
ψBl (r) = ρ
γe−ρ/2C1
2
(F (γ− ig, 2γ+ 1; ρ)− ic12F (γ+ 1− ig, 2γ+ 1; ρ)) (8.13)
These steps will be useful later in this chapter to obtain the analytical solution of the two-body
problem in some limiting cases. However, in order to extract the most important information from
the point of view of the many-body problem, we do not need to know the exact solution. It is already
contained in the short-distances limit of the equations, that was shown to go like rγ−1/2, where γ =√
l2 − g2. When |g| > gc ≡ |l|, γ is a complex number, and the short-distances wave-function becomes
ill-defined, since it oscillates dramatically as r→ 0 is approached. Since l = ±1/2,±3/2, ..., this means
that higher angular-momenta have increasingly large critical couplings, the lower corresponding to
l = ±1/2, gc = 1/2.
The interpretation given in the literature to this phenomenon is named the Dirac vacuum breakdown,
and it connects the ill-behavior of the wave-function to the generation of particle-hole pairs from
the Dirac sea for strong enough interactions [281]. In principle, this means that the whole many-body
Dirac sea should be included in the description of the problem. However, several consequences of this
scenario can be yet addressed within the single-particle picture following the lines already sketched
by Friedel [283]. In [229] and [230], non-linear screening effects due to the excess of charge in the
impurity were reported, the screening being produced by the Dirac sea polarization. This excess
of charge can be understood by generalizing the Coulomb impurity to Z positive charges, giving
therefore a dimensionless coupling:
β ≡ Ze
2
κh¯vF
= Zg (8.14)
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Now the condition for Dirac breakdown is β > βc, being the lowest critical value βc = 1/2. The excess
of charge is given, for this channel, by β− 1/2 > 0. In this scenario the impurity charge is said to be
supercritical (as opposed to subcritical charges for β < βc) . The polarization of the Dirac sea entails
spatial oscillations of the charge density near the impurity, whose amplitude increases as the nucleus
is approached. Being somewhat similar to Friedel oscillations in solids, the main difference arises
from the fact that in this case the Fermi energy is zero, and the period of the oscillations depends on
the only scale left in the problem, the underlying lattice cutoff Λ−1. Another striking consequence of
supercritical charges is the appearance of quasi-Rydberg states in the region r < r0 = β/E [231], being
r0 the classical turning point. They can be seen as quasibound states trapped as a consequence of the
existence of a classical forbidden region. However, due to Klein tunnelling, they become hybridized
with the scattering states, and its main manifestation is the appearance of resonances in the scattering
processes.
From the point of view of electron interactions in graphene, it has been pointed out in the literature
[232, 233] that this Dirac breakdown in the Coulomb impurity problem might have implications in
the many-particle Dirac problem with Coulomb interactions. After all, Z = 1 in this approach is
equivalent to the problem of an electron and a hole in interaction. The main difference, however,
comes from the fact that here the impurity is placed at rest. For Schrödinger electrons, of course, this
is sufficient to find the solution of the problem in any other reference system, since center-of-mass and
relative coordinates are decoupled in the Hamiltonian. As I will show in the next section, this is not
in fact the case for graphene Dirac electrons, and the general two-body problem must be addressed
independently.
8.2 The two-body problem in graphene
8.2.1 General features
My aim is to address the problem of two Dirac electrons living in two-dimensions and interacting
through non-relativistic central potentials, with a special emphasis in the Coulomb interaction. This
makes the problem suitable to understand graphene physics, being also the source of its novelty, since
the two-body problem for relativistic Dirac particles in three dimensions is already well understood.
Once again, let me concentrate on a single valley of graphene, as well as one of the spin compo-
nents. As there are not external magnetic fields, and spin-orbit couplings are not considered in this
description, valley and spin degrees of freedom are decoupled, and in order to analyze the spatial
wave-functions it suffices to study a single channel and consider later the extra degeneracy. Notice,
however, that these degrees-of-freedom can yield non-trivial consequences on the symmetry proper-
ties of the wave-function, something that I will address in a specific section.
The single-body Dirac equation has been discussed in several places along this thesis, so I will
not introduce it again. Two-particle wave functions can be constructed from the tensor product of
single-particle ones, Ψij(r1, r2) ≡ Ψi(r1)⊗Ψj(r2). This allows us to write the Schrödinger equation for
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the interacting problem,
(H1 +H2 +H1,2)Ψ(r1, r2) = EΨ(r1, r2) (8.15)
in the language of four-component spinors:


v(r) −i∂x2 − ∂y2 −i∂x1 − ∂y1 0
−i∂x2 + ∂y2 v(r) 0 −i∂x1 − ∂y1
−i∂x1 + ∂y1 0 v(r) −i∂x2 − ∂y2
0 −i∂x1 + ∂y1 −i∂x2 + ∂y2 v(r)




ΨAA(r1, r2)
ΨAB(r1, r2)
ΨBA(r1, r2)
ΨBB(r1, r2)

 = E


ΨAA(r1, r2)
ΨAB(r1, r2)
ΨBA(r1, r2)
ΨBB(r1, r2)


(8.16)
Since we are dealing with translationally invariant potentials, we can switch to the center-of-mass
frame, defining the new coordinates R = r1+r22 and r = r1 − r2. It is also convenient to apply the
unitary transformation
Ψ1 = ΨAA
Ψ2 =
1√
2
(ΨAB +ΨBA)
Ψ3 =
1√
2
(ΨAB −ΨBA)
Ψ4 = ΨBB (8.17)
and use a plane wave ansatz for the center-of-mass part of the wave function, Ψi(R, r) = eiK·Rψi(r).
We arrive at the following eigenvalue problem:


v(r) 1√
2
Ke−iθK
√
2e−iφ(i∂r + 1r ∂φ) 0
1√
2
KeiθK v(r) 0 1√
2
Ke−iθK
√
2eiφ(i∂r − 1r ∂φ) 0 v(r) −
√
2e−iφ(i∂r + 1r ∂φ)
0 1√
2
KeiθK −√2eiφ(i∂r − 1r ∂φ) v(r)




ψ1
ψ2
ψ3
ψ4

 = E


ψ1
ψ2
ψ3
ψ4


(8.18)
where θK ≡ arctan(Ky/Kx) and polar coordinates are used for the relative coordinate. As a first
remark on this equation, let me point out that the center-of-mass coordinate does not decouple from
the relative one, even though the potential only depends on the latter. Since the free-problem has
the structure of a relativistic one, it could be tempting to apply a Lorentz transformation in order
to simplify its structure. However, the presence of non-covariant potentials prevents this approach to
simplify the analysis, and we will not follow it.
The coupling of center-of-mass and relative coordinates can be seen in turn as a consequence of the
chiral nature of the electron carriers, where pseudo-spin and momentum are coupled. This kind of
coupling also prevents the Hamiltonian from commuting with the relative angular momentum, thus
frustrating a possible decomposition of the problem in terms of partial waves. Moreover, it makes not
possible to reduce the problem to the form studied in Section I for the Coulomb impurity problem.
Therefore, from here on, we can expect new exciting phenomena arising.
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8.2.2 The case K = 0
In order to gain insight into the many-body problem, the most interesting case is that of zero total
center-of-mass momentum. Then the two particles have opposite momenta, like in the Cooper channel
in metals. Any pairing effect should be particularly important in this energetically most favorable case.
It is also the simplest one, because it decouples the second component ψ2(r) from the rest. In effect,
the equation for this component reads
[v(r)− E]ψ2(r) = 0 (8.19)
whose solution is ψ2(r) = 0 except at the particular point v(r) = E, if it exists. That point having
measure zero, we can henceforth ignore the ψ2 component as physically irrelevant. However, we will
see later that, at the point where v(r) = E is satisfied, zero-energy states are responsible for important
non-analyticities in the other components.
We are thus left with an effective three-component problem. Remarkably, the K = 0 Hamiltonian
commutes with the relative angular momentum, given by:
L = L1 + L2 = −i(x1∂y1 − y1∂x1)I1 + σz1 +−i(x2∂y2 − y2∂x2)I2 + σz2 (8.20)
so we can use its eigenstates to make an ansatz for the wave-function:


ψ1(r)
ψ3(r)
ψ4(r)

 ≡


ei(l−1)φφ1(r)
− i√
2
eilφφ2(r)
ei(l+1)φφ3(r)

 (8.21)
where the prefactors have been chosen for convenience. Here, l refers now to the eigenvalues of the
operator L, and takes integer values, l = 0,±1,±2, .... It must not be confused with the single-particle
angular momentum introduced in the last section, for the Coulomb impurity problem. In addition,
notice that the labeling of the components in Eq. (8.21) has been changed in order to accommodate it
to the three-component case. After using this ansatz, the system of equations reads:


v(r)− E ∂r + lr 0
−2(∂r − l−1r ) v(r)− E 2(∂r + l+1r )
0 −∂r + lr v(r)− E




φ1(r)
φ2(r)
φ3(r)

 = 0 (8.22)
It is interesting to note that these equations, as well as those directly derived from the full Hamiltonian
for K = 0, Eq. (8.18), can also be obtained as the continuum limit of a one-particle lattice Hamiltonian,
defined in a triangular lattice with three sites in the unit cell, as initially considered by Sutherland
[284]. A scheme of this lattice is shown in Fig. 8.1. It has three bands, one with a flat energy dispersion
relation. For two of the bands, the single particle density of states (DOS) is linear in the energy,
N(E) ∝ |E|, like in graphene. The third band being flat, translates into a singularity in the DOS
at E = 0. These zero-energy states will have striking consequences in the physics of the two-body
problem, as we will see later.
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Figure 8.1: Left: Scheme of the lattice proposed by Sutherland in Ref. [284]. The two-body problem in the low-
energy sector of the honeycomb lattice, for K = 0, is mathematically equivalent to a single-particle problem
in this lattice. Right: Density of states of a free-particle in the Sutherland lattice. Zero-energy states appear
due to the existence of a flat band.
Within this formulation, the case l = 0 is the most symmetric one:
ψ(r) =


e−iφφ1(r)
− i√
2
φ2(r)
eiφφ3(r)

 (8.23)
Henceforth, it will be referred to as the s-wave, and later we will learn that simple solutions can
be obtained for this case taking advantage of its symmetry, that reduces the problem to an effective
single-particle one.
Symmetry properties
Let me now analyze the symmetry properties of the K = 0 solutions. In the original basis, the two-
body wave-functions read:


ΨAA(r1, r2)
ΨAB(r1, r2)
ΨBA(r1, r2)
ΨBB(r1, r2)


K=0
=


ei(l−1)φφ1(r)
− i2 eilφφ2(r)
i
2 e
ilφφ2(r)
ei(l+1)φφ3(r)

 (8.24)
where the symmetric combination has been taken ψ2 = 0, as argued above. This wave function has
a spinorial structure, due to the pseudo-spin of the particles, and a spatial structure coupled to the
first. The symmetry properties under exchange of particles are studied by doing the transformation:
r1 ⇋ r2
ΨAB → ΨBA (8.25)
The first transformation, for K = 0, translates into φ → φ + π. It follows immediately that wave-
functions with l even are antisymmetric under particle exchange, while those with l odd are symmet-
ric. Hence, the s-wave is, interestingly, antisymmetric. This somewhat counterintuitive result reflects
the role of the sublattice pseudo-spin in the orbital wave-function.
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This has consequences on the total wave-functions, once both spin and valley degrees of freedom
are also considered. In this chapter I only will consider two particles that belong to the same valley.
Since their total wave function must be antisymmetric, the following two families of solutions appear:
(i) ΨK=0,l=odd(r1, r2)⊗ 1√2 (| ↑↓〉 − | ↓↑〉)
(ii) ΨK=0,l=even(r1, r2)⊗ | ↑↑〉
ΨK=0,l=even(r1, r2)⊗ | ↓↓〉
ΨK=0,l=even(r1, r2)⊗ 1√2 (| ↑↓〉+ | ↓↑〉)
(8.26)
Therefore, the lowest angular-momentum channel (l = 0) corresponds to a triplet spin-state, as op-
posed to what happens with ordinary Schrödinger electrons.
Other mathematical properties
Equation (8.22) comprises three coupled differential equations. Adding the first and the third equation
we may solve for φ2 in terms of φ1 and φ3:
φ2 =
r
2l
ε(r)(φ1 + φ3) (8.27)
where ε(r) ≡ E− v(r). Subtracting the same two equations, we obtain:
∂rφ2 = ε(r)(φ3 − φ1) (8.28)
Deriving Eq. (8.27) and relating the result to Eq. (8.28), the result reads:
∂r[ε(φ1 + φ3)] =
ε
r
[(2l− 1)φ3 − (2l + 1)φ1] (8.29)
On the other hand, the second equation of system (8.22) can be rewritten as:
∂r(φ1 − φ3) =
(
l− 1
r
− ε
2r
4l
)
φ1 +
(
l + 1
r
− ε
2r
4l
)
φ3 (8.30)
Thus, system (8.22) can be solved in principle by first solving for φ1 and φ3 from (8.29) and (8.30) and
then obtaining φ2 from (8.27). The absolute values of φ1 and φ2 should remain bounded as long as
ε(r) is bounded.
Another important issue arises when ε → 0, i.e., at those points where the kinetic energy vanishes,
whenever l 6= 0. For a smooth potential, a linear approximation of ε(r) around the vanishing point
r0 holds, ε(r) = λx + O(x2), where x ≡ r − r0. The differential equations (8.29) and (8.30) can be
approximated around this point, yielding:
d
dx
[x(φ1 + φ3)] ≃ 0 (8.31)
d
dx
(φ1 − φ3) ≃ − 1
r0
(φ1 + φ3) (8.32)
The solution for these equations reads φ1 + φ3 ≃ −2C2/x and φ1 − φ3 ≃ 2C1 + (2C2/r0) log(x). We
see that, for l > 0, a smooth potential will show non-analyticities close to r0 in φ1 and φ3, while φ2
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Figure 8.2: Scattering of two particles interacting through a short-range potential. The energy E is taken below
the classical barrier v0.
will remain continuous:
φ1 ≃ C1 + C2
r0
log(x)− C2
x
φ2 ≃ λr02l C2
φ3 ≃ −C1 − C2r0 log(x)−
C2
x
(8.33)
Notice, however, that these non-analyticities give a finite contribution to the probability
∫
dr r |φ|2.
Therefore they are physical solutions of the Dirac equation.
8.2.3 Step potential
Some physical insight into the subtle properties of the interacting two-particle problem can be ob-
tained by studying the simpler case of a step potential, which is typically considered a good effective
description of the more general class of short-range potentials. Its expression is:
v(r) =
{
v0 r < r0
0 r > r0
(8.34)
To obtain the solutions, I will follow the typical procedure sketched in Quantum Mechanics textbooks
for the Schrödinger equation, i.e., to construct the solutions for each region and eventually match
them, as shown schematically in Fig. 8.2.
For arbitrary energy E, the solutions are given by Bessel functions of the form:
χ1 =


aJl−1(kr)
bJl(kr)
cJl+1(kr)

 , χ2 =


aYl−1(kr)
bYl(kr)
cYl+1(kr)

 (8.35)
where the coefficients and the eigenvalues are determined from the diagonalization of Eq. (8.22), the
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result being:
E = v0 + 2k,
(
1
2 , 1,
1
2
)
(8.36)
E = v0 − 2k,
(
1
2 , −1, 12
)
(8.37)
E = v0,
1√
2
(
1, 0, −1
)
(8.38)
The first solution corresponds to two electrons located in the upper Dirac cone, while in the second
solution the two electrons are in the lower cone. The third solution describes the case where one
particle is in the upper cone and the other one in the lower cone. Due to the zero total center-of-mass
momentum, this solution has zero total energy. Notice that, for fixed E, the relation of k with the
energy depends on the solution chosen. The third one is valid for arbitrary k. Importantly, when
E = v0 there are other zero-energy states that are also solutions of the two-particle Dirac equation.
They have the form
χ3 =
rα
[1+ ( α−l+1α+l+1)2]1/2
(
1, 0, α−l+1α+l+1
)
, (8.39)
where α is a continuous parameter that can take any real value. These polynomial solutions are in
general non-physical, since they cannot be properly normalized. However, they can be considered
responsible for the non-analyticities shown to exist at those points where the kinetic energy vanishes,
as it was shown before. For the step potential, which is non-analytic itself, the existence of zero-
energy states induces discontinuities in the radial wave-function, thus changing the usual matching
conditions. How such an anomalous behavior arises is explained in detail in Appendix A.
Notice that the traditional criterion of imposing continuity of the wave-functions does not work
here due to the insufficient number of matching parameters. Let me exemplify this issue by consid-
ering the situation shown in Fig. 8.2, where kI = (v0 − E)/2 > 0 and kI I = E/2 > 0. The solution
for region I only includes Bessel functions of the first kind, Jl(kIr), as those of the second kind ones
are singular at the origin. Hence φIi ∼ A1 Jli(kIr). For region II both solutions must be considered,
φI Ii ∼ B1 Jli(kIr) + B2Yli(kI I(r). Due to the freedom for global normalization, only two relative values
of the three constants are relevant. Thus only two parameters remain to satisfy the continuity of three
equations, one for every component of the wave-function, leaving the problem overdetermined.
In Appendix A it is shown that, when zero-energy states at the matching point are taken into
account, a third matching parameter arises naturally which permits a discontinuity in the radial
wave-function. Namely, we obtain
∆φ1(r0) ≡ φI I1 (r0)− φI1(r0) = −2C
∆φ2(r0) = 0
∆φ3(r0) = −2C , (8.40)
where C is the extra parameter to determine. With the new matching conditions, an exact solution
of the K = 0 case becomes possible, as detailed in Appendix B. It is also interesting to compute the
solution of the differential equations numerically, as shown in Fig. 8.3. Here, the first two components
of the radial wave-function are plotted. As predicted in equation (8.40), the first component shows
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Figure 8.3: Numerical solution of the step-potential for K = 0 and l = 1 (r0E = 10, E = v0/2). Top: first
component of the radial wave-function. The discontinuity induced by the zero energy states arises naturally
in the numerical solution. Bottom: second component of the radial wave function. As also predicted by the
new matching conditions, the second component does not have a discontinuity.
a discontinuity induced by zero-energy states at the point r = r0. The same consideration applies to
the third component (not shown) but not for the second one.
It is also worth noting that, as expected, the s-wave shows a simpler behavior by virtue of its
symmetric form. In this case, inspection of Eq. (8.22) shows φ1(r) = −φ3(r) and the problem reduces
to a two-component one. The matching conditions simplify then to continuity and the s-wave problem
essentially behaves as that of a single particle. As a corollary, Eq. (8.40) leads to C = 0 in this case.
Thus we may state that the l = 0 case has a structure similar to that of the impurity one-body problem
in graphene, as it was already pointed out above.
Coulomb potential
Let me now turn to the more relevant case of a long-range Coulomb potential, v(r) = g/r, where
g = e2/ǫh¯vF for low-energy graphene electrons. It is convenient to find a more suitable form of Eq.
(8.22) in order to obtain analytical solutions when possible. This is done by the usual procedure of
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analyzing the short and long distance limits, as it was done in the introduction for the Coulomb
impurity problem. I will use the same notation, so be aware of the differences between both results.
At short distances the wave-function components have the form φi(r → 0) ∼ rγ−1/2, with γ2 =
1
4 (1+ 4l
2− g2). On the other hand, the long-distance wave-function behaves like a plane-wave of the
form φi(r → ∞) ∼ e±iEr/2. Hence, we can make the following ansatz for the radial wave-function:
φi(ρ) = ρ
γ−1/2e−ρ/2φˆi(ρ) (8.41)
where I have introduced the dimensionless radial complex coordinate ρ = iEr. By applying this
transformation, Eq. (8.22) becomes:


iρ+ g ρ∂ρ − ρ2 + γ+ l− 12 0
−2(ρ∂ρ − ρ2 + γ− l + 12 ) iρ+ g 2(ρ∂ρ − ρ2 + γ+ l + 12 )
0 −ρ∂ρ + ρ2 − γ+ l + 12 iρ+ g




φˆ1(ρ)
φˆ2(ρ)
φˆ3(ρ)

 = 0 .
(8.42)
The general case is difficult to handle and only the s-wave channel admits an analytical solution, since
it reduces to an effective single particle problem. Its solution can be derived following the steps given
in the introduction, and is detailed in Appendix C. For general angular momentum l, Eq. (8.42) must
be solved numerically, by discretizing the differential equations and setting the initial condition at
r = 0.
Before addressing the full solution, let me point out the remarkable behavior of the wave-functions
at short distances. As it happened to the Coulomb impurity, it goes like a power law rγ−1/2, where
now γ = 12
√
1+ 4l2 − g2. This sets a different critical coupling gc ≡
√
1+ 4l2. For |g| < gc only
positive γ is acceptable, since the other solution is not normalizable. For |g| > gc both solutions are
possible, but the γ parameter becomes imaginary and the wave-function shows a pathological short-
distance behavior, going like r−1/2[cos(|γ| log r) ± i sin(|γ| log r)]. Thus the wave-function oscillates
dramatically towards the center. We saw in the Coulomb impurity problem that such a behavior
has been related to an instability of the wave-function that could signal the breakdown of the Dirac
vacuum. For strong enough couplings, the two-particle interaction could produce electron-hole pairs
from the vacuum, and a full quantum field-theoretical treatment of the problem might be necessary. I
will go into this issue in depth in Section 8.2.5. Notice that in this thesis, however, I have not studied
possible single-body consequences for g > gc, like the formation of quasi-bound states or oscillations
in the electron density. Such a treatment has been left for future research.
The analogies with the Coulomb impurity problem can be farther stretched by doing a semiclassical
analysis like that from Ref. [231]. The starting point is Eq. (8.22) for the Coulomb potential with the
ansatz φi(r) = φ¯i e
i2prr√
r
, where pr is a slowly varying function of r. This justifies the assumption
∂r pr ≃ 0. Eq. (8.22) then reads:


g
r − E i2pr + l−1/2r 0
−i4pr + 2l−1r gr − E i4pr + 2l+1r
0 −i2pr + l+1/2r gr − E




φ¯1
φ¯2
φ¯3

 = 0 (8.43)
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The determinant vanishes if one of the following relations is satisfied:
g
r
= E , (8.44)
p2r = (
g
r
− E)2 − 1
r2
(4l2 + 1) (8.45)
The first equation defines a point, r0 ≡ g/E, where any function pr gives a solution thanks to the
existence of zero-energy states, as discussed in the previous section for the step potential. Notice
that this condition only is fulfilled for repulsive electrons with positive energy or attractive electrons
with negative energy, two cases which are related through a symmetry transformation. The second
equation, on the other hand, defines a non-classical region where p2r < 0. The region is r1 < r < r2,
where r1,2 =
g
E ∓ 1E
√
4l2 + 1. Remarkably, we see that r1 < r0 < r2, i.e. the point where zero-energy
states nucleate belongs to this classically forbidden region. In the Coulomb impurity problem, the
existence of a non-classical region was responsible for the appearance of quasi-bound states for g > gc,
and such a scenario may still hold for the two-body problem for K = 0, mostly when l = 0, where
the physics is qualitatively similar. For l 6= 0 the existence of these states should be reconciled with
the influence of zero-energy states.
So far, the two-body Coulomb problem has shown many similarities, at least qualitatively, with the
Coulomb impurity problem. Let me now analyze the most striking differences, that happen when
l 6= 0. In Fig. 8.4, a numerical estimate of the radial wave-functions is shown for l = 1 and two
different signs of the interaction below the critical value. The main feature in this solution concerns
again zero-energy states: when the condition g/r0 = E is fulfilled, zero-energy states must be taken
into account and become responsible for singularities in the first and third components of the wave-
function when l 6= 0, as shown above on general grounds. Particularly, in the Coulomb case this effect
seems to yield particular consequences, such as a drastic suppression of the probability of finding the
particle in r < r0, and a tendency to increasingly localize the radial wave-function near r = r0 when
the critical point gc is approached from below (see Fig. 8.5). We find numerically that for g = gc the
relative wave-function becomes effectively localized near r = r0.
These results are confirmed by studying the problem of a single particle in the Sutherland lattice
[284] with a Coulomb potential. As it has been pointed out several times in this chapter, the two-body
problem can be mapped into a single-body problem in this lattice. In order to do the calculations,
shown in Fig. 8.6, a 30× 30 lattice was employed with the structure of Ref. [284] (see Fig. 8.1) and
periodic boundary conditions. The potential was set v(r) = v0e−r/rd/
√
r2 + r21, with v0 = t > 0, rd =
20a and r1 = 0.5a, where t is the hopping, and a is the distance between nearest neighbor equivalent
atoms. The states considered to construct the density plots are in the range of energies 0.25t ≤ E ≤
0.35t. Since they are not eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, they are expected to contain several angular
channels. However, as shown in Fig. 8.6, this energy spread is sufficient to find an enhancement of
the density in the region near E = v(r), which is what it was aimed to reproduce in these simulations.
On the other hand, when states in the range E < 0 are considered, i.e., when there is not classical
turning point, the density shows a delocalized distribution. In the plots, notice that there are details
coming from the underlying lattice structure that are not relevant for this discussion, that is centered
on the continuum limit.
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Figure 8.4: Numerical solution of the radial wave-function for the case of Coulomb interaction and zero center-
of-mass momentum. The chosen angular momentum is l = 1. Top: wave functions for g = −0.5 and E > 0.
Bottom: wave functions for g = 0.5 and E > 0. Notice that, where the condition g/r0 = E is satisfied, a
singularity is induced by the localized zero-energy states.
8.2.4 Extension to finite K
Summarizing, the most salient features found so far in the problem of two interacting particles in
graphene are the peculiar influence of zero-energy states and the appearance of instabilities for the
Coulomb potential. A full extension of these results to a non-zero center-of-mass would require to
work out the whole problem numerically, something beyond the scope of this work, where the main
interest is to get insights into the many-body problem, and for this it is sufficient to consider the case
K = 0. However, for completeness, I will discuss on general grounds to what extent the main results
still apply for the general case of nonzero center-of-mass momentum.
Zero-energy states are investigated by taking v(r) = E in the eigenvalue problem (8.18). Inspection
of the resulting Hamiltonian reveals that it separates into two independent sectors. The Hamiltonian
for the first sector reads:
 1√2KeiθK 1√2Ke−iθK√
2eiφ(i∂r − 1r ∂φ) −
√
2e−iφ(i∂r + 1r ∂φ)


(
ψ1(r, φ)
ψ4(r, φ)
)
= 0 (8.46)
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Figure 8.5: Probability of finding one electron within a distance r from the other electron, P(r) = ∑i
∫ r
0 d
2r|φi(r)|2,
for K = 0, l = 1, and various values of the dimensionless Coulomb coupling constant g, in the important
case where a classical turning point exists (rE = g). Here, the influence of zero-energy states translates into
(i) a suppression of the electron density for r < r0, and (ii) a tendency to concentrate the probability near
r = r0 as the critical coupling gc is approached. The results are normalized to their value at rE = 5.
As ψ4 = −e2iθKψ1, the system reduces to a single differential equation:
(r∂r − tan(φ− θK)∂φ)ψ1(r, φ) = 0 (8.47)
whose solution is:
ψ1(r, φ) = A1rα sinα(θK − φ) (8.48)
ψ4(r, φ) = −A1e2iθKrα sinα(θK − φ) (8.49)
where A1 and α are arbitrary constants. On the other hand, the second sector has a Hamiltonian of
the form: 
 1√2Ke−iθK
√
2e−iφ(i∂r + 1r ∂φ)
1√
2
KeiθK −√2eiφ(i∂r − 1r ∂φ)


(
ψ2(r, φ)
ψ3(r, φ)
)
= 0 (8.50)
In this case we have ψ2 = − 2K e−i(φ−θK)(i∂r + 1r ∂φ)ψ3, that reduces the problem to the same differential
equation given above:
(r∂r − tan(φ− θK)∂φ)ψ1(r, φ) = 0 (8.51)
with solution, again:
ψ2(r, φ) = A2
K
2
rβ sinβ(θK − φ) (8.52)
ψ3(r, φ) = A2rβ−1 sinβ−1(θK − φ) (8.53)
Therefore the Hilbert space of solutions is two-dimensional, with the general solution for the zero-
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Figure 8.6: Logarithmic density distribution of the two-particle wave-function, when the interaction is Coulomb-
like, for K = 0. One of the particles is assumed to be placed at the center of the square. The equations are
discretized using the Sutherland lattice, and the energy range of the integrated states is chosen such that
they cover the region where the condition g = r0E is fulfilled. As expected, the results show a clear con-
centration of the density at this point r0. The short-length features of the density plot reflect the underlying
lattice structure.
energy states reading now:
ψ(r, φ) = A1


rα sinα(θK − φ)
0
0
−rα sinα(θK − φ)

+ A2


0
K
2 r
β sinβ(θK − φ)
rβ−1 sinβ−1(θK − φ)
0

 (8.54)
where A1 and A2, as well as α and β, can take arbitrary values. A similar analysis to that of K = 0
can be performed here. For the case of a step potential, they translate into a change in the matching
conditions, since the introduction of two new parameters (B1 and B2) changes the continuity of the
wave-function:
∆ψ1(r0, φ) = B1(φ,K, θK)
∆ψ2(r0, φ) = B2(φ,K, θK)
∆ψ3(r0, φ) = 0
∆ψ4(r0, φ) = −e2iθKB1(φ,K, θK) (8.55)
Linearization of the equations close to the point where ε(r) = 0 (the classical turning point) shows
that, even for smooth potentials, singularities in the relative wave-functions arise. Still, they are square
integrable and give a finite contribution to the probability.
As for the Coulomb instability, its existence can be probed by checking the short-distance limit of
the full Hamiltonian given in (8.18), for the case v(r) = g/r. It is not difficult to see that the small
r limit is controlled by K-independent terms. Thus, for r → 0 we recover the K = 0 limit, where an
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instability has already been identified. Hence, this instability can be expected to be a general feature
of the Coulomb problem.
8.2.5 Relevance to many-body phenomena
Let me now address in more depth the connections of the results presented so far on the two-body
problem with Coulomb interactions and the more complicated many-body problem in graphene. This
is specially relevant when regarding the strong-coupling regime, where the exact solution of the two-
body problem can give results not available from perturbative approaches. At the price, of course,
of having two instead of many particles. The question is to what extent the physics of the two-body
problem resembles that of the many-body problem. For Schrödinger electrons, unless the exclusion
principle of the Fermi surface is taken into account, the physics of two bodies has little to say about
the complicated many-body state that arises, for instance, in a superconductor. However, for Dirac
electrons things seem to be different, since the two-body problem already gives a signature of the
instability that might be at the heart of the many-body phase-transition.
As we already know, some authors have already suggested that the breakdown of the Dirac vacuum
in the attractive Coulomb impurity problem could be related to the formation of excitons in graphene
for strong enough coupling [232, 233]. This behavior is also present in the two-body problem, which
should be even more relevant to the many-body physics.
In order to understand the connection, notice that in principle the problem of an interacting electron
and hole can be mapped into that of two attractive electrons, with similar symmetry properties (see
next section). However, as happens with the Coulomb impurity problem, a more rigorous mapping
requires to consider the existence of the Dirac sea, which constraints, by Pauli’s principle, the states
accessible to the electron-hole pair, in analogy to the Cooper problem [187]. Such a treatment requires
to work in a different basis. In next section I will describe the solution of this problem for the case of
a short-range potential, showing that in fact there is a bound state above a certain critical coupling.
Numerical studies of the Coulomb potential, still at a preliminary level, suggest that the same scenario
applies for this interaction.
What is the connection between both phenomena? The presence of a many-body instability in the
two-body problem does not necessarily imply the formation of a bound state, mostly when this in-
stability happens for arbitrary sign of the interaction (both repulsive and attractive). In the Coulomb
impurity problem, more insights into the strong-coupling wave-functions of the model were obtained,
finding that the instability leads to a non-linear screening of the excess of charge. What kind of effec-
tive interaction does arise from this non-linear screening? It might happen that it renders the Coulomb
interaction short-ranged but still strong enough to allow for a bound state to be formed when the
whole Dirac sea is included. Of course, it could also happen that this screening only attenuates the
strength of the Coulomb interaction, in which case the connection between the Dirac sea breakdown
and the excitonic instability would be obscured.
In any case, the two-body problem predicts an instability above a certain critical coupling that
depends on the scattering channel. For the most symmetric one, the s-wave, it is gc = 1, which is
larger than the smallest critical value obtained for the Coulomb impurity problem, gCIc = 0.5. [229–
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231, 281]. For higher angular-momentum channels the critical couplings increase. As an example, gc =
2.24 for l = 1. However, at low energies those higher angular momenta are usually less important.
Hence, the s-wave critical coupling should provide us with an educated guess of the corresponding
value for the expected many-body instability. Remarkably, the critical values obtained so far in the
theoretical literature are close to the value predicted here for the two-body problem. For the ease of
comparison, let me summarize the different values predicted for the transition, that were discussed
in chapter 5. Monte Carlo calculations in the lattice give a critical coupling gMCc ≃ 1.11 [220] and
gThc ≃ 1.66 [223]. Renormalization Group calculations yield gRGc ≃ 0.833 [201]. Finally, a variational
approach to the excitonic condensate has been recently reported to show a transition above the critical
coupling gvarc ≃ 1.13 [226]. Other approximations to the self-consistent gap equation that arises in the
variational context yield close values for the critical coupling (see, for instance, [232]).
Regarding the spin degree-of-freedom, as discussed above, if both electrons belong to the same
valley the s-wave channel would correspond to a triplet state in the spin sector. This fact may be
highly relevant for the study of the excitonic instability in the presence of an external magnetic field.
There is a second aspect of the two-body problem in graphene that could have consequences on
the more complicated many-body problem: the influence of zero-energy states for l 6= 0 angular
momentum channels. As we have seen, in those cases where the kinetic energy vanishes at some
point (positive total energy and repulsive potential, or negative total energy and attractive potential),
zero-energy states induce singularities in the wave-function which translate into a larger probability
of finding the particle near the classical turning point r0. Moreover, for the Coulomb potential, when
the critical coupling gc is approached, the degree of localization is increased, in a way that for g = gc
the particle can be said to be essentially confined near r0. The probability of finding the particle in
any other region is not, however, a mathematical zero, so in terms of scattering states we can think
that the particle spends a lot of time near r0 as compared to other points, somehow giving rise to a
quasi-bound state.
Let me address briefly possible consequences for doped graphene by discussing the role of the
carrier density. We know that the latter determines the screening length, and hence imposes a first
limit to the results presented here. In doped graphene, electrons at the Fermi surface have an energy
EF = vFkF = vF(4πn/Ns)1/2, where n is the electron density in the upper cone and Ns = 4 the
valley and spin degeneracy. This defines a classical return distance r0 ≡ g/EF ∝ n−1/2 for the Fermi
surface electrons at which density correlation should peak. On the other hand, the static screening
of the Coulomb interaction in doped graphene is characterized by the Thomas-Fermi (TF) screening
length λTF = g−2(4πnNs)−1/2 [285, 208, 209], which shows a similar density dependence, namely,
λTF ∝ n
−1/2. Thus the ratio between the classical return and screening distances is independent of
the density: r0/λTF = Nsg2. For many cases we expect r0/λTF > 1, which places r0 beyond the
screening length, i.e. where the bare Coulomb interaction, for which r0 has been calculated, does not
hold. Naively this might invalidate the physics associated to zero-energy states, which is expected
to occur at r = r0. However, it is easy to note that the density correlation peaks have to be a robust
feature of the many-body problem.
We have seen that zero-energy states intervene at the point where v(r) = E. It is quite reasonable
to assume that, in a many-body context, that condition must be replaced by vscr(r0) = EF, which
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defines the classical return distance r0 for the electron gas if vscr(r) is the screened Coulomb inter-
action potential. Within the TF approximation, the screened potential has the form [4, 10] vscr(r0) =
(e2/r)F(r/λTF), where F(x) is a monotonically decreasing function satisfying F(x) ≃ 1 for x ≪ 1 and
F(x) ∼ x−2 for x ≫ 1. Dimensional analysis shows that the dressed r0 also scales like n−1/2, which
suggests that zero-energy states play a role even in the presence of screening.
8.3 The problem of a single exciton in graphene
In this section I will address the problem of a single exciton in graphene, that should provide us with
a first bridge between the two-body physics studied in last section and many-body phenomena. The
idea is to study the two-electron problem in the presence of the Dirac sea, which is taken into account
by limiting the number of accessible states to those unoccupied at zero temperature and zero doping.
However, no further interactions between the particles, apart from that of the two-body system, are
included. The two-electron problem and the excitonic one can be seen to be easily mapped into each
other, as we will see next.
Mapping to the two-electron problem
If two electrons repel each other, it means that an electron and a hole feel an attractive interaction,
and they may form a bound state called the exciton. In second quantization, an exciton is composed
of an electron-hole pair, that is generated from the Dirac sea in the way:
c†k,+ck,−|Dirac〉 (8.56)
where ± denote the upper and lower cone, respectively. Let me analyze the energy and momentum
of this state. The free Hamiltonian being H0 = ∑k,σ σkc†k,σck,σ, applied to the electron-hole pair we
have:
H0
(
c†k,+ck,−|Dirac〉
)
= (E0 + 2k)
(
c†k,+ck,−|Dirac〉
)
(8.57)
where E0 ≡ −∑k k is the energy of the Dirac sea. On the other hand, the momentum operator reads
K = ∑k,σ kc
†
k,σck,σ, and when applied to the electron-hole state:
K
(
c†k,+ck,−|Dirac〉
)
= 0 (8.58)
due to the fact that K (ck,−|Dirac〉) = −k (ck,−|Dirac〉), i.e., holes propagate in the opposite direction
that electrons.
The properties of the electron-hole pair in the presence of a repulsive interaction are then equivalent
to that of two electrons in the upper cone, with opposite momenta, and attractive interaction:
c†k,+c
†
−k,+|Dirac〉 (8.59)
This has an structure similar to that of the Cooper problem in graphene. Rigorously, however, the
mapping is incomplete, since the Cooper problem involves two electrons in states which are related
by a time reversal transformation. This immediately implies that the Cooper pair is composed of
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electrons that belong to inequivalent valleys 1. For the excitonic problem, however, we no longer have
this requirement, and it is sufficient to study the problem of two electrons in the same valley.
General formulation of the K = 0 problem
I will limit the discussion to the case of zero center-of-mass momentum, i.e. K = 0, since it is the
most energetically favorable case, not carrying kinetic energy the center-of-mass. In this case, the
Hamiltonian for the two-body problem is the one studied in last section. For convenience, let me
express it in terms of the relative coordinate r = r1 − r2, r2 = x2 + y2:
H0 =


v(r) 0
√
2(i∂x + ∂y) 0
0 v(r) 0 0√
2(i∂x − ∂y) 0 v(r) −
√
2(i∂x + ∂y)
0 0 −√2(i∂x − ∂y) v(r)

 (8.60)
In order to impose the existence of the Dirac sea, we need to write this Hamiltonian in the basis
that diagonalizes the free Dirac Hamiltonian. First, we make an expansion of the wave-function in
plane-waves:
ψ(r) = ∑
k
ψ(k)eikr (8.61)
This yields the following equation:

E 0 −√2(kx + iky) 0
0 E 0 0√
2(kx + iky) 0 E
√
2(−kx + iky)
0 0 −√2(kx + iky) E

 ψk =
1
L2 ∑
k
vk,k′ψk′ (8.62)
where:
vk,k′ =
∫
dreir(k−k
′)v(r) (8.63)
is the Fourier transformed interacting potential, and L2 the surface of the sample. Still we need a
second step to impose the existence of the Dirac sea: rotating the Hamiltonian by using the transfor-
mation that diagonalizes the free case, namely:
Uk =


− 12 e−iθk 0 1√2 e
−iθk 1
2 e
−iθk
0 1 0 0
1√
2
0 0 1√
2
1
2 e
iθk 0 1√
2
eiθk − 12 eiθk

 (8.64)
The overlapping matrix reads:
U†kUk′ =


1
2 (1+ cos(θk′ − θk)) 0 1√2 sin(θk′ − θk)
1
2 (1− cos(θk′ − θk))
0 1 0 0
1√
2
sin(θk′ − θk) 0 cos(θk′ − θk) − 1√2 sin(θk′ − θk)
1
2 (1− cos(θk′ − θk)) 0 − 1√2 sin(θk′ − θk) −
1
2 (1+ cos(θk′ − θk))

 (8.65)
1Taking the whole momentum, K + q, where K is the momentum of the Dirac point in a particular valley, and q a small
deviation around this point, the other electron from the pair must have −K− q. However, a simple geometrical analysis of
the Brillouin zone in graphene yields that −K necessarily belongs to the other inequivalent valley, K′.
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Hence: 

E− 2k 0 0 0
0 E 0 0
0 0 E 0
0 0 0 E + 2k

 ψ¯k =
1
L2 ∑
k
vk,k′U
†
kUk′ψ¯k′ (8.66)
Now it is a simple task to impose that the electrons from the pair live only in the upper cone, by
making zero all the components but the first one. The latter, after all, corresponds to two-electrons in
the upper cone with zero center-of-mass momentum in the non-interacting limit. The wave-function
is the solution to the following eigenvalue problem:
(E− 2k)ψk,1 = 1L2 ∑
k′
vk,k′
1+ cos(θk′ − θk)
2
ψk,1 (8.67)
Analytical solution for a contact interaction
The simplest situation is that of a short-range potential, particularly a contact interaction:
vk,k′ =
{
−|V|L2 k, k′ < Λ
0 elsewhere
(8.68)
In principle, it might be more relevant to consider the Coulomb potential, since this is the prevailing
interaction for electrons in undoped graphene, where the screening properties are poor. However, in
this case the solution must be addressed numerically, and the results are still at a preliminary level.
They are, so far, compatible with the picture that arises from the analysis of the contact interaction,
which has the advantage of yielding analytical expressions.
Let me thus proceed with this contact interaction. The general wave function can be expressed in
terms of angular channels:
ψ(k, θ) = ∑
l
ψl(k)e
ilθ (8.69)
that are decoupled one from each other. The simplest one is l = 0, that I will analyze henceforth. In
this case the eigenvalue problem simplifies considerably, since the angular integrals can be carried
out, yielding:
(E− 2k)ψ0(k) = −|V|L
2
4π
∫
dk′k′ψ0(k′) (8.70)
which has a solution when the following self-consistent equation is satisfied:
1 = −|V|L
2
4π
∫
dk
k
E− 2k (8.71)
Working out the integrals, this reads:
8π
|V|L2
1
Λ
= 1+
E
2Λ
log |2Λ
E
− 1| (8.72)
This expression can be simplified by introducing the global density of states of low-energy graphene,
n(E) = L2E/(2π) (without the spin and valley degeneracy). Then n(Λ) is the density of states at the
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Figure 8.7: Energy of the bound state in the problem of a single exciton in graphene, normalized to the ultraviolet
cutoff Λ. There is a bound state only above a certain critical coupling gc = 1, where g = n(Λ)|V|/4, as
defined in the text. The approximation only holds for E ≪ Λ.
cutoff energy scale, and by defining, for convenience, the dimensionless coupling g ≡ |V|n(Λ)/4, the
self-consistent equation is rewritten in a more compact form:
1
g
= 1+
E
2Λ
log |2Λ
E
− 1| (8.73)
Since we are only interested in small energies as compared to the cutoff, E ≪ Λ holds and this
equation has only negative solutions (bound states) when g > gc = 1. The analytical expression for
the energy of the bound state reads:
E = −2Λ g
−1− 1
W−1(g−1 − 1)
(8.74)
where W−1(z) is the lower branch of the Lambert W function2. A plot of this energy, normalized
to the cutoff Λ, is shown in Fig. 8.7. The remarkable difference between this version of the Cooper
pair problem in graphene and that of conventional metals is the existence of a critical coupling below
which there is not bound state. In metals, it is well-known that the presence of a Fermi surface is
sufficient to stabilize a bound state for arbitrary attractive interactions, no matter how small they are.
In graphene, this is no longer the case, and the interaction must be stronger than a critical value set by
the density of states at the ultraviolet cutoff. Since in ordinary metals the coupling is defined by the
DOS at the Fermi energy, we find another remarkable example where the physics of the continuous
theory of graphene electrons depends on the cutoff, which plays the role of an effective bandwidth.
As usual, this is due to the lack of other energy scales in the problem.
When these results are applied to the excitonic problem in graphene, the results are compatible
with the sketched scenario of a phase transition above a certain critical coupling. Of course, in order
to get a full connection, it would be in principle more rigorous to address of a Coulomb interaction,
unless a connection between short-range interactions and physics above the Coulomb critical coupling
is established, as was discussed in the context of the two-body problem. Both directions are still a
subject of ongoing research.
2The Lambert function was defined by Euler, and it is the inverse of the equation z = xex, i.e., x = W(z).
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8.4 The excitonic condensate
Finally, let me address in this section the excitonic instability within the full many-body interacting
theory. I will follow the usual lines to study excitonic condensation phenomena, which are based on
the BCS theory of superconductivity. The idea is to make use of a variational ansatz to minimize the
energy of the Hamiltonian and find a condition for the excitonic state to exist, whenever it gives a
minimum of the energy. For an introduction in the context of superconductivity, I will refer the reader
to the book of Schrieffer [187]. The excitonic case is explained in detail in [219].
The starting point is the Hamiltonian for Dirac electrons interacting via Coulomb potential, re-
stricted to a single spin and valley channel for reasons already explained:
H = ∑
k
k(c†k,+ck,+ − c†k,−ck,−) +
1
2 ∑q
vqnqn−q (8.75)
Here +,− refer, respectively, to the upper and lower cones, and the interaction is Coulomb-like, vq =
2πg/(κq). In order to carry out the variational calculation, it is convenient to write the interaction in
the basis that diagonalizes the free Dirac Hamiltonian, yielding:
HI = 12 ∑q
vq ∑
k,k′,s1,s2,s3,s4
Γs1,s2(k+ q, k)Γs3,s4(k
′ − q, k′)c†k+q,s1ck,s2c†k′−q,s3ck′,s4 (8.76)
where I have introduced the following matrix elements:
Γ(k+ q, k) =
(
cos(
θk+q−θk
2 ) −i sin(
θk+q−θk
2 )
−i sin( θk+q−θk2 ) cos(
θk+q−θk
2 )
)
(8.77)
They can be understood in terms of an overlapping between holes and electrons, having the following
properties:
Γs1,s2(k+ q, k) = Γs2,s1(k+ q, k) (8.78)
Γs,s¯(k+ q, k) = −Γs,s¯(k, k+ q) (8.79)
In order to avoid the appearance of an (infinite) vacuum energy, we will work with the normal ordered
form of this interaction:
: HI := −12 ∑q
vq ∑
k,k′,s1,s2,s3,s4
Γs1,s2(k+ q, k)Γs3,s4(k
′ − q, k′)c†k+q,s1c†k′−q,s3ck,s2ck′,s4 (8.80)
Variational ansatz
The variational ansatz has the standard form known in the excitonic literature, which was proposed
originally by Comte and Nozières [286]. As happens with the BCS ansatz, it is a coherent superposi-
tion of vacuum and excitonic states, with the relative probabilities left as variational parameters. The
generalization for graphene samples reads:
|Ψ〉 = Πk(uk + vkc†k,+ck,−)|Dirac〉 (8.81)
where the variational parameters uk and vk can be taken real. By imposing the normalization of this
state, these parameters become constrained by the following relationship:
u2k + v
2
k = 1 (8.82)
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Figure 8.8: Diagrams included in the total energy of the excitonic ansatz. a) Exchange term. b) Hartree term.
The calculation follows the lines of the BCS and excitonic ones. The energy of the ansatz is evaluated
by projecting the Hamiltonian into this state. The result can be seen diagrammatically as the sum
of two contributions, the Hartree and the exchange one, both represented in Fig. 8.8. Notice that
the Hartree contribution is zero, as there are no processes involving zero momentum transfer. The
dominant contribution is the exchange one, where q = k′ − k. The projected Hamiltonian is the
following:
〈Ψ| : H : |Ψ〉 = ∑
k
k(v2k − u2k)− ∑
k,k′
V|k′−k| (2ukuk′vkvk′
+ cos2(
θk′ − θk
2
)(u2ku
2
k′ + v
2
kv
2
k′) + sin
2(
θk′ − θk
2
)(u2kv
2
k′ + v
2
ku
2
k′)
)
(8.83)
The extreme condition can be imposed by defining uk = sin(φk) and vk = cos(φk), that fulfill the
normalization constraint automatically, and minimize with respect to φk. This yields the following
condition: (
k + ∑
k′
V|k′−k| cos(θk′ − θk)(u2k′ − v2k′)
)
ukvk = (u
2
k − v2k) ∑
k′
V|k′−k|uk′vk (8.84)
Now we set:
ξk = k + ∑
k′
V|k′−k| cos(θk′ − θk)(u2k′ − v2k′) (8.85)
∆k = 2∑
k′
V|k′−k|uk′vk′ (8.86)
E2k = ξ
2
k +∆
2
k (8.87)
and the solution is given by:
ukvk =
∆k
2Ek
(8.88)
v2k =
1− ξk/Ek
2
(8.89)
The variational calculation is reduced to the solution of a self-consistent gap equation:
∆k = ∑
k′
V|k′−k|
∆k′
Ek′
(8.90)
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This results is similar to the one obtained in [224] by using the Dyson-Schwinger formalism, and
shown in Eq. 5.35. Notice that there are two important differences. On the one hand, in the approach
described here the Coulomb interaction remains unscreened. On the second hand, the variational
calculation includes the corrections to the relation dispersion that arise from the renormalization of
the Fermi velocity due to the interactions, i.e., the second term of Eq. 8.85.
Discarding these differences, the resulting gap equation reproduces those already reported in the
literature. Therefore, the approximations described in Chapter 5 also apply for this approach. It is
expected to give a phase transition to an excitonic phase above a certain critical coupling, gc ∼ 1
(the particular value depending on the approximations done), a result that is remarkably close to
that predicted for the two-body instability. Above the critical coupling the ground state of electrons
in graphene would be an excitonic condensate. Such a phase transition implies the breaking of the
sublattice symmetry of graphene, and hence it is expected that, once the honeycomb lattice is included
in the description, a charge density wave is formed, whose main consequence would be a charge
unbalance between both sublattices. Additionally, the quasiparticle spectrum of graphene would show
a gap, whose magnitude is of major importance in order to elucidate if the phase transition will yield
traces on experiments. However, once details of the lattice structure are taken into account, other
short-range interactions, in principle irrelevant, might change this picture. Competition between the
charge density wave and a possible spin density wave could be highly relevant in turn, and further
research is needed to clarify this point.
In any case, my purpose in this section was only to provide us with a connection between the
two-body physics and the many-body problem, via the excitonic ansatz where a superposition of
electron - hole pairs is considered. Such an ansatz gives a gap equation that predicts an excitonic
phase transition. The picture sketched here, however, must be yet complemented with more detailed
studies.
8.5 Conclusions
In this chapter I have addressed the problem of strong coupling phases in graphene from the point
of view of two-body instabilities. In the way, many remarkable features of the two-body problem
in graphene have been found, a problem that cannot be reduced to that of a single particle, due
to the coupling between center-of-mass and relative coordinates. Nevertheless, such a non trivial
problem can be simplified by studying the limit of zero center-of-mass momentum, K = 0, which
particularized to the Coulomb potential, shows an instability above a critical coupling gc that signals
an anomalous behavior of the wave-function. From similar results found in the Coulomb impurity
problem in graphene, we can infer that such an instability is signaling the breakdown of the Dirac
vacuum and the generation of particle-hole excitations that would screen the interaction in a nonlinear
way. Moreover, it has been suggested that this behavior could be linked to the excitonic instability
in the many-body context, although the rigorous connection should be yet clarified. Remarkably, the
two-body problem gives a critical coupling for the instability, gc = 1, that is close to the numerical
and theoretical estimations obtained in the context of the excitonic condensate.
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The value of the critical coupling predicted in the two-body problem corresponds to the l = 0
channel (s-wave) in a decomposition in terms of relative angular momenta. Higher angular momenta
give larger values of the critical value, so in principle it is expected that the phase transition would be
ruled by the s-wave. However, these higher angular momentum channels show non-trivial features
due to the coupling of the wave-function to zero-energy states at those points where the kinetic energy
vanishes. Although this can be seen to be a general feature of any central potential, for the Coulomb
interaction it is reflected in a concentration of the density near this point, larger as the critical coupling
is approached. Therefore, two electrons in these channels tend to form quasibound states. If this has
a consequence on the many-body phenomena must be still clarified.
Two-body instabilities remain when the role of the Dirac sea is included in the two-body problem,
that imposes a constraint to the available states. The solution of this problem, that resembles the
Cooper problem in graphene, yields that a bound state is formed whenever a critical coupling is ex-
ceeded. Analytical calculations with a contact potential, as well as preliminary numerical calculations
in the context of the Coulomb potential, agree in this point. This suggests a connection between the
instabilities in the two-body problem and the formation of excitons.
Finally, I have considered a variational ansatz where the excitonic pairs are included explicitly
to minimize the ground state energy, finding a gap equation that reproduces previous results in the
literature, where a phase transition above a critical coupling was predicted. This calculation completes
the picture of two-body instabilities and strong coupling phases in graphene, which was the main
topic analyzed throughout this chapter.
APPENDIX A: Matching conditions for the two-body problem with
a step-potential
As mentioned in the main text, the solutions located at the point v(r) = E can induce discontinuities
in the wave-function. Physically, this can be understood in terms of localized states that live in this
region and which are built from the complete set of polynomial solutions given in (8.39). Let me
develop this argument in detail.
For greater clarity, we may modify the step potential near the point r0 where v(r0) = E in such a
way that v(r) = E [i.e. ε(r) = 0] in the vicinity of r0, namely, for r0 − δ < r < r0 + δ, where at the end
of the calculation δ → 0. From Eqs. (8.27) and (8.28) in the main text, it follows that ∂rφ2 = 0 and, if
l 6= 0, φ2 = 0. On the other hand, Eq. (8.30) becomes, in that small interval:
r∂r(φ1 − φ3) = (l − 1)φ1 + (l + 1)φ3 (8.91)
The existence of zero-energy states [see Eq. (8.39)] allows us to introduce functions of arbitrarily high
slope in the small interval of length δ. We adopt the simplest ansätze for the two components:
φ1(r) = a + b(r− r0) (8.92)
φ3(r) = c + d(r− r0) . (8.93)
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In the slightly modified potential, both components must be continuous everywhere, so we may
impose
φ1(r0 ± δ) = a± bδ ≡ φI,I I1 (r0) (8.94)
φ3(r0 ± δ) = c± dδ ≡ φI,I I3 (r0) . (8.95)
As a result, if ∆φi ≡ φI Ii (r0)− φIi (r0),
b = ∆φ1/2δ, d = ∆φ3/2δ .
If we allow for nonzero discontinuities, ∆φi 6= 0, we conclude that, for δ→ 0, both φ′1 = b and φ′3 = d
tend to infinity in magnitude. Thus, Eq. (8.91) can be approximated as
∂rφ1(r) = ∂rφ3(r) , (8.96)
i.e. b = d and thus
∆φ1 = ∆φ3 ≡ −2C (8.97)
The upshot is that, thanks to the existence of zero-energy states in the immediate vicinity of r0, a
new parameter emerges that allows for a discontinuity in the components φ1 and φ3. The parameter
C is thus adjusted to render the matching problem well determined.
Interestingly, if one were to perform a similar analysis to the one-body problem of a step potential
impurity, one would introduce a similar ansatz for the (only existing) two components of the problem.
Zero-energy states could in principle also play a role in the vicinity of the point analogous to r0.
However, we find that a linear ansatz similar to that considered above would lead to a zero slope.
In other words, even allowing for the existence of zero-energy states, the wave-function remains
continuous at all points, including r0. We could say that zero-energy states do not intervene because
they are not necessary, and this is so because, unlike in the two-body problem, the matching problem
is well defined from the start.
Once we have taken δ → 0 and accepted that the abrupt change of sign of ε(r) at r = r0 leads to
identical discontinuities in φ1 and φ3 while keeping φ2 continuous, we may derive, from the general
relations in section 8.2.2, a few more conclusions on the behavior of the solutions around the step.
From the fact that ε and φ1, φ3 are bounded, it follows from Eqs. (8.27) and (8.28) that φ2 and ∂rφ2
are also bounded. If we integrate Eq. (8.29) in an infinitesimally small region around the step, we
conclude:
∆(ε(φ1 + φ3)) = 0 (8.98)
where ∆ means total variation across the abrupt step. If we combine this result with Eq. (8.97), we
conclude that the common discontinuity of φ1 and φ3 is directly determined by the step discontinuity
in the potential (∆ε = −v0). Therefore Eq. (8.98) implicitly yields the discontinuity C which is needed
to allow φ2 to be continuous. Specifically, we obtain:
C =
1
4
(
1− |ε
I |
εI I
)(
φI1 + φ
I
3
)
(8.99)
where εI = E− v0 < 0 and εI I = E > 0.
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From Eq. (8.28) it follows that ∂rφ2 experiences a discontinuity across the step which closely follows
the discontinuity of ε(r), given that φ1 − φ3 is continuous. We also note from Eq. (8.27) that, for l 6= 0,
φ2 goes quickly through zero as ε(r) becomes 0 at r = r0. However, it recovers quickly from that
sharp dip to become globally continuous across the step, as can be inferred from (8.27) and (8.98). By
contrast, when l = 0, φ2 remains strictly continuous across the step.
APPENDIX B: Analytical solution of two-body problem with a
step-potential, for K = 0
We start from the scattering problem sketched in Fig. 8.2. The two electron problem is written in
terms of an effective single-electron radial equation in the case K = 0. The energy of the incident pair
is E < v0. For r < r0, only solutions non-singular at the origin are valid, while for r > r0, a general
solution is a linear combination of incoming and outgoing wave functions. Hence we have, up to a
normalization constant [see Eqs. (8.35)-(8.38)]:
φIl =


1
2 Jl−1(kIr)
−Jl(kIr)
1
2 Jl+1(kIr)


φI Il = A


1
2 Jl−1(kI Ir)
Jl(kI Ir)
1
2 Jl+1(kI Ir)

+ B


1
2Yl−1(kI Ir)
Yl(kI Ir)
1
2Yl+1(kI Ir)

 (8.100)
where the coefficients of the wave function are those of positive energy for region I and those of
negative energy for region II. Moreover, in Eq. (8.100), kI = (v0 − E)/2 and kI I = E/2.
As already seen in Appendix A, both solutions must be matched at r = r0 with a matching con-
dition that includes an arbitrary coefficient, say C, to be adjusted. The system of equations reads
now: 

1
2 Jl−1(kI Ir0)
1
2Yl−1(kI Ir0) 2
Jl(kI Ir0) Yl(kI Ir0) 0
1
2 Jl+1(kI Ir0)
1
2Yl+1(kI Ir0) 2




A
B
C

 =


1
2 Jl−1(kIr0)
−Jl(kIr0)
1
2 Jl+1(kIr0)

 (8.101)
which can be solved by using Cramer’s method. Invoking Bessel function properties, the coefficients
are found to be
A = −πr0
2
[
Jl(kIr0)
d
dr0
Yl(kI Ir0) +
kI I
kI
Yl(kI Ir0)
d
dr0
Jl(kIr0)
]
(8.102)
B =
πr0
2
[
Jl(kIr0)
d
dr0
Jl(kI Ir0) +
kI I
kI
Jl(kI Ir0)
d
dr0
Jl(kIr0)
]
(8.103)
C =
l
4
Jl(kIr0)
(
1
kI Ir0
+
1
kIr0
)
(8.104)
These analytical expressions reproduce the numerical results obtained by discretizing the differential
equations, including the magnitude of the jump, −2C, and Eq. (8.99) from Appendix A.
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APPENDIX C: Analytical solution of the s-wave channel for the
two-body problem with a Coulomb interaction
Let me start from the system of differential equations given in (8.42). The s-wave channel corresponds
to l = 0. In this case, φˆ1 = −φˆ3, and the system reduces to one of only two components, with a
structure resembling that of the Coulomb impurity problem. We define:
Q1 = φˆ1 − i2 φˆ2 (8.105)
Q2 = φˆ1 +
i
2
φˆ2 (8.106)
which fulfill the following coupled differential equations:
(ρ∂ρ + γ− i g2 )Q1 +
Q2
2
= 0 (8.107)
(ρ∂ρ − ρ+ γ+ i g2 )Q2 +
Q1
2
= 0 (8.108)
(8.109)
The solutions are given by Kummer functions [? ]:
Q1 = C1F (γ− i g2 , 2γ+ 1; ρ) (8.110)
Q2 = C2F (γ+ 1− i g2 , 2γ+ 1; ρ) (8.111)
(8.112)
By using the property F (a, b; 0) = 1 and the limit ρ→ 0 of the system of equations (8.109), we obtain
the ratio:
c21 ≡ C2
C1
= −2(γ− ig/2) = e−i arctan
g
2γ (8.113)
Hence the solution is:
φ(r) ∼ 1
2
(iEr)γ−1/2e−
iEr
2


F (γ− i g2 , 2γ+ 1; iEr) + c21F (γ+ 1− i g2 , 2γ+ 1; iEr)
2iF (γ− i g2 , 2γ+ 1; iEr)− 2ic21F (γ+ 1− i g2 , 2γ+ 1; iEr)
−F (γ− i g2 , 2γ+ 1; iEr)− c21F (γ+ 1− i g2 , 2γ+ 1; iEr)

 (8.114)
up to an overall normalization constant that can be determined by matching the solution to the r → ∞
limit.
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Concern for man and his fate must always form the chief interest of all technical endeavors.
Never forget this in the midst of your diagrams and equations.
A. Einstein
Throughout this thesis I have studied some of the consequences that interactions have on the physics
of graphene monolayers and arrays of ultracold atoms, the most important realizations of low-
dimensional quantum systems reported in the last years. We theorists have the possibility of changing
some parameters that remain fixed in real systems, unveiling a plethora of phenomena that ranges
from exotic phases to phase transitions and non-trivial dynamics. However, the study of interacting
models is of great difficulty, and I had to resort to a variety of techniques to obtain those partial
answers that may, in the future, help to compose the big picture of the problems that motivated the
research described in this pages. A research that has been possible thanks to the support of my su-
pervisors and of many collaborators, who sharing their interests with me, contributed to conform my
own picture of what deserves to be investigated.
In this regard, since we wanted to understand how environments disrupt the properties of isolated
quantum systems, we revived the well-known Caldeira-Leggett model to address the influence of the
coupling to an external bath on the density profile of a single particle in a finite chain, finding that
when this coupling is strong enough, coherence is destroyed and the particle becomes localized at one
site of the lattice. Below this coupling, the density distribution is narrowed at the center of the chain,
an effect whose origin is purely due to the finiteness of the system. The Caldeira-Leggett description
of the coupling to an environment being universal, we expect these results to hold for a variety of
systems, particularly atoms trapped in optical lattices.
Since we wanted to understand the thermalization problem in isolated quantum systems, we ad-
dressed the dynamics of the sine-Gordon model after a sudden quench of interactions using the flow
equations formalism. This approach helped us to learn that, despite of being an integrable model, the
dynamics of the bosonic occupations in the weak coupling regime is not constrained by the integrals
of motion, leading to a relaxation phenomenon that is on the border line between thermalization and
non-thermalization. New questions have followed the seminal ones. Is this result compatible with
the standard relaxation picture sketched for integrable systems? Or maybe the latter fails, obliging us
to propose new schemes to understand this issue? The answers will arrive when further research is
carried out.
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Since we wanted to clarify to what extent the environment of real graphene samples changes its
sought-after exotic intrinsic properties, we studied the van der Waals interactions that arise from
the electrostatic coupling between graphene electrons and polarizable elements of the environment.
Graphene gets stuck to the substrate due to these forces, especially those arising from the surface
polar modes of the SiO2 and the thin water film that may exist between the latter and graphene. Our
results should help experimentalists to understand which elements must categorically be removed, if
possible, from the experimental setup. And whenever this is too difficult, at least they should provide
information about the influence of these elements on graphene properties. As for example, possible
changes in the out-of-plane oscillation frequencies.
And finally, since we wanted to understand the role that electron-electron interactions play in un-
doped graphene samples, we derived an exact identity, the f -sum rule, that must be fulfilled for any
realistic approximation to the interacting theory, and which allows to classify the importance of the
excitations in the weak-coupling regime in terms of its spectral weight. Experimental graphene sam-
ples are metallic, and traces of electron-electron interactions are elusive, since every real experiment
seems to be well fitted by the free electron theory. But from a theoretical point of view this is still
an open problem, mostly in undoped graphene samples where strong interactions could render the
system insulating. In order to understand this strong coupling regime, we studied the exact solution
of the two-body problem in graphene, that shows remarkable instabilities as well as other features
that point to the formation of bounded electron-hole pairs, so-called excitons. From the results of this
problem, we addressed the many-body theory via the problem of a single exciton constrained by the
Dirac sea, to finally derive a gap equation from a variational ansatz that reproduces previous results
in the literature, predicting a phase transition above a critical coupling. The different elements of this
generalization from two to many particles have been analyzed in this thesis, but the way they are
related to each other is still an important issue to clarify, not to mention that a more complete picture
of the strong-coupling phase may require a broadening of the theoretical description sketched so far.
The questions addressed in this thesis belong to the field of interactions in low-dimensional quan-
tum systems. Some of them just were the product of our curiosity, others arose from the current
research in a trend topic with promising applications. This is, after all, the double role scientists play
when doing research: a commitment to provide the basic ingredients that should lead to improve
human life standards, at the same time that they enlighten our understanding of nature. A thesis is
just a small grain in this enormous endeavor, a little step forward in the exciting purpose of finally
grasping the big picture. I hope this one has accomplished its part in such a quest.
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Resumen en castellano
Introducción
Esta tesis se enmarca en el estudio de las interacciones en nuevas realizaciones de sistemas cuánti-
cos de baja dimensionalidad, desde un punto de vista extrictamente teórico. La Física Cuántica de
sistemas de dimensionalidad reducida no es un tema nuevo, ya que podría decirse que existe desde
que el propio átomo de Hidrógeno fue estudiado con el formalismo de la Mecánica Cuántica. Sin em-
bargo, la edad de oro de este campo se vivió claramente en las décadas de los setenta y los ochenta,
momento en el que se dio un espectacular avance en las técnicas experimentales para fabricar y car-
acterizar nanoestructuras. Hoy por hoy, sin embargo, estamos viviendo una segunda edad de oro,
gracias a dos nuevos sistemas que permiten estudiar la baja dimensionalidad desde perspectivas
inaccesibles hasta ahora. Hablo, por un lado, del grafeno [66, 72], un cristal genuínamente bidimen-
sional que añade a su estructura atómica exótica unas propiedades electrónicas poco convencionales,
pues a baja energía los electrones se propagan siguiendo una ecuación de Dirac para portadores sin
masa [81]. Si bien había otros contextos en la Física de la Materia Condensada donde este tipo de
ecuaciones emergen, es en grafeno donde esta física es más asequible. Por otro lado, en los últimos
años se han perfeccionado las técnicas de enfriamiento y confinamiento de átomos neutros, lo que
está permitiendo diseñar en el laboratorio sistemas de baja dimensionalidad con un altísimo grado
de control sobre sus propiedades [49]. En ambos sistemas, las partículas que los componen interac-
cionan las unas con las otras de diferentes maneras, lo que podría dar lugar a fenómenos colectivos
no observados con anterioridad.
El objetivo de esta tesis es avanzar en el conocimiento de los efectos que dichas interacciones
pueden tener en ambos sistemas, grafeno y redes de átomos fríos. Las interacciones pueden ser entre
partículas de dicho sistema, pero estas a su vez también pueden verse influenciadas por la presencia
de agentes externos en el entorno en el que el sistema vive. De cara a estudiar la fenomenología
experimental de estos sistemas, ambos tipos de interacciones son muy importantes, por lo que han
sido abordadas en distintos capítulos de la tesis.
La tesis incluye tres capítulos introductorios, con los que se trata de dar una resentación autocon-
tenida de los resultados. Uno general, en el que se pasa revista al campo de sistemas cuánticos de
dimensionalidad reducida, incluyendo las nuevas realizaciones de las que trata esta tesis. Y otros dos,
uno al principio de cada parte de la tesis, que incluyen resultados y técnicas relevantes para el estudio
de las interacciones en los siguientes capítulos. A continuación se incluye un breve resumen de cada
una de las partes que componen esta tesis.
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Primera parte: Interacciones en redes de átomos fríos
La primera parte de la tesis se centra en el estudio de las interacciones en redes de átomos fríos.
Este campo emergente está permitiendo simular en el laboratorio algunos modelos de sistemas en
interacción que hasta ahora se consideraban de interés puramente académico. Como era de esperar,
esto ha estimulado nuevos estudios teóricos con la esperanza de que con la mejora de las técnicas
experimentales, todavía en fases tempranas de refinamiento, se puedan observar algunos fenómenos
que hasta ahora se encontraban relegados al mundo de las ecuaciones y las simulaciones numéricas.
Por lo tanto, esta parte de la tesis tiene un carácter mucho más especulativo que la siguiente, donde
los experimentos ya realizados servirán de guía en muchos casos.
Esta parte de la tesis contiene dos capítulos, en los que se analizan dos problemas distintos que
podrían ser realizados con redes de átomos fríos, o al menos podrían ayudar a dilucidar algunos
de los aspectos básicos de experimentos ya realizados. De cara a estudiar estos modelos, juegan un
papel muy importante las ideas de invariancia de escala y el Grupo de Renormalización [108]. Dichas
ideas fueron desarrolladas fundamentalmente en la segunda mitad del siglo XX, y han cambiado
nuestra interpretación de las teorías que describen un determinado fenómeno físico. Hoy por hoy,
entendemos que todo modelo es una descripción efectiva de un fenómeno, necesariamente limitada a
una cierta escala de energía (o, desde otro punto de vista, a determinado detalle microscópico). Para
entender esto es útil implementar una transformación, el Grupo de Renormalización, que sirve de
instrumento para analizar el efecto que tiene los grados de libertad asociados a altas energías en la
física a escalas menores. La idea es generar modelos efectivos a baja energía que incluyan en forma de
nuevas interacciones las contribuciones de alta energía. El Grupo de Renormalización ofrece el marco
para entender si esas contribuciones son importantes, y hasta qué punto hacen que la física efectiva
a baja energía sea diferente. Es, además, el marco perfecto para estudiar si el límite a baja energía (o
de poco detalle microscópico) de la teoría pertenece a una determinada clase de universalidad, en el
sentido de que diferentes modelos de alta energía tienen un límite común de baja energía.
Los cálculos realizados en esta parte de la tesis utilizan técnicas que han surgido a partir de las ideas
del Grupo de Renormalización. En el primer capítulo se usa el Grupo de Renormalización Numérico
[112, 117], una técnica muy útil de cara a estudiar problemas de impurezas cuánticas, es decir, aque-
llos cuyo Hamiltoniano está compuesto de un sistema cuántico relativamente simple acoplado a
un entorno. Manipulando el Hamiltoniano de partida se puede implementar una transformación
de Grupo de Renormalización mediante la diagonalización, numéricamente, de una secuencia de
Hamiltonianos. Es decir, como contrapartida a las técnicas analíticas del Grupo de Renormalización
convencional, permite estudiar propiedades generales del Hamiltoniano de baja energía, así cómo
analizar la forma en que se llega a dicho límite.
En el segundo capítulo se hace uso de una técnica diferente, el método de las Ecuaciones de Flujo
[123, 121, 110] . En cierta manera, se puede pensar que este método es incluso más general que
el Grupo de Renormalización, dado que contiene los resultados de este en cierto límite. La idea
es diagonalizar poco a poco un Hamiltoniano eliminando en cada iteración aquellos elementos de
matriz que involucren mayores diferencias de energía. Como virtud, esto permite conservar todo el
espacio de Hilbert del problema, algo especialmente útil de cara a estudiar problemas de dinámica.
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El coste asociado es, sin embargo, una mayor dificultad técnica en la selección e implementación de
la transformación que lleva a cabo dicha diagonalización iterativa. Por supuesto, en última instancia
lo normal es tener que hacer los cálculos en determinados límites perturbativos. En esta tesis se
emplea esta técnica para analizar un problema de evolución temporal fuera del equilibrio de un
sistema cuántico de muchos cuerpos, que es una de las aplicaciones más novedosas del método de
las Ecuaciones de Flujo [171].
Diagrama de fases de una partícula cuántica confinada en una cadena, en
presencia de un entorno
Este primer capítulo estudia el efecto que tiene un entorno disipativo en la distribución de probabil-
idad de una partícula cuántica confinada en una cadena finita. El interés de este estudio es múltiple.
Por un lado trata de ampliar el conocimiento actual sobre la variedad de efectos que producen los
entornos en los sistemas cuánticos [41]. Pero por otro lado, podría ser de interés en experimentos de
átomos fríos próximos a superficies [61], donde se dan multitud de interacciones que podrían desviar
la fenomenología experimental de la esperada para un sistema aislado.
El acoplo con el entorno se describe usando el modelo de Caldeira-Leggett [135, 120], lo que da
lugar al siguiente Hamiltoniano:
H = −t
M
∑
m=1
(
c†mcm+1 + c
†
m+1cm
)
+ ∑
k<ωc
ka†kak + λq ∑
k<ωc
√
k(ak + a
†
k) + λ
2q2 ∑
k<ωc
1 (8.115)
El primer término describe, en segunda cuantización, un sistema de electrones independientes en una
cadena finita de M sitios, siendo t la probabilidad de saltar de un sitio a otro. cm y c†m son operadores
que destruyen y crean electrones, respectivamente, en el sitio m de la cadena. En dichos operadores
están incluídas ad hoc las condiciones de contorno. El segundo término modeliza un baño como un
conjunto de osciladores armónicos independientes, en segunda cuantización, con ak y a†k destruyendo
y creando un bosón, respectivamente, en el modo k. El baño tiene un espectro de energías lineal hasta
la energía de corte ωc. El tercer término describe el acoplo entre la partícula cuántica y el baño,
algo que se hace a través del operador posición q = ∑Mm (m− m0)c†mcm de la partícula, siendo m0 el
centro de la cadena, y λ la fuerza del acoplo. La fuerza de los acoplos está escogida de forma que
podamos reproducir el límite clásico de disipación Óhmica. Finalmente, el cuarto término se añade
para asegurar que la disipación es homogénea.
Para estudiar el modelo se utilizan tres aproximaciones, el Grupo de Renormalización, el cálculo
variacional y el Grupo de Renormalización Numérico. Dada la complejidad del modelo, que sólo tiene
como simetría la paridad, las dos primeras técnicas mencionadas no dan un resultado completamente
satisfactorio, por lo que los principales resultados son los dados por el Grupo de Renormalización
Numérico, al precio de no ser analíticos sino numéricos. Mediante esta técnica es posible construir
un diagrama de fases del modelo a temperatura cero y siempre y cuando el número de eslabones de
la cadena no sea muy alto. Hay que tener en cuenta, además, que los resultados más interesantes se
encuentran cuando se consideran cadenas de más de cuatro eslabones. En la figura 8.8 se muestra el
diagrama de fases para cadenas de cinco y seis eslabones. Se puede ver que en ambos casos hay una
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Diagrama de fases del modelo para cadenas de M = 5 (arriba) y M = 6 (abajo) eslabones, deducidos usando
Grupo de Renormalización Numérico. Los gráficos insertados muestran distribuciones de probabilidad de
la partícula representativas de cada fase.
transición de fase para un acoplo αc ≡ λ2c/4π ∼ 1+O(t/ωc). Dicha transición es de tipo Kosterlitz-
Thouless, y distingue una fase deslocalizada para α < αc en la que la partícula puede encontrarse
en todo el espacio, a una localizada para α > αc en la que la partícula se confina en uno de los
eslabones de la cadena. La finitud de la cadena introduce inhomogeneidades en ambas fases. En la
fase deslocalizada, se traduce en una creciente localización en el eslabón central para cadenas impares
y en los dos centrales para cadenas pares. En la fase deslocalizada, hace que la partícula sólo puede
localizarse en los sitios adyacentes al centro para cinco eslabones y en los dos centrales para la cadena
de seis eslabones. En esta última, de hecho, se produce una segunda transición para acoplos mayores
en la que el confinamiento se da también en los sitios adyacentes al centro. Eso sí, en ningún caso se
llega a observar confinamiento en los bordes.
La idea a extraer de estos resultados es que la presencia de un baño altera dramáticamente la
distribución de probabilidad de una partícula en una cadena, y que la existencia de un número finito
de eslabones da lugar a inhomogeneidades en las distintas fases que aparecen por la competición
entre energía cinética de la partícula y energía de interacción. De hecho, podría arguirse que el efecto
del baño es suprimir dicha energía cinética a la vez que introduce un potencial efectivo que restringe
el movimiento de la partícula. De esta forma, podría recuperarse una descripción de la transición al
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estilo de Landau [109].
Conexión repentina de las interacciones en el modelo de sine-Gordon
En este segundo capítulo se estudia la dinámica del modelo de sine-Gordon cuando las interacciones
son conectadas de forma súbita. Esto permite inducir un estado inicial muy lejano al equilibrio,
haciendo que el sistema tenga una evolución temporal peculiar. Este estudio se enmarca en la cuestión
general sobre si sistemas cuánticos aislados pueden alcanzar un estado final de equilibrio descrito
por una distribución térmica, o si siempre es necesaria la asistencia de un entorno que introduzca
disipación y decoherencia en el sistema. Es lo que se conoce en la literatura como el debate de la
Termalización [159, 160, 158, 161, 156, 173]. Si bien es fácil argumentar que un sistema cuántico
en un estado puro nunca puede, por sí mismo, evolucionar rigurosamente a una distribución de
probabilidad térmica, la cuestión es hasta qué punto los observables calculados en el estado final
de la evolución temporal pueden recuperarse aproximadamente usando dichas distribuciones. En
muchos casos parece ser así, incluso cuando el sistema en cuestión es integrable, en cuyo caso haría
falta trabajar con distribuciones térmicas generalizadas [163].
El modelo de sine-Gordon es, de hecho, un modelo integrable [175]. Pero analizar su evolución
usando la solución exacta al modelo resulta de una complejidad técnica apreciable, por lo que resulta
adecuado usar otras técnicas que permitan estudiar la dinámica en determinados regímenes. En el
caso de esta tesis, se utiliza el formalismo de las Ecuaciones de Flujo para estudiar la dinámica en el
régimen de acoplo débil del modelo. Para entender a qué corresponde este régimen conviene tener
en mente el Hamiltoniano del modelo [16, 174]:
H =
∫
dx
(
1
2
Π2(x) +
1
2
(
∂φ
∂x
)2 +
g
2πa2
cos(βφ(x))
)
(8.116)
Es el Hamiltoniano de un campo escalar φ(x) cuantizado en una dimensión espacial, siendo Π(x) su
momento conjugado. Consta de dos términos, el primero describiendo un sistema de bosones libres,
y el segundo introduciendo la interacción, que es periódica en el campo escalar y viene definida
por una amplitud g/(2πa2) y una longitud de onda 2π/β. Definiendo α2 ≡ β2/4π, el régimen de
acoplo débil es aquel en el que α2 > 2 y g ≪ 1, que corresponde a amplitudes y longitudes de onda
suficientemente pequeñas. En este caso, el potencial se comporta como una perturbación sobre el
sistema libre, y las excitaciones elementales son de carácter bosónico con interacciones débiles entre
ellas.
A partir del estudio de este modelo usando el formalismo de las Ecuaciones de Flujo [178], se
puede estudiar la evolución temporal de las ocupaciones de los modos bosónicos en los que puede
descomponerse, típicamente, el campo escalar cuantizado:
φ(x) = − i√
4π
∑
k>0
e− ka2√
k
(
e−ikx(a†l,k + ar,−k)− eikx(al,k + a†r,−k)
)
(8.117)
siendo ai,k y a†i,k los operadores destrucción y creación de un bosón en el modo k, e i = L, R indicando
dos ramas de bosones, izquierda (Left) y derecha (Right). Concretamente, el observable que se estudia
es la evolución de las ocupaciones tras la conexión del término de interacción, es decir, que en la
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Evolución temporal de las ocupaciones de las ocupaciones de varios modos bosónicos k (a es el interespaciado
de la red), normalizadas a los valores de equilibrio. El valor del acoplo es de α2 = 2.1.
imagen de Heisenberg está dado por ni,k(t) = 〈0|a†i,k(t)ai,k(t)|0〉, siendo |0〉 el estado fundamental del
sistema libre.
Los resultados pueden resumirse analizando la evolución de las ocupaciones de varios modos,
como se muestra en la figura 8.8, que son similares a los esperadas para osciladores armónicos clási-
cos en régimen de amortiguamiento débil. Para bosones con longitudes de onda más cortas, cercanas
al espaciado de la red a, se tiende a un amortiguamiento crítico. Notoriamente, se alcanza un estado
estable tras varias oscilaciones en el que las ocupaciones son el doble de las esperadas en equilibrio
térmico. Este resultado es conocido en otros sistemas en los que las interacciones se conectan súbita-
mente en el régimen perturbativo [172, 173, 179, 180], si bien es esperable que tenga una expresión
más complicada para acoplos más grandes. Hay que decir, sin embargo, que en el curso de los cálculos
es necesario hacer algunas aproximaciones que impiden dar validez a estos resultados para tiempos
arbitrariamente largos. Si existiese una evolución posterior, tendría que ser investigada con otras téc-
nicas o con un análisis más detallado del modelo, si bien esto implicaría que el sistema alcanza una
fase de equilibrio parcial en la que la distribución de probabilidad no es térmica, aunque sí en cierta
manera universal. En cualquier caso, el mensaje es que pese a ser un modelo integrable, las constantes
del movimiento son incapaces de restringir la evolución de observables como las ocupaciones, que
muestran comportamientos de relajación a un estado de equilibrio.
Segunda parte: interacciones en monocapas de grafeno
La segunda parte de la tesis ataca el problema de las interacciones entre electrones en monocapas
de grafeno, haciendo en lo posible énfasis en los resultados experimentales. Las peculiaridades es-
tructurales y electrónicas del grafeno lo han convertido en un material intesnamente analizado en los
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últimos años [81]. Desde el punto de vista electrónico, a baja energía sus excitaciones elementales son
electrones sin masa descritos por una ecuación de Dirac [71]. Al tener carga, interaccionan a través
del potencial de Coulomb, cuya fuerza conviene medir en términos de la energía cinética del sistema
a través del acoplo adimensional g ≡ e2/(κvF), donde vF es la velocidad de Fermi de los electrones,
e la carga del electrón y κ la constante dieléctrica del medio. Si el grafeno se encuentra en el vacío,
esta interacción es fuerte, haciendo del problema uno no perturbativo. Incluso en presencia de los
sustratos típicos sobre los que se depositan las muestras experimentales, los valores de este acoplo
lo dejan fuera del régimen perturbativo. Es esperable, por lo tanto, que las interacciones jueguen un
papel importante en este sistema.
Sin embargo, la mayor parte de los experimentos pueden explicarse en términos de una imagen de
electrones libres. En el caso del grafeno dopado, es decir, aquel en el que el nivel de dopaje está por
encima del punto de Dirac, donde se tocan las dos bandas de este material, es posible entender esto
haciendo uso de la teoría del Líquido de Fermi [184]. Esencialmente, esta dice que son los propios
electrones los que apantallan las interacciones fuertes, dando lugar a cuasipartículas análogas a los
electrones libres de partida. Pero en el caso de grafeno sin dopar, es decir, en el punto de Dirac, el
apantallamiento de estos electrones es muy ineficaz de cara a reducir la fuerza y el alcance de la
interacción de Coulomb, por lo que habría que explicar, desde un punto de vista teórico, cuál es el
efecto de estas interacciones en las propiedades del sistema. Esto, incluso aunque fuese el caso de
que en el caso experimental nunca se alcanzan niveles de dopaje en los que la influencia del punto
de Dirac sea observable.
Surgen, por lo tanto, dos líneas de trabajo claramente delimitadas. Por un lado estudiar cómo
el entorno afecta a las propiedades electrónicas del grafeno, y por otro analizar cuál es el estado
fundamental del grafeno sin dopar. Ambos frentes son analizados en esta tesis, a lo largo de tres
capítulos.
Interacciones electrostáticas entre capas de grafeno y su entorno
En el primer capítulo se estudian los efectos de las interacciones electrostáticas entre electrones del
grafeno y aquellos elementos polarizables de uno de los entornos experimentales más frecuentes en
el laboratorio, un sustrato de SiO2 [66, 72]. Aunque en principio tanto el grafeno como el entorno
son neutros, si estos elementos son polarizables pueden surgir interacciones debido al acoplo entre
fluctuaciones de carga, denominadas fuerzas de van der Waals [256].
Un análisis del sustrato de SiO2 basado tanto en los experimentos con grafeno como en otros
experimentos que hacen uso del mismo [238–243, 247, 246] permite hacerse una idea de qué elementos
pueden estar dando lugar a interacciones electrostáticas. Así pues, en esta tesis se consideran:
• Las fluctuaciones de carga de la puerta metálica bajo la capa de SiO2, que es de silicio altamente
dopado.
• La existencia de cargas atrapadas en la capa de SiO2.
• Los fonones de superficie del SiO2.
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Elementos polarizables en un experimento con grafeno depositado sobre SiO2. a) El sustrato está compuesto de
una capa de 300 nm de SiO2, aislante, sobre una puerta metálico de Si altamente dopado. b) Entre el grafeno
y la superficie del sustrato puede haber moléculas de agua atrapadas. c) En la superficie del SiO2 existen
excitaciones de tipo fonónico, que también hacen las veces de pequeños dipolos de carga susceptibles de
acoplarse a las fluctuaciones electrónicas. d) Algunas cargas pueden quedar atrapadas en el sustrato de SiO2.
e) La puerta metálica es otro elemento polarizable, donde las fluctuaciones de carga son de tipo electrón -
hueco. Imagen tomada de [236].
• Moléculas de agua atrapadas entre el grafeno y la superficie del sustrato.
Un esquema de estos agentes y sus interacciones con las capas de grafeno se muestra en la figura 8.8.
Para obtener expresiones analíticas de las correspondientes energías de interacción se utiliza teoría de
perturbaciones a segundo orden en la corrección a la energía del estado fundamental de los sistemas
desacoplados. Dichas expresiones dependen en general de la distancia z a la que se encuentra el
agente de la capa de grafeno, en la dirección perpendicular a la misma. La tabla 8.0 recoge los
principales resultados: por un lado, da las dependencias con la distancia de las distintas energías de
interacción; por otro, da una estimación de las energías estimadas en experimentos típicos. Además,
para ayudar a la comparación, se incluye la energía de interacción entre dos monocapas de grafeno.
Estos resultados pueden usarse para analizar diferentes situaciones experimentales. Por ejemplo,
para grafenos depositados directamente sobre SiO2, las interacciones dominantes son las que surgen
del acoplo con los modos polares del SiO2 y con las moléculas de agua. Sin embargo, en el caso de
grafeno suspendido, el sustrato se encuentra mucho más distante, y la interacción más importante
es aquella que surge del acoplo con impurezas cargadas, ya que es la que decae más despacio. Este
análisis tiene consecuencias inmediatas en experimentos con osciladores de grafeno [254] o cuando
se analiza la interacción entre una punta de un microscopio STM y el grafeno [269].
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Distancia Dependencia en Energía
(nm) la distancia (meV Å−2)
Puerta 300 z−3 log(z/zs) 10−8
Impurezas cargadas 1 z−1 10−4 − 10−2
Sustrato de SiO2 1 z−2 0.4
Moléculas de agua 0.3 z−3 1
Grapheno 0.3 z−3 30
Energías de interacción por unidad de área correspondientes a los interacciones estudiadas en la tesis. Para las
estimaciones numéricas se han usado concentraciones de impurezas cargadas de 1010− 1012cm−2, así como
1015cm−2 para las moléculas de agua.
Regla de suma f para electrones del grafeno
En este segundo capítulo dentro del bloque dedicado al grafeno se empieza a abordar el problema
de las interacciones entre electrones del sistema. Para ello se deriva una identidad exacta, la regla de
suma f , que una clase muy general de interacciones tiene que cumplir, ya que no es más que una
consecuencia de la conservación del número de partículas en el sistema. Esta regla de suma se deriva
para el espectro de baja energía del grafeno, es decir, para electrones de Dirac sin masa, y difiere de
la correspondiente identidad para electrones de Schrödinger. La derivación, sin embargo, sigue los
mismos pasos [184, 10], siendo el resultado independiente de la interacción, lo que la hace fácil de
calcular. El resultado es el siguiente:
∫ ΛE
0
dωωℑχ(q,ω) = − gSgvq
2ΛE
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(8.118)
donde χ(q,ω) es la susceptibilidad eléctrica del sistema de electrones en interacción, que en teoría de
respuesta lineal codifica la respuesta del sistema a una sonda exterior que se acople a la carga [185].
ΛE es una energía de corte, y gsgv indica la degeneración de valle y espín del grafeno. La peculiaridad
de esta regla de suma, y su principal diferencia con el caso de electrones de Schrödinger, radica en
su dependencia con la energía de corte. Esto es debido a la existencia de un número creciente de
excitaciones electrón-hueco entre las dos bandas (o conos) del espectro electrónico del grafeno a
baja energía. Sin embargo, es importante notar que esta es una cantidad conservada para cualquier
interacción que conserve el número de partículas, en particular la de Coulomb. Este resultado es
nuevo en la literatura, donde ya se había abordado previamente el caso de la estructura de bandas
completa del grafeno [275], o la regla de suma para electrones de Dirac en tres dimensiones espaciales
e interacciones relativistas [273].
Una forma alternativa de esta regla de suma es la referida a la conductividad óptica [143], que
es una cantidad más asequible experimentalmente que la susceptibilidad eléctrica [203]. Se deriva
fácilmente del resultado anterior:
∫ ∞
0
dωℜσ(ω) = gsgvΛ
16
(8.119)
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donde σ(ω) es la conductividad óptica de los electrones, es decir, su conductividad para transferencia
de momento nula.
La regla de suma f permite llevar a cabo un análisis de transferencia de peso espectral, que suele ser
útil para identificar la importancia relativa de las excitaciones presentes en el sistema, e interpretar
experimentos [272]. El peso espectral total es la integral dada por la regla de suma, mientras que
pesos espectrales parciales corresponden a integrales parciales, ya sea porque se integra en un rango
de energías finito o porque se descompone la susceptibilidad en suma de la respuesta de diferentes
excitaciones. En cualquier caso, variando los parámetros del sistema (dopaje, fuerza de interacción),
el peso espectral total tiene que conservarse, lo que implica que como mucho se de una transferencia
de peso espectral entre excitaciones.
Si se aplica este tipo de análisis al grafeno sin dopar, se encuentra que el peso espectral está dom-
inado por las excitaciones electrón-hueco entre bandas, dado que cualquier otra excitación predicha
en la literatura [196] (plasmón amortiguado, subbanda excitónica), al menos en el régimen de acoplo
débil del sistema en interacción, da contribuciones a órdenes mayores. Pese a todo, estudiando estas
contribuciones se revela un comportamiento anómalo, ya que parece haber una transferencia de peso
espectral entre el régimen de baja energía y el de alta energía (cerca de la energía de corte), algo
peculiar dado que lo normal es que la transferencia sea entre excitaciones pertenecientes al mismo
régimen de energías.
El caso de grafeno dopado resulta menos peculiar, pues tiene muchas similitudes con el de elec-
trones de Schrödinger debido a la existencia de una superficie de Fermi. La contribución dominante
sigue siendo la de la excitaciones entre bandas, pero ahora al mismo orden aparece una contribución
intra banda, con un peso proporcional a la energía de Fermi EF, y que está dominado por la presencia
de un plasmón en el espectro de excitaciones [208–210].
El problema de los dos cuerpos y su relación con las fases de acoplo fuerte en
grafeno
En este último capítulo se aborda el problema de las fases de acoplo fuerte en grafeno. Como ya se
ha mencionado, los electrones del grafeno interaccionan a través del potencial de Coulomb, que en el
caso sin dopar son incapaces de producir un apantallamiento efectivo que reduzca su alcance y lleve
su intensidad a un régimen extrictamente perturbativo. Un análisis de Grupo de Renormalización
de este problema [189, 193], llevado a cabo en el régimen perturbativo, muestra que la interacción
de Coulomb es marginalmente irrelevante, de forma que a baja energía tiende a un punto fijo en el
que de forma efectiva las interacciones no juegan ningún papel, algo que resulta compatible con los
resultados experimentales. Sin embargo, las muestras reales de grafeno, incluso teniendo en cuenta
el apantallamiento intrínseco y el dado por el entorno, siguen estando en un régimen de acoplo no
perturbativo para las interacciones electrónicas. Si los resultados del Grupo de Renormalización son
todavía válidos para estos acoplos es algo que es cuestionable, ya que podría haber otros puntos fijos
que dominen el flujo del Grupo de Renormalización en acoplo fuerte. Esto ha sido muy discutido
en la literatura reciente [214, 198, 215]. De hecho, algunos autores apuntan a la posibilidad de una
transición de fase para acoplos fuertes en la que el sistema se haga aislante debido a la formación de
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Solución numérica de la función de onda radial para el caso de un potencial de Coulomb y momento del centro
de masas nulo. El momento angular es l = 1. Arriba: funciones de onda para g = −0.5 y E > 0. Abajo:
funciones de onda para g = 0.5 y E > 0. Notar que cuando se cumple la condición de retorno clásico
g/r0 = E aparece una singularidad debido a la existencia de estados de cero energía.
excitones [224, 226, 227, 232].
Como ya ocurre en el caso de la superconductividad, ocurre que en muchos problemas físicos de
muchos cuerpos en interacción, la inestabilidad que conduce a una transición de fase ya está con-
tenida en el problema de dos partículas. De hecho,incluso en el problema de una partícula de Dirac
sin masa en presencia de un potencial de Coulomb externo ya aparece una inestabilidad de acoplo
fuerte que podría estar relacionada con la formación de excitones [229–231]. Esto, sin ni siquiera tener
en cuenta las restricciones dadas por la presencia del mar de Dirac, como ocurre en el problema de
Cooper.
En este capítulo se analiza, en primer lugar, la estructura general del problema de dos partículas
de Dirac sin masa, en dos dimensiones, e interaccionando a través de potenciales no relativistas.
El problema general es complicado debido a que no se puede separar el centro de masas de la
coordenada relativa, complicando la obtención de una solución exacta. Sin embargo, el problema en
el que par tiene un momento del centro de masas nulo resulta más sencillo de analizar, a la vez que
es el más relevante de cara a estudiar la formación de excitones. Al fin y al cabo, es la situación
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energéticamente más favorable. La principal ventaja de este caso es que permite descomponer el
problema en canales con momento angular relativo l bien definido. Un análisis detallado de este
problema reducido presenta las siguientes características notables:
• Para aquellos canales con l 6= 0, los estados de cero energía del problema juegan un papel
notable en el mismo, produciendo discontinuidades y divergencias en la función de onda en
los puntos de retorno clásico, es decir, aquellos en los que la energía cinética iguala la energía
potencial. Este comportamiento está reflejado en la figura 8.8 para el potencial de Coulomb.
• Para el caso de potenciales de Coulomb, el sistema se vuelve inestable a partir de un cierto
acoplo crítico gc ≡
√
1+ 4l2, que depende del canal de momento angular. El mínimo lo da el
canal l = 0, para el que gc = 1, que es un valor muy próximo a las estimaciones analíticas y
numéricas realizadas al estudiar la transición de fase para muchos cuerpos.
• El caso l = 0, u onda s, presenta una simplicidad analítica considerable, lo que permite resolver-
lor de forma analítica siguiendo los mismos pasos que en el caso de un solo cuerpo en presencia
de un potencial externo.
Extendiendo el análisis a momentos del centro de masa distintos de cero, se puede argumentar que
tanto el rol peculiar de los estados de cero energía como la existencia de una inestabilidad permanecen
en este caso.
El estudio de las inestabilidades del sistema de dos cuerpos se puede completar incluyendo la pres-
encia del mar de Dirac, lo que resulta análogo al problema de Cooper para la superconductividad,
pero considerando que al ser la interacción repulsiva entre electrones, la formación de pares se da
entre electrones y huecos dando lugar a excitones. Para el caso de un potencial de Coulomb el prob-
lema no tiene solución analítica aparentemente, por lo que resulta más iluminador considerar el caso
de un potencial de contacto. En este caso, el resultado es que se forma un estado ligado por encima
de un cierto acoplo crítico. Definiendo g ≡ |V|n(Λ)/4, donde |V| es la fuerza del potencial y n(Λ) la
densidad de estados en la energía de corte, la expresión analítica de la energía del excitón es:
E = −2Λ g
−1− 1
W−1(g−1 − 1)
(8.120)
donde W−1(z) es la rama inferior de la función W de Lambert. Sólo para g > 1 dicha energía es
negativa, lo que conecta en cierta manera la inestabilidad del problema de dos cuerpos sin mar de
Dirac con este último.
Finalmente, el estudio de las inestabilidades de acoplo fuerte se puede finalizar analizando el
problema completo de muchos cuerpos a través de un ansatz variacional que tenga en cuenta la
formación de pares que tendría lugar de acuerdo a los resultados para dos cuerpos. Esto da lugar a
una ecuación autoconsistente para el gap excitónico, es decir, el rango de energías en torno al punto
de Dirac en el que se forman excitones, impidiendo la corriente de electrones. La expresión de esta
ecuación es:
∆k = ∑
k′
V|k′−k|
∆k′
Ek′
(8.121)
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que recupera resultados ya conocidos en la literatura [224]. Para solucionar esta ecuación es necesario
recurrir a aproximaciones, lo que en última instancia determina el valor del acoplo crítico en el que
se daría la transición de fase. Estimaciones dadas en la literatura arrojan valores en torno a g ∼ 1, si
bien el valor concreto es todavía motivo de controversia [224, 226, 220, 227, 228]. Su cuantía resulta de
la mayor relevancia, dado que si está por encima de los valores experimentales, justificaría de forma
teórica que el grafeno sin dopar a baja energía se comporte como un sistema sin interacciones, a la
vez que abriría la puerta a una posible observación experimental de esta transición disminuyendo el
apantallamiento producido por el entorno.
Conclusiones
A lo largo de esta tesis se han estudiado algunas de las consecuencias que tienen las interacciones en
la física de monocapas de grafeno y algunas realizaciones concretas de redes de átomos fríos. Am-
bos sistemas constituyen los dos grandes hitos de la física de baja dimensionalidad en los últimos
años. Los físicos teóricos contamos con la ventaja de poder variar los parámetros de un determinado
modelo a nuestro antojo, lo que nos da un acceso casi ilimitado a explorar nuevos fenómenos como
transiciones de fase o la dinámica no trivial de un sistema a través de nuestras ecuaciones y simula-
ciones. Sin embargo, estudiar sistemas en interacción es una tarea prodigiosa, y requiere de técnicas
muy sofisticadas que las más de las veces tan sólo permiten obtener respuestas parciales al problema,
con la esperanza de que ayuden a entender con mayor profundidad la cuestión global que motivó la
investigación.
En el caso de esta tesis, dichas cuestiones pertenecen en su totalidad al campo de la física de baja
dimensionalidad. Algunas de ellas surgieron simplemente para satisfacer la curiosidad de los autores
de la investigación, pero otras estuvieron motivadas por temas de actualidad que podrían clasificarse
de urgentes por sus prometedoras aplicaciones. Esto viene a ejemplificar, al fin y al cabo, el doble
papel social que juegan los científicos cuando hacen investigación: el compromiso de proveernos de
los ingredientes básicos que conduzcan a una mejora ulterior de la calidad de vida humana, a la
vez que se incrementa nuestra comprensión de cómo funciona la naturaleza. Una tesis constituye tan
sólo un grano de arena dentro de esta gran empresa, un minúsculo paso adelante en la prodigiosa
aventura de entender el mundo que nos rodea. Espero que esta tesis haya logrado su propósito en
esta prodigiosa tarea.
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